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THE THEATRE OF THE SELF: POETIC IDENTITY IN THE PLAYS 
OF MARINA TSVETAEVA AND HELENE CIXOUS. 
This comparative study of the theatre of Helene Cixous and Marina Tsvetaeva proposes 
a reading of their plays as a coherent corpus engaged specifically with the 
representation of poetic identity. Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' plays present a diverse range 
of characters who can be identified as poet-selves and who struggle to assert their 
identity in hostile environments. An inherent link is established between the thematic 
and the generic. Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's adoption of the theatre as genre in which to 
develop their conceptualisations of poetic identity is shown to be important to the 
thematic contexts in which the poet-selves are constructed. This study defines four 
elements: language, exile, sexual difference and Greek mythology, which are shown to 
be common to the representation of poetic identity in Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' plays. 
Each element is addressed in turn in Chapters Two to Five and its role in both writers' 
constructions of poetic identity in their individual plays is explored and problematised. 
The conclusion evaluates the radical nature of Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's dramatisations 
of poetic identity in the context of the representation of the female poet and discusses 
the evolution of this theme in a chronological approach to their theatre. 
Note on Translation and Transliteration 
Russian words are transliterated according to the Library of Congress system. 
All translations given in this thesis are mine unless otherwise stated. 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is a comparative study of the theatre of Marina Tsvetaeva and Helene 
Cixous, in which I will discuss the representation of poetic identity in their plays. 
Through the employment of four main themes: language, exile, sexual difference and 
mythology, I seek to establish similarities between the two writer's conceptions of 
poetic identity, and to move towards an assessment of the radical potential of these 
representations. 
Cixous' published fictions and her seminar programme at the Centre d'Etudes 
Feminines' construct complex correspondences between her work and that of a small 
group of chosen writers, amongst whom is Marina Tsvetaeva. This adoptive canon 
consists of writers with whom Cixous expresses particular affinities, and whose works 
regularly constitute the majority of primary texts on her seminar programme. They are 
often referred to in both her fictions and her critical essays. Conley comments on this in 
her introduction to a selection of critical texts transcribed from Cixous' seminars: 
The primary carrier of Cixous' readings is an ongoing interest in poetry 
attached to the proper name of Clarice Lispector, whose texts are read 
alongside those of Joyce, Kafka, Kleist and Tsvetaeva. Many of these 
proper names have crisscrossed Cixous' texts since the beginning of her 
career as a writer. Lispector has been a concern for a number of years, 
but the shift towards Eastern Europe is recent. 2 
Other authors appearing in various areas of her work include Jacques Derrida, Ingeborg 
Bachmann, Thomas Bernard and Jean Genet, and they, along with those mentioned 
previously represent recurring themes and foci of Cixous' aesthetics. Indeed. Cixous 
often includes her own work on the seminar programme, an explicit insertion of herself 
as correspondence between all these different authors. Cixous clearly perceives 
affinities between her central concerns and the writing practices of these writers and. I 
would argue, between these authors and her own writing. This group of authors and 
their work have subsequently been formed into a complex intertext for the development 
of Cixous' aesthetics and creative identity. 
The work, and indeed the proper name, of Marina Tsvetaeva have entered this 
canon and since 1985 Tsvetaeva's texts have featured regularly on the seminar 
programme. Cixous has published several minor pieces on Tsvvetaevva, none of which, 
however, refer to Tsvetaeva's theatre. Cixous' first piece on Tsvetaeva, and indeed the 
only piece of extended writing by Cixous which focuses solely on Tsvetaeva, discusses 
Neuf Lettres avec une dixieme retenue et une onzieme revue. 3 Elsewhere Ci xous 
examines Tsvetaeva's innovative use of language in the text and meditates on the 
significance of the letter T. 4 Cixous' interest in Tsvetaeva is more commonly 
demonstrated through her references to Tsvetaeva's work as an illustration of the 
relationship between poetry, resistance and history, an interest which extends to other 
poets of Tsvetaeva's generation, notably Osip Mandel'shtam and Anna Akhmatova. 5 
Tsvetaeva appears in such general discussions in Cixous' work alongside other "writers 
of extremity"6 and is frequently associated with themes of exile and passion. In Jours 
de Fan, a text ostensibly about the act of writing itself, Cixous expresses her admiration 
for Tsvetaeva's courage and assertion of poetry in the face of history and fate. ' 
As is the pattern with other writers who become members of Cixous' 
idiosyncratic canon, Tsvetaeva's work and biography are drawn upon to illustrate and 
develop Cixous' concept of the role of the poet and of poetry. As stated earlier, Cixous' 
inclusion of her own work in this canon implies an association of her own poetic 
identity, and stature, with these writers. The emphasis on thematic affinities within 
their work contributes to the definition and development of Cixous' work, and indeed to 
the projection of Cixous' poetic identity. We can consider Cixous' engaýiement with 
other writers as constituting a textual and personal system which ultimately serves to 
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mythologise her own writing practices and creative persona. 
I have chosen to focus on affinities between the representation of poetic identity 
in the work of Cixous and Tsvetaeva, rather than to investigate potential links between 
all the writers of Cixous' canon for several reasons. The issue of the importance of the 
role of gender in representations of poetic identity is important to this study and is 
engaged with in the context of comparing two women writers. Tsvetaeva and Cixous. I 
will argue, both turn to the theatre in which to further explore and describe poetic 
identity. 
This comparative study addresses the theatre of Helene Cixous and Marina 
Tsvetaeva in the context of the representation of poetic identity. the specific identity of 
the female subject and, consequently, that of the creative female subject. The chapters 
of this study are organised around themes which constitute fundamental aspects in the 
perceptions of identity for both writers, and which are articulated within their 
respective writings for the theatre. 
Explorations of issues of female identity, and means of voicing or representing 
that identity are, of course, fundamental to studies of women's self-expression in any 
medium. Feminist literary theory, informed by many diverse approaches, has affirmed 
the importance of revealing the ideological content of conventional discourses on 
women in patriarchal society, and of reading all cultural texts 'against the grain'. Of 
parallel importance to this activity is the creation of new representations of female 
experience and subjectivity. 8 I shall address the presence of both activities in the 
theatre of Tsvetaeva and Cixous. 
The prolific output of Helene Cixous reflects an unremitting engagement with 
the representation of subjectivity and intersubjective relationships, proferring 
... 
possibilities of social and subjective transformations. '9 This concern with the 
structure and representation of identity is central to Cixous' work and the development 
of her engagement with this theme will be discussed in relation to her increasing 
involvement with the theatre. Tsvetaeva's work engages with the problematics of 
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identity, in particular the voicing of female experience in the context of ýi 
predominantly masculine poetic heritage. A number of critics have commented briefly 
on the importance of the theme of identity in Tsvetaeva's work. In the 1970s and 1980s 
several articles appeared which adopted a more rigorous textual approach to 
Tsvetaeva's work and began to address issues of gender representation in her work, 
although these were not informed by feminist literary theory and did not discuss her 
theatre. 1° The increased awareness of feminist approaches to Russian literature can be 
considered as marked by the publication of Barbara Heldt's influential book Terrible 
Perfection: Women and Russian Literature. " Heldt describes the formulation and 
articulation of a female voice in Tsvetaeva's poetry as subverting the dominant 
representations of women in Russian and Soviet literature. '' Critical work on 
Tsvetaeva which engages with issues of gender and representation in the context of 
feminist literary theory has increased enormously in the past five years, the majority of 
such research being based in Russian departments of American universities. 13 
However, much detailed research on the representation of identity in Tsvetaeva' s work 
remains unpublished. This unpublished research includes the doctoral research of Laura 
Weeks which examines Tsvetaeva's poetry in the context of representations of identity. 
but unfortunately the concept of identity is formulated in very specific terms which are 
of limited relevance to this study. 14 Irina Kuzminsky includes Tsvetaeva as one of 
three female poets whom she discusses in the context of the potential identification of 
gender-specific modes of writing. " However, whilst Kuzminsky notes the emphasis on 
verbal states of becoming and mutable identity in Tsvetaeva's poetry, ' 6 she does not 
focus upon the representation of poetic identity. The most systematic and detailed 
research in this field has been undertaken by Sibelan Forrester whose doctoral thesis 
addresses the relationship of the speaking self to gender in Tsvetaeva's poetry. 
Forrester engages successfully with Tsvetaeva's use of female figures from myth and 
world literature and her adoption of traditional forms of female discourse with the aim 
of "... redefining poetry as a variety of female experience. "1ý This work provides a 
valuable survey of the female figures with whom Tsvetaeva identified in her poetry. ' 
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but focuses on the poetry written between 1915 and 1923. Forrester' s work does not at 
any point discuss Tsvetaeva's writing for the theatre, the specific topic of this present 
study. My own thesis focuses upon the representation ofidentity in which gender. 
although clearly constituting a fundamental part of poetic identity. cannot he perceived 
as the sole denominator. 
It must be noted that the subversion and blurring of generic categories is 
common to the work of Tsvetaeva and Cixous. Svetlana Bovm underlines the extent of 
this in Tsvetaeva's work: 
Tsvetaeva's prose goes beyond all acceptable boundaries of genre and 
does not allow us to draw comfortable distinctions between criticism and 
autobiography, prose and poetry, fact and fiction, author and narrator, 
person and persona. 19 
However, this blurring of generic divisions is not sustained in Cixous' critical writing 
on the theatre, which discusses the generic singularity of the form and mobilises what 
she perceives as its particular qualities. Whilst acknowledging the importance of the 
challenging of categories of genre elsewhere in the work of both writers, I will focus 
upon the theatre of Cixous and Tsvetaeva in the context of the development of their 
representations of the female subject and the poet-self in order to assert that it is within 
their plays that engagement with questions of identity is most clearly and consistently 
addressed. 
Much critical work on theatre engages with questions of identity, producing 
readings which focus upon the spectator's identification with or alienation from the 
protagonists. Feminist approaches to theatre, however, stress the importance of 
viewing the theatre as an ideological apparatus, in which dominant representations of 
women are sustained and social connotations of gender reified, and in which the 
position of the female spectator is often problematic. 20 My thesis acknowledges the 
political importance of deconstructing dominant images of women in the theatre, and 
will address the representation of sexual difference in the theatre of Cixous and 
Tsvetaeva. 
Whilst maintaining a clear focus on Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's plays. this study 
rý 
will not foreground analyses of productions of the plays in question, n<ei- will the 
arguments advanced be situated within the context of contemporary performance 
theory. It has been established that the relationships between performance and identity 
are situated at the core of performance- based approaches to theatre, and the tact that 
there is an important corpus of existing, and developing research in this field must 
clearly be acknowledged. The interaction between poststructuralist feminist theory and 
performance theory has produced much original and challenging work over the last 
decade 
, 
21 and explorations of the textuality of the body and the corporeality of the text 
can be considered as particularly apposite to the discussion of women's writing for the 
theatre. 
However, a sustained engagement with issues of performance would introduce 
severe imbalances into this study. The majority of Tsvetaeva's plays have not been 
performed, but in direct contrast to this, Cixous' plays have been produced by 
companies and directors who enjoy close collaboration with the author, indeed the 
published text has often not gone to press until a final stage in production has been 
reached. A further consequence of the foregrounding of issues of performance in this 
thesis would be the allocation of a disproportionately important role to the concept of 
ecriture feminine which, whilst constituting a major aspect of Chapter Two. 'The Role 
of Language in the Construction of Poetid Identity', does not underpin the main tenets 
nor conclusions of this research. 
Tsvetaeva's work for the theatre was concentrated in two defined periods of her 
life. She first wrote for the theatre in 1918, wrote six plays between 1918 and 1919.22 
her later plays were written between 1924 and 1927, she wrote nothing for the 
theatre after this point. Tsvetaeva's theatre was published in one volume for the first 
time in 1988,24 and this publication represents an important development in the 
reception of these works. =5 Her theatre has not yet been translated into English. 
although a French translation of Fedra has been published. 26 Tsvetaeva' s plays were 
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not performed in her lifetime, and have been rarely performed since. either within 
Russia or outside. An exception to this is the Actors' Touring Company production of 
Fedra (Phaedra) which undertook a brief regional tour of Britain in 1990. The last five 
years have seen increased interest in her other work in France (largely due to the work 
of the publishing houses Actes du Sud and Mercure de France), and there have been 
readings of her prose and a dramatic adaptation of the text, 'Chert (The Devil)' 
. 
Such adaptations, whilst increasing knowledge of Tsvetaeva's work have not, however, 
drawn attention to her theatre. 
Tsvetaeva's plays have been largely overlooked in general critical studies of her 
work and, if addressed, have been considered as long poemv. Scant recognition has 
been shown of Tsvetaeva's theatre as a coherent body of work although the imperative 
of addressing Tsvetaeva's plays is expressed by Veronique Losskv in her notes on an 
international conference on Tsvetaeva held in 1992. '8 
Some critics do address the plays, but many studies of Tsvetaeva's work adopt a 
biographical approach, which leads many critics to posit Tsvetaeva's personal life as 
the defining source for all her work, and to interpret her plays accordingly. 29 Even 
research which adopts a more sophisticated critical stance towards Tsvetaeva's poetry 
tends to rely disappointingly upon biography to undermine the literary significance of 
her writing for the theatre. Jane Taubman comments: 
What then drew her to the theater if its spirit and essence were so alien" 
The answer as almost always for Tsvetaeva was "people" 
- 
her own 
ability to value 
- 
indeed to overvalue 
- 
not only a wide variety of 'souls' 
but also her own love for them. 30 
Biographical readings of Tsvetaeva's work are becoming less common, but even so 
Tsvetaeva's theatre is often seen in the context of other work written during the same 
period of her life, rather than in the context of her other plays. 
Exceptions to this general approach are Karlinsky who, in his second greatly 
revised monograph on Tsvetaeva, groups her theatrical texts together for discussion 
and. whilst he does not closely interrelate the texts, he recognises the importance of 
adopting a coherent approach to them. =' An article by Ven.: loNa usefully situates 
Tsvetaeva's Fedra (Phaedra) in the context of contemporary dramatists' adaptations of 
Greek mythological tragedy. 32 
Other recent work which addresses Tsvetaeva's theatre focuses on individual 
plays. 33 The 1992 symposium included two papers on Tsvetaeva's theatre which 
discussed her plays Ariadna and Fedra (Phaedra), but neither paper addressed 
Tsvetaeva's writing for the theatre as a set of texts distinct from her poetry: Kahn's 
paper examines versification in Ariadna in the stylistic context of Tsvetaeva's poems 
written in the same period. 34 Scotto's paper examines Tsvetaeva's interest in Casanova 
and focuses primarily on Feniks (The Phoenix) and. although its approach to the play i' 
rooted in biographical interpretation, the paper's conclusion suggests more useful 
readings of the play. 35 An aim of my thesis is to approach Tsvetaeva's theatre in the 
context of feminist critical approaches, which form parallels with recent work on her 
poetry. Importantly however, this thesis undertakes the discussion of Tsvetaeva's 
theatre as a coherent corpus. In contrast to all previous critics of Tsvetaeva's theatre. I 
propose to look beyond interpretations which read her plays as simply reflecting her 
personal relationships with people who were involved with the theatre, to address her 
attraction to the genre of theatre itself, and the consistent concern in her plays with 
questions of identity. 
Throughout her writing career, Cixous has written for the theatre more 
consistently than Tsvetaeva, yet it is only in recent years that theatre ha come to 
represent a significant proportion of Cixous' prolific output. `' Her first published play 
was performed in 1975 '' and the majority of her plays have been in production at the 
time of publication of the texts. 
There has been little discussion of Cixous' theatre outside the context of her 
other works or of feminist theory. This, as David Bradhy suggests. is perhaps due to 
the contemporary inclination to perceive writers as speciali't in one genre only. 
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Bradby, on the contrary. likens Cixous to writers of the forties and fifties who were 
accepted as authors of both prose and drama. 38 Bradby discusses Cixous' collaboration 
with the Theatre du Soleil, and contrasts it with the company's earlier projects. but he 
does not discuss Cixous in the context of contemporary French theatre 
. 
Anoth: r critic 
addresses the wider issue of the representation of women in Cixous' theatre, but does 
not compare this with the work of other French playwrights 
. 
-" 
Much early criticism of Cixous' writing focused on her theoretical texts and 
engaged with the debates surrounding relationships between the body' and the text 
provoked by her work La Jeune Nee. This initially hampered expansion of discussions 
of her more recent texts. Over the past five years, however. work has been moving to 
assert a more comprehensive approach to Cixous' work and Morag Shiach's excellent 
study40 stresses the importance of addressing the developments in Cixous' work, of 
linking her work in the theatre to earlier texts and attempting to approach her % ork as a 
coherent and continuous corpus. As Shiach summarises: 
... 
much of the discussion of her [Cixous'] work in France seems 
reluctant to take on the transformations in her writing as it has developed 
over the last twenty years, choosing instead to place her definitively in 
the 1970s and within the problematic of 'writing the body', to talk about 
her most recent work, with little attention to earlier texts and earlier 
literary and political commitments... In Cixous' case, such partial 
accounts are particularly unhelpful, since it is precisely the modifications- 
of her writing that allow us to assess the validity of her theoretical and 
critical claims... " 
Shiach devotes a chapter of her book to Cixous' theatre and, in discussions of both texts 
and performances of the plays written before 1988, suggests several points which I 
develop in this thesis. The work of Susan Sellers in translating Cixous' work into 
English and in editing introductory readers on her work also represents an important 
contribution to a wider knowledge of Cixous' writing. The most recent of these readers 
contains translated passages from Cixous' plays L'Indiade ou L'Inde de leurs revel and 
L'Histoire terrible mais inachevee de Norodom Sihanouk rol du Calllhod(ie. 
encouraging the integration of Cixous' theatre into discussion of her work. 42 In 
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addition, several anthologies of criticism on Cixous' writing have been published in the 
last five years, most of which have contained some work on her theatre. " yet the 
majority of texts have continued to address her fictional writing and earlier theoretical 
works. Other collections have focused on the work of Cixous' seminar and tlx: 
application of the seminar's approach to other writers and texts. ' Whilst noting that 
these readers and anthologies often do not adopt distanced critical stances to Cixous' 
work, a more coherent approach to Cixous' oeuvre is emerging within Cixous studies. 
There is, however, little work published which addresses all of her plays. Recent years 
have seen the publication of numerous articles on her plays, but all of these studies 
examine one play in isolation. 45 A significant aim of this thesis therefore is to establish 
the relationships between her plays and to examine ongoing developments within her 
theatre. 
Although this thesis engages with the theatre of Tsvetaeva and Cixous as 
investigations of the representation of poetic identity, it does not not seek to assert the 
coherent reflection of unified subjectivity, nor indeed solely to identify a projection of 
the proper names of Cixous and Tsvetaeva and their respective biographical identities 
into their plays. Identity is perceived rather as a site of competing discourses which arc 
staged and explored within their theatre in terms of the major themes which I discuss in 
this thesis. 
My thesis is structured around aspects of poetic identity which emerge as 
commonly important to both Cixous and Tsvetaeva. The nature of the themes is such 
that there are close interrelations between the chapters; these links are reflected in the 
ordering of the chapters and constitute an accumulative movement towards the 
Conclusion. 
However, before each of these themes can be discussed in individual chapters, it 
is necessary to explore the contexts of Cixous and Tsvetaeva's writing for the theatre. 
The first chapter. 'The Approaches of Tsvetaeva and Cixous to the Theatre' establishes 
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several historical and aesthetic contexts and influences on their theatre. Much critical 
work on both writers serves to erase the importance of genre in discussions of the'c 
texts. This first chapter engages with this erasure and establishes the importance ot- a 
different approach to Tsvetaeva and Cixous' writing for the theatre. 
In order to contextualise their theatre I examine the influences at work, both 
upon their aesthetic approaches to theatre and the production of their plays. Discussion 
of performance will be necessarily limited to Cixous and I shall focus on the 
importance of Cixous' collaborative work with the Theatre du Soleil. The aim of the 
chapter is to address the role of questions of poetic identity in attracting Cixous and 
Tsvetaeva to write for the theatre. The influences on their plays are reviewed in the 
context of representations of identity, poetic identity in particular. 
The second part of the chapter focuses on the critical writing of Tsvetaeva and 
Cixous on the theatre, and traces the development of each writer's attitudes towards 
the theatre. I investigate whether issues of poetic identity are explicitly important tc' 
them in their discussions of the theatrical form. Such a discussion of Cixous' writing on 
the theatre raises questions as to the status of her critical work on the theatre, and on 
her plays, and this chapter concludes with a problematisation of issues of authorship 
and interpretation in Cixous' theatre. 
The following four chapters on the thesis focus on four areas which, I will 
establish, are fundamental and common to the construction of poetic identity in the 
theatre of Tsvetaeva and Cixous. The four areas, explored in chapters two to five arc: 
language, exile, sexual difference and mythology. 
The second chapter 'The Role of Language in the Construction of Poetic 
Identity' explores the importance of language for the formulation of poetic identity in 
the theatre of both writers. I will discuss common discourses on language expressed by 
Tsvetaeva and Cixous and examine the importance of these elements to their respective 
constructions of poetic identity. These elements include Tsvetaeva's and Cixou'' 
multilingual personal backgrounds. the employment of linguistic innovation and 
wordplay and the perceived musicality of language. A discussion of the role of 
language in the formation of identity in the writing of Cixous must engage with issues 
of ecriture feminine. which is considered here in the context of her theatre. 
The establishment of the importance of language to constructions of poetic 
identity in the work of both writers leads to an examination of specific plays by 
Tsvetaeva and Cixous, with the aim of establishing whether language can be considered 
as formally and thematically central to representations of poetic identity in their theatre. 
A recurring issue in Chapter Two is the importance of engaging with language 
and dominant discourses in order to express an otherwise repressed self. This 
demonstration of the importance of finding a voice with which to speak is thus followed 
in Chapter Three with an analysis of the importance of finding a site from which to 
speak. Chapter Three is entitled 'Exile and Paradises Lost', and discusses the 
importance of the deployment, by both writers, of the terms of exile through which 
they represent themselves. Cixous and Tsvetaeva posit the act of writing as a potential 
resistance to loss, a loss which is inherent in poetic identity. These exiles are, however 
fundamental, predominantly metaphorical and I will examine the plays of Tsvetaeva and 
Cixous to assertain the nature of the scenarios of exile portrayed, and the relationship 
of figures implicated in such scenarios to representations of poetic identity. Cixous' 
epic plays46 draw on actual political historical narratives involving cases of political 
and cultural exclusion, and I will problematise the use of such narratives to allegorise 
the notion of a transcendent 'paradise lost'. Cixous' use of these narratives to furnish 
abstract explorations of identity and otherness is problematised. 
The engagement with themes of exile in Tsvetaeva and Cixous' theatre 
ultimately leads to an exploration of the potential relationship between the concept of 
exile and the theatre. Can the search for a space from which to express the self be 
linked to Cixous and Tsvetaeva's desire to write for the theatre? 
In the final sections of Chapter Three I examine the role played by notions of 
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otherness in Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' representations of poetic identity. In Chapter Four 
I proceed to engage with a specific question of difference, that of sexual difference. and 
I examine whether sexual difference is an explicit factor in the construction of poetic 
identity for these two women writers. Do Tsvetaeva and Cixous represent a gendered 
poetic identity, or is it the very notion of a binary and oppositional structure of sexual 
difference which is problematised in their theatre? 
The potential subversion of such systems by the representation of obscurely 
gendered or ambiguous characters is examined through a detailed reading of 
Tsvetaeva's play Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) in the context of concepts of androgyny 
and Cixous' work on bisexuality. Cixous locates sexual difference at the level of a 
libidinal economy, rather than that of anatomy, a potentially radical project, but one 
which is possibly ill-suited to the generic demands of theatre. This approach to sexual 
difference is addressed in the context of her writing for the theatre, and her marked 
change in attitude towards the representation of sexual difference in the theatre is 
discussed. In this discussion Tsvetaeva and Cixous' representations of poetic identity 
are discussed in terms of their gender specificity. 
The final chapter of this thesis, 'Adaptations of Identity: Greek Mythology'. 
examines and compares the writers' engagement with Greek mythology. Greek 
mythology provides some of the most culturally influential and powerful representations 
of female subjectivity and I will discuss the importance of Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' 
reworkings of these myths within their theatre. 
Tsvetaeva and Cixous revalorise the role traditionally allocated to the female 
protagonists within these narratives, and refocalise the tragedy to dramatise the 
oppression of women within patriarchal society. I propose to proceed from this point to 
examine the use of narratives of Greek mythology to represent the struggle to locate an 
expression of poetic identity. It is specifically those plays by Tsvetaeva and Ci\ous 
which engage explicitly with such narratives which centre on the role of the poet in the 
world and the struggle to define a poetic identity. I will di'cuss these different formula- 
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tions of the poet's role and rights. 
This discussion leads to a reading of Tsvetaeva's pla\ Ariadna and Fedra 
Phaedra) as a strengthening of the role of the female protagoni'ts through an e\pli,. it 
identification with them as representations of poetic identity. I propose a reading of 
Fedra (Phaedra) as the most coherent and successful reprc>cntatiun of female creativity 
and the woman poet in Tsvetaeva's writing. Cixous' early use of myth similarly ucs 
mythological narratives to dramatise the importance of representing female subjectivity 
and subverting dominant interpretations of myth. However. her later plays which 
involve mythological intertexts strengthen mythological narratives in order to estahli'h 
poetic identity. Rather than reevaluating existing myths as allegories of female 
creativity, Cixous' later plays can be read as transpositions of her own poetic identity 
into myth. 
The conclusion affirms the central importance of the representation of poetic 
identity to Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' theatre, demonstrating the centrality of the themes 
of language, exile, sexual difference and myth to both writers' constructions of the poet 
self. I engage further at this point with the comparative strategies of both writers: the 
chronological development of the four themes in their plays is outlined in order toi 
illustrate their shifting prominence. An evaluation of the radical nature of the 
cumulative representation of the poet self which they achieve in their theatre is then 
explored in the context of feminist projects of representing a gender-specific creativity 
and the woman poet. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE APPROACHES OF TSVETAEVA AND CIXOUS TO THE THEATRE 
This chapter will engage with the writing of Tsvetaeva and Cixous on the 
theatre in order to establish their approaches to the genre and its status within the 
aesthetic development of each writer. It is at this stage that the question of 
establishment of genre is addressed with reference to the intrinsic generic qualities of 
the texts. I will examine potential influences on Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's theatre and 
situate their work in the respective contemporary contexts of theatre. Through a 
discussion of these closely interrelated areas, I aim to examine the reasons, as far as 
they can be discerned, which led two writers who were both accomplished and 
recognised in other genres to turn to the theatre. This chapter will examine Tsvetaeva's 
and Cixous' writings on the theatre, and the influences on their work in the genre in 
turn, before producing comparative conclusions which reveal the similarities in their 
respective approaches to theatre. 
Tsvetaeva and the Theatre 
Tsvetaeva wrote for the theatre during two periods in her life: her early plays 
were written in the years 1918 and 1919. and her uncompleted trilogy based on Greek 
mythology was written between 1924 and 1927 in Prague. The date,, are as follows: 
M1etel' (The Snowstorm) 1918. Fortuna (Fortune) 1919. Kamennvi 
. 
\nLel Jýhe Stone 
An ell 1919. Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) 1918-1919. Feniks (Phoenix) 1O19. 
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Ariadna Ariadne 1924. and Fedra (Phaedra) 1927. Three further pla\ s were written 
within the period 1918 to 1919. but the manuscripts have been lost, and it is has not 
been confirmed that the plays were in fact completed. They were entitled Dmitrii 
Samozvanets (False Dmitrii 
, 
Babushka (Grandmother) and Uchenik (The Disciple). 
Critical Framing: Generic and Thematic Erasure 
Tsvetaeva's writing for the theatre has been "invisible" for a long time as a 
consequence of predominantly biographical and generically insensitive critical 
approaches. Her theatre has rarely been addressed and many major critical \vOrks on 
Tsvetaeva refer to it only in passing. Critical studies which do discuss Tsvctaeva's 
theatre erase its specificity in one of two ways as I shall now discuss. 
The paucity of engagement with the thematic content of Tsvetaeva's theatre has 
had serious consequences, resulting in a lack of coherent readings of her plays, and 
subsequent selective readings of her creative output in general. Several commentators 
on Tsvetaeva's work regard her writing for the theatre, particularly her early play,,. 
simply as the result of her personal relationships with people who happened to work in 
the theatre. Tsvetaeva became friendly with the members of Vakhtangov-' s Third 
Studio in Moscow and regularly attended their rehearsals, and these friendships have 
resulted in Tsvetaeva's early plays being dismissed as solely a personal response toi a 
new-found social milieu, and even as the inconsequential byproducts of misguided 
personal relationships. An example of this approach is to be found in Jane Taubman' s 
critical biography of Tsvetaeva where she prescribes a narrow field of vision for the 
early plays. Taubman considers Tsvetaeva's personal relationships as the sole 
motivation behind her exploration of the genre: 
The answer, as almost always for Tsvetaeva. was "people" 
- 
her own 
ability to value 
- 
indeed to overvalue 
- 
not only a wide variety of "souls" 
but also her own love for them. The life-style and ethic of these young 
actors, and of the plays Tsvetaeva wrote for them. were mile,, removed 
from the ascetic ideals of her latest poems. ' 
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Taubman judges that these plays are important because of their provision of a reflection 
of Tsvetaeva's personal relationships at the time and views them as irrelevant to her 
creative development. Such an approach evidently ignores important contexts such aý 
the historical research undertaken by Tsvetaeva, reflected in her notebooks and letters. 
and undermines the creative imput and purpose of the writer. 
Several of Tsvetaeva's early plays do indeed contain characters who have been 
read as modelled on members of Vakhtangov's studio, but these associations cannot be 
seen as providing definitive interpretations of the plays. One of V. il: htangov's senior 
pupils was Iurii Zavadskii, with whom Tsvetaeva had a brief relationship, and for 
whom some roles in her plays were clearly intended. 2 Taubman, however, insists upon 
the overriding importance of such personal relationships and offers them as explanation 
for Tsveteva's interest in the theatre: 
For a poet in love with an actor the logical next step was to write verse 
drama. Tsvetaeva's first plays were, to paraphrase Clauscwitz, "a 
continuation of the lyric diary by other means", which largely explains 
their weaknesses as theatre. Tsvetaeva not only wrote them for her actor 
friends, she wrote about them 
- 
the plots embodied her own private 
myths about their relationships. 3 
Characters in Tsvetaeva's plays have also been linked to the actor Sofiia Gollidei, who 
was well-known in Moscow on account of her acclaimed solo performance of a play 
derived from Dostoevsky's White Nights. 4 The critic Viktoria Schweitzer comments on 
the friendship between the two women, suggesting that Tsvetaeva's desire to provide 
"Sonechka" with roles in her plays was the sole motivation for her work in the theatre: 
Enchanted by Sonechka's originality, and sharing her resentment that she 
was passed over by producers, Tsvetaeva wrote play after play in which 
the female roles were intended for her friend: Rosanetta in Fortuna, the 
girl in The Adventure, Aurora in The Stone Angel. and Francesca in The 
Phoenix all resemble Sonechka. 5 
Tsvetaeva may have imagined roles in her plays being filled by ýtctrs whom ý, hc knew. 
2l 
and may further have written roles for Gollidei. but this cannot be seen as either 
determining the thematic content of the plays in question. nor as positing the pole 
reading of the play as a reflection of the relationships in which Tsvetaeva was involved 
at this time. 
Whilst it would be foolish to deny that there are strong elements of psychodrama 
in all of Tsvetaeva's plays, Tsvetaeva's theatre involves, as I shall discuss in this 
thesis, a representation of the identity of the poet. a staging of creativity, desire and 
writing, and this dramatisation is that of poetic identity and not of the biography of 
Tsvetaeva herself. Limited contextual isations and consequent reductive interpretations 
of the plays as dramatisations of Tsvetaeva's personal relationships achieve little cxccht 
the undermining of the texts. 
The critics quoted above find explanations for Tsvetaeva's early theatre within 
her biography, but they do not address the question of why Tsvetaeva, when living far 
away from friends in the theatre in 1924, should have embarked upon a second period 
of writing for the theatre. I suggest that Tsvetaeva's writing for the theatre was 
sustained beyond friendships with actors and a particular social milieu by her interest in 
the potential of the genre for her aesthetics. 
The erasure of thematic interpretations of Tsvetaeva's plays, resulting from a 
prioritisation of biographical criticism of her work, has been sustained by an equally 
limiting tendency to erase the generic difference of her theatre. There has been little 
attempt to examine the place of theatre in Tsvetaeva's oeuvre, indeed little recognition 
that her writing for the theatre is generically different in any way from her poetry. This 
treatment of Tsvetaeva's theatre as generically undifferentiated from her poetry has 
hampered both the situation of her theatre in a contemporary context and the 
investigation of specific influences on her writing for the theatre. 
Whilst stressing that the plays should be viewed in their generic difference from 
the lyric poetry, I feel it is vital to establish stylistic and thematic continuities in her 
, work. The establishment of elements present in Tsvetaeva Is poetry which can be 
,1 
associated with the theatrical genre does not, however. imply a conflation of generic 
categories but rather serves as evidence of Tsvetaeva's stylistic interest in the theatre. 
and support arguments which posit the use of the theatrical genre as an integral part of 
the development of her aesthetics. 
An examination of Tsvetaeva's poetry demonstrates a strong dramatic tendency. 
the use of clearly defined characters and voices, the presence of conflictual situations 
and dramatic scenarios. This continuation of a pre-existing interest and influence is 
commented on by Pavel Antokol'skii: 
B Jmpgxe Mapnni IjBeraeBOÄ Hauaa c caMLnc panxbix CTHXOB, 
npocryna}OT 3aqaTKH ApaMaryprIIecxoH TKaHH: KOH4)JInKTxaA 
CYLLIHOCTb 3aMMcna, CrpeMTIeHHe x nepeAaqe xapaKTepxbrx 
oco6eaxocrei TOR Him ApyroÄ pe'm, BBej enxe Panora. 
In the very earliest of Marina Tsvetaeva's lyric poems, one can see the 
beginnings of a dramatic fabric in her work: the conflictual basis of 
ideas, a striving for the communication of characteristic idioms if 
different forms of speech, the introduction of dialogue. 6 
Antokol'skii also argues that Tsvetaeva's later lyric poetry continues to exhibit an acute 
sense of dramatic character and role, often drawing on figures from classical dramatic 
narratives: 
... 
B ee 
. 
JIHpHKe Tex 
. 
neT Heo)KHAaHHO npocTynaloT Hostile, oTAeJmHble 
npH3HaKH cLjeHH3Ma. Map a UBeTaeBa no-cBoeMy, c o6bI'IHbIM XIA 
Hee CBOeBOJIbHbIM yIIPAMCTBOM xax 6bI <(IPOHrpbIBaeT)) iJm 
<aiepexrpbrBaeT» HecxoJibxo poneH MH OBOFO penepTyapa - <De; py, 
6H6neHcxxx repoHHL, 3BpHzwxy p$ OM c Op4eeM, Haxoxeu, caMy 
04e. mio. Taxxe ium cxoxcxe crxxx 6bma. my MxorHX fO3TOB RO x 
nocne UBeTaeBOA. Ho MapaHa AoroBapHBaeT 3a CBOHX repot Ib TO, 
o , qeM yMow{a. rm Coc oxri, Pacmi, lRexclnmp... 
... 
in her lyrics from these years, new, individual characteristics of 
scenarios appear. Marina Tsvetaeva in her own way, with her customary 
wilful stubbornness, was "playing through" or "performing" (replaying) 
several roles from a worldwide repertoire 
- 
Phaedra. some biblical 
heroines, Eurydice alongside Orpheus, finally Ophelia herself. Similar 
poems were written by many poets both before and after Tsvetaeva. But 
'Marina said things for her heroines which Sophocles. Racine and 
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Shakespeare did not mention... ' 
Tsvetaeva's poems are filled with the animation of different voices and figures. with 
whom she enters into dialogue. A sense of the dramatic persists. linking the concerns 
and themes of her plays to the rest of her oeuvre, and establishing the plays as an 
integral part of her creative development. 
Schweitzer comments on some affinities between Tsvetaeva's writing for the 
theatre and her poetic development: "The genre was new to her, but she mastered it 
completely" 
.8 and defines a specific area of interest: 
The plays are written in limpid, easily spoken verse. She is not just 
indulging a caprice, trying her pen in a strange genre. The poet's voice 
has found new notes... She was obviously attracted by the polyphony of 
a dramatic work, the opportunity to impersonate characters belonging to 
different social and cultural levels, speaking a variety of idioms. She 
could combine the romantic and the sublime with the colloquial and even 
the coarse. 9 
It is important to recognise Tsvetaeva's interest in different speaking voices, in the 
combination of different linguistic registers, and in the possibility of creating 
polyphonic and heteroglossaic forms, which she could expand upon in the theatrical 
genre. Schweitzer's useful identification of a generic quality of theatre which attracted 
Tsvetaeva is, however, undermined by the simplistic psychological assumptions which 
she employs to conclude her discussion of Tsvetaeva and the theatre. These describe 
Tsvetaeva's writing for the theatre as a practice field for her work in other genres: 
The plays were important experimentally: she was trying to master the 
art of dialogue. Perhaps in an attempt to overcome that feeling of 
isolation from which she had suffered as a child: the theatre was, after 
all, a collective endeavour-10 
This statement denies the importance of the genre of theatre in Tsvvetaevva's creative 
development, and this denial becomes a dismissal of Tsvetaeva' s interest in the theatre 
as a genre, in a decisive statement: 
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No one can do violence to his own nature and his own character. 
Tsvetaeva returned to her own ways. Her work is one long tragic 
monologue. Her disillusion with the theatre was greater than the creative 
pleasure it had given her.... 11 
The description of Tsvetaeva's oeuvre as 'one long tragic monologue' fails to convey 
the very strong sense of the dramatic and the polyphonic quality of her work, and 
indeed contradicts her points quoted earlier in this section. Schweitzer gives no details 
as to the nature of Tsvetaeva's disillusionment with the theatre, viewing it as an 
experimental indulgence untypical of her oeuvre. She specifically erases the generic 
difference of Tsvetaeva's later plays: "Her later tragedies on themes from antiquity 
were not intended for the stage: they were merely long poems in dramatic form" 
. 
12 But 
Schweitzer's interpretation of 'dramatic form' is unclear, and there is no indication of 
sources which might reveal whether Tsvetaeva intended the plays to be performed on 
stage or not. However, we do know that during the late 1920s, when living in France, 
Tsvetaeva wanted to publish her early plays (except Kamennyi Angel (Stone Angel) 
and Chervonnyi Valet (The Jack of Hearts)) in a single volume entitled Romantika 
Romance). This would clearly suggest that Tsvetaeva viewed the plays as a body of 
work generically separate from her lyric poetry. 
Karlinsky is one of the few commentators to engage positively with Tsvetaeva's 
writing for the theatre, and to situate it within a dramatic context. 13 He contrasts the 
work of Kuzmin, Gumilev and Tsvetaeva to both Russian realist and symbolist drama. 
finding their influences in the symbolist drama of the early twentieth century, whilst 
detecting a "dominant sensibility that goes back to the Romantic age". " Karlinsky's 
article aims to link the theatre of Kuzmin, Gumilev and Tsvetaeva through the creation 
of a category entitled neo-romanticism. Karlinsky employ's four criteria to define neo- 
romanticism: the influence of miracle and mystery plays: romantic orientalism: an 
interest in androgyny and the reversal of sex roles; and a Romantic idealisation of the 
past. He applies these criteria successfully to Tsvetaeva's early play. Kamennvi Angel 
(Stone Angel), Prikliuchenie (An Adventure), and Fortuna (Fortune) and excludes the 
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later plays as belonging to a different category in thematic terms. but does not question 
their genre. Indeed Karlinsky establishes links between Tsvetaeva's plays and other 
dramatic works, so underlining his acceptance of their genre: 
Tsvetayeva's neo-classical tragedies of the 1920s are couched in the 
manner of modernist neo-classicism in the drama and music of the 1920s 
and 1930s. Like Cocteau, Giradoux and Stravinsky, Tsvetaeva borrowed 
the themes and gestures of antiquity to convey a new. twentieth century 
conception of the classical myths. '5 
Textual Evidence 
The question of genre must clearly be addressed with reference to evidence 
within the texts themselves which serves as an indication of genre. Whilst the element 
of performance is fundamental to definitions of theatre, there are other generic pointers 
to consider. I will first examine Tsvetaeva's own descriptions of the texts, in 
chronological order. 
Chervonnyi Valet (Jack of Hearts) is described as "A play in two acts, in 
verse"; Metel' (The Snowstorm) is described as "Dramatic scenes in verse. " Fortuna is 
described as "A play in five acts, in verse" and Kamennyi Angel (The Stone Angel). 
similarly as "A play in six acts, in verse. " These definitions place equal emphasis on 
dramatic and poetic elements of the texts, forming both generic and structural 
definitions. The texts are not described as dramatic poems, nor even dramatic studies 
(etudes) 
- 
the etude was a term which Pushkin employed to describe his dramatic poetry 
and Tsvetaeva would have been aware of its potential usage. 
Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) is simply described as being "In five acts" which 
clearly indicates the dramatic genre. Feniks (The Phoenix) is "A play in three acts, in 
verse". The two later plays are described in less ambiguous terms. Ariadna is described 
as "A tragedy". The classical form of the tragedy is fundamentally dramatic, and 
inherently linked with the theatre. Fedra has no subtitle, an indication that the narrative 
and its genre are so well known as to require no further introduction. T,, %-etaevva' c 
ýý 
descriptions are fundamental in an examination of the texts' genre. at least as a pointer 
to authorial intent at the time of entitling the plays. If the texts were meant to be 
dramatic poems, Tsvetaeva could have specified this in the titles. 
A closer examination of the texts reveals other essentially dramatic qualities. All 
the texts contain descriptions of the main characters, details of the setting and decor of 
each scene, and stage directions indicating to whom speeches are addressed, and in 
what tone they are to be spoken. Tsvetaeva was clearly considering the characters' 
physical presence and movement on stage, as well as the effectiveness of their dialogue. 
In Chervonnyi Valet Jack of Hearts the physical appearance of the main 
characters is precisely defined: 
Kocriomr AeIcray}ou Hx 
. 
rte no CB Ty MacTH... AaMa H KopoJIH B 
6om rxx nnauaax, BaneTbi B xopoTKHX 
- 
xax K MJThA 
- 
HaKHAxax. 
JIFOTHA y LIepBoHHoro Barsera H ocrpne r1HKH y ITHKOBOro 
-B Bime 
cepuüa. 
The characters' costumes are all according to the colour of their suit... 
The Queen and Kings wear long cloaks, the Jacks wear short cloaks 
- 
like wings. The Jack of Hearts has a lute and the point of the Jack of 
Spades' pike is in the shape of a heart. 16 
The visual impact of the play is obviously very important to an understanding of the 
text and physical symbols denote the differences between the characters and their 
functions. The dramatic nature of the text is further demonstrated by the extensive stage 
directions. In the second scene: "Valet pododvigaet stolik, stavit dve svechki, kladet 
The karty. (The Jack brings in a table, puts on it two candles and a pack of cards) ". 17 
directions continue throughout the text, but perhaps the most decisive element in 
defining its genre are the two silent scenes which come at the ends of Act One and Act 
Two. These are the directions for the scene at the end of Act One. 
HeMaA tiesa 
OZIBepb OTKpbIBaeTCA. Ba. neT IIHc C =OH. Momma BbITArHBaeTCA 
BAOJTb crexbl. IIpx BHjie ero iepBOMMIH BaneT BcTaCT. Bo BpeMA 
BceH cilexbl cTowr y Tpoxa OZIaMI, cxpecrHB pyxx. 3a 
HHKOBbl. \l 
BaoeTOM 
- 
HHKOBbJH KopoJ 6. IIpH Baue ero )aMa nouxx-. iaeT 
ro. IOBy ii 
- 
IIOJIy3aKpbIB rila3a 
- 
cTo. T16om 
- 
KaK 
. 
TIyHaTmc 
-w 
eT x 
HMV HaBCTpe'iy. Ilouen 
. 
3aHaBec. 
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Silent scene. 
The door opens. The Jack of Spades appears with his pike. He silently 
walks along the length of the wall. At the sight of him, the Jack of 
Hearts stands up. Throughout the whole scene he stands by the Queen's 
throne, his arms crossed. Behind the Jack of Spades is the King of Spades. On seeing him the Queen raises her head and - with eyes half- 
closed 
- 
like a statue 
- 
like a sleepwalker 
- 
goes to meet him. Kiss. 
Cumin. 18 
A silent scene cannot be expressed in any other sense than the visual, and there can be 
no argument as to the intended genre of this text. Again the importance of the 
movement and relative positioning of the characters on stage is clearly stated. The last 
scene of the play is also silent. 
Metel' again begins with brief descriptions of the main characters: 
RAMA B IIJIAWE, 20 neT, llyrb IoHOIIIecrBeHHa. 
I'OCIIO, gl4H B IIJIAII1E, 30 neT, cBerrhu3. 
CTAPYXA, Becb XVIII sex. 
TPAKTFIPWI4K 
TOPI'OBEU xaxcgm 
- 
o. riaiijeTBopeHBe csoero poAa 
OXOTHMK 3aRATx31 
LADY IN CLOAK, twenty years old, quite young. 
GENTLEMAN IN CLOAK, thirty years old, fair hair. 
OLD WOMAN: the entire eighteenth century. 
INNKEEPER} 
MERCHANT : each personifying their line of work. '9 
HUNTER} 
Each scene of the play is clearly introduced and directions are given as to the physical 
actions of the characters and the tone of voice in which they address each other. The 
same is true of Fortuna, where the characters are described and the decor in some of 
the scenes very precisely noted: 
O, qapoBaTeimHbIH p03OBbiH- 6y yap XVIII Bexa. Ha Tya ieTe, y 
oBaJu Horo 3epxana c aMypaMH H rojiy6xamm, ulxaTymuf, 4naKOHEI, 
ny, rpeHH1u I, 6aHOqKH pyMS; H. Ha no. y, npHcnoHeHHaA K p030BOH 
xylueTxe, rHTapa c pO3OBbnM 
. 
neHTaMH. Po3bI Ha HOTonxe, pO3bI Ha 
xoBpe, pO3bI - rp03ubAMH -B Ba3ax, p03bl - rHpJL HraMH 
- 
Ha crexax, 
pO3bI 
- 
Be3ge, PO3LI 
- 
nOBC}O, ily. Cruio maA p03a. 
- 
Ha cTO: MKe ABa 
6oKana IIIaMIIaHCKOFO, B O)IRR i- HejjOfHTOM 
- 
p03a. Bexiep. FOpssT 
CBe'iH. Mapxx3a A' 
3cIIap63c m repIjOr JI033H HrpaIOT B LIIax\iaTbI. 
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A charming rose boudoir of the eighteenth century. On the toilette by an 
oval mirror decorated with cupids and doves, are boxes. bottles. 
powderpots of rouge. On the floor, leaning against a pink couch, a guitar 
with rose-coloured ribbons. Roses on the ceiling and the carpet. bunches 
of roses in vases, garlands of roses on the walls, roses everywhere. 
Nothing but rose. On the table 
- 
two glasses of champagne 
- 
in one, 
unfinished, a rose. Evening. Candles lit. The Marquise d' Esparbes and 
Duc de Lauzun are playing chess. 20 
As in the other plays, the end of each act is signalled by the curtain falling. When we 
examine the descriptions of the characters in Prikliuchenie (An Adventure), however. 
we are met with very abstract criteria: 
)XKAKOMO KA3AHOBA, B nepBOH xapTae 23 roua, B nocneJ HeiI 
36 neT, ocTpbm yron H yro. rm. 
AHPI4-I, EHPH3TTA, 20 neT, fl fLL nea. 
KAIIHTAH, fOA rulTbAeCSlT, BORKa. 
FOPEYH, xax Bce rop6yHbi. 
Giacomo Casanova, in act one 
- 
twenty-three years old, in the last 
- 
thirty-six. Angle and coal. 21 
Henri-Henriette, twenty years old, lunar ice. 
The Captain, about fifty, a warrior. 
The Hunchback, like all hunchbacks. 22 
However, the fact that these descriptions are far more poetic than those in Tsvetaeva's 
other plays cannot be said to diminish the generic status of the text: they provide the 
reader, or director, with a different descriptive tone on which to base a physical 
representation. Tsvetaeva sets out clearly the place and date at which each Act takes 
place, also quoting her sources for the text. The directions at the beginning of each 
scene are as full as those of her other plays. The first scene begins: 
Holb. Ka3aHoBa, 6yiio pasMerasrnHcb, crurr Ha ; IHBaHe, nog 
KapTOH 3Be3; IUOrO He6a. Brio, ' ro 3acHyn c aiio. Ha pony 
BaiisuOTCA Km rri. CBeqH B orpoMHOM Tpexcsexi=e AoropeJR. 
Hatia io KaPTBHN B flOJIHOH3 TbMe. 
Night. Casanova, tossing violently, is sleeping on a sofa, under a map of 
the stars. It is obvious that he has fallen asleep accidentally. The floor is 
strewn with books. The candles in the huge candelabra have burnt out. 
The scene begins in complete darkness. 2' 
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In Feniks (The Phoenix) the characters are again described more in terms of their 
personalities than their physical appearances. This could be seen as a reaction, on 
Tsvetaeva's part, to the difficulties experienced by Gollidei in securing roles because of 
her physical appearance: Tsvetaeva avoids excluding actors from roles on the basis of 
physical description within the text. The descriptions of the characters are a list of their 
essential qualities, some more flattering than others: 
, 
q)KAKOMO KA3AHOBA (DOH CEFAJIbT, HbIHe 6x6. rniorexapb 
3aMxa Ayxc, 75 neT, « Que suis-je? Rien. Que füs 
- 
je? Tout. >> 
BIS, aEPOJIb, gomaiamig n03T. CMecb am ypa H xaMa. 3oji, nozui, 
Kpyrn, garst, 20 
. 
ner. 
IIEPBASI IIPI4HI]ECCA 
BTOPASI IIPMHUECCA, HeBOCIUrraxxbie xyx. rrbr. 
GIACOMO CASANOVA VON SEINGALT : present librarian of Dux 
castle, seventy-five years old, "What am I? Nothing. What was I`? Everything. 
VIDEROLE, resident poet. A mixture of amour and lout. Nasty, 
vulgar, round and insolent. Twenty years old. 
FIRST PRINCESS 
SECOND PRINCESS: Ill-bred dolls. 24 
Once again, the times and settings of the main events in the text are set out below the 
list of characters, and the text includes directions for movement, decor and tone of 
voice. 
The two later texts, Ariadna and Fedra (Phaedra), have minimal character 
descriptions. The list of characters at the beginning of Ariadna, simply states who they 
are: " TEZEI, syn tsaria Egeia. ARIADNA, doch' tsaria Minosa. (Theseus, son of 
King Aegeus. Ariadna, daughter of King Minos). "25 The other characters are simply 
denoted by their names. Because the play is based on a well-known narrative from 
classical Greek mythology, the need for physical descriptions, or details of age is 
precluded. The characters and narrative are of such cultural significance that other 
details are superfluous. 
In Ariadna, each scene begins with a brief description of' the setting. those 
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present and their actions, and there are brief stage directions throughout the text. The 
text is clearly structured in dramatic scenes and there is evidence within the text that it 
was intended for production and performance. Fedra (Phaedra) is divided into scenes. 
each of which is described at the beginning. There are far fewer stage directions within 
the text than in any of the other plays, especially those which indicate in what tone the 
speeches are to be delivered. However, this may reflect the intensity of the dialogue 
and its highly poetic nature: there is no need for further description of the characters' 
emotions and attitudes. The lack of stage directions could also be linked to the strong 
focus on the psychological conflicts and positions of the characters, as reflected in 
Tsvetaeva's notes on the play. There is a chorus, a fundamental element of classical 
tragedy, and inherently dramatic. 
This examination of the evidence within the texts themselves of genre is 
extremely important. Tsvetaeva wrote so little on the theatre as genre that it would be a 
mistake to conclude that her one expression of dislike for the theatre determines the 
genre of these works. The texts contain all the material necessary for a production and 
performance of the texts, and Tsvetaeva clearly created them with attention to dramatic 
structure, physical appearance and movement on the stage. 
In Tsvetaeva's notebooks of 1919 there are several references to the detailed 
work she undertook in order to create the correct historical setting for the Casanova 
plays and for Fortuna, which is set in the eighteenth century. This attention to setting, 
dress and decor implies an interest in the physical appearance of the play and the 
actors. As she comments in her notes to Feniks: 
Si xoTena 6b1 OK )KHTb ce6SI HCKJIIOgHTeJIbHO 3HaTOKaMH CBOero 
gena, 'ITo6bl Ka)KABI1 CbeJI no cBoeH- co6axe 
-H ocHOBaTeJIbHO C'be: I! 
Tax: 3HaTOKaMH B JieJIe (ap4opHoM, B gejie py)Kei3HOM, B jene 
nJIaHeTHOM (... Ka3aHOBa 
- 
II1HpOKIIM )KecTOM 
- 
yKa3biBaeT B OKHO Ha 
CBOIO 3Be3Ry 
- 
BeHepy. 
-B KaKOM tiacy BocxoýJxT BeHepa B m11o2e?!... ) 
- 
fOKJIOHHOM 
- 
TaHILeBJ. hHOM 
- 
IlBeTO'{HOM 
- 
MOpCKONI 
- 
BOeHHOM! 
BOeHHOM! BoeHHOM! (tcro6bl 3Ha. TIE c eT nyrOBHli H pa3HOBH. IHOCTb 
BCex nO OH Ha BCex MyH, I 3pax Mgpa! ) - B3bIXOBeaaMH - xameprepamii 
- 
JIaxeAMH 
- 
ubrraHaMIH 
- 
KomoxaME 
- 
My3bIKaHTamH 
- 
H. T. A., H. T.; I., 
H. T. A. 
... 
Bce 6M oHH )Ky )KaJIH BOKpVI' MoeH roJloBbl, KaK OrpOMMHble 
LIIMeJm, a rO. IOBa 6M yMHeJIa, H $1 IIHca is 6b1 3aMegaTemHbie Ilbecbl, 
yAoBneTBOpAA cTpoxcaHUrHm Tpe60BaHHANI, Hi acrpoxoMa, Hi 
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noJIKoBoAUa, x y'IMTeiiA c4exrosaHHA, x nosapa, 11 nplICAACxoro 
cTp$m ero, H aKpo6aTa, H ManacT-pa 6orocnoBHA, H rep60Be,: Ia, x 
caAosHHxa, x Mopcxoro Boca, H-a-a... ToJIbxo OZHOro 3xaroxa 
cBoero Aena ae 616i He 616uio Hy KHO: 
- 
II03Ta' 
I wanted to surround myself solely with experts in their field, so that I had all their knowledge at my fingertips 
- 
and thoroughly so' Therefore: 
experts in the field of porcelain, to deal with weaponry. the planets (Casanova 
- 
with a sweeping gesture 
- 
points through the window to his 
star 
- 
Venus 
- 
at what time does Venus rise in July?! ), to deal with bowing, dancing, flowers, the sea, the military, the military' the 
military! (then I would know the number of buttons and the different 
epaulettes on all the uniforms in the world! ). I need linguists, 
chamberlains, lackeys, gypsies, grooms, musicians, etc., etc.. They 
could all buzz around my head, like enormous bumblebees, and I would be the wiser and I would write wonderful plays, satisfying the strictest 
requirements of the astrologist, the field commander, the fencing 
instructor, the cook, the experienced attorney, the acrobat, the master of 
theology and heraldry, the gardener, and the old salt, and, and, and... 
There's only one expert in the field that I would not need: 
- 
the 
Poet! 26 
The major point to emerge from this passage is the clear recognition on Tsvetaeva's 
part that the considerations involved in writing theatre and poetry are different. Poetic 
skills are helpful and necessary to her plays, yet are not sufficient in themselves. This 
description of preparatory research for a play is quite different from Tsvetaeva's 
descriptions of her creative processes when writing poetry. To 'write wonderful plays' 
the one aspect of creativity required that she already has is poetic skill, but she also has 
to work outside this to achieve the final play. Tsvetaeva does not need to call in an 
expert on poetry because she already is one. The poet and the dramatist are, however, 
not viewed as mutually exclusive identities: Tsvetaeva presents herself as both writer of 
plays and poetic expert. 
The question of the 'performability' of a play is a complex and important issue, 
as 'unperformability' is a factor which has been used to explain the lack of production 
of Tsvetaeva's plays, and to classify them as poems. It must be stressed that it was 
often difficult for Tsvetaeva to get any work published. W'e'hen she WI )te the later 
tragedies, she was living in Prague and Paris and this became increasingly the canc. 
\Vithout contacts in the theatre, it was impossible to consider a production of 
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Tsvetaeva's later plays in her lifetime. The lack of productions of the plays c'anno, 
therefore be considered as an indication of 'unperformability' inherent in the te. \ts. 
What does ' unperformability' signify? Does it indicate that the text de ribes events 
that would be physically impossible to stage? There is nothing in any of Tsvetaeva's 
plays that could not be staged. The poetic descriptions of some of the characters. (also 
present in many of Cixous' plays) call for imaginative interpretation from both director 
and actor, but do not hinder any aspect of performance. Karlinsky's article contains no 
problematisation of the generic definition of Tsvetaeva's plays. The piece concentrates 
rather on the thematic similarities between the plays discussed by the different writers, 
and draws no conclusions as to the dramatic potential of Tsvetaeva's work, linking the 
lack of performance of her plays to contemporary trends rather than to authorial 
intentions. However, Karlinsky ultimately attaches some importance to performance as 
an indicator of genre: 
For the time being, the drama of Kuzmin, Gumilev and Tsvetayeva 
remains within the realm of Russian poetry. Their stage incarnation is at 
present unlikely, but by no means inconceivable. 27 
It would seem that Karlinsky regards the plays as poetry because of a lack of 
performance, yet as he has not problematised the issue of genre elsewhere in his article, 
this comment seems rather arbitrary. It is extremely difficult to ascertain the reasons 
why Schweitzer regards the plays either as of little importance in terms of their genre. 
or simply as long poems, and Karlinsky's reasons for describing these works as plays 
without discussing the question of genre also requires clarification. The issue of genre 
is as much an inconvenience for Schweitzer as it is self-evident for Karlinskv. with his 
focus on thematic aspects of the texts. 
Michael Makin addresses the plays in some detail, but does not focus ein the 
issue of genre. He focuses rather on the influence of source texts on the plays and 
judges their success in terms of their closeness to a source text: 
Rather than the spectacle of a poet gaining increasing mastcrv of a new 
form with successive works, the reader sees the quality rise and tä11 
11 
11 
according to whether or not sources are employed.,  
At no point does he problematise the shifts in genre between source text and platy. 
However, Makin does accept the plays as having been written for the stage and 
describes Prikliuchenie's "strong dramatic quality" 
. 
29 He goes further in commenting 
on his perception of the genre of the plays: 
... 
the plays themselves are far more tightly bound by the conventional 
constraints of genre, by the inherited texts of theatrical devices and 
expectations, than any of her other poetic works. '" 
This acknowledgement of a more influential element in the creation of the plays than 
the narrative sources Makin rightly identifies is not pursued. but it serves as a 
recognition of the importance to Tsvetaeva of the genre in which she was writing. 
Possible Influences on Tsvetaeva's Theatre 
From an early age, the theatre was a constant interest of and influence on 
Tsvetaeva. Edmond Rostand was one of her favourite authors and, as she was also 
fascinated by the figure of Napoleon, Tsvetaeva read L'Aiglon many times, finally 
translating it at the age of eighteen. She was also a great admirer of the actor Sarah 
Bernhardt whom she had seen perform in Paris. 
Tsvetaeva's closest links with the theatre began in 1918 when she met member 
of the Second and Third studios of the Moscow Arts Theatre. which were under the 
direction of Mchedelov and Evgenii Vakhtangov respectively. She Rave a very well- 
received reading of her play Metel' (The Snowstorm), to this group in early 191O, a 
year after the completion of the play. Although roles had been distributed, the play did 
not go into production as the group broke up later that same year.. The remark:. made 
by Tsvetaeva after the reading of Metel' (The Snowstorm) to Vakhtangov's studios and 
recorded in her own writings, that no one could play the part of the Lade in the Cloak. 
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as this character represented her soul, could be seen as a reaction to the success of the 
reading, and surprise at the attempt to allocate roles immediately. The comment also J 
serves to support a reading of the play which associated the Lade with the poet figure. 
Tsvetaeva's general interest in theatre can be seen through her engagement with 
dramatic texts. In 1919-1920, she translated Musset's comedy On ne badine iý avec 
1'amour for Vakhtangov's studio. Yet it seems that this play did not go into production 
either. Within the same period, Tsvetaeva was approached to translate Claudel's 7 ete 
d'Or, and was asked to do some translation work for a production of Hamlet: these 
were both for the RSFSR Theatre under the direction of Meierkhol'd. On both 
occasions it seems that she disagreed with some of the principles of Nlcierkhol'd's work 
and disapproved, more strongly, of changes that Maiakovskii (who was involved in the 
production of Hamlet) had suggested to the gravediggers' scene, changes which would 
have rendered the production highly political. I would suggest that her refusal to work 
with Meierkhol'd and Maiakovskii on these projects was founded on political disa- 
greement, and cannot be interpreted as an aversion to working in the theatre. 
Tsvetaeva spent many evenings observing the rehearsals and work of 
Vakhtangov and his studio and her approach to the theatre may have been influenced by 
his beliefs. Vakhtangov was Stanislavskii's main disciple and a much respected actor 
and director. He shared Stanislavskii's goal of enabling the actor to construct a living 
human being on stage by revealing the subconscious through conscious means. by 
linking the psychological and the physical. Stanislavskii regarded the word as the 
physical side of psychophysical action, as the equivalent of verbal actions, and 
therefore as both dynamic and dialogic. Vakhtangov was opposed to all vulgar 
theatricality, and during the period 1911 to 1918 took Stanislavskii's teachings to 
possibly their most extreme manifestations. He developed his own theatrical idiom. and 
his later work is characterised b the creation of magnified characters. %A ho personify 
the central thematic concerns of the play. However, \akhtangov «, is also <1reatly. 
attracted by the theories of Meierkhol'd. and attempted t(ý develop a middle path 
between these and the teaching of Stanislavskii. Zograf describes his project a,, creating 
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"... a new theatrical world far removed from the realistic %erisimilitude of depiction.. i 
world of the anti-everyday. "31 Vakhtangov developed a school of 'imaginative' or 
'fantastic' realism, and placed great emphasis on the potential harmony of form and 
content, often describing this relationship in musical terms. He spoke of one of hi' 
productions as: "... a polyphonic vision.. 
. 
the sum of disconnected. multifarious. 
disassociated voices and consciousnesses. " 
We can draw parallels between the concerns of Vakhtangov discussed above and 
some central characteristics of Tsvetaeva's plays. Her theatre exhibits the use of 
magnified characters to symbolise abstract qualities and conflicts. indeed, none of her 
plays could be described as realist. Ts\'etaeva may have also been drawn to 
Vakhtangov's studio because, as well as displaying many of the classic concerns of 
modernism, his work also reflected an interest in the potential of the use of different 
and dissonant voices, on which I shall comment in the following chapter 'The Role cat 
Language in the Construction of Identity in the Theatre of Cixous and Tsvetacva'. 3" 
We have few clues extrinsic to the texts of the play,, as to contemporary 
influences on Tsvetaeva's theatre. Should we assume that, since she does not mention 
having been to the theatre in her letters, nor comment on any reviews in her 
correspondence and essays, that she was unaware of contemporary trends in the 
theatre? I maintain that it is extremely unlikely that Tsvetaeva was unaware of the work 
of the most celebrated directors of her day or unaware of contemporary plays. Such 
questions remain in the realms of hypothesis, yet it would be of great interest toi know 
whether Tsvetaeva was familiar with Tairov's celebrated production of Racine's 
Phedre, translated and adapted by Valerii Briusov, which toured Europe in 1923. 
Alice Koonen played the role of Phedre and her part incorporated the use of song and 
chant. The production was praised by both Lunacharskii and Coteau, \ et we do not 
know whether Tsvetaeva was aware of this production before writing her own play. " 
Despite the lack of precise detail on Tsvetaeva's knowledge of contemporary 
productions and directors we can assume that she was familiar with much contemporary 
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theatre at least through the written texts. Both Karlinsky36 and Makin. 3'7 point out the 
influence of symbolist drama on her early plays, and a reference to the theatre of 
Aleksandr Blok is particularly useful in this respect. 38 
Blok's theatre can, in some respects, be considered as representative of Russian 
Symbolist theatre and influenced by Maeterlinck, Strindberg and Ibsen. Symbolist 
theatre was opposed to concepts of naturalism and centred upon the presentation of 
characters as personifications of abstract ideas, a strategy which is present throughout 
Tsvetaeva's early plays. Symbolist dramas conveyed a mystical atmosphere, focusing 
on the helpnessness of humankind before fate. Lack of emphasis on development of 
plot and denouement produced plays which are "static melancholic tableaux vivants"39 
and Tsvetaeva's early play Metel' (The Snowstorm) matches this description. Symbolist 
dramas often feature characters who are extensions of the author and this element 
remains consistently present throughout Tsvetaeva's theatre, although the thematic 
purposes of such presentations undergo radical change. 
Blok became opposed to the idea of static theatre, and his play Balaganchik (The 
Fairground Booth), which was produced by Meierkhol'd in 1906, contains elements of 
popular theatre and commedia dell'arte which ironise elements of Symbolist theatre. 
Blok described his plays as lyrical dramas, which might suggest that they were not 
intended for the stage, but he did give permission for Meierkhol'd to produce 
Neznakomka, although this did not happen as the director left to work with another 
theatre. Blok also gave instructions to the actors of the Moscow Arts Theatre for a 
production of another of his plays Roza i krest (The Rose and the Cross). 
The figure of Aleksandr Blok is of greater importance in this specific context, 
however, than as an example of a Symbolist playwright. He was one of Tsvetaeva's 
most admired writers and, as such, it is inconceivable that she would have been 
unfamiliar with his theatre. The influence of Blok is important in discussing 
Tsvetaeva's approach to the theatre as he was the writer who represented, for 
Tsvetaeva, the archetypal, ultimate poet figure. 4° Her mythologisation of Blok is 
reflected in the many poems dedicated to him which imagine him as quasi-messianic 
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figure. 41 
The clearest example of the influence of Blok's theatre on T<\ etae\ a' , plays can 
be found in Mete]' which draws heavily on Blok's play Neznakomka Onco_nita) 
(1906), in which a poet struggles to find and understand his vision of the "unknown 
lady", his ambiguous muse. The gender reversal enacted in Tsvetaeva's play k 
discussed in detail in Chapter Four of this thesis ('Sexual Identities in the Theatre of 
Tsvetaeva and Cixous') but what is important in this context is the thematic focus of 
Blok's play and its possible influence on Tsvetaeva's theatre. Blok's play represents 
poetic inspiration in an allegory with which Tsvetaeva engages. using the leitmotif 
found in Blok's work of the snowstorm as symbol of both creativity and chao`, 4' a 
leitmotif which she also radically revises in Metel' (The Snowstornl). 4' \Ietel, (The 
Snowstorm) should, I suggest, be read as formulating a direct response, both 
generically and thematically to Blok's Neznakomka. In this way, Blok's influence on 
Tsvetaeva's early theatre lays the foundation for the consistent exploration of poetic 
identity. 
From 1924 to 1927, Tsvetaeva worked on a trilogy based on the life of Theseus 
and the women whose fates he sealed: Ariadne, Phaedra and Helen of Trov. 4' The 
third part of the trilogy, concerning Helen of Troy, was never written. At this time 
there was renewed cultural interest in classical Greek mythology and plays on these 
subjects were written by several European writers, including Giraudoux. Anouilh, 
Cocteau and Shaw. It is not known whether Tsvetaeva was familiar with any of these 
plays. Greek tragedy did not have a tradition of representation in the Russian theatre. as 
it had, for example, in the French theatre. 41 However, Greek tragedy was an important 
theme in the work of the second generation of Russian Symbolists. with \'ilerii Briuscov 
and Fedor Solugub as its main exponents. Greek theatre wa,, associated with the 
Symbolist search for a new means of communication between the poet and the crowd. 
which some thought could be attained through the generic characteri,, tics of theatre. An 
example of this line of thought can he seen in an essay by Chulkov, in which he states: 
,ý 
,, 
The lyric poet, by his choice of the theatre as the medium for his work. 
shows that the individualism behind which he concealed hip longing in 
the past cannot any longer save him. and he steps out on to the stage 
with his longing and his summons to the people. to share with them his 
grief. " 
The symbolists' desire for an end to the isolation of the poet and the redisco\ ery of 
cultural and national community through the theatre was linked spccifically to the 
revival of Greek tragedy in the work of Viacheslav Ivanov. which will be discussed in 
greater detail in the last chapter of this thesis. '- I would argue that T`vetaeva's plays 
which represent narratives from classical Greek mythology are motivated by the will to 
represent and problematise the status of the female subject and, further, the woman 
writer in patriarchal society, and do not reflect Symbolist concerns with the generic 
potential of theatre. Tsvetaeva's plays Ariadna and Fedra (Phaedra) share many of the 
characteristics of modernist drama, just as her poetry exhibits elements which could be 
considered modernist. The inclusion of songs and the very strong rhythms and chants of 
some of the speeches foregrounds an exploration of the nature of language and 
communication. 
A more rewarding context in which to situate Tsvetaeva's plays Ariadna and 
Fedra (Phaedra) can be found in the verse tragedies of Innokentii Annenskii which offer 
more radical interpretations of Greek mythology. " Annenskii's tragedies engaged with 
obscure narratives yet, as Makin points out, employed these narratives as allegories of 
the role of the poet in society 
. 
49 This focus represents, I would argue. Tsvetaev a' s 
main interest in Annenskii's work and complements the influence of Blok's theatre on 
her early plays. Both Tsvetaeva's early plays and the later tragedies were in this \V a\ 
influenced by the deployment of the theatre as genre in which to address representations 
of the poet and creativity. 
Tsvetaeva on the Theatre 
Tsvetaeva wrote only very briefly on the theatre in the form of prefaces and 
ý ýý 
notes to individual plays, but a comment written in a letter in 1919 provides a useful 
insight: 
SI crana rmcaTb miecbr - 3TO npHULio KaK HeH36e)KHocrb, 
- 
npocro 
roJioc nepepoc cFHxH, cimmoM mHoro a3Aoxy a rpyui cTa. no AüI$ 
4nek bi... IIHiuy, AeHCrBHTeJl6HO, ce6x He tgaaA, He flOMBA. 
I have begun to write plays 
- 
this has become an inevitability. Simply my 
voice has outgrown poems, there is too much breath in my breast for 
flutes. I write, indeed, without sparing myself, forgetful of self. so 
This brief statement is important for several reasons. Primarily it identifies the texts as 
plays and it places explicit emphasis upon their generic difference from ' stikhi' 
(poems). Secondly, Tsvetaeva describes her move to writing theatre as inevitable, as a 
development of her poetry, and as due wholly to creative rather than social motives. 
Tsvetaeva's interest in the theatre was perhaps linked to the polyphonic potential of the 
theatre, to the desire to express herself through a multitude of characters and voices. 
Tsvetaeva's prefaces to her plays were often added later on the occasion of 
publication, and have been regarded by many critics as a demonstration of her dislike 
of the genre. The most infamous and frequently quoted remark by Tsvetaeva on the 
theatre seems damning and final on first examination. It was part of a preface, 'Dva 
slova o teatre' (Two words about the theatre), added to her play Konets Kasanovy (The 
Demise of Casanova) two years after its completion in 1922: 
OIJBa CJIOBa o TeaTpe 
He trry TeaTpa, He TAHyCb K TeaTpy H He CTfTaIOCb c TeaTpoM. 
TeaTp ( BHLjeTb rJIa3aMIi) MHe BcerrJa xa3aJICSI no, ncnopbeM XIA 
HHiuxx AyxoM, o6ecrleYe}iHeM 1 XHTpeuoB rlopo, abl (Dombi 
Hesepxoro, BepALuHX JIHIM B TO, Lrro BHýJRT, elite 6oJTbtue: B TO, '{TO 
ocA3aloT. 
- 
Hexoei a36yxoA ;ic ieruix. A cylAxocTb IIo3Ta 
- 
BepHTb Ha CJIOBO. 
IIO3T, nyreM npxpoxcaeHHOrO HeBHJ HHA BH, uHMOH )KH3HH, aaeT 
)KI13Hb HeBH, IHMyIO (EbITHe). TeaTP 3Tý' 
- HaXOHeu - yB1 eHHy}O 
)KI13Hb (bITHe) CHOBa npespaigaeT B )KH3Hb BH, gHMyIO, TO eCTb B 
6bIT. 
Tearp A BcerAa { BCrB`11o Hac eM. Tearp 
- 
HapylueHe Moero 
OJ HHOneCTBa c repOeM, OAHHOzieCTBa c FIO3TOM., O, g1HOtieCTBa c 
Me'iTOIi 
- 
TpeTbe JIHLIO Ha jno60BHOM CBn. aHiiii. It TO, 'ITO 
OKOH'aTCJIbHO yTBep is aeT npaBOT`' I'eflHe H MOFO: B MHH\TbI 
r. 'iv6oKoro nOTpACeHIIA 
- 
HJIii BOCHOCHLL[E, IUll oriy'CKaei. xm, i 
-ali 
3aKpbIBaeiiib r. Ia3a. 40 
«Ho rIIIIHre ixe, ojHaxo, rlecM! » 
- 
3TO He rreca, 3TO no3ma 
- 
npocro mo6osb: TMcAga IIepsoe o61ACHeHHe B mo6BH Ka3aHoBe. 
3T0 ray. xce Tearp, xax A axrpgca. 
3Haiot McHx 
-y 6HercA. 
Two words about the theatre 
. 
I don't respect the theatre, I'm not drawn to the theatre, and I don't 
consider the theatre. Theatre (seeing with the eyes) has always seemed to 
me to be a crutch for lowly spirits, a security for cunning types of 
Doubting Thomas, who only believe in what they can see, or even more. 
in what they can touch. A kind of alphabet for the blind. 
But the essence of the Poet 
- 
is to believe in the word! 
The Poet through his innate blindness to the visible, gives us the 
invisible life. The theatre takes this finally glimpsed life and turns it into 
visible life, that is into everyday existence. 
I have always felt the theatre as violence. 
Theatre is the violation of my solitude with the Hero, solitude 
with the Poet, solitude with the Dream, 
- 
the gooseberry in a lovers' 
meeting. 
And that which definitively confirms the rightness of Heine and 
myself: in moments of profound emotion 
- 
you raise, or lower, or close 
your eyes. 
"But all the same, you're writing plays! "- This is not a play, but 
a poem 
- 
simply love: the thousand and first declaration of love to 
Casanova. It is as much theatre, as I am an actress. 
Those who know me 
- 
will smiles' 
This preface was added two years after the completion of the play, and its tone and 
arguments may have been occasioned by the disagreements between Meierhol'd and 
Tsvetaeva mentioned earlier in this chapter. Antokol'skii begins his introduction to the 
1988 edition of Tsvetaeva's theatre by quoting this passage, and immediately refutes it, 
albeit with anecdotal reference. It is worth quoting his response in detail: 
He cJIHiuXOM A Bepio 3TOMy orpegeH o OT Tearpa! 51 616111 
CBH, HTeiieM npOTHBOnoJIO)KaorO - Tporare. ribHOH TAM Mapmi 
I4BaHOBHMI 14BeTaeBO K TeaTpy, K MonoAoMy aKTepCKOMy 
KoJUleKTHBy, K ygeHHxaM EBremiA BarpaTHoHOBxtia BaxraHroBa, K 
ManeHbKOK crlexe B MaHCypOBCKOM nepey ieB 1918 - 1920 ro, aax. 
TAra 3Ta B03HHma He nOTOMy, r'ro pAAOM c MapRHoH I4BeTaeBoýf 
OKa3 JIHCb ciMnarxT4Hble eH mom, TaK an miatie 3aHI{MaTemHble 
Will Hee, Aa H caMH K HeiI TAHyBiuxecA. Mapaxa 6bLia 3aTpOH}-ra 
rJiy6»e. OHa no. 11o6H. TIa aTMoc4epy TeaTpa. ZbHbIx 6y, nHeii, 
peneTHHUHOHHylo cTpauyy - Becb 3TOT xpynKHH HB TO We BpeMMA 
Ha, IIe)KHbIH MaTepHaii, H3 KOTOpOrO C Tpy'LIONI, c otux6KaMli, 
IIpOCtieTaMli Ii npOCTOAM1 pO jaeTCA B 6e000HHbIX Rotlax 6yayLuee 
npe, aCTaBAeHiie... 
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Map$$a UBeTaeBa npomrxnacb EHTepecoM H COHNBCrBxem x 
caMOÄ npgpoAe Tearpa iEroro HCKycCTB... Bce oxo, cnoxc. xoe x 
pa3Hoe, BnepBble yB ieHHoe H nepexc$TOe, xcno BoJIHoBaJia B Te 
BpeMeaa MapnHy I jBeTaeBy. 
I do not have much faith in this renunciation of the theatre! I was a 
witness to the opposite 
- 
the touching attraction felt by Marina Tsvetaeva 
for the theatre, for the young actors' collective, for the students of 
Evgenii Bagrationovich Vakhtangov, for the small stage on Mansurovskii 
Street in the years 1918 to 1920. This attraction did not arise out of the 
fact that she was surrounded by people she liked, who were interesting to 
her in one way or another, and also attracted to her. Marina was affected 
more deeply. She fell in love with the atmosphere of a working theatre, 
the hard work of rehearsals 
- 
all this fragile and, at the same time, 
sturdy material, out of which with difficulty, with mistakes, errors and 
interruptions, during sleepless nights, a future production would be 
born.... 
... 
Marina Tsvetaeva was infused with interest and sympathy for 
the very nature of dramatic art, the most basic and most direct of all the 
arts. All of it, complex and different, freshly seen and experienced, at 
this time actively inspired Marina Tsvetaeva. 5 
Antokol'skii's repudiation of Tsvetaeva's condemnation of the theatre is based on his 
own experiences and observations in the years 1918-1920. He stresses that she was 
attracted to the creative process of theatre itself, and not only simply to the people 
involved in Vakhtangov's studio. Whilst Antokol'skii is right to emphasise Tsvetaeva's 
creative engagement with the theatre above her personal relationships with actors of the 
studio, he does not ultimately address the content of her statement. The first point she 
makes is that the theatre is to be scorned as a genre because it privileges sight over 
sound and language, the visible over the invisible, the physical over the spiritual, 
turning everything into the 'everyday'. Tsvetaeva was aware of the project of symbolist 
theatre to represent the invisible, and the co-existence of two worlds (the mundane and 
the creative). Her own plays consistently represent the conflict between earthly 
existence and spiritual, creative freedom, therefore undermining her statement that the 
theatre would be incapable of such representation. Tsvetaeva's theatre can be seen as a 
conscious exploration of this question, of how to represent creativity and poetic identity 
outside the discourse of the poet. 
Tsvetaeva then states that, for her, theatre constitutes an unwelcome presence. a 
disturbance of the creative relationship between herself and hero, poet and dream. This 
4ý 
could be a continued reference to the physical and visual nature of theatre. which 
Tsvetaeva regards as disturbing the reader's intimate relationship with the text. and to 
the power of the imagination unrestricted by physical representation. The passage ends 
with several contradictions and ambiguities. as is common in Tsvetaeva's work. If 
Konets Kasanovy was not intended to be performed on stage. then the suggestion. put 
forward by several critics, that one of the main reasons for the writing of these early 
plays was to provide roles for Gollidei and Zavadskii, is invalidated. The very last 
comment of the passage would seem to be ironic. Tsvetaeva had several close friends 
in the theatre, yet refers to the profession of acting as somehow deceitful, as if it 
designated a capacity for falseness. These comments can be read as a specific retort to 
Zavadskii who had ended their relationship, rather than a rejection of the genre of 
theatre. Tsvetaeva thus presents herself, the poet, as the opposite of falsity and reliance 
on the visual. Antokol'skii's commentary on this passage disputes its status as definitive 
text on Tsvetaeva's attitude towards the theatre and it is important to note that 
Tsvetaeva's main objections to theatre as genre are indeed the issues which she 
consistently addresses in her plays. 
More general points about Tsvetaeva's attitudes towards the theatre from 1918- 
1920 can be gauged from ' Povest' o Sonechke (The story of Sonechka)'. Tsvetaeva 
wrote this piece in 1936 on hearing of Gollidei's death, and it relates events which took 
place at the time of the writing of the early plays. Tsvetaeva recounts that she resented 
what she perceived as a superficial concern for physical appearance used by directors in 
casting, which resulted in a lack of opportunities for Gollidei. She describes her reading 
of Metel' (The Snowstorm), and the positive reactions of the studio, and refers to 
Vakhtangov as brilliant but cold. Tsvetaeva seems to have more respect for Stakhovich. 
who was not a director but an advisor to the Moscow Arts Theatre on matters of 
etiquette, and indeed recounts a student's description of his lessons. The overall tone 
of the text is one of enthusiasm and fascination with the training and theory of the 
theatre groups, tempered by a continuing mistrust of certain elements of dramatic art 
43 
(notably the concept of taking on a role). 53 
Tsvetaeva's plays were not performed in her lifetime, so we have no clues as to 
her possible preference for a director, nor of the influence she might have exerted over 
productions of her plays. This question of authorial control is one which is central to a 
consideration of Cixous' theatre, to which I will now turn. 
Cixous and the Theatre: Early Approaches 
Cixous' approach to the theatre is, unlike Tsvetaeva's, very well documented. 
However, before examining her writing on the theatre it is important to refer back toi 
La Jeune Nee in order to note her use of spatial metaphors which prefigure her explicit 
engagement with the theatre, and can be read as indications of the potential of theatre to 
her aesthetics. Cixous has consistently explored the potential of writing to articulate less 
repressive structures of intersubjective relationships: "Je cherche donc... une scene oü 
se produirait un type d'echange qui serait different... ", 54 and does not imagine this 
utopian site as simply a text but as a dramatic space. Cixous' later essays on the theatre 
recognise the potential employment of the theatre as radical space, but her first explicit 
discussions of the theatre constitute a critique of the genre. 
Cixous' article 'Aller ä la Mer', published in 1977, centres on the specific 
status of female characters in patriarchal drama and the compromised position of the 
female spectator. 55 Cixous reiterates several of the central arguments of La Jeune Nee 
which address the cultural representation of Woman, and she defines her engagement 
with the theatre as politically motivated, forming a continuum with demands in her 
early essays. In 'Aller ä la Mer' Cixous' approach to the theatre is specifically that of a 
female subject, and the article begins with an explicit questioning of the theatre in this 
context: 
Comment, femme, peut on aller au theatre? Sauf ä s'\- trou\-cr en 
co)mplicite avec le sadisme dont les femmes sont l'ohjet. A se voir 
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invitee ä prendre dans la structure familiale-patriarcale. que le theatre 56 reproduit ä 1' infini, la place de la victime. 
The theatre is singled out as "... une construction ordonnee par la demande 
fantasmique des hommes v 57 and the core of the article criticises the theatrical form 
itself as governed by patriarchal structures of voyeurism and exhibitionism which 
exclude the representation of the female subject. Cixous illustrates the narrative 
function of woman as victim in the theatre: 
Qui est eile? Toujours la fille-du-pere, son objet ä sacrifier. gardienne du 
phallus et support du fantasme narcissique ä l' aide duquel le pere pare ä 
la menace de castration. Electre ou Antigone. Eliminee. Ou Orphelie 
trois fois condamnee ä etre enterree vivante, par les trois peres jaloux (Polonius-Laerte-Hamlet) qui ne s'entendent qu'ä lui faire la loi: 
"Femme-toi, sois folie de moi, enferme-toi au couvent. " Coffree. Si el le 
est Ophelie, le corps interdit, 1'äme violee, eile n'aura jamais vecu. Et si 
eile trouve la force de Cordelia pour affirmer une femininite non asservie 
au role de miroir du delire paternel, eile mourra. Car il va en tout 
homme un roi Lear decouronne qui exige de sa fille qu'elle l' idealise ä 
coups de mots gros d'amour, et 1'erige, si aplati soit-il, tel qu'il veut titre 
vu: "Dis moi que je suis le plus grand, le plus moi, le plus roi: ou je to 
tue. n58 
Cixous describes the fate of woman in the theatre with reference to classical Greek 
mythology and to Shakespearean characters, which prove to be important references in 
her own plays. What she finds in these theatrical texts is either the reduction of woman 
to the function of sacrifice in order to glorify the actions of patriarchy, or woman as 
passive reflector of man's glory and achievements. Women who attempt to exceed these 
functions, to claim and articulate their subjectivity and desire, are enclosed in punitive 
narratives. However, although the female characters and narratives to which Cixou,, 
refers can be seen as archetypal, they represent a relatively restricted field. Indeed 
throughout her work on the theatre, Cixous fails to engage directly with contemporary 
dramatic theory and does not discuss modern dramatists. She has not entered into 
debate with other contemporary French playwrights and her main references remain 
those of Greek tragedy and Shakespearean drama. 
Cixous continues to focus on the traditional function of women charactcr` in 
patriarchal narratives: 
4S 
I1 faut toujours qu'une femme soit morte pour que la piece commence. 
Le rideau ne se Jeve que sur sa disparition: ä eile la place du refoule. 
tombeau, asile, oubli, silence. On ne la trouve que perdue, en exclusion 
ou dans une salle d'attente. Elle nest aimee qu'absente. abimec. 
Fantöme ou trou fascinant. Dehors: hors d' elle-meme aussi. Voi lä 
pourquoi je n'allais plus au theatre: pour ne pas assister ä mon propre 
enterrement: parce qu'il ne donne pas lieu ä une femme vivante ni. ce 
nest pas un hasard, a du corps ni meme a de l' inconscient. ;9 
According to Cixous, the structure of the patriarchal theatre demands that t'emale 
characters function as specular fantasy, remaining repressed and silent, forever on the 
margins of the central drama or tragedy. The female spectator is thus obliged to 
identify with the marginalised female characters, and Cixous focuses on a critique of 
mimesis: 
Parce que ce Vieux Jeu est encore celui du Role, ancien regime de la 
representation, du speculaire; lieu privilegie d'une double perversion 
voyeuriste-exhibitionniste, dune division du travail et de la jouissance (qui "fait" du 
- 
le, 
- 
theatre, qui travaille, qui est exploite par qui? ), d'un 
renforcement de Popposition reel/imaginaire qui profite ä ceux qui ont 
interet au simulacre. Figure de tous les cirques, tribunaux et autres 
scenes du social oü les hommes vont se faire voir et s'en mettre plein la 
vue, le Vieux en remet d'ailleurs ce temps-ci, grande epoque des 
maitres-en-scene, du cote de la parade: surinvestissement du decor, du 
leche-l' oeil, de l' accessoire 
. 
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Cixous' representation of theatre remains severely limited and does not recognise 
modes of theatre which do not manifest such qualities. In this sense her early work on 
the theatre fails, paradoxically, to address generic specificity and would seem to share 
mutual concerns rather with feminist film theory of the same period, which draws upon 
psychoanalysis to theorise the structures of spectatorship. In the above extract Cixous 
describes the regime of the specular, and the investment in this of a voyeuristic power 
structure. These considerations are fundamental to Laura Mulvey's seminal essay on 
the representation of woman in narrative cinema. 61 Mulvey examine,, the ways in 
which patriarchal society is founded upon the representation of woman as castrated and 
other in order to organise a normalised world view around male subjcý: tivity. 
Woman then stands in patriarchal culture as signifier for the male other. 
bound by a symbolic order in which man can live out his phantasier and 
obsessions through linguistic command by imposing them on the silent 
image of woman still tied to her place as bearer of meaning. not maker 
of meaning. 62 
Woman is object and fetishised symbol, not subject of her o« nw orld. 63 which leaves 
little option for the female spectator who can only feel alienated by the object she is 
presented with or repress her difference and identify with the male hero as subject. " 
The basic principles of Mulvey's critique can be parallelled with Cixous' 
criticisms of the structure of patriarchal theatre, and both articles culminate in an 
expression of the political importance of working to change such structures: 
Aller au theatre maintenant, il me faut le faire politiquement, dans le 
dessin de changer, ensemble avec des femmes, ses modes de production 
et d'expression. Temps enfin que les femmes rendent au theatre sa 
chance, sa raison d'etre, sa difference: qu'il y soit possible de faire 
passer du corps, reel, parlant... 65 
Cixous' suggestion that radical change is possible in the theatre relies upon the 
collective will of women to engage with the theatre. In her later writing on the theatre, 
however, particular anxieties about the status of the female spectator disappear and an 
approach to the theatre which considers sexual difference as central is no longei- 
considered. 
The generic potential of the theatre is inferred in this article, but is not explicitly 
discussed. Cixous suggests that the physical presence of the actors can work to 
undermine the importance of role and traditional character in the theatre, thus creating 
more complex and valuable intersubjective relations between spectator and actor. She 
asserts that this would need to be coupled with a refocalisation of narratives to include 
female subjects and the expression of their desires: 
... 
geste d'urgence pour que soit d'abord entendue une voix feminine 
qu'elle ait pu crier: "ce n'est pas moi qui suis muette, je suis tue par to 
surdite" 
-66 
This presence would, in turn, bring about a rejection of dominant conceptions of spat 
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and representation in the theatre: 
Si la scene est femme. ce sera pour dtheätraliser cet espace. Elle 
voudra eire corps-presence; il s'agit donc de travailler ä faire lauter tout 
ce qui fait "spectacle", ä deborder la rampe-barre: ä defaire le primat du 
visuel et insister sur l'auditif: apprendre ä aiguiser toutes nos oreilles. 
surtout celles qui savent saisir les battements de l' inconscient. entendre 
les silences et au-delä. Pas de "distanciation", au contraire, cette scene- 
corps n'hesitera pas a approcher, approcher ä (se) mettre en danger. 
mais de vie. Corps en travail. 67 
Cixous claims that an assertion of woman's physical and subjective presence. 
and an emphasis on the spoken word rather than the visual image, is capable of 
frustrating voyeuristic consumption and of problematising the position of the spectator. 
In parallel to this, the refusal of the naturalistic creation of theatrical i1luýion 
establishes a dangerous proximity between the actor and spectator which could 
underline the physical presence of the actors and break down the distance which 
facilitates scopophilic power structures. 
Cixous' essay moves on to examine the importance of the female body in these 
new relationships, positing this body as text which is calling to be heard: 
Ce sera un texte, un corps qui se dechiffre, s'appelle, d'un seul lent clan; 
chant de la mise au monde des femmes: de l' infinie patience Tune 
femme en attente de Femme. 11 suffit d'une femme qui se tienne au-delä 
de l'interdit, se vivant nombreuse. Ensemble de celles qu'elle a ýtý, 
qu'elle aurait pu etre, qu'elle voudra eire, allant toujours plus lentement, 
plus vite qu'elle meme, s'anticipant. 11 ya cette arrivee, elle se fait, je 
l'entends de si loin, et pas d'autres scenes que cet espace ä cent scenes 
simultanees oü, plusieure eile va, eile nest pas arretee en ce lieu ouvert 
par cette allure, cette ecoute, et si cette scene est mouvement, si elle 
s'entend lä oü toute arrive, oü ca ne se joue pas, ca se %, it. les femmes 
pourront y aller, se sentir aimer, aimees, ecoutees. entendues. par 
bonheur, comme elles vont ä la mer. 68 
Emphasis is on the desire to represent the female subject as plural and in process, not 
as a fixed and marginalised symbol of alterity. Cixous suggests that the theatre could 
join with the actor in becoming both body and text. the site in which a whole ne\ý 
narrative could unfold, in which women could recognise them elves as subjects. 
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coinciding with the representations they witness, as part of that text themselves. Thi' 
encouragement of a female Imaginary. would allow women t see and to be seen. to 
listen and to be heard, not to be alienated from the representation or text that is 
traditionally displayed as Woman. However, the passage seems to suggest that the 
presence of a female subject on the stage would allow all women to experience 
identification rather than alienation and, although foregrounding the importance of 
plurality, implies a relative homogenisation of the female spectators. 
The issues explored in 'Aller ä la mer' constitute the central formal and 
thematic concerns of Cixous' first plays Portrait de Dora69 and Le Norn d'Oedipe. 
Chant du corps interdit. 70 Portrait de Dora, was first produced as a radio play and this 
form is extremely interesting in its potential for dealing with issues of voyeurism and 
representation. 7' A radio play allows a mobility of voice not normally possible on the 
stage, and also has the potential to disrupt the traditional construct of character and role 
which Cixous criticises in Aller ä la Mer. The radio play can restore the temale 
speaking subject as Cixous demands, whilst avoiding the predominant power structures 
evoked in the display of a female character on stage. 
However, Cixous remained determined to demonstrate the radical rethinking of 
representation within the theatre. The intrinsic linking of body and text is found in 
Cixous' play Portrait de Dora which had gone into production before 'Aller ä la mer' 
was published. The thematic focus of the play is on the representation and repression of 
female subjectivity and it relies upon its close intertextual links with Freud's first case 
study, that of a hysteric, Dora. 72 The hysteric can also be regarded, within the hounds 
of this discussion, as ultimately theatrical, her voice silenced and her bode fetishised by 
the structures of psychoanalysis. Cixous, in a later essay describing her first attempt at 
writing for the theatre, makes several essential points which link the figure of Dora and 
the theatre: 
Parce qu'clle a fait une scene' ä Freud. Quand nous faisons une scene, 
noun faisons, sans le savoir, du Theatre. La scene que fit Dora ä Freud 
reunit, je le vois maintenant, un certain nombre d'elementý, glui scent lei 
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ressorts caches du theatre: aveuglement, malentendu. ambivalence. 
indecision, rapport de forces. ironie tragique... 
Dora joue est jouee par Freud joueur joue. 73 
There has been great interest in the case of Dora. Much of the critical attention 
afforded the case study engages in narrative theory, and addre s e' Freud's narrative 
technique in this, his first case study. 74 Portrait de Dora can be seen as a response to 
Freud's narrative framing of the case. and an attempt to demonstrate the suitability of 
theatre, rather than narrative, to represent subjectivity. Cixous refocuses Freud's case 
study, both to represent Dora differently and to disrupt the conventional representation 
of character by staging multiple images of each character, all dislocated from their 
voices. These aims are integrally linked to Cixous' experimentation with the form of 
theatre, creating links between the theatre and psychoanalysis in their insistence upon 
the power of the gaze. 75 Cixous works within the basic tenets of the theatre in order toi 
question its power structures, and calls upon it to meet the challenge of representing the 
subject in flux. As Shiach points out, this results in a comparison of the mechanisms of 
psychoanalysis and the theatre : 
... 
its [the play's] main focus is the presentation of the disruptive 
potential of feminine subjectivity and the female body for the familial 
structures of patriarchy, and for the specular relations of theatre. 76 
Cixous' work in the theatre has always been influenced greatly by the directors 
with whom she has worked. The collaborations which dominate her writing for the 
theatre have both reflected and influenced the thematic and theoretical development of 
her work in the genre. Portrait de Dora was produced by Simone Benmussa. 7- who 
articulated a parallel interest in stretching the theatrical form to represent pluralities of 
subjectivity and was working on projects which viewed the stage as a non-reali"tic 
space for the dramatisation of desires and dreams. Benmussa clearly states the 
proximity she perceives between psychoanalysis and the theatre which underlies her 
production of Portrait de Dora: 
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In 'stage work', just as in 'dream work'. a situation. or desire. is 
projected into space by a word or a gesture: stage work produce' 
images. The stage is the reflecting surface of a dream, of a deferred 
dream. 18 
Benmussa integrated other media into the play to emphasise the different spaces and 
times which are simultaneously present on stage. and the resulting multiple 
interpretations: 
The play may be broken up into four different levels, which must always 
remain 'readable': the levels of memory. of the real. of the dream, and 
of fantasy. Then why should we not use different styles of 'writing' : 
theatrical, novelistic, cinematographic and choreographic? -` 
Benmussa's production contained several separate but interacting sites on stage. : gis the 
dream scenes (film sequences directed by Marguerite Duras) were projected on an 
overhead screen, the characters concerned were on stage, so presenting the audicnce 
with plural subjects whose voices and actions did not coincide either spatially or 
temporally. The rupture created between the scene/seen and the spoken increased the 
difficulty of identification for the spectator. Ballet sequences heighten the sense of 
repetition and ritual of the patriarchal exchange mechanisms revealed, and a series of 
slides were used to illustrate the ease of substitution of the women in the narrative. 
The accumulation of anti-naturalistic devices employed in Benmussa' s 
production results in a radical disruption of narrative time and space and the spectator's 
position. S/he can find no unified character with whom to identify, but cannot maintain 
a clear sense of distance from the characters due to the lack of voyeuristic potential 
achieved through the lack of consistency between image and voice. The combination of 
Cixous' explicit thematic concern with the status of the female subject in patriarchal 
discourse and Benmussa's radical production aroused much critical interest. The fiuure 
of Dora remains extremely ambiguous as feminist heroine, but Portrait de Dora has 
been acclaimed by some critics as a model for new feminist theatre practice: 
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... 
a bold feminist venture aimed at arousing in the audience a 
new way of looking which is rooted neither in voyeurism nor in 
fetishism derived from the male fear of castration. 80 
Le Nom d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit, saw a continuation of Cixous' simultanek'us 
explorations of the discourses of psychoanalysis and the theatre, as well as enacting an 
important refocalisation of a primal cultural narrative, that of Oedipus. " Howw ever, in 
this play the devices which serve to emphasise the plurality and fluidity of the subjects 
are primarily textual. Le Nom d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit is an operatic text. 
with two actors on the stage to represent each character. one performing the parts of 
the text which are sung, the other performing the spoken sequences. This oral and 
visual doubling works in much the same way as the doubling of images in Portrait de 
Dora: it undermines the spectator's desire to identify with a character, and encourages 
an interpretation of the narrative as emblematic of the universal impossibility of a 
radical reappraisal of difference within a patriarchal framework. 
Portrait de Dora and Le Nom d'Oedipe serve as illustrations of the complexity 
of Cixous' first approaches to theatre and should be addressed in the context of the 
article 'Aller ä la mer' and her collaboration with Benmussa on Portrait de Dora. In 
these two plays, Cixous seeks to reveal and deconstruct the traditions of patriarchal 
theatre whilst searching for a means of reclaiming what she is beginning to articulate as 
the genre's potential for representing the subject in flux. 
From this point on, Cixous' espousal of the theatrical genre becomes far more 
wide-reaching and her writing on the theatre embraces the genre with no further 
questioning of its structure. This change in approach can he attributed to several 
elements which include the strategic use of the genre toi develop Cixous' theoretical 
work on the representation of alterity, and the influence on her work of the director 
Ariane Mnouchkine and the Theatre du Soleil. 
It is important at this stage to investigate the relationship between Cixous' 
essays on the theatre and the plays themselves. The staging 01 each of her play,, has 
ýý 
been accompanied by the publication of an essay or interview and, in ý,, )me ca,, e,,. the 
essays have been published in the same volume as the play. *= The publication of such 
material alongside the text clearly constitutes an attempt by the author to (, ntrol 
meaning and interpretation of the play. 
It is remarkable that all productions of Cixous' plav-' have been undertaken in 
close collaboration with the author, including her attendance at rehearsal`. "' a factor 
which further emphasises the extent to which Cixous retains authorial control over the 
text in performance. The explicit associations between the plays and Cixous' essays on 
the theatre assist the assimilation of her radically evolving attitudes towards the theatre. 
but subsequently problematise the status of the play. The essays overdetermine 
interpretation both of the play concerned, and of Cixous' use of the theatre, and can be 
seen to encourage a reading of the play as simply an illustration of the development of 
Cixous' aesthetics. In much the same way as Cixous' choice of writers for the seminar 
programmes reflects wider concerns associated with her own creative identity, such 
generic choices form part of a larger aesthetic project. As Shiach points out: 
... 
Cixous' writing on the theatre, as on other things, is always strategic. 
She uses the theatrical as a space in which to develop her critique of the 
forms of subjectivity and representation that dominate contemporary 
life. 84 
The Embrace of the Theatre and the Suspension of Self 
Much has been made of the thematic shift in focus of Cixous' plays which took 
place in the eighties, a shift which can be variously described as moving from the 
personal to the historical, from inner space to outer world, from definitions of 
difference within the subject to examinations of political and ethnic alterities. 
This change is accompanied by a radical change in Cixous' approach to the 
theatre. which elevates theatre to a privileged generic status and distinguishes it clearly 
form her work in other genres. As discussed in the preceding , ection, ' Aller ä la mer' 
;, 
refers briefly to the lost potential of theatre to represent the female subject, and in her 
essays of the mid eighties, which constitute the main body of her thought on the theatre. 
Cixous develops her thought on its potential. However her motivation is no longer 
linked to the rethinking of sexual difference, nor to the representation of a gender 
specific subjectivity, but recreates the theatre as utopian site, analogous to her 
descriptions of the site of writing in La Jeune Nee, as the place in which the 
representation of difference can be rethought. 
The tone and language of these essays is radically different from that of 'Aller ä 
la Mer', and the theatre is no longer subjected to critical analysis, but described in 
mystical and spiritual terms. As the essays contain much repetition as well as some 
development of thought, I shall address them together. The major pieces in question 
are; 'Le chemin de legende, 85 'Le lieu du crime, le lieu du Pardon', 
' L' Incarnation' 86 and an article which summarises and encapsulates the arguments of 
the preceding essays; 'De la scene de l'Inconscient ä la scene de l'Histoire: Chemin 
d'une ecriture' 
. 
87 I shall also refer to minor interviews and references from the 
seminar archives. 88 
This body of work introduces a new emphasis which has since remained 
constant whenever Cixous writes or speaks about the theatre. The central concern of 
Cixous' approach to the theatre is displaced from an attack on the politics of 
representation to an interest in the repercussions for subjectivity of writing for a 
different genre. 
In the same way in which Tsvetaeva described a different relationship of author 
to text when writing for the theatre, Cixous introduces clear distinctions between 
writing for the theatre and her writing in other genres: 'Je ne suis pas nee ecrivain de 
theatre 
... 
Il ya un certain chemin a faire... ' 
. 
89 A concern with the subjective 
relationships between author and text, and author and characters was not new to 
Cixous' work of this period in other genres. nor to her seminars. but it had not 
previously been applied to the theatre-90 
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The primary focus of her interest is the distancing from the pelf which Cixous 
experiences when writing for the theatre: 
Ecrire pour le theatre: il faut s'eloigner de soi, parter. v Div arger longtemps dans l'obscurite, jusqu'ä ne plus savoir oü l'on cit. qui lion 
est, c'est tres difficile... jusqu'ä se reveiller. metamorphose en quelqu'un 
que je n'ai jamais rencontre. en mendiante, en divinite nai\c, en veillard 
avise. 9' 
Cixous' writing in other genres reflects work towards a connaissance of the self. 
centred around its inscription in writing; indeed, La Jeune Nee calls to women to write 
in order to assert their subjectivity. In these essays, however, such activities are 
presented as a necessary apprenticeship undertaken by Cixous which leads to a 
reformulation of intersubjective relations in which the authorial self is displaced. 
Cixous describes the theatre as an explicit and distinct development of her aesthetics: 
J' ai dü ecrire quelques textes pour ordonner les chambres et apaiser le 
moi. 92 Une fois la paix obtenue, dans 1'oeuvre comme dans la vie, on 
peut esperer que le moi va faire silence, laisser le terrain au monde. 
Amoindri, grandi, qu'il s'eloigne jusqu'ä 1'effacement, et l'immense 
plage nue sur laquelle il faisait ses bruyants exercices revient enfin aux 
hotes etrangers, aux non-moi, aux passants, ä 1'humanite. Entrent alors 93 les Autres! J' ai l' honneur d'titre la scene de 1' autre. 
The loss of self, described by the Cixousian neologism of ' demofsation' 
, 
94 thus 
enables the author to become the site of the other, her characters providing a 
' consolation enivrante i 95 to compensate for the sell 's loss of centrality. This 
engagement with the role of the other in the writing process constitutes a further 
development of Cixous' attempts to rethink and reformulate the representation of 
difference. Cixous, when writing for the theatre, claims that she k taken over by the 
other, a displacement of self which undermines dialectical structures of difference 
reliant upon the binary opposition of self and other. 
However, such an effacement of the self seems rather arbitrary and may lead us 
to the simplistic conclusion that Cixous' other work is only to he interpreted as a 
projection of her own subjectivity into the texts. The cO TIcept of the "elf becoming a 
;5 
passive and neutral space for the inhabitation of another character is relatively 
superficial. Indeed, one could argue that Cixous' employment of the figure of the 
Indian beggarwoman is far from passive and mimics the mechanisms of colonisation 
rather than self effacement. It is also unclear why this inhabitation should be seen as 
particular to the theatre and not generically possible in a novel. 
An explanation for this seemingly arbitrary claim for the distinctive 
intersubjective relations in the theatre can be found in Cixous' attention to the work of 
the actors. The effacement of the self which she experiences when writing for the 
theatre is paralleled in her descriptions of the actors' art, as they sublimate, and 
sacrifice their own personalities to those of the characters they are portraying: 
'Acrobates, les comediens sautent par dessus le vide laisse par le moi. Un tel 
detachement de soi pour rejoindre 1' autre auquel on se prete tout entier... ' 96 Theatre 
enables Cixous to experience this transport to other lands: '... le theatre c'est ce voyage 
meme, cet arrachement, ce transport vertigineux... ' towards the other. 97 
The suspension of authorial self described by Cixous results in radically 
different approaches to writing from those expressed in her earlier work, and 
underlines the distinction she makes between writing for the theatre and writing in other 
genres. Cixous recounts the reasons which prevent her from creating male characters in 
her fiction: 
Parce que j'ecris avec le corps et que je suis une femme, et un homme 
est un homme et de sa jouissance je ne sais rien. Et un homme sans 98 corps et sans jouissance, je ne peux pas faire cela. 
This link between writing and the authorial libidinal economy. fundamental to Cixous' 
aesthetic in La Jeune Nee and her exposition of ecriture feminine, is seemingly 
bypassed by the effacement of self when writing for the theatre: 
Au depart je suis obligee de me suer, de m'eliminer. Si je veux donner 
naissance a un personage strictement masculin, je n'ai rien ä faire de 
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moi. Je peux supprimer, je peux abolir, je p9e9ux suspendre. comme on 
suspend son souffle, je peux suspendre moi.. 
The support given by Cixous for this development relies on specific textual material 
from which she makes a generic argument: 
Le theatre n'est pas la scene de la jouissance sexuelle. Romeo et Juliette 
s' aiment mais ne font pas l' amour. Its le chantent. Au theatre, c'est le 
coeur qui chance, la poitrine s'ouvre, on voit le coeur se dechirer. Le 
coeur humain n'a pas de sexe. 100 
In a somewhat contradictory passage, Cixous then states that she does not have to 
inscribe the sexual difference of her characters as it is present in the physical realia of 
the actors' bodies. The libidinal economy of the writer is effaced, to be replaced not by 
that of the character represented, but by the anatomy of the actor: 
Le comedien, la comedienne nous donnent tout le corps que nous 
n'avons pas a inventer. Et tout est vecu et tout est vrai. C'est le cadeau 
que le theatre fait a l' auteur: l' incarnation. A 1' auteur homme, il permet 
de creer des femmes qui ne seront pas feintes, et ä l' auteur femme il 
accorde la chance de creer des hommes parfaitement constitues! 'o' 
This 'incarnation' 
, 
which relies upon the supposedly authentic marker of sexual 
difference, the anatomy of the actor, enacts one of a series of effacements of difference 
which appear in Cixous' writing on the theatre of this period. Indeed the gender- 
specific approach to theatre which was so prominent in ' Aller ä la mer', and disputed 
the visual elements of theatre, the narrative function of female characters and the 
politics of spectatorship is conspicuously absent from the essays written after 1982. 
The apparent simplification of the creative process and the relative directness of 
the theatre are central to the further distinctions drawn by Cixous between theatre and 
other genres. The theatre is asserted as more authentic and direct than narrative texts, 
in terms of its relationship both to the author and the audience. Cixous likens the 
process of writing for the theatre with the position of the spectator: 
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Pour "ecrire" une piece de theatre, je "vais" au theatre en passant 
derriere la pensee. Je ferme les yeux, et assise au fond de mon corps. je 
regarde vivre les personages, je m'agite, je pousse des exclamations 
seule devant mon papier, je verse des larmes. C'est que c'est dejä le 
theatre et je ne suis pas seule. 11 
This creative spectatorship repeats emphasis on the passivity of the author. and 
valorises emotional responses over rational or intellectual activity. This implied 
directness of impact is a motif of Cixous' writing on the theatre and the quality which 
she cites as ensuring a greater impact on the audience is that of the spoken word: 
Au theatre resonne ce qui reste silencieux dans la realite et dans 
l'ecriture livresque: la Parole. Rien de plus orale, rien de plus nu que 
cette langue. Des Paroles. I1 me faut ecrire comme parle le corps 
pariant: '03 il faut que les paroles livrees par l'auteur au personnage 
soient les paroles meines que les levres vivantes et pensantes petrissent et 
insufflent. 11 faut tirer la parole droit au coeur du public. ' 04 
Emphasis on the spoken word is important to Artaud's concept of the 'Theatre de la 
cruaute', but Cixous' statement does not seem to carry the same arguments. Artaud 
argued for a diminishment of the importance of the written text in theatre and an 
emphasis on language as dramatic element, employing song, incantation and 
rhythm. "' Cixous' criteria clearly also depends on performance of the text for its 
fulfilment yet, whilst it does not differentiate between different modes of discourse, it 
seems to express the desire for a simplification of language, a desire which is not borne 
out in her plays. An examination of the role of the spoken word in the theatre leads 
Cixous to revise her own descriptions of creativity: 
J' ecris a l' oreille : l' oreille tendue vers les musiques du coeur. Cela bout 
lä-dedans. Ce sont les passions, les Pulsions. Un jour j'ai fait la liste des 
passions: liste que je n'avais jamais eu besoin de faire pour un de mes 
textes. 
J'ecoute et je traduis. Ma traduction des passions doit eire dune extreme 
fidelite. 106 
The theatre for Cixous has become the genre which she claims as the site par excellence 
of alterity, where writer, actor and spectator can enjoy a new and unproblematic 
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relationship to the other: 
Le theatre est le palais d'autrui. I1 vit du desir de lautre. de tour les 
autres. Et du desir du desir des autres: du public, des comediens. lu- 
' Histoire' and the Humanitarian Force of Theatre 
The formal suspension of authorial self facilitated when writing for the theatre is 
paralleled, by Cixous, with a thematic widening of scope and the suspension of the 
dominance of subjectivity as thematic core A proclivity for more conventional 
narratives is suggested: 
J'ai besoin d'un certain theatre, dont le prenom etait Shakespeare ou 
Verdi, ou Schonberg ou Rossini. J'ai besoin que ce theatre me raconte 
des histoires, et qu' il me les raconte comme lui seul peut les raconter 
legendairement et cependant droit dann les yeux. 108 
As the title of 'De la scene de l'Inconscient ä la scene de I'Histoire' demonstrates, 
Cixous comes to regard the theatre as capable of not only delivering 'histoires' but 
' L'Histoire' 
. 
The staging of the scene of the other enables the solving of her stated 
dilemma: 
Et 1' Histoire? Question terrible qui m' a hantee sans cesse. Longtemps 
eile a resonne pour moi comme 1'echo de la faute... Comment unir 
Histoire et texte?. '09 
Cixous states her belief that history can only be represented poetically in the form of 
the epic or legend, and rejects any doubts as to contemporary applicability of such a 
term: 'Au theatre oui. C'est encore un lieu oü il ya de l'epopee, ob 11 va encore ce 
que Fon pourrait appeler de la legende'. "0 History. as occurs problematically in 
Cixous' plays. is conflated with epic and legend: 
Le Theätre a garde le secret de l'Histoire que HomCre avait chant: 
l' Histoire est faite d'histoires de maris, d'amants. de Peres. de t illy ý. de 
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meres, des fils, de jalousie. d'orgueil. de desir. Et il va die, vi, ages qui 
lancent des flottes de mille voiles et detruisent les villes. "' 
These remarks could be interpreted as a defence against criticism of her plays on the 
recent history of Cambodia and India, encouraging a more metaphorical reading of the 
texts. 
The realisation of characters with very different histories from that of the author 
encourages Cixous to discover potential in the theatre for a celebration of common 
humanity: 
Apres coup, le sentiment bouleversant que. si je puis me deplacer, mon 
dme ou moi, jusqu'en Inde, et jusque dans des titres etranges. cela 
signifie que nous ne sommes pas, nous les etres humains, si separes et si 
impermeables que cela. Nous sommes des etincelles du meme feu. "" 
This ability to bring about recognition of the unity of humanity becomes an enormously 
significant element of the theatre for Cixous. However this eulogy to the rediscovery 
of human emotions to be achieved via the theatre is linked problematically throughout 
this essay to the setting of the play, with which it was published, La l'risc de L'ecole de 
Madhuba, that of India: 
Un rideau, un plateau, une caravane, des hauts plateaux. Arrivent: des 
destins. Des destins!? Nous n'avons que des existences! Et nous oublions 
que nous avons le droit aux destin. Mais le theätre peut et doit nous 
rappeler qu'en redevenant "indiens", nous pourrions a nouveau pretendre 
ä nos chances. A eire le heros de nos histoires. 113 
The positing of a more authentic subjectivity and simple existence is present in the 
essays which accompany L'Indiade ou linde de leurs reves in which Cixous employs 
metaphors of a mythologised India to evoke the utopian generic space of theatre. "" 
Cixous claims humanitarian qualities for theatre, notably its power as healing social 
ritual: 
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Les Bens qui sont sur scene communiquent avec ceux qui sont dans la 
salle, sans reserve, sans interruption. Dans la yille. nous now tournons 
le dos. nous nous evitons. Ici, c'est face ä face, äme ä äme. Nous 
sommes tous lä parce que nous I'avons voulu et c' est d'un commun 
accord que nous allons faire ensemble. ce monde: le theatre. "' 
This clearly echoes the approach to the theatre of many cultural movements, including 
Russian symbolist theatre, as discussed earlier in this chapter. The theatre is de'crihed 
as a temple to our humanity, holding the potential to rediscover communal will. Cixou' 
expresses no hesitation here as to the positive potential of this mutual communication. 
There remain no traces of the pitfalls of representation, and the inherent power 
structures of traditional theatre are no longer addressed. Such sentiments are pushed to 
extremes of interpretation as Cixous claims that good deeds may come as a result of 
confronting our own humanity within the space of the theatre: 
Pour commencer, prenons le theatre au serieux. Je veux dire: il est bon 
d'y aller serieusement, comme des enfants. Parce qu'on peut faire 
semblant d' aller ecouter un opera. Et alors rien ne se passe. Mais si Fon 
participe ä Woyzzeck ou au Roi Lear, avec le coeur simplifie, decouvert, 
et si par chance on verse des larmes, alors peut-etre sur la terre une 
femme sera sauvee, un prisonnier sera libere, et peut-titre un innocent justifie, et un oublie sera rappele. 1' 
The suggested opposition between going to listen to opera yet participating in theatre is 
problematic in itself, yet remains undeveloped. The impact of theatre now seems to 
depend upon our attitude as spectators, rather than an intrinsic characteristic of the 
genre. 
It is extremely difficult not to be struck by the naive language, and the 
sentimentality of the arguments. Indeed, it seems at times that Cixous sees herself 
reborn through the theatre: 
J'avoue que le Theatre est une forme de religion: je veux dire que l'on v 
eprouve ensemble, dans le re-ligere, le recueillement des emotions. Je 
dis "j'avoue" parce que c'est une des raisons pour lesquelles il m'arrive 
de resister ä l'appel du Theatre: par anti-religion. Par besoin d' 
individualisme. 
Mais je declare que nous aeons besoin de ces temples sans 
dogme et sans doctrine (mais non sans un grand nombre de dieux) oü se jouent nos affres et surtout nos aveuglements. 117 
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Cixous claims that the theatre returns to us an essence of humanity, that we have 
lost amidst our 'avare banalite quotidienne' : 
... 
d'abord les droits primitifs aux espoirs; et J'abord 1'espoir que 
les choses, qui nous servent d'Histoire et d'existence, et qui sont si 
implacablement programmes par les grandes machines sociales, 
echappent ä toute prevision; et s'offrent a la chance, ä l' humain. 118 
And again in a later essay: 
Car si ce Theatre est necessaire c'est parce qu'il nous permet de vivre ce 
qu'aucun "genre" ne nous permet: le mal que nous avons ä titre humains. 
Le Mal. Ce qui se passe au theatre, c'est la Passion, mais la passion 
selon Oedipe, selon Hamlet, selon vous, selon Woyzzeck, selon moi, 
selon Othello; selon Cleopatre, selon Marie, selon cet eire humain 
enigmatique, torture, criminel, innocent que je suis, je qui est toi ou 
vous. 119 
Cixous suggests that the theatre holds a unique value in that the fact that two 
performances of the same play can never be exactly the same provides some resistance 
against the banal repetitiousness of mass culture. This, coupled with the fact that the 
spectator is drawn into a dramatic recognition of the present, 'Quelle heure est-il'? 
C'est la question cle du theatre', 120 experiencing the narrative within the same time 
and space as the actors. This leads Cixous to claim that the theatre unites the audience: 
Le Theatre est (au) Present. Doit toujours titre au present. C'est sa 
chance. A chaque moment le present eclate. Le present est d'un noir 
brillant. On avance le coeur battant de ne pas savoir ce qui va arriver. Et 
cet imprevisible qui nous tient en haleine, nous souleve, nous transporte 
au-dessus de nous-memes, c'est la vie meme. Au theatre le public n'en 
sait pas plus que le personnage sur lui-meme. Personne ne precede. 
Ensemble on ne comprend pas. Ensemble on hesite. Cela cree entre tous 
1' obscure et fremissante complicite archaique. 12' 
Cixous' earlier criticism of the concepts of role and fixed identity. engaged with in her 
early plays, could be developed here to ascribe to the theatre the potential of 
representing the subject in process. as fluid in time and space. However. she comments 
rather on the power of the theatre to suspend the audience in intradiegetic time and 
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space and so encourage catharsis: 
Et la substance magique du theatre: le Temps. Du vrai temps. avec 
toutes les secondes (non, il n'y a pas de temps dans la fiction. done pas 
de suspens terrifle). la sensation du "ca va arriver! ", du "il est encore 
temps'", du "ca pourrait encore ne pas arriver": et toujours le pas leger 
de la mort qui approche, l' imminence, 
- 
et puis: le coup! Ah! '" 
The terms of analysis are vague and the theatre is, once again, posited as genre of 
authenticity. The suspension of disbelief referred to above as symptomatic of all theatre 
relies upon a model of linear chronology and is clearly not applicable to all theatre, 
least of all to Cixous' plays Portrait de Dora and Le Nom d'Oedipe which militate 
against such notions of temporal unity. 
Cixous' presentation of an undifferentiated humanity and utopian assertions of 
the power of theatre to enable us to realise and reformulate intersubjective relationships 
is far removed from the gender-specific criticism which accompanied her first plays. A 
process of homogenisation fails to register differences between male and female 
characters and male and female spectators. This is a point which Anne-Marie Picard 
makes: 
Mais la question qui pourrait me construire, moi-sujet feminin, est cello 
de l' adresse: oü suis-je inscrite dans L'Indiade? Comment cet allant- 
devenant-sexue du sujet... laisse-t-il la possibilite de m'inserer 
spectatrice? ' 23 
Several of Cixous' quasi-mystical articles on the theatre leave behind questions of 
inequality of power in representation, voyeurism and psychoanalytic critiques of the 
structure of theatre itself 
- 
all issues which formed a fundamental part of her original 
approach to the theatre. This is made very clear: 
Au theatre, l' auteur n'est d'aucun parti sauf de celui du Thedtre, (ou 
Dieu, ou la \erite humaine). Et la verite c'est: bonte, mechancctc. Tout 
le monde sous le regard du Theatre est de chance egale 
.'' 
OI 
The criticism in 'Aller ä la mer' of the power structures at play in theatrical 
representation, and the awareness of the repression and lack of equality of the other 
have been replaced by a humanist belief in the social ritual of theatre. The state of 
'selflessness' attained by author. actor and spectator also entails a loss of politiL. i1 
specificity. 
Influences on the Theatre of Cixous: Artaud and Mnouchkine 
Cixous' essays on the theatre do not refer explicitly to any body of dramatic 
theory nor do they acknowledge contemporary influences on her work. There is a 
distinct lack of detailed critical engagement with major theorists of the genre, however, 
as I will now discuss, references are made which point us towards possible influences 
on her work. 
Cixous' assertion of the theatre as a regenerative, humanitarian experience 
recalls the work of Antonin Artaud, whose work was published in the thirties but was 
not fully acclaimed until the sixties, and who foregrounded an approach to the theatre 
as a challenging, revolutionary, communal experience: 
Une vraie piece de theatre bouscule le repos des sens. libcre 
l'inconscient comprime, pousse ä une sorte de revolte virtuelle et qui 
d'ailleurs ne peut avoir tout son prix que si elle demeure virtuelle, 
impose aux collectivites rassemblees une attitude heroique et difficile. 12 
Artaud's ' heroic' theatre acts as a mobilising force towards spiritual and social change 
through collective inspiration. Cixous' association of the theatre with cruelty must also 
he seen as an oblique reference to Artaud: 
Cruaute: le theatre est toujours cruellement magnifique ou cruel. 
paroxystique. Il nous donne la chance de rencontrer la cruaute. qui e`t 
une partie de 1'existence. Il faut du courage pour la v ir. Et pour 1.1 
montrer: cela c'CSt la mission du comedien. 'ý (' 
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However, it is difficult to establish parallels between her limited use of the term and 
Artaud's detailed conception of the 'theatre de la cruaute' as prescribed in hip 
manifesto of 1932.127 Artaud states that 'Sans un element de cruaute ä la base de tout 
spectacle, le theatre n'est pas possible' 
. 
128 Cixous' use of the term seems to refer to a 
general sense of fear and revelation which must be faced by both spectator and actor. 
Artaud defined his use of the term in letters published with the manifesto: 
Ce mot de cruaute doit titre pris dans un sens large... de point de vue de 
l'esprit cruaute signifie rigueur, application et decision implacable... La 
cruaute est avant tout lucide, c'est une sorte de direction rigide, la 
soumission ä la necessite. 129 
Artaud, like Cixous, acclaims the theatre as free from repetition as every performance 
must be different, yet this point prefaces an attack upon ']a poesie ýcrite' I '" in 
opposition to performance, an argument not developed by Cixous. We can detect man\- 
further similarities between the language and imagery with which Cixous and Artaud 
discuss the theatre. They share the use of quasi-religious terms with which to describe 
the theatrical experience, Artaud describes the theatre as capable of overcoming 
1 rationality and releasing mystical, primal physical and spiritual forces. " 
The presence of Artaudian discourse in Cixous' work, and equally the lack of 
detailed engagement with it, can arguably be interpreted as symptomatic of Cixous' 
writing on the theatre. Both Shiach and Birkett refer to Derrida's essay on Artaud as a 
possible context for Cixous' writing on the theatre, but clear responses or references 
are difficult to establish. 112 Her contact with dramatic theory has consistently been 
mediated by the work of others, notably that of Ariane Mnouchkinc. Consequentially. 
Cixous' writing on the theatre often appears to constitute a collage of loose reference 
from a wide range of approaches, which have been chosen solely in terms of their 
strategic usefulness in supporting her current projects in the theatre. '". 
The principle of collaboration has figured largely throughout Ciýý)u'' work; La 
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Jeune Nee was written with Catherine Clement, and the recent Helene Cixous: Photos 
de racines is a collaborative text, written with Mireille Calle-Gruber. ' ' No 
collaboration has been more influential on Cixous' work in the theatre than that with 
Ariane Mnouchkine and the Theatre du Soleil. Indeed Cixous refers to the element of 
collaboration she perceives as rewardingly central to the relationship between author 
and theatre : 
Il [l'ecrivain] ecrit quelque chose et puls il attend son autre comme une 
ame qui attend son corps... L' instinct de propriete de l' auteur est inhibe 
et c'est une bonne chose. Par contre l'instinct d'amitie est developpe. ' i5 
The level of collaboration between Cixous and Mnouchkine on the plays produced at 
the Theatre du Soleil was high and is articulated very strongly in interviews given at the 
opening of the play. The sense of harmony in the production is referred to several 
times: 
I1 ya eu une fois une difference d' interpretation, ä propos d'une scene 
qu'Helene voyait comique et qui est devenue au fur et ä mesure du 
travail, tragique. Mais c'est le seul cas. Les conditions de travail etaient 
ideales: la troupe du Soleil a trouve un ecrivain qui etait lä en 
permanence; 1'ecrivain avait une troupe avec laquelle il pouvait verifier 
si son materiau etait jouable. 136 
Mnouchkine's influence on Cixous is extensive and can be recognised in both 
the thematic concerns of Cixous' plays and her writing on the theatre, as discussed 
above. I would argue that Mnouchkine's personal influence on Cixous' theatre remains 
more resonant than that of the Theatre du Soleil's approach to theatre. However, it is 
important to address Mnouchkine's influence in the context of the company which has 
produced several of Cixous' plays. ''' 
Since the eighties, much media attention on the Theatre du Soled has focused on 
Mnouchkine as enigmatic leader, often without acknowledgement of the lack of 
traditional power structures in the company. This is partly due to the contemporary 
status of directors in France and their replacement of writer, and actors a,, the 
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perceived stars of French theatre. ''" Mnouchkine remains the only «oman amongst 
their number and, as Kiernander suggests, media coverage of her role in the company 
often reveals both gender stereotyping and ideological attacks. 139 
The Theatre du Soleil, which is based at La Cartoucherie, an old munitions 
factory outside Paris, was founded in 1964 by a group of Parisian graduates. From its 
origins its distinctive status in French contemporary theatre (it has been described as 
"... the most important adventure in the French theatre since Jean Filar and his 
T. N. P. 1140) has rested upon the strong social and political principles espoused by the 
company. David Bradby describes its radical approach: 
Its importance is due to the fact that it has repeatedly called everything 
into question: the status of the play text, the role of the various theatre 
workers, the shape of the performance space and the actor-audience 
relationship. Most remarkable of all, the company has enjoyed a string 
of popular successes, despite its resolutely experimental stance and its 
location in a distant and unfashionable suburb of Paris. '`" 
The company functions as a co-operative and has managed to keep many of its original 
idealistic principles, 142 maintaining many of its original organisational policies. All 
members of the company are paid equally and undertake set design. construction and 
general maintenance work. 
The company's approach to the theatre is resolutely anti-naturalistic: 'Theatre is 
seeming, it is art, chemistry, illusion, metaphor. If it is realist it dies. 
Mnouchkine's statement clearly echoes Artaud in militating against the dominance of 
psychological drama in the theatre and describing the alchemic qualities of theatre. 144 
However, it would be wrong to consider the company's work solely in the context of 
Artaud, as it also shares the didactic motivation of Brechtian theatre and the I'lheätre 
Populaire, including the will to encourage social responsibility and mobilise political 
awareness through the theatre: 
We desire a theatre in direct contact with social reality, one which 
presents not just a statement but an incitement to changing the conditions 
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in which we live. 145 
The element of communal will is equally evident in the company' 
methodology, that of the 'creation collective'. A basic idea. or script is proposed and 
the actors work on the roles which appeal to them, improvising and experimenting with 
gesture, make-up and costume at this very early stage in the production. Stage 
directions and movements are also decided on an improvisational basis, as well as non- 
verbal aspects of performance which have become increasingly important to the 
company over recent years. Cixous' attendance at rehearsals provided the inspiration 
for her discussion of the relationship between character and actor as examined earlier in 
this chapter. It is important to note that Cixous' L'Histoire terrible mais inachevee de 
Norodom Sihanouk roi du Cambodge146 was commissioned by Mnouchkine for the 
company and reflects Cixous' influence upon the company. Although the company had 
moved away from the collaborative text in its work with Shakespeare's historical 
dramas, the furnishing of a complete text from a living writer located outside the 
company problematises some of the central principles of creation collective. 
The relationship between Cixous and the Theätre du Soleil is born primarily of 
striking coincidences of interest between Cixous' aesthetics and the development of the 
company's direction. Cixous' interest in theatre as a genre in which it would he 
possible to address questions of history was preceded by the Theatre du Soleil's 
productions which sought new ways of portraying historical narratives, focused upon 
the role of participant communities, rather than the deeds of great men. The most well- 
known of these productions is the highly successful 1789 which. in its staging of the 
events leading to the French Revolution, created a sense of history as moved not by the 
deeds of great men, but the common desires of a people. ''' Shiach describes the wav' 
in which the physical space of the sets was designed to enhance this idea of community: 
The action took place on a number of small platforms. linked by 
catwalks, round which the audience could move quite freely. The aim 
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was to involve the audience in the dynamic unfolding of events, to offer 
them a choice in the way they interpreted or reacted toi their own 
history. 148 
Mnouchkine's interest in Asian modes of theatre draws influence from Artaud's 
work on Asian theatre, and her extensive travels in Asia before joining the 
company. 149 The fleeting references to Japanese theatre in Cixous' writing must be 
seen as reflecting the influence of Mnouchkine. 150 Cixous mentions the principles of 
Noh theatre, cites Zeami, ls' and refers to the use of masks, '` though she does not 
discuss the specific differences of Asian theatre, nor how they might influence her whorl: 
in the theatre. Asia remains a problematically metaphorical context, enabling Cixous to 
move directly from a rather banal quotation from Lispector, remarking that 'La vie est 
orientale', to a simplistic evocation of the benefits of a simpler non-materialistic 
existence which Cixous posits as inherently Asian. 
In 1982, Mnouchkine turned to Shakespeare's historical plays in order to 
explore further ways of staging history. Despite Cixous' employment of Shakespcarcan 
characters and narratives to illustrate the restricted narrative function of women in 
patriarchal theatre, Cixous now claims Shakespeare as the ultimate influence on hei- 
work in the theatre: 
... 
et puis au commencement et ä la fin il ya Shakespeare, qui est 
la terre, mon pere, ma mere, et mon premier jardin de Mots. 153 
The influence claimed by Cixous is of language, not of theatrical form or thematic 
content, but this change in her approach to Shakespeare is typical of her strategic use of' 
primary cultural references. The Theatre du Soleil's productions of Shakespeare 
enabled it to further explore the relationship between the individual and History. This 
interest, articulated immediately prior to the production of I_'Histoire terrible mais 
inachevee de Norodom Sihanouk roi du Cambod e, is reflected in Cixous' play as 
Sihanouk is compared to Shakespearean characters and quotes from Shakespeare within 
the text. Nlnouchkine describes in an interview how these different influences comverLe 
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in the play: 
J'ai essaye d'ecrire un spectacle sur ce sujet bien avant le cycle deg 
Shakespeare. J'etais allee au Cambodge en 63. de retour de mes 
peregrinations en Asie. Favais donc le sujet en tete mail je n'arrivais pa, 
A 1'ecrire. je tombais dans des travers didactiques et ideologiques. ''ý 
Nous avons donc decide de retourner ä 1' ecole de Shakespeare avant de 
tenter l'aventure. Ensuite chacun s'y est mis pour retrouver la 
documentation existante, des textes, des photos, des films, pendant qu' 
Helene travaillait sur le texte. 155 
The plays concerned received much criticism on account of their perceived political 
naivety, which I will discuss at greater length in Chapter Three, and the plays were also 
criticised in the context of the Theatre du Soleil's previous approaches to History: 
... 
the work of Mnouchkine and Cixous in the second half of the 
1980s appears to have degenerated into a simplistic programme for 
setting up a pantheon of secular saints, whose mawkish over- 
simplifications are all the more astonishing in view of the vigorous 
critique of received historical images that had been mounted by the work 
of the Theatre du Soleil in the 1970s. 156 
Such evident change in the work of the Theatre du Soleil demonstrates the mutual 
influence of Mnouchkine and Cixous on each other's work, creating for good or ill 
arguably the closest collaborative dramatic projects in contemporary French theatre. 
Cixous' theatre is intrinsically connected with and influenced by the director,, 
with whom she has worked. Benmussa's interest in the representation of subjectivity in 
the theatre and in the relationship between spectator and character both coincide with 
Cixous' early theatre, and informs the development of her thought on theatre. 
However, this focus has not remained prominent in Cixous' work with other directors. 
Over the past five years, the direction of Mnouchkine and Cixous' work has 
developed increasingly in tandem. The influence on Cixous' theatre can he seen in the 
thematic content of her plays and in the radical evolution of her approach toi the genre 
of theatre. When compared with Cixous' early plays. in whkh ýi conscioýu' effort was 
made to subvert the traditional narrative and visual structure' of theatre, the play,, 
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produced with the Theatre du Soleil appear conventional: 
Her [Cixous' ] exposition is near-classical, plunging the audience in 
media res, with all the elements in the final solution already laid out. 
stylised and ordered, in the exposition given in the first scene. The 
audience is confronted with all the variant languages of Cambodia, jockeying, apparently, for a dominance which Cixous has al rc. idy 
allocated. ' 57 
Changes in thematic focus are evidently linked. Following the production of 
L'Indiade ou I'Inde de leurs reves, Mnouchkine decided to return to an investigation Ot 
the potential of classical Greek theatre and to further develop her work: '5' this change 
of direction was followed by Cixous' play La Ville parjure ou le reveil des Erin. 
which employs characters and narratives from classical Greek mythology to represent 
contemporary events, and was produced by the Theatre du Soleil in 1994. ''`' 
The discussion of Tsvetaeva's theatre undertaken earlier in this chapter refuted 
the interpretation of her theatre as the result of personal relationships with actors, as 
this interpretation undermines both the author's creativity and the importance of the 
genre of theatre to Tsvetaeva. I do not suggest that Cixous' theatre can be read solely 
as a response to the current interests of Mnouchkine and the Theätre du Soleil. but the 
extent of this mutual influence should not be underestimated when considering the 
direction of Cixous' theatre. 
Parallel Approaches 
This chapter has demonstrated the very different factors which drew Tsvctaeva 
and Cixous to write for the theatre, but clear common concerns in the two writers' 
approaches to theatre have also emerged. 
Both writers were associated at some stage in their writing careers with a theatre 
company and, although the levels of collaboration between author and company are 
dissimilar, their approaches to theatre were informed by e\periencc of the working 
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methods of directors and actors. 
In their early engagement with the theatre, Tsvetaeva and Cixous both express a 
mistrust of theatre's privileging of the visual, albeit for different reasons. Tsvetaeva 
regards it as marking the genre as inferior to poetry which she perceived as capable of 
evoking the invisible, whilst Cixous voiced her condemnation of the voyeuristic 
tendencies of theatre which encourage the representation of Woman as object and 
specular fantasy. These criticisms of the genre did not ultimately deter either author 
from writing for the theatre and their subsequent plays constitute attempts to address the 
faults perceived in the genre. Tsvetaeva's theatre explores the representation of the 
invisible and searches for narratives and figures through which to articulate poetic 
identity. Cixous' plays, considered as a body of work, constitute a far less consistent 
response to her initial critique of the theatre, but Portrait de Dora and Le Nom 
d' Oedipe are stylistically and thematically informed by issues of voyeurism and 
gendered spectatorship. 
A second convergence of approach is the emphasis articulated by Cixous and 
Tsvetaeva on the generic difference between their theatre and their other writing. This 
aspect is arguably more striking in the case of Cixous, as she explicitly resists the 
traditional generic categorisation of her other works, preferring to call them 'fictions' 
rather than novels, or even prose. The generic differences they express originate in the 
creative process. It is writing for the theatre which is described by both Tsvetaeva and 
Cixous as unlike writing for any other genre. 
This difference located in the creative process is paralleled in the common 
thematic motivation for Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' approaches to the theatre: an 
exploration of subjectivity and identity. Both Tsvetaeva and Cixous express the 
difference of writing for the theatre in terms of a need to suspend the self. Cixous' 
appraisal of the revisions of intersubjective relationships and structures of identity 
involved in writing for the theatre lead her to claim that the suspension of the self in 
favour of the other, is inherent to all experiences of theatre ( those of the writer, the 
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actor and the spectator. It is this interest in the potential of theatre to undermine 
dominant dialectical structures of identification which motivated Cixouý, to continue 
working in the genre. Her interest in the representation of identity in the theatre 
develops into an exploration of poetic identity in her later plays. 
Tsvetaeva was also primarily interested in the theatre in the context ot 
representation of subjectivity and identity. The principal influences on the thematic 
content of her theatre identified in this chapter engage with the representation of 
creativity and poetic identity. 
Their approach to the genre is thus focused upon its relationship to the creative 
process and, as I will demonstrate in the chapters that follow, the association of theatre 
with questions of creativity and poetic identity is equally apparent in the thematic 
content of their plays. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
THE ROLE OF LANGUAGE IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF POETIC IDENTITY 
The role of language in the representation of identity constitutes a vast area of 
study, which has been articulated in different discourses, amongst them sociolinguistics 
and psychoanalysis, and is one which, clearly, I cannot aim to cover exhaustively in 
this chapter. Language is also inevitably a fundamental concern of each chapter in that 
it is inherent in textual analysis. However, in this chapter, I will address the role of 
language in representations of identity in the theatre of Tsvetaeva and Cixous. 
The chapter begins with an exploration of Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' strikingly 
similar discourses on language and identity, before turning to a detailed engagement 
with representations of the subject's relationship to language as described by Cixous in 
her writing on ecriture feminine. An examination of the main attributes of ecriture 
feminine is followed by the application of this concept to Tsvetaeva's aesthetics, and I 
argue that the use of language in much of her work corresponds to Cixous' project. I 
then briefly discuss possible relationships between ecriture feminine and the theatre. 
Ecriture feminine is not a genre-specific term, and it can be suggested that several 
generic qualities of theatre make it an ideal context in which to illustrate and 
problematise many of the former's core concerns. This investigation of the generic 
suitability of the theatre for addressing issues of identity and language is complemented 
by a discussion of Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' plays which foreground issues of language 
and identity. These plays are approached in the context of ecriture feminine and their 
comparative interpretations form the basis of this chapter's conclusion. 
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Similar Experiences of Language 
There are striking similarities between Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' descriptions of 
their early relationships with language and how this influenced their respective aesthetic 
developments. 
A multilingual family background and childhood is common to both writers. 
Cixous was born in Algeria, where she was surrounded by speakers of Arabic. but was 
educated in French. Her father's Jewish family had left Spain for Morocco and then 
settled in Algeria, whilst her mother's family, German Jews. originated from Austria. 
Cixous recalls her father's family speaking Arabic, French and Spanish; her mother and 
grandmother, who lived with them, often spoke German in the home. ' Cixous refers to 
this presence as an important element in her relationship with language: 
La langue qui me chantait aux oreilles? C'etait des langues: l'espagnol, 
l'arabe, l'allemand, le francais. Tout sur cette terre vient de loin, meine 
le proche. J'ecoutais toutes les langues. J'ai chante en allemand. J'ai 
aussi caquete avec les poules. 2 
Cixous describes her multilingual consciousness as an independent geography, more 
important to her than conventional concepts of place. 3 Tsvetaeva's mother was also of 
German descent, 4 and as a child Tsvetaeva accompanied her on holidays and 
convalescent trips throughout Europe. Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' childhood exposure to 
different languages, I suggest, encouraged a fascination with etymology, and an 
awareness of the relation of language to difference; a fascination which did not in either 
case result only in a desire to translate from one to another, but to explore and 
juxtapose a plurality of languages. Cixous expresses this relationship to different 
languages in a metaphor which suggests both exhilaration and control, and stresses the 
importance of the simultaneous coexistence of languages: 
We are strangers when we read a book, in every way: we are strangers 
too when we write a hook, in every way. We write mostly in one 
8, 
language. which is pervaded with other languages. All writers in foreign 
languages and most writers who are really inspired by language or by 
linguistic elements and have an ear for music. write as if they were 
riding in a chariot drawn by several horses and those horses are different 
languages. ' 
Cixous and Tsvetaeva describe their early experiences of language as fundamental 
forces in their creative developments and approaches to writing. The early experience 
of different languages and different sounds perhaps encouraged an appreciation of the 
rhythmic and phonetic qualities of words, qualities which exist independently of their 
ascribed meaning. Language does not only communicate meaning. but provides scope 
for pleasure which transcends this. In Tsvetaeva's poetry attention is paid to 
associations between sounds and to the rhythms of language, and language is not solely 
a mechanism of communication. Makin describes Tsvetaeva's use of language, 
suggesting that: '... no longer a transparent (and therefore passive) conveyor of 
meaning, language itself is a sensual object to be enjoyed in its own right on its own 
terms. '6 Cixous' approach to Tsvetaeva's texts in her seminars has predominantly 
referred to the playful awareness of language which she perceives in Tsvetaeva's texts: 
Ces textes jouent avec la langue comme avec des souris. La souris s'en 
va, le chat la rattrape d'un coup de patte, le tout est que la souris reste 
longtemps vivante pour que le chat puisse encore jouir ä la laisser partir 
et la rattraper. Le texte joue avec la matiere de la langue comme de la 
souris. 7 
Cixous highlights the materiality of Tsvetaeva's language. the body of the mouse. 
Cixous' comments rely upon the proximity of the verbs jouer and jouir to evoke the 
combined pleasures of manipulation and creation, of reading and writing Tsvetaeva's 
text, and through her own wordplay Cixous illustrates her similar use of language. This 
quotation also illustrates the criteria for her selection of authors for the seminar 
programme, authors whom, Cixous suggests, display aesthetic concerns similar toi her 
own. A concern with the materiality of language is one of these. Cixous' texts are 
permeated by neologisms, puns which frequently rely on association' with other 
languages, and an exploitation of the sensual impact of language. It i« coýrrcý; t to claim 
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that: 
Language, for Cixous, is not simply a medium for the expression of 
ideas and images which have their origins elsewhere. Rather, language is 
a material form, where signifiers, and particularly sounds. create 
meanings that proliferate, exceed the resources of the descriptive, offer 8 recognitions and pleasure. 
In her autobiographical prose, as I shall now discuss, Tsvetaeva describes her 
acute awareness as a child of language and rhythm. Clearly such childhood memories 
(evoked by both Tsvetaeva and Cixous) have undergone revision and mythologisation: 
the adult poet both projects her creativity on to memory and presents these memories as 
anticipating her later aesthetic concerns. However, these accounts can be read not only 
as a transposition of their mature linguistic awareness on to past experiences, but also 
as an indication of the importance with which both writers invest these elements in the 
context of both creative development and sense of self. 
Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's employment of music illustrates the preceding point 
and directs us towards a further similarity between the representations of their 
relationship to language. In her essay 'Mat' i muzyka (Mother and music)', Tsvetaeva 
relates how she found a mechanism which enabled her to remember the musical scales 
which her mother, an accomplished pianist, taught her: 
3TO Ao-pe ()lope), a pe 
- 
MH 
- 
Pe m, MJ b IHK PeMH H3 Sans Familie, 
CtiaCTJIIIBbIrl Ma. TIbqHK, KOTOpOrO 3JIOH- My) ( KOPMHJMIjbI (estopie, c 
TO'qHO cr meHHOH HoroH: pied), xa iexa Pere Barbarin cpa3y 
npespautaeT B HeC CTHOrO, cHaga. na He AaB 6JIHHaM cTarb 6JIaiiaMH, 
a Ha Apyroi aeHb npoaaB caMoro PeMH 6poAAgeMy My3bIKaHTy 
BHTa IHCy, eMy H ero TpeM co6axaM: Kanx, 3ep6HHO H gomme, x 
eIImcTBeHHoH ero o6e3bAHe, )Cow Kep, yxcacHOH nAHxne, ITOTOM 
ymHpaIoir eIi y PeM R 3a IIa3yxoH- OT gaxOTKI3.3TO pe-MH. B3ATble We 
oTAerlbHO: AO 
- 
ABHO 6enoe, rrycroe, do Bcero, pe 
- 
rony6oe, Mx 
- 
xceJrroe (MoxceT 6brrb 
- 
midi? ), 4a 
- 
xoprmeBoe (MoxceT 6bITb, 
#esoe Bblxo Hoe nnaTbe Marepia, a pe 
- 
rony6oe 
- 
pexa? ) 
-x Tax 
ZjaJlee, H BCe 3TH «, I. aJlee» 
- 
ecTb, A TOJ 6KO He XOiiy 3arpOMO)KAaTb 
q rraTeJIA, y KOTOpOrO CBOU IjBeTa H C6OU Ha HHX pe30HbI. 
That's do-re (Dore) and re-mi is Remy, the boy Remy- from 'Sans 
Familie' a happy boy whom his nurse's wicked husband (a cripple, with 
a club foot), the cripple Pere Barbarin, promptly makes unhappy, first 
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by not letting the pancakes be pancakes, and the next day by selling Remy to a wandering musician, Vitalis, with his three dogs. Capi. 
Zerbino and Dolce, and his one monkey, Joli Coeur, an awful drunkard 
who later dies of consumption on Remy's breast. 
... 
That's re-mi, but taken separately: do 
- 
is clearly white, empty, do vsego "before everything else", re is blue, mi is yellow (maybe midi), fa is brown (maybe mother's faille outdoor dress) and re is blue ( reka 
- 
river? ) 
- 
and so on, and all these so ons 
- 
do exist. only I don't want to 
overburden the reader who has their own colours and their own reasons for them. 10 
The first section demonstrates translingual awareness and an association of the sounds 
represented in the musical scale with similar sounding words, associations which 
manufacture meaning. The second paragraph liberates the words representing the scale 
from their purely musical correspondence, but posits visual connotations for sound, so 
stressing the combinations and sensual value of the sounds above their commonplace 
meaning. " Later in the same piece, Tsvetaeva identifies herself with the chromatic 
scale12 which has greater importance for her than the basic scale and the rules of 
grammar, thus evoking (through the dual meaning of chromatic) the visual and the aural 
senses. 
Music, Tsvetaeva claims, influenced her writing style. A striking aspect of her 
poetics is the idiosyncratic punctuation, which highlights the proximity of her texts to 
spoken language. The most idiosyncratic feature of this is her use of the dash, a device 
which signals ellipsis and represents the missing term, or rather the meaning which 
transcends linguistic expression. Tsvetaeva maintained the musical origins of the dash: 
Korja A HOTOM, BbiHy)K, IeHHaA Heo6xo flHMocrbio cBoeH PHTMHKH, 
cTana pa36HBaTb, pa3pbMBaTb CJ1OBa Ha cnora rryTeM HerIpHBbI'iHOrO B 
" CTHxax THpe, H BCe McHA 3a 3TO, a peAKHe - XBa riH (H Te H Apyrxe 
a 
«coBpeMeHHOCTh))) HA HIerO He yyena CKa3arb, KpoMe: «Tax 
Hy)KHO», A BRpyr oAHaxcrbi rna3aix yBl ena Te, Mna. reHYecTBa 
CBoero, pOMaHCHble TeKCTbI B CrMOIIIHbIX 3aKOHHbIX THpe 
-H 
IIOIIyBCTBOBa, ria ce6A OMbrrOH-... rio epxcaHHoH, noATBep)KAeHHOH H 
y3aKOH HHOH 
- 
KaK pe6eHOK nO Tai3HOMy 3Haxy poaa OKa3aBU1nUlCA 
- 
poAHblM, B IipaBe Ha ACH3Hb, HaKOHelj! 
- 
When later on, forced to it by the necessity of my own rhythmic 
patterns, I began breaking up and dividing words into syllables using a 
dash, unusual in poetry, for years everyone scolded me for it. and a few 
praised me (both the former and the latter for 'modernity'), and I didn't 
manage to say anything except: 'That's how it has to be'. ' e' 
. 
Then one day I 
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suddenly saw with my own eyes those romances of my youth with their 
lawabiding dashes continuing all through the text, and i felt that I was 
cleansed, supported, affirmed and legitimized, like a child who because 
of a secret birthmark proves to be a blood relative 
- 
confirmed in my 
right to life, after all. ' 
The discovery of the legitimising origins of the dash reinforces the assn. Tation of 
language and music, again as implicitly linked to the mother. 
Cixous expresses the advantages of music, with its emphasis on sound and 
rhythm over language, grammar and syntax. She speaks of the liberation of expression 
possible in music and poetry, their ability to convey the mystery of the self: 
This mystery is easier to convey through music than through writing, 
because music is not subject as the text is to the fearful imperatives of 
language that force us to construct sentences with grammatical 
correctness, to attribute genders properly; writers of fictional texts are 
called to account. It is in the poem, hybrid of music and language, that 
something of mysterious and unstoppable life can be produced, with 
subverted grammar, with liberties in the bosom of language, in the law 
of genders, in dance, the dans, the dancing of the poem... the poem 
playing with language more than it speaks, chanted expression of 
14 drives... 
Tsvetaeva's experience of music and the chromatic scale is inherently linked to her 
mother and in Cixous' texts the primal experience of language is described as 
originating from the voice of the mother: 
Dans la parole feminine comme dans l'ecriture ne cesse jamais de 
resonner ce qui de nous avoir jadis traverse, touche imperceptiblement, 
profondement, garde le pouvoir de nous affecter. le chant, la premiere 
musique, celle de la premiere voix d' amour... 's 
The association between the mother, language and music is fundamental to Cixoýus' 
highly poetic and personal account of her own relationship to language and writing: 
Dans la langue que je parle, vibre la langue maternelle. langue de ma 
mere, moins langue que musique, moins svntaxe que chant de 
mots... L'allemand maternel est le corps qui nage dann le courant. entre 
mes bords de langue... Ma mere allemande ä la Bouche, au larynx, nie 
rythme. '' 
8; 
The mother is not universally a positive influence in terms of Cixous' relationship to 
language and her construction of identity, and Tsvetaeva's account of the demanding 
and often dispiriting piano lessons with her mother. arguably support Tsv etaev, a' 
conclusion that she became a poet despite her mother's influence. ' Nevertheless, it 
remains the case that the specific association of the mother with another language and 
with the musicality of language serve as a common background to Tsv, etaev, a's and 
Cixous' approaches to language and identity. 
Inscribing Identities: Ecriture Feminine 
Language is the medium through which we construct our subjective perceptions 
of the world and through which our identities are constructed by cultural and social 
discourses. The pervasion of our lives by language clearly has ideological and political 
consequences: 
.... 
no political reflection can dispense with reflection on language, with 
work on language. For as soon as we exist, we are born into language 
and language speaks (to) us, dictates its laws, a law of death: it lays 
down its familial model, lays down its conjugal model, and even at the 
moment of uttering a sentence, admitting a notion of 'being', an 
ontology, we are already seized by a certain kind of masculine desire 
that mobilizes philosophical discourse. 18 
The recognition of the ideological power of language is fundamental to Cixous' work. 
and is reflected in the emphasis she places, both in her own texts and in those studied in 
her seminars, on the manipulation and disruption of traditional discourse. The most 
influential example of Cixous' engagement with language in the context of the 
construction and representation of identity is found in her writings of the slid-`eventies 
where she first articulates the potential of ecriture feminine. 
Ecrlture in nine has been 
variously, and unsatisfactorily, translated as 'women's writing'. feminine writing'. 
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' writing the feminine' or 'writing the body' 
. 
19 In the context of this chapter. ecriturt' 
feminine is important in its articulation of the possibility of reformulating female 
identity through language and writing, rather than as a set of criteria with which tý 
address other texts. However, it is useful to establish some characteristics of what 
Cixous considers to be ecriture feminine' 
. 
Cixous' essay 'Le Rire de la Meduse' 
, 
2° and her expansion of it in the 
collaborative text La Jeune Nee21 were regarded as manifestos which call upon 
women to reclaim their subjectivity and true identities through a specific engagement 
with language and writing. 
The historical and political contexts which now frame these writings are 
important. The texts had a great impact on the extremely divergent groups and debates 
involved in feminist discourse in post '68 France. Cixous' work has been published 
mainly with the 'des femmes' publishing house which was closely associated with the 
group Psych et po (Psychanalyse et politique). This group addressed women's 
oppression through an engagement with psychoanalytic theory and were, unsurprisingly 
perhaps, regarded as elitist and removed from practical feminist struggles by mane 
other groups in France. 22 French feminist theories of the period were also presented as 
the continental 'other' of Anglo-American feminist discourse which was perceived as 
engaging more explicitly with the representation of women in cultural discourse, 
notably issues of sterotyping and pornography. These contexts continue to colour the 
reception of Cixous' texts although she has recently seemed to distance herself both 
from these debates and from an association with other contemporary French feminist 
theorists. 23 
Cixous' writing on ecriture feminine posits a fundamental link between 
representation of women, identity and language, asserting the power of patriarchal 
discourse to exclude or repress the female subject and the potential of different 
discourses to provide new identifications for the female subject. This post-Saussurian 
view of language considers it as a historical and social contextualising discourse 
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through which and in which all identities are constructed. Language i' revealed as a 
bearer of ideology, and not a transparent medium of communication. 
La Jeune Nee is a politically projective text made up of several ý: omplementary 
movements. The two upon which I will now focus are present in the multiple meanings 
of the book's title. 'LA je n'est' refers to the female subject's exclusion from dominant 
cultural discourse, and the first part of the text constitutes a gender-specific engagement 
with the powerful cultural discourses through which identity is constructed and 
maintained. Cixous begins a critique of Western culture's hierarchised binaries through 
which identity is defined, decrying the Hegelian dialectic as ' l' impitovahle cercle 
vicieux' 
. 
24 For example, Cixous states that woman has been defined, through the 
opposition nature/culture, as inherently associated with nature, and inferior negative of 
man's culture. Woman is defined through a masculine discourse of identity as 'other'. 
and through dominant cultural discourses as passive or invisible. 25 Cixous foreground 
the repression of possible matriarchal social structures and phallocentric insistence upon 
the father as defining origin. Cixous' illustrates her arguments with readings of major 
narratives of Western literature and culture 2' and claims that, in these narratives, 
woman functions as the repressed. Her description of the feminine as constituting 'le 
Continent noir' is an ironic reference to Freud's use of the term. However, her 
extended use of analogies of colonisation remain problematic as they ultimately 
maintain a metaphorical use of issues of real discrimination. 27 Cixous states that her 
own childhood illustrates the difficulty of self-identification for the female subject. 
defined as 'other' on several levels: French in the colonial context of Algeria, Jewish 
both in Algeria and later in France, and woman in all patriarchal societies., ' Later 
sections of La Jeune Nee reiterate the influence of patriarchal cultural discourse throuLh, 
an extremely dense and detailed engagement with cultural meta-narratives. particularl% 
those of Greek mythology. 29 I do not propose to discuss these interpretations here, 
however the level of analysis is problematically uneven, and Shiach comments upon the 
illustration this provides of Cixous' ineffaceable cultural and intellectual investment in 
such discourse. Shiach refers to the inaccessibility of parts of the text and state' that- 
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... 
'ý0 The feeling of swimming in cultural mud is almost palpable 
The autobiographical elements of the text lead Cixous to propose literature as a 
possible escape from the oppression she claims to have felt as a child under such 
hierarchies of identity: 
Tout le monde sait qu'il existe un lieu qui West pas oblige 
economiquement, politiquement ä toutes les bassesses et tour les 
compromis. Qui nest pas oblige de reproduire le systeme. Et c'est 
l'ecriture. S'il ya un ailleurs qui peut echapper ä la repetition infernale, 
c'est par lä oü ca s'ecrit, oü ca reve, oil ca invente les nouveaux 
mondes. 3I 
This escape is short-lived as Cixous and the reader soon realise the gender-specific 
problems of identifying with patriarchal narratives and male heroes, '' but the focus on 
the potential of writing remains to form the basis of the reinscription of the female 
subject. Cixous' attention turns from a critique of existing narratives, in which woman 
is already overdetermined, to the creation and process of writing. This second 
movement describes the potential open to the female subject through reclaiming 
language and inscribing the self, and is represented in the title of the text by 'LA je 
nais' ; the rebirth of the female subject. 33 The utopian vision of writing which Cixous 
suggests inscribes a radical revision of difference, one founded on plurality and 
inclusion rather than hierarchy and repression and confounds the dialectic structures of 
identity: 
L'ecriture, c'est en moi le passage, entree, sortie, sejour. de I'autre que je suis et je ne suis p3 as, que je ne sais pas titre, mais que je sens passer, 
que me fait vivre... 
The concept of ecriture feminine has a complicated relationship with gender identity. 
The articulation of a plurality of gender identity in the text is linked with a 'bisexuality' 
which Cixous defines as an openness to the other within the self. Again it is unclear 
whether the term is employed in a metaphorical sense, or whether Cixous i' advocating 
bisexual identity. Cixous does not locate textual definitions of erriture feminine at the 
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level of sexual identity of the author, the level of anatomy. as this would entail binare 
exclusions, but sites difference in the context of an inscribed libidinal economy: 
Mais la difference sexuelle nest pas simplement determinee par le 
rapport fantasme ä 1'anatomie... non, la difference c'est au niveau de la jouissance qu'elle se fait ä mon avis le plus nettement pulsionnelle d'une 
femme nest pas identifiable par un homme ni referable ä l'economic 
masculine... 
"Comment je jouis? " Qu'est-ce que c'est 
- 
la jouissance feminine, oü ca 
se passe, comment a s'inscrit au niveau de son corps, de son inconscient? Et alors comment ca s'ecrit? 35 
For reasons which remain unclarified, Cixous states that in the present socio-historical 
context women have greater access than men to such a conception of difference. 36 
. 
AIl 
aspect of the text which has problematized the concept of &iitrn-e feminine for many 
feminist critics resides in the fact that the authors whom Cixous cites as enacting such a 
writing are all male (Kleist, Shakespeare and Genet)37 and would seem to reflect a 
personal identification on the part of Cixous with these writers, rather than close textual 
analysis of their work. Cixous suggests that the female subject identifies with these 
writers, not as a consequence of the representation of women in their texts (indeed in 
'Aller ä la mer' Cixous criticises several female roles in Shakespeare), but due to 
rather ephemeral aspects of their style. 
Paradoxically, however, after an approach to sexual difference criticised fi)i 
abstraction, Cixous presents a consequence of inscribing the female subject in writin<t 
as the construction of a closer relationship between writing and the body, a body that 
seems resolutely female. The images employed by Cixous throughout the text, 
maternity and milk, suggest links between the female anatomy and «riting. Cixous 
exhorts women to write their bodies, to assert a close link between the body and the 
text: 
Ecrire, acte. qui non seulement "realisera" le rapport de-cen,, ure dc Li 
femme ä sa sexualite, ä son etre-femme, lui rendant accc,, ä ses propres 
forces, qui lui rendra ses biens, ses plaisirs, ses organs: ', se' imnmen"cs 
territoires corporels tenus sous scelles... Ecris-toi: il faut quc ton corps se 
fasse entendre. 
9: 
Writing is suggested as reconnecting woman with her identity, through a more 
direct relationship to the body. Such passages have attracted accusations of biological 
essentialism, and defining women in the same way that patriarchy has defined us 
- 
through our bodies. 39 However, such accusations underestimate the complexity of 
Cixous' project of reclaiming the body as text, and her insistence on a reformulated 
relationship between body and language should not be reduced to a Cartesian attitude to 
the body as source of writing. Barbara Freeman defends this point: 
Perhaps Cixous' critics and traditional metaphysics can both be charged 
with a certain logocentrism, since they share not only the belief that 
bodies can be isolated from the language that describes them, but that 
language exists apart from a relationship to the body. "' 
Reactions to Cixous' writing which accuse her of essentialism also highlight a 
`general 
reluctance within feminism to use the female body as metaphor. on the grounds that this 
would be a dangerous 'return to origins' and the parameters of biological essentialism. 
Cixous, however, insists upon a deconstruction of the very nature of metaphor itself, 
refusing to distinguish between referent and image, body and text. 
Cixous presents ecriture feminine as consciously non-prescriptive: 
Impossible a present de definir une pratique feminine de 1'Ecriture. 
dune impossibilite qui se maintiendra car on ne pourra jamais theoriser 
cette pratique, 1'enfermer. la coder, ce qui ne signifie pas quelle 
n'existe pas. Mais eile excedera toujours le discours qui regit le svst& ne 
phallocentrique, eile a et aura lieu ailleurs que dans les territoires 
subordonnes ä la domination philosophique-theorique. Elle ne se laissera 
penser que par les sujets casseurs des automatismes. les coureurs dc 
bords qu'aucune autorite ne subjugue jamais. 4' 
Her reluctance to describe ecriture feminine exacerbates the amhi(-, uities of the texts 
and averts critical engagement. 'Always becoming. it never become,, the sv,, tem. the 
recipe to be applied': '' however, it retains a utopian tone which refu,, e, ý recuperation 
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by other discourses. Cixous does, however, 
feminine: 
define some aspects of an ecriture 
Mais on peut commencer ä parler. A designer quelques effets, quelques 
composantes pulsionnelles, quelques rapports de l'imaginaire feminin au 
reel, a 1'ecriture. Ce que j'en dirai aussi, parce que ces traits m'affectent puissament d'emblee, nest qu'un commencement. La femininite dann l'ecriture je la sens passer d'abord par: un privilege de la voix. ecriture 
et voix se tressant se trament et en s'echangeant, continuite de 1'ecriture / rythme de la voix, se coupent le souffle, font haleter le texte ou le 
composent de suspens, de silences I'aphonisent ou le dechirent de cris. 4' 
Proximity to the rhythms of spoken language and a certain disruption of syntax 
emphasise such elements of spoken language as breathing, silences and cries. The role 
of voice in Cixous' work is important and represents both an affirmation of identity and 
liberation: 
Voix! c'est aussi se lancer, cet epanchement, dont il ne revient rien. Exclamation, cri, essoufflement, hurlement, toux, vomissement, 
musique. Elle part, eile perd. Et c'est ainsi qu'elle ecrit, comme on lance la voix, en avant, dans le vide. ` 
She has also commented on the importance of voice in her own texts: 'What is 
important is the vocal element, language at its most archaic and, at the same time, most 
elaborate level'. 45 
The excessive quality of ecriture feminine, which creates both disruptive and 
creative movements, is best illustrated through Cixous' own metaphor: 'Voler. c'est le 
geste de la femme, voler dans la langue, la faire voler'. 46 As the verb ' vvoler' means 
both 'to steal' and 'to fly', ecriture feminine is women's reappropriation of language 
and the resulting transcendence of the constraints of phallocentric discourse. 
Thus, the method offered by Cixous for undoing the hierarchical and inflexible 
definitions of female identity lies within language and writing. An escape through 
writing from the ideological systems at work would prevent the female subject from 
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being colonised by dominant patriarchal discourses. The poetic nature of the text and 
the ambiguities surrounding much of Cixous' terminology, not least the slippage 
between her use of 'la femme, the abstract category of Woman, and A es femmes'. 
women as social subjects, are clearly problematic. When analysed in a conventional 
manner, the notion of an ecriture feminine can indeed collapse around such ambiguities 
and lack of specific definitions. The text is also heavily reliant upon the reader's 
knowledge of other critical discourses, particularly psychoanalytic terminology. 
Nevertheless, it can be argued that the text remains important as an inspirational and 
seductive body of writing and offers new (albeit utopian) images of the relationship 
between the self and writing which are open to women. 
Cixous' assertion that her employment of ecriture feminine is non-prescriptive is 
problematic since, as discussed above, she does proceed to define some elements of 
such a writing. Whilst these descriptions are certainly not exhaustive they act as a filter 
which serves to eliminate some writing from consideration. Cixous' definition of 
ecriture feminine is extremely poetic, making it difficult to construct a model which 
could be isolated and transposed to another piece of writing. I do not therefore propose 
to read Tsvetaeva as practising ecriture feminine. Such a step would ignore the specific 
political context of Cixous' project, one with which we have no evidence that Tsvetaeva 
would concur. I will instead point out several striking parallels and convergences in the 
writing practices of Tsvetaeva and Cixous, and suggest a reading of Tsvetaeva's theatre 
in the light of the main concerns and stylistic directions of ecriture feminine. I shall 
examine some of these similarities briefly before considering specifically their 
relevance to the theatre. I do not wish to suggest that elements of ecriture feminine are 
present only in Cixous and Tsvetaeva's work for the theatre - they are also to be found 
in their fiction and poetry. However, in the context of this research, an examination of 
the specific relationship of between ecriture feminine, and the role of language in 
representing identity in their theatre is required. 
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The most detailed study of the work of Marina Tsvetaeva in relation to language 
and identity is that of Irina Kuzminsky: The Language of Women? Three Women 
Wr' rs. 47 Kuzminsky draws on the theories of Julia Kristeva and Luce Irigaray, to 
examine feminine and masculine impulses present in Tsvetaeva's poetry. These are 
based on Kristeva's definitions of the feminine and masculine principles in language. 
Kuzminsky discusses the importance of the relationship between masculine and 
feminine elements in Tsvetaeva's literature, language and life, and proposes a reading 
of Tsvetaeva's poetics as transcending such binaries. 
Tsvetaeva's work contains no theory of women and writing comparable with 
ecriture feminine. Her only written recognition of a relationship between sexual 
difference and writing is 'Zhivoe o zhivom' (A Living Word about a Living Man) 
about the poet Max Voloshin. Tsvetaeva relates how Voloshin had helped a female poet 
to publish by suggesting that she adopt a pseudonym in order to conceal her true 
identity, inventing a far more 'exotic' persona. When the subterfuge was revealed 
many commentators claimed that the poems were Voloshin's work. Tsvetaeva argues 
that this would have been impossible: 
HeT o6paTHee crHxoB, '1eM Bonoma H tlepy6Hxbi. 146o OH, 
Taxo KeHCTBeHHbIfi $ *CH3Hb, B IIO3311H CBOeH' 
- 
IjeJ HKOM 
My IceCTBeHeH, T. e. ronOBa H II$ITb 'IyBCTB, H3 KOTOpMX 6o. m we BCero 
- 
3peHHe. n03T - XCHBOIIHCCIl H BaRTenb, 
... 
HHKorAa He impif, KaK 
CTPOA ZyiuH. 
Nothing could be more antithetical than the poetry of Voloshin and 
Cherubim.. Because, so like a woman in life, in his poetry he is 
entirely like a man, that is, a head with five senses of which the most 
important is sight. A poet-painter and a philosopher, never a lyric poet, 
an articulator of the soul. 49 
Thvetaeva expresses a line of thought recurrent in feminist theory which considers the 
visual to be the dominant masculine sense, while attributing greater attention to sound 
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and touch to the feminine. This passage would, at first reading. seem to suggest direct 
links between creativity and the sex of the poet, but there is some slippage as Voloshin 
is described as so like a woman in life. Interestingly, Tsvetaeva is not using the terms 
of masculine and feminine here as referring to sexual difference, but as descriptions of 
attitudes unrelated to the sexual identity of the subject. She does not clarify what it is 
which makes Voloshin 'so like a woman' in life, yet it is clear that she perceives of 
two modes 'feminine' and 'masculine' which transcend sexual difference. Precise 
comparisons are difficult as there is so little detail in Tsvetaeva's statement. yet this 
passage suggests that Tsvetaeva considered the terms useful in describing aesthetic 
practices, in a similar mode to Cixous' discussion of masculine and feminine 
economies. 
I shall now discuss elements of Tsvetaeva's writing which are closely related to 
those of ecriture feminine, primarily the importance allotted to speech and listening in 
Tsvetaeva's descriptions of her own creativity. In 'Poet o Kritike (The Poet on the 
Critic)' she states: 
Bce Moe rrHcaHbe 
- 
BcnyuinBaHbe... Togo MHe c caMOro Haga. na AaHa 
BCA Beiib 
- 
Hexax Meno; IH ecxas ium pHTMHUecxaA KapTHHa ee - 
TOHHO BeLI1b, KOTOpaA BOT ceiiHac rn nLIeTCSI... 
BepHo yc. TIbIIIIaTb 
- 
BOT MOA 3a60Ta. Y McHA HeT RpyI'OH. 
All my writing is careful listening... As though from the very outset the 
complete work is given to me 
-a certain melodic or rhythmic sketch of it 
- 
as though the work which is now being written or writing itself... 
To listen faithfully 
- 
that is my task. I have no other. 
Tsvetaeva describes her writing in terms of attentive listening to a higher source. of 
attempting to transcribe a rhythmic, musical pattern into words. She stresses the 
importance of sound and rhythm over intentionality and logos. As Karlinsky points out, 
the word as signifier is secondary for Tsvetaeva to the word as sound and carrier of a 
higher expression: 
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Tsvetaeva by her own admission, writes from the voice, reading what 
she writes out loud, or even just forming the words with her lips. The 
more closely she associates with the work, the more pronounced this 
s vocal/aural element becomes... l 
Tsvetaeva expressed this in a letter to Pasternak: 
For me 
- 
the word 
- 
is the transmission of voice (not at all a meaning I 
had intended). But I listened to the voice, then it dawned (dawn) of the 
word. I understood everything. 52 
References to this process of attentive transcription continue throughout her work; 
Tsvetaeva emphasises that the role of the poet is to translate transcendent sounds into 
words, to privilege rhythm and rhyme over established meaning. It can be seen to 
parallel the importance placed in Cixous' expose of ecriture feminine on the rhythms of 
spoken language, and the foregrounding of phonetic and rhythmic elements over those 
of standard meaning. Tsvetaeva refers to her task, as poet, of expressing the 
unrepresentable in language. Karlinsky goes some way towards linking this with a 
concept of the feminine: 
This whole aspect of what language contains and points to yet cannot 
say, and which she brought so brilliantly and aurally into her poetic 
speech 
- 
is it not this which is meant by the 'feminine' as defined by 
traditional ideology. 53 
However Karlinsky does not investigate the fundamental difference between the 
feminine as defined by traditional ideology, and a more positive conception of it, and 
Tsvetaeva's conception of the feminine was firmly outside that of traditional ideology 
and expressed in different terms. 
Combined with the concept of nonverbal communication in Tsvetaeva' s work: is 
the utilisation of vernacular speech forms and a fidelity to the syntax of spoken speech 
which evoke oral traditions of storytelling, frequently linked with a female genealogy 
of narrative. Taubman comments on this: 
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... 
living female speech, as opposed to the written langua17e. was the 
basis for her poetry. It may be the case that these 'devices of linguistic 
compression' are in fact characteristic not of silence but of female speech 
and art. 54 
I shall examine the linguistic devices referred to here later in this chapter. Tsv etaeva 
places emphasis on the oral structures of language through the use of repetition. 
exclamation, pause and silence 
- 
many of the elements that Cixous mentions when she 
speaks of 'making the text breathe'. This style demands that the readers listen to the 
text and construct meaning, while they are addressed directly, as in speech. Taubman 
points out: 
Her characteristic diction grows not from the syntax of the written 
language, but out of Russian oral utterance: one-to-one speech, with its 
often incomplete thoughts, its anaphoric (that is, beginning several lines 
with the same word) parallel phrases, enjambement and internal 
rhymes. 11 
These elements combine to render a text of spoken syntax, animating the text's 
relationship to spoken language through an insistence on their proximity, and insisting 
on the privilege of sound over logos. This emphasis on oral forms of language 
necessarily incorporates a subversion of traditional syntax. Most critics writing on 
Tsvetaeva discuss her extremely unusual syntax, indeed this is one of the factors which 
makes translation of her work so difficult. Contemporary critics of Tsvetaeva were 
often offended by her manipulation of syntax, judging it symptomatic of her inferiority 
as a poet. Karlinsky states: 
When hostile critics write of Cvetaeva's trans-sense language (zaum' ), 56 of her incomprehensibility, of her 'poor command of 
Russian', they are most likely thinking of the difficulty of her syntax. '_ 
Taubman also refers to Tsvetaeva's disruption of syntax: 'Tsvetaeva doe,, n't remake 
syntax 
- 
she simply does without it altogether. Hers is the oral language of 
exclamations, of unfinished sentences. ' 58 Karlinsky likens Tsvetaeva's use of syntax to 
that of Emily Dickinson and Virginia Woolf. who experimented with new syntactical 
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forms in order to express innovative relationships between text and author. and indeed 
a comparison. of the syntax of Dickinson and Tsvetaeva reveals many parallels. 
Taubman links Tsvetaeva's wordplay and use of neologisms with a feminine tradition: 
Tsvetaeva's use of wordplay, in the effort to discover ancient, buried 
meanings of words and connections between them finds a curious echo in 
the writing style of Mary Daly (author of Gyn/Ecology) who also looks 
to the ancient female wisdom of witches for an answer to the violence 
and repression of the male dominated sado-society. 59 
Taubman associates Tsvetaeva's syntax with an explicitly political feminist text in 
which linguistic forms are reworked to provide a radical and specifically anti- 
patriarchal discourse. I would argue that such a parallel overdetermines a reading of 
Tsvetaeva's aesthetic, erroneously inferring a specific intentionality. Tsvetaeva 
regarded the wordplay she practised as a vital to the poet's task, a tradition of craft 
using the material of words. It was by manipulating language through the perfection of 
such a craft that the nonverbal voice Tsvetaeva spoke of as her creativity could find 
expression in language. Refuting fixity of meaning, liberating discourse from unilinear 
patterns of causality and meaning, allowing play, and deferral of meaning amongst 
signifiers are only some of the effects of Tsvetaeva's writing style. Tsvetaeva describes 
this process very clearly: 
A qTo ecrb gTeHHe 
- 
xax He pa3raabrBaHHe, To. nxoBa}me, i33B. ne'LerHe 
TaftHoro, oc-raBiuerocs; 3a crpoxaMH, 3a npeAenoM CJIOB... T4 TeHHe 
- 
npe Ke Bcero 
- 
coTBopliecTBO. 
For what is reading 
- 
if it is not deciphering, interpreting, revealing the 
mystery which remains beyond the verses, beyond the boundary of the 
word. Reading 
- 
is above all else 
- 
cooperation in creation. " 
Another characteristic of Tsvetaeva's work is paranomasia, the juxtaposition of words 
which contain similar sounds yet are etymologically unrelated. Tsvetaeva's use of 
paranomasia can also be seen as a reflection of her awareness of the generative link 
between the phonetic and the semantic, and as a means of encouraging the same 
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awareness in her reader. 
The use of diaphora in Tsvetaeva's work is referred to by se\ ei-al critics. 
Diaphor is the juxtaposition of two images the link between which is left unelucidated. 
for the reader to construct. This structure is different from the more traditional form of 
metaphor, or epiphor, in which a referent is linked to a secondary image. Diaphor does 
not rely on hierarchical mechanisms as neither image is primary. Diaphor is one of 
the fundamental devices used in Cixous' writing and its structure is important to her 
concept of ecriture feminine. An illustration of diaphor is her linking of images of the 
female body and writing: she refuses to posit one as the origin of the other, and exploits 
the imaginative potential of juxtaposing the two terms. 
The comparison of the role of language in the construction of poetic identity in 
Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' writing reveals the many similarities between their aesthetics, 
similarities which can, in turn, be paralleled with the concept of ecriture feminine. 
I would argue that the formation of a model of ecriture feminine, although 
disclaimed by Cixous, serves the promotion of her own aesthetics well. These rather 
nebulous descriptive criteria, although now somewhat divorced from their original 
political impetus, continue to function as markers for the texts and writers who feature 
in her seminars, and form one of many devices which ensure Cixous' own inclusion in 
this canon of texts. Tsvetaeva's work has appeared on the seminar programme for 
several years, and this is perhaps a consequence of Cixous' perception of the 
similarities between their aesthetics, especially their use of language as documented in 
this chapter. This suggestion does not, however, diminish the similarities between their 
writing but demonstrates further the importance of language to Cixous' construction of 
poetic identity. Cixous' seminars have not discussed either her own theatre or that of 
Tsvetaeva, and it is to an exploration of the possible affinities between ecriture feminine 
and the theatre to which I shall now turn. 
Many of the devices I have mentioned could be seen as characteristic of 
modernist writing practices. Yet, as stated earlier, I propose that there are more 
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specific textual strategies, evoked in ecriture feminine, in the work of Tsvetaeva and 
Cixous which led them both to write for the theatre. 
Ecriture Feminine and the Theatre 
Cixous now regards the theatre as the natural generic direction for her work. 
but does not associate theatre explicitly with her earlier engagement in E crlture 
feminine. Several critics have traced a progression in Cixous' work towards her writing 
for the theatre, but few address the move in terms of genre. Cynthia Running-Johnson 
claims the value of a critical approach informed by ecriture feminine to examine 
performance, as she comments: 
'Ecriture feminine', with its emphasis upon transformation and 
profusion and its reference to the corporal, provides a clarifying 
perspective through which to view performance... 
Running-Johnson's analysis of aspects of theatrical performance which can be related to 
ecriture feminine is overstated and illustrates the difficulty of transposing the ambiguous 
terms of the concept on to other contexts. 62 However, some affinities which she 
identifies necessitate comment. Theatre can facilitate exploration of the relationships 
between body, voice and text and between actor, performance and language: revealing 
the potential of articulating the corporality of a text and the textuality of the body. The 
female, speaking, desiring subject has the potential of being heard and seen in theatrical 
performance, of challenging dominant power structures through an articulation of 
subjectivity which defies the masculine scopic economy. The element of voice is 
described by Cixous as fundamental to ecriture feminine: 
D'une certaine maniere 1'ecriture feminine ne cesse de reýonner du 
dechirement qui est pour la femme la prise de la parole orale, 
- 
"prise" 
qui est effectuee plutöt comme un arrachement, un essor vertigineux et 
un lancer de soi, une plongee. 6' 
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The similarities present between the above quotation and Cixous' description of theatre 
are striking: 
Au theatre resonne ce qui reste silencieux dans la realite et dans 
l'ecriture livresque: La Parole. Rien de plus oral. rien de plus nu que 
cette langue. Des paroles. 6' 
Whilst such parallels may have led to Cixous' work in the theatre. they are not 
consistently foregrounded within it. Her early plays engage specifically with the 
repression of the female subject; however, she was at this point also consciously 
working against the dominant discourses of theatre (as criticised in 'Aller ä la mer') to 
achieve this. Her later theatre, post 1980, does not articulate these concerns. In the 
context of the second quotation Cixous does not present theatre's affinity with the 
spoken word as advantageous to the portrayal of the female subject65 and, as her 
engagement with the theatre loses its gender-specificity, the terms of ecriture Je»Tini, ie 
as described in La Jeune Nee become irrelevant to her theatre. This disjuncture 
prevents further exploration in Cixous' theatre of the potential generic compatibility of 
theatre with ecriture feminine, an exploration which, I would argue, can be more 
consistently demonstrated in Tsvetaeva's plays. 
Language, Exclusion and Silence: Le Nom d' Oedipe 
I will now argue that the inscription of female identity in writing is central to much of 
Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' theatre, and I will discuss Cixous' Le Nom d'Oedipe. Chant 
du corps interdit and Tsvetaeva's Fedra in this context, with brief references to other 
plays. These two plays foreground questions of language and identity in specific 
relation to the female subject. 
An important context invoked in Cixous' Le Nom d' Oedipe. Chant du cor 
_ 
interdit, 66 and less explicitly in La Jeune Nce. is that of Lacanian psvchomnalv"is and 
its attention to the role of language in identity formation. I shall address this discourse 
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mainly through the work of Luce Irigaray. 07 and it is necessary to briefly discus,, the 
contexts of both Lacan's and Irigaray's work. This textual analysis represents an 
engagement with complex and contentious discourses in a narrow context. however. I 
will reference terms and indicate further reading wherever possible. 
Lacanian theory derives its structure from the Freudian Oedipal complex. " but 
the attainment of identity in Lacanian terms is inextricably linked to the acquisition of 
language, as all representations of selfhood are formed in and by language. 69 Language 
is considered as analogous to the unconscious in that it is a signifying system which 
relies upon absence, substituting the sign or word for the material object referred to and 
maintaining an illusory sense of plenitude. The child in its pre-oedipal stage, referred 
to by Lacan as the Imaginary, has an uncomplicated identification with the mother. 
The child then begins to distinguish itself from the mother through the intervention of 
the father who represents both the phallus and social and linguistic individuation. the 
Symbolic. 70 In Lacanian terms, the female child cannot identify with the phallus and 
so does not successfully enter the realm of the Symbolic, remaining in the Imaginary. 
Lacan posits the Symbolic as the sphere of social being. Therefore his claim that 
Woman remains outside it means that she cannot construct herself successfully as social 
or linguistic subject and therefore remains the objectivised other of male desire. Female 
subjectivity is thus represented by silence or psychosis. 
Feminist engagement with Lacanian theory covers an extremely wide range of 
interpretational I will focus on Irigaray's dialogue with Lacanian psychoanalysis. 
particularly the concept of the Imaginary, through which I will address the plays under 
discussion here. ', Irigaray's work engages with Lacan's location of woman in the 
Imaginary, 73 and explores the possibility of constructing a non-patriarchal, female 
imaginary to articulate a female subjectivity not defined as other. 74 Irigarav states that 
the creation of such an Imaginary (necessarily collective and politicised) would depend 
upon the cultural revalorisation of the mother-daughter relationship7' and the 
reconstruction of relationships between women to overcome the drelictronn caused by 
the lack of means through which to symbolise such relationships. 76 \\ man as object in 
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patriarchal discourse can only choose between mimicry and silence: 
De ce qui se trouve reduit au silence pour les femmes de lours desirs 
premiers en fonction dune culture qui ne permet pas de les dire. 
Impuissance ä "dire" ä laquelle le complexe d'Oedipe va a, iouter la loi de 
se taire. " 
Irigaray's notion of parler femme, 78 translated by Whitford as 'speaking (as) 
woman', 79 would only be possible in the context of a female imaginar\ and thus is 
consciously non-prescriptive as there are no terms available in the present with which it 
could describe itself. Irigaray's work is important here as a further exploration of the 
relationships between female subjectivity and language. I will now discuss Cixous' Le 
Nom d' Oedipe in the context of these relationships. 
Shiach describes Cixous' theatre (in particular her early plays such as Le Nom 
d'Oedipe) as "part of Cixous' own engagement with a politics of the symbolic". 80 
Cixous' play refocalises the Oedipal narrative (a cultural metanarrative in the contexts 
both of mythology and psychoanalysis) in order to illustrate the difficulty of speaking as 
a female subject and of representing female desire in language. The dramatic focus in 
Le nom d'Oedipe is placed upon Jocasta's struggle against the silence imposed on her 
desire, a struggle which, Cixous argues, is undertaken by all women: 
Jocaste, Oedipe ne sont jamais que les prenoms occasionncls de 
toutefemme jamais femme de touthomme toujours fils... Que la femme 
soit releguee ä la place de la mere 
... 
Toutes les femmes. interdites de 
corps, de langue, interdites d' etre femme, sont Jocaste. ' 
This passage states the multiple repressions evident in Cixous' text: alienation from the 
body, the consequential repression of the expression of female subjectivity and 
reduction to maternal function, as m/other figure. The Oedipal drama in Cixous' play 
revolves around questions of language and identity, around the strug-Llc of the female 
subject, Jocasta, to articulate her identity within a patriarchal structure of language 
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which will neither recognise nor accept her. Le Nom d'Oedipe: Chant du _o 
interdit thus addresses the issues raised in La Jeune Nee and parallels the critical 
movement described earlier in this chapter, denouncing patriarchal discourse for its 
repression of the female subject. However, as I shall show, the second utopian 
movement, in which the female subject inscribes herself in language and writing. is no,. 
present in the play. 82 
The theme of identity is central to the play, as demonstrated in the title, not 
Oedipe as unproblematic given but Le Nom d'Oedipe. which places emphasis on the 
cultural and linguistic process of naming. The connotations of the proper name 
bestowed upon Oedipus and his readiness, or otherwise, to assume it ultimately decides 
Jocasta's fate. Cixous underlines this point explicitly: 
Oedipe peut faire 1' amour avec sa "mere", tant qu'elle West pas 
nommee, tandis que Jocaste celle qui sait au-delä de tout savoir, et qui 
vit par delä des mots, tente de delivrer l'amour des noms qui font la Loi. 
Le sort tient ä un fil(s), un nom... 83 
The linear chronology of the Oedipus narrative which traditionally follows the 
trajectory of Oedipus' quest for his origins and the origin of the plague beseiging the 
city, is disrupted as Cixous' play begins with Oedipus' realisation of his identity. 
Flashbacks then present a time when mutual identification between Jocasta and Oedipus 
was fluid. This can be read as the pre-Oedipal or Imaginary in Lacanian terms. The 
dramatic coexistence of the two periods (before and after Oedipus' discovery of his 
identity) emphasises Jocasta's struggle to keep Oedipus from taking on his name and 
serving "la Ville", 84 the entrance into the Symbolic which will ensure their separation. 
As Morag Shiach points out, the contrast and tension between past and present 
underline the ensuing conflictual opposition of the Imaginary and the Symbolic. "" The 
flashbacks represent Jocasta and Oedipus struggling to undermine the Symbolic in 
order to preserve their relationship. In these passages Jocasta and Oedipus address each 
other with a bewildering array of names and social titles, including those of mother and 
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son, refusing any fixity of social identity or role within the symbolic: 
Oedipe: 
Promets-moi jamais d'autre amant que moi. 
Moi seul to force. ton enfant, moi 
ton pere si tu veux, moi-meme 
ton epoux mere, ton amant 
Promets-moi jamais d'autre roi. 
Jocaste: 
Toi, ma vie, mon jour, ma lumiere, je to promets. 
Non, je ne to promets pas. Je veux que tu me demandes 
encore, encore et chaque fois, dis-moi que tu es pour 
moi. 
Oedipe: 
Si tu veux je serai ton elan, toi ma grace, moi 
to force nouvelle, to danse. Si tu veux je serai 
to mere et ensuite je serai ton enfant. 
Toi mon enfant d'abord si tu veux. 86 
Jocasta's and Oedipus' terms of address are subversively interchangeable and prevent 
Oedipus from establishing her as his definitive other. Moreover, Cixous foregrounds 
the subversive use of familial relationships, through which the pattern of identification 
of the Freudian Oedipal complex is attacked: the terms 'mere', ' Pere' 
,' 
fill' 
, 
Iamant', 1 roi' become entirely interchangeable and lose their cultural significance. 
Oedipus and Jocasta assume these terms as freely as the abstract signifiers of dance. 
spirit or force and refuse to comply with the social realm of the symbolic. 
However, Oedipus' identity as defined in terms of his crimes and familial 
relationships must be established in order for the curse to be lifted from the city. The 
forces of social law demand that Oedipus take on his name with all its associated guilt 
and the oracle functions as the purveyor of language and the symbolic, which demand' 
that Oedipus recognise himself in language and before the law. Oedipus' entrance into 
the Symbolic can thus be seen to follow the Lacanian model as it entails the distinction 
of himself from the mother and his ultimate rejection of her. Cixous locates Joýcaqa's 
struggle precisely within these terms. It is a struggle toi express herself. as female 
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subject, within a culture and language which does not allow the female subject to speak 
autonomously. To achieve this she must maintain a link with Oedipus. and es, ý: ape the 
designated role as objectivised other by attempting to keep them both in the pre- 
Symbolic realm: 
Jocaste: 
J'aurais voulu le delivrer des noms. 
Tous les noms qui se font prendre pour des dieux, 
Par feinte, par fraude, se font adorer. 
Obeir. Passer pour des etres purs: 
Pere, mere, verite, vivre, tuer, faute, Bette, epouse, verite. Mari, roi, origine, quel homme peut dire lequel il est? Ce sont les noms qui7gouvernent. 
Je voulais le liberer. 8 
The Chorus supports her aims, sensing the tragic results of Oedipus' search for his 
name and the oppression of language as symbolic signifier: 
Ne dis pas amour, 
Ne dis pas mien, notre, 
mon amour, notre chambre, 
notre chance, ma lumiere. 
Ne dis pas les mots sinistres 
Ne dis pas enfant, pere, famille 
Qu'on n' entende pas les mots. 
Sans merci, familiers. 88 
It is the inevitability of Oedipus' accession into the symbolic and the consequent 
abandonment of Jocasta which are at the core of Cixous' revision of the tragedy. 
Oedipus cannot continue to act without names, but even as he is on the verge of 
discovering his crimes before the law. Jocasta pleads with him to renounce the 
patriarchal symbolic, recognising that the locus of power is within language: 
Jocaste: 
Tu peux me tuer 
Avec un mot, tu peux 
Nous separer, nous ravir 
La vie, la mort, 
D' un seul plot, tu pourrais 
Nous garder. tu 
Decides 
Seul. comme si tu etais dieu. 
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Et cue j' avais cesse d' titre 
Toi 
.9 
The last phrase of this passage illustrates the centrality of identity and separation to the 
tragic denouement, and Oedipus expresses the oppositional relationship which now 
comes into force between them: 'Tout est noir maintenant! J'ai i grand hes in de 
lumiere! 
... 
Puisse-je sortir de ce monde, et me retrouver ailleurs. ""' The naming of 
Oedipus of the play's title is associated through the homophones 'nom' and 'non': the 
refusal of Jocasta and negation of her status as subject. Oedipus abandons Jo caasta. a 
state which can be read as analogous to the Irigarayan notion of derelict oiz discussed 
earlier, and his integration into the symbolic is reported by the Chorus: 
I1 etait en ville avec la foule. 
Avec des inconnus, 
En fusion, avec eile, 
La ville toute entiere 
J' entendais les mots 
S' echapper de sa gorge 
Il parlait, il repondait, 
Le corps droit, 
Elle le courtisait, 
J' ai entendu sa voix 
Il riait. 9' 
Jocasta's solitude is accompanied by a loss of subjectivity and silence replaces dialogue: 
'L'absence est devenue l'absence. Ce silence ne chante pas. Ce silence nie prend ä la 
gorge. 92 Her death is described in terms of a loss of language: 
Jocaste: 
Seule 
Je descends le temps 
Il n' ya pas de place pour moi 
En haut 
Seule 
Descendre le silence 
Par degres 
Entrer, s'enfoncer 
Par phrases tuen, 
Mot ä mot perdre 
La pensee, 
Dans le silence interieur 
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Jusqu'ä la derriere parole. 93 
The last scenes of the play are crucial to a reading of the play in terms of the female 
subject and the status of the Imaginary. Mieke Kolk's reading of the play criti,: ise,, 
what she perceives as Jocasta's ultimate submission to Oedipus. and a capitulation to 
patriarchy's exclusion of her. 94 Kolk's critique of the play insists that Jocasta's desire 
to die symbolises the negative outcome of her struggle to express her desire for 
Oedipus in language: 
Le refus de Jocaste d'entrer en rapport avec le silence d'Oedipe en fait 
un "autre" solitaire, eile s'avere incapable de partager son "alterite" et 
reste enfermee dans son propre univers interieur. De ce fait. sa force 
emancipatoire revet un aspect etouffant. 95 
I would argue that Jocasta's final refuge, described by Kolk as her "propre univers 
interieur", can be aligned with the Imaginary; however, such a reading requires further 
problematisation. Jocasta has been abandoned by Oedipus who now serves the realm of 
the Symbolic, "la ville"; Jocasta is thus left in the pre-Symbolic, the Imaginary. This 
reading is supported by the details of Jocasta's death and relies upon an association of 
the Imaginary with the mother and music. As Jocasta lies dying she asks Tiresias to 
sing to her and, although much of the text is sung, this is the only explicit reference to 
song within it. 96 In Cixousian aesthetics, as discussed in the first section of this 
chapter, song is closely linked to the mother, and Jocasta's desire for song represents a 
return to symbiosis with the mother. The connection is explicit in the text: 
Jocaste: 
Chante-moi une chanson. Tu veux bien? 
Une chanson d'enfance. 
Comme quand j'etais petite. La voix grave de ma 
mere. 
Je me tournais vers le mur. Le mur devenait la 
mer. 
Des vagues soulevaient mon lit. J'etais bien. "- 
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The association with the Cixousian mother figure is heightened through the 
autobiographical intertext revealed in the insistence upon the German langua«e of the 
desired song: 
Jocaste: 
Elle chantait 
Dans une langue etrangere. 
Choeur: 
Chante lui. Tiresias: 
La chanson. Dors. Je vais la chanter (Chante la chanson de l' enigme 
Dans une langue etrangere: Erlkönig 
ou bien Die Gedanken sind frei). ` 
In Lacanian discourse a return to the Imaginary constitutes regression of the subject, 
and a refusal to leave it results in psychosis. Irigaray's discussion of the Imaginary does 
not suggest it as a 'feminine' space. Indeed it is difficult to read Jocasta's refuge as 
celebratory as she is about to die. This return to the mother may, however, represent 
some consolation and imply an albeit unrepresentable alternative Imaginary. The female 
imaginary alluded to by Irigaray and the concept of ecriture feminine share an as yet 
unrealised potential, represented in the chanson de l'enigme. 99 An association of the 
song with ecriture feminine is further encouraged by the presence of the figure of 
Tiresias at Jocasta's side. Tiresias features in traditional interpretations of the Oedipus 
myth as prophet, however, I would argue that his presence at this point in the play is 
important to Cixous' reworking of the narrative on account of his ambiguous gender: 
having been both man and woman, he is representative of the libidinal plurality 
described in ecriture feminine. 100 Tiresias is contrasted to Oedipus whose refusal to 
sing to Jocasta is mentioned. 'o' His presence may. however, reflect the problematic 
links between female subjectivity and ecriture feminine as it is Tiresias who articulate' 
this song, not Jocasta. She is passively soothed by it but cannot express her subjectivity 
or identity through it. 
A more positive reading of the play is suggested by the final , cone, where an 
unmutilated Oedipus returns to Jocasta. He claims to have overcome the name which 
threatened to define him completely, and that his perception of her has not been 
recodified by the social laws of Aa ville' : 
Oedipe: 
Oedipe est lä. Je t'avais dit 
Prends ma voix! Prends mon souffle. 
Viens. Je t'appelle Oedipe. 
Je ne pouvais pas revenir plus vite. 
D'entre les mots. D'entre les morts. 102 
The impact of such a validation is indisputably weakened, however, by Jocasta's death. 
particularly as Cixous allows Oedipus to survive as fully constituted social and 
linguistic subject, arguably to reclaim his status as hero of the narrative. Cixous 
undermines her own refusal of the punitive narrative in which Oedipus' self mutilation 
atones for his sins. 
Le Nom d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit dramatises the repressive structures 
of patriarchal culture which provide impoverished representations of the female subject, 
and allow her no discourse in which to articulate her identity. However, the projections 
of change and utopian tone so important to La Jeune Nee are noticeably absent as 
Jocasta is abandoned to silence and has no combattant recourse to language. Jocasta' s 
plight is that described by Cixous in La Jeune Nee: 
C'est en ecrivant depuis et vers la femme, et en relevant le deli du 
discours gouverne par le phallus, que la femme affirmera la femme 
autrement qu'ä la place ä eile reservee dans et par le symholique. c'est-ä- 
dire le silence. Quelle sorte du silence piege. Qu'elle ne ,e laisse pas 
refiler pour domaine la marge ou le harem. 1o 
Such an exposition of the repressed female subject can arguably be presented as 
cathartic, but seems far removed from Cixous' project of providing the female spcctttor 
with female subjects and positive identifications, as described in ' Aller ý't la mer'. &` 
Jocasta is silenced and absent at the end of the play. 
Cixous' play Portrait de Dora'(" also addresses the struL; Lle of a female ,, uhlect 
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to articulate her identity in patriarchal society. The play draws heavily on Freud's first 
case stud)- Dora: A Fragment of an Analysis of a Case of Hysteria.: and examines 
the figure of the hysteric and her relationship to language and the body. '`' I want to 
focus here on Cixous' representation of the role of language for articulation of the 
female subject. 107 
The eighteen-year-old Dora was brought to see Freud by her father. on the 
recommendation of a family friend, Herr K. The father was concerned about Dora's 
increasingly disruptive behaviour, coughing fits, bouts of aphonia and severe 
depression. Her father pleaded ignorance as to the cause of her distress. but it appeared 
to be linked to her accusations that Herr K. had attempted to seduce her. Dora's father 
was having an affair with Frau K., thus implementing Dora in a system of exchange 
between the two men. In his analysis of Dora's case, Freud adhered to the Oedipal 
framework, according to which Dora desires her father, but transfers her affections to 
Herr K. as a reaction to her father's affair with Frau K. 
Much of Cixous' play focuses on questions of articulation and silence, which 
Cixous considers fundamental to the liberation of the female subject. Cixous suggests 
that the hysteric is a symbol of the silencing and alienating effect of patriarchal 
discourse on the female subject. This is expressed in terms of access to language: 
Et cette fille qui, comme toutes les hysteriques, etait privee de la 
possibilite de dire ce qu'elle percevait en direct... a eu quand meme la 
force de le faire savoir. C'est l'exemple nucleaire de la force 
contestatoire des femmes. ca c'est passe en 1899. ca se passe 
aujourd'hui lä oü les femmes Wont pas pu parler autrement que comme 
Dora, mais ca a une efficacite teile que ca fait voler la famille en 
eclats. 108 
Cixous' text contains many directions for voice and Dora's is variously de,, crihed as: 
"enfantine, lasse, meprisante, coupante, haletante, une voix qui tumbe sur Freud de tres 
haut et de trey loin". Her first speech is made in 'une \ OiX qui dechire un `ilen c- toil 
entre la menace et la demande, - s'ecoute. ' 109 In the text. 'Freud 's voice rcprc cats 
the authority of the dominant discourse and is the voice which Dora attempts to di'rupt. 
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interrupt and mimic. However, like Jocasta's, Dora's challenge to patriarchal discourse 
is ineffectual, and the play dramatises the 'scene' of psychoanalysis in which this 
repression is reinforced. Cixous posits the hysteric as an as-yet-unrealised. site of 
change: 
L'hysterique a mes yeux, c'est la femme-type dans toute sa force: une force qui etait retournee contre Dora, dans son cas, mais qui, si la scene 
tourne et si la femme commence ä parler autrement, serait une force 
capable de demolir ces structures Ia. " 
In the context of Cixous' early work, 'parler autrement' can be read as analoguous to 
ecriture feminine. However, within the play 'Dora' is not able to move from a textually 
subversive to a textually productive role. She fails to express her subjectivity in 
language, and in writing. The motifs of inscription and writing appear throughout the 
play. Of particular interest is 'Dora''s account of a dream which Cixous invents as it 
does not feature in Freud's case study. lI1 In the dream 'Dora' cuts the throat of an 
unknown man who seems to be threatening her: 
Longtemps apres je sens encore la resistance de la gorge. Comme si je le 
faisais encore je sens la densite de cette resistance. Je me servis de ma 
main gauche, et je tirai comme un trait de gauche a droite. 1' 
This violent inscription can be interpreted as a metaphor of castration, but the insistence 
on the direction of the cut must be noted and encourages a reading of the scene as a 
Cixousian allegory of the difficulty experienced by the female subject in using discourse 
and writing. This is suggested by Jeanette Laillou Savona: 
... 
il semble indiquer le debut d'une ecriture possible et l' aspiration ä la 
creativite 
... 
On a ici une inversion de la metaphore habituelle de 
1'ecriture masculine qui passe par la mutilation du corps feminin. 1I 
The struggle for discourse between 'Freud' and 'Dora' is central to Cixous' play. 
'Freud''s reaction to 'Dora''s premature termination of her treatment is strong, and 
results, Cixous implies, from his frustration at being unable to complete his narrative 
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about Dora. ' 4 'Freud' expresses this in the play: 'Vous ne m'avez pas laisse la 
possibilite de m'exprimer jusqu'au bout!... Jamais je n'ai senti teile violence. ''15 
Cixous shows that 'Freud' is obsessed with constructing his own narrative, and not 
primarily concerned with enabling Dora to articulate hers. Immediately after 'Dora''s 
account of her dream, 'Freud' associates her with writing, referring to postcards she 
has sent him, and 'Dora' mentions letters she sent to Herr K. (which he read as suicide 
threats). However, these writings are linked to the two male protagonists and can be 
seen as further examples of Dora's hysteric mimicking of their desires and 
constructions of her identity. Her only writing which is not 'addressed' to them. 
remains imagined, projected only in her dreams and explicitly shown to be impossible 
within patriarchal discourse. As 'Dora' leaves, in a further addition to the case 
study, ' 16' Freud' asks her to write to him: 
Freud: 
Donnez-moi de mes nouvelles (il fait un lapsus de 
telle maniere qu'on peut ne pas le remarquer). 
Ecrivez-moi. 
Dora: 
Ecrire? 
... 
Ce West pas mon affaire. ll7 
'Freud''s verbal slip is important here in the context of Cixous' emphasis on language 
and writing. He asks for ' mes nouvelles', his own news, as if 'Dora' can only 
articulate her identity in terms of his interpretation of her as patriarchal and 
psychoanalytic object. 'Dora''s reply expresses her alienation, indeed her refusal of 
such a writing. In parallel to the ending of Le Nom d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit. 
we witness the exit of a repressed and silent female subject. 
I have shown language to be a fundamental consideration in Cixous' 
representations of identity, and one of the major themes of both Le Nom d'Oedipe. 
Chant du co s interdit and Portrait de Dora. Language continues to be important in 
Cixous' later theatre, "' but the concern with the importance of inscription in language 
to the construction of identity is no longer primary. The specific struggle of the female 
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subject to express her identity is not present in Cixous' plays after 1980. 
Towards an Inscription of the 'Feminine': Tsvetaeva's Fedra 
An approach to Tsvetaeva's dramatic oeuvre which enquires into the 
relationship between the ferriale subject and language, and adopts the conceptual 
framework of ecriture feminine is a rewarding one. I will discuss other plays only 
briefly before engaging with Fedra Phaedra as the ultimate expression of these issues 
in her work. 
In Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) the ambiguous character Henri/Henriette, who 
appears as both man and woman in the play, does not speak differently according to 
his/her gender identity. However, Henriette is often misunderstood by the men around 
her who make their own interpretations of her character and fail to grasp her riddles. 
Although she fails to communicate and express her true self within the text, 
Henriette reveals her ideal medium of communication to be that of music. Having 
proclaimed her solidarity with the musician/artist in the play, she entrances those 
around her with an impromptu performance on the cello. When asked what she is 
playing, she replies: 'Svoe, 
- 
Sebia' My own 
- 
myself"" asserting her independent 
creativity through an association with music. This element of the play reflects the 
importance of music to Tsvetaeva's perception of language and poetic creativity. 
In Ariadna, as Ariadne prepares to express her desire to Theseus. the direction 
'in a singing voice' appears in the text, again implying an association between female 
identity, desire and music. 12° As I will discuss shortly with reference to Fedra, in 
Tsvetaeva's theatre, women's language and women's creativity, are inextricably 
associated with attempts to express desire. This can be read in Ariadna. Theseus does 
not understand Ariadne's speeches and his replies repeatedly refer to cliched masculine 
qualities. Dialogue is impossible: 
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ApHaxma: 
Taormcb 
- 
Aesa: 
HaAo6eH xjnoq. 
YMwoen 
- 
Aesa: 
HaAo6es cJryx. 
Te3eA: 
Basui, HO He IIOHAn. 
EpOcb 
- 
COJIOBbeM! 
K 6a. cHAM He cxnoHeH, 
B JMcrax He cHnen. 
JIio6HUm 
- 
Tax cne, Ayrä 
B CBeT H BO Mpax! 
Ariadne: 
Woman is a cryptogram 
You need a key. 
Ariadne: 
Woman is intention 
You need to listen. 
Theseus: 
I've listened but not understood. 
Stop 
- 
this nightingale's song! 
I'm not keen on fables, 
I'm no good at flattery. 
You love, so follow 
Into light and darkness! 121 
Ariadne can only speak of female subjectivity in riddles which draw upon images of 
language and communication, but her words fall upon deaf ears, Theseus' lack of 
comprehension revealing him as an unsuitable partner for Ariadne. When Bacchus 
demands that Theseus give up Ariadne to him, he does not enter into dialogue with 
her, 122 but his function is important in terms of language and identity. Bacchus does 
not physically appear in the play, he is denoted in the text simply as a voice 
- 
golos. 
The power of this disembodied voice is emphasised and parallels might be made 
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between the function of Bacchus in Ariadna and the role of Tiresias in Cixous' I_C Nom 
d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit. Both figures represent a linguistic superiority in the 
context of Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's aesthetics (as song and pure voice respectively), and 
both figures imply a transcendent future in which the female subject may be heard and 
understood but which remains unrepresented in the plays. 
Lack of communication between male and female characters, is also present in 
Fedra. However, the play is important for its representation of female identity because 
it combines stylistic and thematic elements which can be discussed in the context of 
ecriture feminine. 123 Tsvetaeva refocuses the classical narrative to represent Phaedra' s 
articulation of desire for Hippolytus in terms of her relationship to language and 
writing. 
Cixous' descriptions of an ecriture feminine and its demonstration through her 
own writing, suggest an emphasis on sound and rhythm. Fedra is dominated by sound 
repetition and internal rhymes. The following is a crucial example: 
q)enpa: 
Ha, qanoM 
B3rrIAA 6bm. Ha nyTSix 6e3 cnycxa 
Eilar 6Mn. Olux6alocb: xycT 6bm 
MHpTOBbIH- 
- 
xax IIIKOJIbiH KB 6yKBax 
llyTalOcb! 
- 
HatiaJIOM 3ByK 6bm 
Pora, nepeule, tLUHK 
- 
tiaui 3Byx 
- 
B , qaul 3Byx! Ho Me; mO3BygauiHx 
4TO 
- 
3Byx nepeg TeM, C He3pHMMX 
Ycr! KycT 6buu1. XpycT 616m. Pa3ABHHYB 
KycT, 
- 
xax IlbaHxlia 6ecny rHb i 
Uyralocb! 
- 
Haxia. noM cryx 6bin 
Cepwia, aO xycra, do pora, 
, 
qo Bcero 
- 
CTyx, TO HO 6ora 
BcTpeTu. rla, cTyx, TO HO rimi6y... 
- 
CABIIHy ria! 
- 
Ha'iaJIOM TbI 6bL'I, 
B 3Byxe pora, B 3ByKe McJH, 
B ulyMe 
. 
neca... 
I1imonwr: 
Kox He 6pe. riirn b... 
(DeApa: 
TbI 
- 
CKBO3b BeTBIi, TbI - CKBO3b Be abI, 
TbI 
- 
CKBO3b iepTBbI... 
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... 
TbI 
- 
Tax 6pe»cy 
5I. 
Fedra: 
At the start 
Was the glance. On paths with no way down There was a step. I'm mistaken: there was a bush A myrtle 
- 
like a schoolboy I'm muddling 
My letters! 
- 
the first thing was the sound Of a horn, turning into the sound of the woods, became 
The sound of cups! but what of a bronze 
sound 
- 
The sound before that, from invisible 
Lips! There was a bush. There was a crunch. 
Parting 
The bush 
- 
I'm confused 
Like a wayward drunk! 
At the start was a beat 
Of the heart, before the bush, before the horn, 
Before everything 
-a beat, as if I had met A god, a beat, as if I had moved 
A boulder! 
- The first thing was you, 
In the sound of the horn, in the sound of bronze, 
In the sound of the forest... 
Hippolytus: 
If you are not delirious... 
Fedra: 
You 
- 
through the branches, you 
- 
through my 
eyelids, 
You 
- 
through sacrifices... 
Hippolytus: 
' 24 You 
- 
now I begin to rave as well. 
This passage is based on several complex sound associations and rhymes as 
Fedra struggles to express her desire for Hippolytus. Fedra draws attention to the 
illogical nature of these associations. She substitutes for glance 'vzgliad' a step 'shag', 
for bush 'kust' and a sound 'zvuk'. Bush 'kust' is then associated through rhyme with 
lips 'ust', and crunch 'khrust'. 125 Eyelids 'vezhdy', branches 'ven, i' and sacrifices 
'zhertvi' are also primarily linked through their homophonic qualities. Logos is 
undermined as sound associations dominate the progression of the text and Hippolytus 
cannot understand her speech. 126 The sound patterns reach their peak as Fedra finally. 
and fatally, attempts to assert her desire in language. 
Cixous' descriptions of ecriture feminine refute any direct association of a mode 
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of writing and the sex of the author, and Tsvetaeva's discussion of Voloshin examined 
earlier in this chapter also shares this view. However. many of the concerns of ecri; ure 
feminine can be seen in the difference that develops in Tsvetaeva's drama between the 
speech of the female characters and that of the male characters. a difference which 
reaches its height in Fedra. Often the sole aspect of the play commented upon by critics 
is the variety of linguistic registers used by all the characters within it. '=. These ranLc 
from the colloquialisms and dialectal forms used by Fedra and the Nurse. to the 
archaic tone of Theseus' and Hippolytus' speeches: 
In both tragedies, archaic Russian and Church Slavic forms are widely 
used to convey the atmosphere of Greek antiquity (Church Slavic being 
traditionally used in Russian poetry to suggest Greek, Latin or 
Hebrew). 18 
Karlinsky does not interpret the mixture of registers in the play, but is not alone in 
noting it: 
The slavicization, not yet too marked in Ariadna. borders on excess in 
Fedra. Fedra is filled with vivid colloquialisms, even vulgarisms, with a 
folkloristic as well as a Church Slavonic vocabulary. Moreover Cvetaeva 
does not avoid dialectal forms and at times appeals to material frei» 
Slavic languages other than Russian (Czech, Polish). The grammatical 
inventory of Fedra, the inventory of syntactical models, rhythms and 
intonations, coincides to a significant extent with the inventory of 
Russian folk songs, laments and charms. 129 
Whilst Venclova's comparison of Tsvetaeva's poetics in Fedra with folk songs is useful 
because it emphasises the incantatory musical qualities of the text, he considers that the 
language of Fedra has a negative impact and describes it as containing: 
... 
harsh clashes of stylistic lavers. verging on the grotesque. 
combinations of the incompatible. connection of the unconnectable - high 
and low, praise and abuse: in the poetics of frenzy, of going be\ and 
bounds (especially on the level of syntax and meter): in the sound and 
rhythmic fabric of the verse, which strays into patter and glo, solalia. ''0 
Patter refers to the song-like quality of the text, but in a dismissive fashion. 
Glossolalia 
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is the gift of tongues, abnormal utterances which take place under religious influence or 
in a trancelike state, akin to the delirious mutterings of Fedra at the beginning of the 
play. The term can also be seen as dismissive in the context of Venclova's critique. 
Contemporary critics were at best bewildered, and at worst outraged by the syntactical 
and lexical innovations of the play. Karlinsky catalogues Veidle describing the play as 
having: 'a total absence of feeling for words as responsible and meaningful logos'. 
Khodasevich described it as an 'inexcusable and tasteless confusion of styles' and 
lastly, Adamovich wrote that the play 'is howled and screamed rather than written. '131 
The subversion of logos is read as inappropriate and a sign of the incompetence of. 
rather than innovation by, the writer. 
Venclova's description of the 'harsh clash of stylistic layers' and the 'poetics of 
frenzy' bring to mind descriptions of the subversive powers of the carnivalesque in 
Bakhtinian dialogics. Bakhtin described this combination of registers, as a potential site 
of liberation from the hierarchies of rank and status within discourses, capable of 
subverting any discourse which claims universality and projects a monological view of 
the world: '32 
Carnival celebrates temporary liberation from the prevailing truth of the 
established order; it marks the suspension of all hierarchical rank, 
privileges, norms and prohibitions. Carnival was the true feast of time, 
the feast of becoming, change and renewal. It was hostile to all that was 
immortalized and completed. 133 
Several of the elements which Bakhtin ascribes to the carnivalesque form parallels with 
Conley's description of ecriture feminine, "always becoming, it never becomes the 
system". But the temporary nature of Bakhtin's carnivalesque, easily recuperated by 
dominant discourses, illuminates one of the core problems of ecriture feminine, which. 
if it remains undefined, is impossible to locate, yet if a prescriptive model emerged it 
too could be recuperated. 
In Fedra it is Phaedra and the Nurse whose language functions in terms of the 
carnivalesque, especially that of the Nurse. who encourages Fedra to express her 
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sexuality and speak as female subject. outside the definitions of women provided in 
Theseus' patriarchal discourse and Hippolytus' overtly misogynist speeches. Bai: lltin 
linked the carnivalesque with traditions of folk literature, and it is in dialectal forms. 
through frequent use of colloquialisms and folk idioms that Fedra and the Nurse e\presý, 
themselves. The colloquial language is characteristic only of the speeches of Nurse, the 
serving maids, and Fedra herself in moments of stress and emotion. Karlinskv does not 
propose any other reading of the different register used by the female characters, other 
than an association of such registers with the expression of 'earthy' desires. '' The 
use of such mixed register and folk idiom is also present in Tsvetaeva's poetry of this 
period, but Fedra is striking due to its combination of stylistic and thematic focus, a 
focus on the relationship of the female subject to language and writing. In Fedra the 
Nurse represents the voice of female desire. It is she who persuades Fedra to speak her 
desire for Hippolytus, and then, importantly, to translate this desire into writing. An 
example of the frankness and idiom of her speech can be found in the long address in 
which she questions Fedra's love for Theseus: 
(DeApa: 
Tax, MaTyalKa. 
llpUC/1yJ'ICKUybl eblXO&Rm. 
KopMxiHua: 
H3, aa. riH, H3AaBHa noBeLy: 
I'opbKHe xcextgHHbi B BatueM po,, y, 
- 
Tax H cnaBa BaM 6ygeT B 6yAyuieM! 
Ilaci4 aA 
. 
rno6iuia gyuxige. 
Pa3oxpaBxncs uapb, MIIJI 3Bepb. 
ALuepb Tbi eil H jib He Aiuepb? 
MaTepHHcxasI 311a xpoBHHo'qxa! 
ApHaAxy cynpyr TBOH HbMHeuIHHH 
Bory npoAan BO BpeM$ cxa. 
ApHa 1He 
- 
cecTpa, 
)BaxcAbi: JOHOM H noxceM cBa. ne6HbMMM. 
ToJ16xo c 6oroM He 6om HO cnaAi: 
He noxpaBHnca Gor, min npax: 
Tam-TO CTpaCTb, a TV'T CTpax. 
(DeRpa: 
C 6oropaBHOlo C CT O1i 
v1He paBHATbCA Mý' ipeHO. 
Kopmiuuiua: 1 
JeTH Marep}i O aHO I, 
Ilac f4 aHHM Atüepx ropbxxe. 
ApHaJHa c TBOHM noroaKaMH 
bbum. Bbuio 6bi eH 
- 
alä Bpy? 
- 
Hy-xocb? 
- 
cxoJILxo riapoo? 
... 
(Deupa: 
BHAHO 3a copox. 
KopMr rua: 
CHJT HO 3a copox: 
Ha IIATHJJeCATH CTOHT. 
AC IjapeM-TO 
-c 
. 
rna crapxx! 
- He 3axparIIHBaH3, He 3aMacJIHBaIi, 
- 
Ie, zpa 
- 
cgacT. rmBa 
. 
im? 
Fedra: 
Well then my clear. 135 (the servants leave) 
Nurse: 
From far away and ages past: I tell that 
There have been wretched women in your line, 
- So I suppose that will be your future glory too! 
Pasiphae loved a monster. 
The king lost his charms, the beast was dearer. 
Are you her daughter or not? 
Yes, a wicked drop of mother's blood! 
Your husband bartered Ariadna 
With a god, while she was asleep. 
Ariadna 
- 
your sister. 
Twice over: bosom and wedding bed. 
Only she and the god didn't hit it off too well: 
She didn't like the god, dear heart: 
Passion on his side, but fear on hers. 
Fedra: 
To my god-like sister 
It's difficult for me to compare. 
Nurse: 
You're children of the same mother, 
Wives of the same husband 
- Pasiphae's wretched daughters. 
Ariadna, well there was a year between you 
Now then she would be'? 
- 
Well then'? 
- 
how old's the king" 
Fedra: 
Obviously. past forty. 
Nurse: 
\tiell over forty. 
More like fifty I'd say! 
I3 
And with this here king 
- 
with this old face' 
- Now don't paint over, don't grease over' 
Fedra 
- 
are you happy? ' 36 
This passage contains many colloquialisms and dialectal forms which are very difficult 
to render in translation. Russian lexis is used throughout in preference to Church 
Slavonic forms, except for the notable exception of 'dshcher"(daughter). It maintains a 
brisk pace and strong rhythm and, as with all the Nurse's speeches. forms a strong 
contrast to the language of Hippolytus, a contrast which is clearly illustrated in their- 
exchange as the Nurse delivers Fedra's letter. She addresses Hippol)-tus using 
diminutive forms, such as razumnichek 
- 
clever little one. ushko 
- 
ear, and brazlinik 
- 
reveller, typical of the language of folk songs and also undermine his traditionally 
higher status as son of the king. 137 Her speech is full of exclamations, pauses and 
changes in tempo. Hippolytus' reaction to the letter is extremely measured and 
balanced. Even in times of emotion and anger, he uses Church Slavonic vocabulary to 
give his speech an aura of authority and reason. Hippolytus' speech, scattered with 
archaic forms and Church Slavonic vocabulary, has a classical, almost biblical tone. 
odr 
- 
bed, pisets 
- 
writer, voditsa 
- 
water, progovarivat'sia 
- 
to murmur, se 
- 
behold!, 
navet 
- 
slander, kozni 
- 
intrigues, and rechet'sia 
- 
to speak. 135 Hippolytus refers to 
himself by name and asks rhetorical questions, further asserting his authority and 
status, and clearly contrasting himself to Fedra. His speech conveys a very 
straightforward rhythm and rhyme scheme, with the use of anaphora in the repetition ot- 
iavno followed by a reflexive verb at the beginning of six of the lines. " Thus. 
Tsvetaeva's representation of female speech in the play, intrinsically linked to the 
expression of desire, has striking similarities with Bakhtin's carnivalesque. It disturbs 
and punctuates the dominant discourse and undermines the primacy of moral law and 
logos, as represented by Hippolytus. These characteristics of this speech can he 
paralleled with those of ecriture feminine, as strategies for representing the v vice of the 
female subject as different from her representation as object in the language of other 
discourses. 
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This reading of the stylistic aspects of the play is reinforced by the main 
concerns of Tsvetaeva's narrative, namely Fedra's attempts to speak. and then to write 
her desire, which encourages a reading of the play as female 'coming to writing' as 
suggested in ecriture feminine. '40 Fedra's desire first manifests itself in the body. 
through a figurative fever and delirium and it is towards the articulation of this desire. 
this new relation to the body that Fedra strives. It is the Nurse who persuades Fedra to 
recognise her desire and to first enunciate it in speech and then to inscribe it in writing 
to Hippolytus. 14' Fedra is thus persuaded to translate her feverish dreams and 
seemingly hysterical behaviour into writing. This enacts a Cixousian refusal of silence 
and an inscription of desire and the body. Other elements of the play recall aspects of 
ecriture feminine. This reading of the play is encouraged by the shared metaphorical 
use of images of milk and suckling by Tsvetaeva and Cixous to represent the power of 
female creativity. The Nurse insists, throughout the play. upon the importance and 
power of the relationship between herself and Fedra through the bonds of milk and 
suckling. Her appeals to Fedra to share her desire focus upon this link between them: 
KopMxua: 
TaHHbI, cxop6H, 6egbi 
-c ruieq Hx 
C6pocb! MHe 
- 
Ha cep we! Bce rpycTH! 
I, pyn He 3HaeT neperpy3KH. 
Be3 H3BMJ MCTbIX 
Tpon, KJIHTB npHTOpHbIX 
- 
Bce KopMHJ Hii 
A, BCe BbIKOpMbILII 
- 
TbI! Beb MaTb Te6e, Begb LiOqb MHe! 
KpoMe KpOBHOrO - MOJIOtiHM 
I'onoc 
- 
Mnexy noxopHMcs !- 
ECTb: BTOpOe MaTepHHCTBO. 
, 
qBa Hag )KH3HbFO LieJIOBeKa 
Poxa: KpOBH ro. noC, M. nexa 
I'onoc. B Moulee H3 cepAua 
MaTepHHCTBO, yCT AOLiepCTBO 
flb} uJ I1x. AA TetieT no wii_ iaM 
- 
A-B OTBeTe, R- BCKOpMHna. 
Nurse: 
Secrets, sorrows, troubles 
-throw them 
From your shoulders! On to my heart! Al! your 
ýýriefs! r 
12S 
My breast cannot be overloaded. 
Without tortuous paths, cloying vows 
- I'm still the nurse 
- You're still the nursling. 
I'm a mother to you, you a daughter to me! 
As well as the voice of blood 
- 
there is the voice of 
Milk 
- 
let's obey it! 
There is a second motherhood. 
Two fates rule people's lives: 
The voice of blood and the voice of milk. 
Motherhood that spouts from the heart 
To daughterhood's drinking lips. 
Poison runs in your veins, 
I- am answerable, I suckled you. 142 
Tsvetaeva stresses the role of the Nurse, and the bonds of milk over those of blood, in 
order to refute common readings of the Phaedra narrative which relate Phaedra's desire 
for Hippolytus to the fatal inheritance from her mother, Pasiphae, whose desire for and 
seduction of a bull led to the birth of the minotaur. Pasiphae's desire is represented as 
monstrous and, by playing down the direct links between Phaedra and Pasiphae, 
Tsvetaeva refuses to depict female desire as inherently monstrous. However, by 
asserting the fundamental role of the Nurse, Tsvetaeva maintains the conceptual 
framework of a female genealogy which leads to writing. The Nurse's references to the 
creative and liberating power of human milk and suckling in this context can be read in 
relation to Cixous' metaphorical use: 
Texte, mon corps: traversee de coulees chantantes, entends-moi, ce West 
pas une "mere" collante, attachante; c'est, to touchant, 1'equivox qui 
t'affecte, to pousse depuis son sein ä venir au langage. qui lance to force: 
c'est le rhythme qui to rit; l'intime destinataire qui rend possible et 
desirable toutes les metaphores, corps (le? les? ) pas plus descriptible que 
dieu, l' äme ou l' Autre, la partie de toi qui entre toi t' espace et to pousse 
ä inscrire dans la langue ton style de femme. \()ix: le lait 
intarissable. 143 
Cixous does not posit milk or the female body as the source of writing, but reclaims the 
body as a metaphor for female subjectivity and an entrance into inscription of the 
-)rise ý the links between the female subject in writing. It forms an image which revalk 
(maternal) body and women. In Fedra, the Nurse appeals to this bond and. through the 
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combination of empowerment with her frank denial of any 'monstrosity' in Fedra' s 
desire, opens the way to writing and the expression of female desire in language. A 
female succession is perhaps continued through the 'Khor podrug' 
.a speL it ically 
female chorus, who praise Fedra after her death. "' I suggest that the play can 
therefore be read as an allegory of the relationship between women and language. 
Conclusions 
This chapter demonstrates that both Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's theatre is 
concerned with the relationship between the female subject and language, and it reveals 
major linguistic and thematic features which correspond to the concerns of ecriture 
feminine as described by Cixous in La Jeune Nee. Tsvetaeva's theatre is permeated 
with the theme of the relationship between woman and language and the problematics 
of representing the female subject and expressing female desire in language. The use of 
the expression of female desire as a metaphor for creativity is a strategy Tsvetaeva 
shares with Cixous, and is one which further strengthens the association in their work 
of writing and the body. However, whilst neither Tsvetaeva nor Cixous posits the body 
as an essentialised source of language or writing, they insist on the power of the 
relationship between the two, a relationship which must be revalorised in order for 
woman to represent herself in language as a speaking, desiring subject. 
The plays discussed in this chapter successfully and forcefully dramatise the 
female subject's repression by patriarchal discourse, by attempting to articulate her 
exclusion and paradoxically articulating the repressed voice of the female subject. 
Cixous describes theatre as particularly advantageous for the representation and 
challenging of taboos: 
Je me dis le pire 
- 
au public. Enfin une fois dire ä haute voi\ ce qui est 
interdit! Pour cela il faut le public. En fiction, Phedre pourrait dire tout 
ce qu'elle veut, mail il n'yy a plus le public, donc ni interdit. ni fracas. 
L'interdit, on ne se le donne ä entendre qu'au theatre. '' 
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The impact of these voices depends upon the presence on the communal will of the 
public as witnesses to the struggle of the main female protagonists. here Jocasta. Dora. 
Ariadne and Fedra, to express themselves as subjects in the discourse available to them. 
However, they are all ultimately silenced by dominant patriarchal discourse and it is 
debatable whether their clear function as sites of resistance and rebellion remains the 
chief impact of the plays. The audience may hear the voice of the female subject. but 
also ultimately witnesses the ability of the dominant discourse to silence it. Fedra 
inscribes her desire in writing, but only to see it both rejected by Hippolytus and to face 
the consequences of her writing before social law. In the face of these paradoxiacal 
assertions of silence it is unclear whether the discourse, however radical, employed by 
the female protagonists under discussion here can express anything but martyrdom. 
Neither ecriture feminine nor Irigaray's female Imaginary can be prescribed or created 
until the discourse, or corresponding Symbolic realm, which facilitates this is in place. 
Dora''s dream remains the only example of an inscription of female subjectivity which 
avoids punitive closure. 
Both Tsvetaeva and Cixous use the theatrical form to represent woman as 
subject in language and to examine the limitations to be overcome in the language 
concerned, and in the culture it reflects. The choice of the theatrical form to explore 
these issues is common to both writers, and perhaps is perceived by them as the 
appropriate form in which to imagine and present 'elsewheres' which would facilitate 
the articulation of the female subject. It is this relationship between displacement and 
the theatre which constitutes one of the main elements of the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
EXILE AND PARADISES LOST 
This chapter explores the formal and thematic importance of displacement to the 
representation of poetic identity in Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' theatre. The evocation of 
lost places echoes the sense of a potential linguistic, utopian site linked to 
representations of the Imaginary in the previous chapter. 
The pain of exile, the loss of origins, and the trope of the border, together with 
glimpses and projections of unattainable and magical "elsewheres", are fundamental to 
an understanding of the theatre both of Marina Tsvetaeva and of Ilc lene Cix4ýul,, and to 
their respective constructions of poetic identity. This chapter will cover many aspects of 
the writers' employment of the trope of exile to articulate the status of the poet and the 
source of creativity. However, all this must be consistently read through the tension and 
ambiguity involved in such an employment of the trope of exile. I shall bcLin from the 
comparative basis of the emigration of both writers and then proceed to discuss their 
metaphoricisation. both of their countries of origin and of the status of exile. I shall 
briefly consider the status of the woman writer as exiled from patriarchal tradition'. of 
writing, before discussing and problematising the themes of separation, exile and loss in 
plays by Cixous and Tsvetaeva. The conclusion suggests parallels het\t een the 
structures involved in theories of exile, the process of writing for the theatre, and the 
experience of theatre itself. 
What does the term 'exile' evoke? Tabori, in his extensive , tudN- of exile. 
provides a useful list of synonyms including: displacement. e\cluý, iun. eviction. 
13 
ejection, deportation, expatriation, extradition and excommunication. ' These terms 
imply force or violence and maintain a strict division between outside and inside so that 
identity is defined in terms of position within the spatial divisions. However. Tabori 
also shows that exiles uncomfortably belong neither to one place nor the other. and are 
separated from their origins and alienated from the surrounding environment. Tabori 
provides a further definition which is helpful to this study: 'An exile is someone who 
inhabits one place and remembers or projects the reality of another. ' This discussion 
of exile takes up issues of exclusion, displacement and difference or otherness. 
From Geography to Metaphor 
Before turning to address the specific representations of exile in the theatre of 
Tsvetaeva and Cixous, it is important to reveal the centrality of the trope to their 
definitions of personal and poetic identity. This is particularly important in the work of 
Cixous, as the role played by exile increases in her later work in parallel with her 
increased engagement with the theatre. 
Physical exile has played a fundamental role in the lives and work of both 
Tsvetaeva and Cixous. Neither was forcibly exiled from her country of origin, but both 
consider separation and the ensuing experiences of otherness as important to their 
writing. Helene Cixous was born in Oran, Algeria in 1937. Her mother was Jewish, of 
Austro-German descent, and her father was also Jewish, his family originating from 
France but arriving in Algeria via Spain and Morocco. This diasporic tradition was 
continued when the family left Algeria in 1955 at the onset of the Algerian war of 
independence, and moved to France. Cixous' representation of herself as exiled from 
Algeria is problematic, since her family would have been regarded as part of the 
colonising body, and a political awareness of the colonial context provides a consistent 
critique of the use and status of Algeria in her work. Separation, however, is rarely 
discussed in Cixous' work in terms of an engagement with the political situation in 
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Algeria; rather, Algeria acts as a metaphor for other losses or as a myth of origin. 
Algeria is linked to the death of her father, who died when she was eleven, but is also 
associated by Cixous with an abstract maternal origin, ' la disparition du corps 
maternel'. 3 
Algeria is important to Cixous as a mythical site of origin which provided her 
with experience of several languages, ' and, through her first recognitions of the violent 
oppression of difference, as the beginning of her engagement with notions of alterity. 
Cixous often uses Algeria as a metaphor for her 'paradise lost', an origin which is 
defined in part by its very absence. She describes this directly: 
A Oran, j'avais un tres fort sentiment de paradis, alors meme que c'etait 
la guerre et que ma famille etait atteinte de partout... Mon pere a ete 
interdit d'exercer la medecine, nous avons perdu la nationalite francaise, je ne suis pas allee a l'ecole publique d'oü nous etions exclus. 5 
The war referred to here is the Second World War, and Algeria represents both 
Paradise and exclusion, on this occasion on account of Jewishness and not French 
nationality. Cixous constructs complex relations of exclusion through her status as a 
French Jew in a French colony: 
Cette logique de nationalite s'accompagnait de comportements qui m' ont 
toujours ete insupportables. La nation frangaise etait coloniale. Comment 
aurais-je pu titre d'une France qui colonisait le pays algerien alors que je 
savais que nous-memes juifs allemands 
... 
etions d'autres arabes. Je 
n'avais rien a faire dans ce pays. Mais je ne savais pas non plus oü j' avais a faire. 6 
The relationship between colonised and coloniser is not explored in Cixous' 
work in explicit terms, and, whilst her identity remains marked by her Jewish 
background, Algeria remains the wholly symbolic site of the birth of her writing. It is 
interesting to compare Cixous' representation of Algeria with that of Marie Cardinal, 
who also left Algeria with her family at the outbreak of the war of independence. 
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Rather than mythologising Algeria, Cardinal engages with the colonial situation and 
explores the implication of her family's identity as pied noir in colonial actions and 
discourse. ' In an analysis of the representation of Algeria in La Jeune Nee. Sue 
Thomas regards Cixous' failure to engage with the political reality of Algeria as an 
'ideologically interested foreclosure' which represses the negotiation of Algeria as 
historical and cultural site. 8 Thomas also criticises Cixous' equation, through images. 
of the female subject with the colonised and black peoples' struggle as '.. a piece of 
bathos tactless in its appropriation of the historical resonances of particular signs'. 9 I 
shall develop Thomas' arguments further in my critique of Cixous' plays which 
represent specific historical events in India and Cambodia. 
For Cixous Algeria remains a metaphorical space, and she employs the trope of 
exile to construct her identity as a writer. This is illustrated through her wordplay on 
the name of the town in which she was born: 'ORAN 
- 
HORS 
- 
EN ORAN JE` 
encompasses elements of subjectivity (je), exclusion (hors), inclusion (en) and the 
creative fruit of these combinations (orange) which is writing. " Cixous does not 
consider this experience of separation and loss to be harmful to the process of writing 
- 
quite the contrary : 
J' ai eu la chance d'avoir pour temps et lieu de naissance 1' etrangete, 
1'exil, la guerre, le souvenir fantöme de la paix, la douleur, le deuil... Et 
1 j'ai su qu'existait le deracinement... -2 
It must, however, be recognised that she has not met with the financial and political 
problems frequently faced by writers in exile, neither does she encounter other 
consequences faced by writers in exile such as lack of public recognition and difficult 
access to publication. 13 Cixous describes the positive consequences of exile, which, far 
from resulting in an enforced silence, allows the writer to find an alternative space. an 
alternative relation to the other, from which to speak. Writing is remembrance of 
absence but also resistance to loss, and the inscription of presence. Indeed. Cixous 
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suggests that loss and grief constitute the necessary foundations of all writing: 
Je crois que l'on ne peut commencer ä avancer dans le chemin de la 
decouverte d'ecriture ou d'autre chose. qu'ä partir du deuil et dann la 
reparition dun deuil. A I' origin le Beste d' ecrire est lie ä1 'experience 
de la disparition, au sentiment d'avoir perdu la clc du monde. d'avoir ete jete dehors. 14 
Cixous presents writing as recuperation and reconstitution. asserting the presence of 
paradises which are lost or absent through the inscription of grief. 
The references to war and exile in many of the quotations given in the preceding 
section refer to the exile of Jewish families during the Second \Z'orld WL. ir. an exile 
which was clearly positive in the context of the fate of many who were unable to leave 
their homes. It should be noted that fundamental to Jewish history is ejection from the 
Promised Land, a pattern repeated in the enforced exile and persecution of Jews in the 
Second World War. Despite the images of rootlessness contained in the passage above, 
and the rejection of national identities, Cixous' Jewish origin is the prime element in 
her self-identification and recurs throughout her work. Whilst Algeria provides her with 
narratives of origin for her writing and with her recognition of the complexities of 
alterity, Cixous expresses no empathy with the country or its fate. Cixous implicitly 
ascribes her sense of temporal and spatial nomadism to her Jewish background, which, 
rather than fixing her identity, supplies her with a metaphorical space from which to 
approach writing and reading, that of the margins: 'Quant au "milieu", je n'ai jamais 
appartenu au "milieu", je suis plutöt un etre de bord. '' 
During civil war in Russia and after a period of severe poverty which had led to 
the death of her younger daughter from starvation, Tsvetaeva left Russia in 1922. at the 
age of thirty. Her husband. Sergei Efron, had served in the defeated White Army, and 
Tsvetaeva emigrated to join him in Berlin. where they lived briefly before moving to 
Prague for three years. She then moved to Paris. In 1939, after her husband's dramatic 
change of allegiance and espousal of the Soviet cause. Tsvetaeva tAloweJ her husband 
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and daughter back to the Soviet Union, where she committed suicide two years later. ` '' 
Tsvetaeva was not forcibly exiled from Russia. Emigration brought extreme 
financial hardship and reduced opportunity to publish. which caused her great suffering. 
Tsvetaeva's years in Prague were, however, very productive, and a grant from a Czech 
literary fund meant that, for the first time in years, she could devote herself to her 
writing. The family enjoyed a hectic literary and social life in Prague: Tsvetaeva gave 
readings and edited the poetry section of a journal, and Efron. keen to become an actor. 
set up a dramatic studio. This latter activity is scarcely documented but must he one of 
the factors which maintained Tsvetaeva's links with the theatre, since she planned the 
'Theseus' trilogy at this time. 
Tsvetaeva's years in Paris were more difficult. She gave several successful 
poetry readings, but was not popular in emigre circles, mainly due to her ambiguous 
attitude to the Soviet Union. Her admiration for Maiakovskii's work, which she 
expressed in an open letter, did not endear her to those who regarded him as a symbolic 
hero of a hostile Soviet state. As she was considered an outsider by those who 
controlled the emigre publishing houses, Tsvetaeva published only one book in fourteen 
years in Paris. She did, however, have more success with emigre journals such as 
Sovremennye zapiski (Contemporary Notes) and Versty (Mileposts), which Efron 
helped to run. 
There are similarities between the status of Algeria in Cixous' work and that of 
Russia in Tsvetaeva's writing. Tsvetaeva expressed an ambivalent attitude to Russia. 
which held more importance for her in terms of her displacement as a metaphor for loss 
than as an absent physical space. She was opposed to the 1917 Revolution and felt the 
loss of the artistic heritage of Russia under pressure from the new Soviet state, and its 
aesthetics. Tsvetaeva did not regard any one country or geographical space as her 
practical or spiritual home: she represented herself as an outcast in all surroundings. 
and felt no less at home in the emigre circles of Paris than she had done in Russia. 
Russia is often associated in her writing with contact with other Ru,,,, ian writers 
and with her literary heritage. In the essay 'Poet i uremia (The Peet and Time )' 
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Tsvetaeva describes an eternal, essentialised Russia, which serves as a cultural and 
spiritual site rather than a geographical or political reality: 
PoccHs HHxoraa He 6bLna crpaHO 3eMnoll xaprbi. Ii exaBttme 
OTC}OAa exa. ru4 HMexxo 3a rpaHHuy: BHAUMOro. 
Ha smy Poccro craBxa no3TOB. Ha Poccmo 
- 
BCJO, xa Pocciiio 
- 
BcerJa. 
Russia was never a country on the earthly map. And those who \l cnt 
there from here really went over the frontier: of the visible. 
Its on that Russia that poets stake their bets. On Russia entire, Russia of 
all time. '7 
Tsvetaeva's poem of 1934 'Longing for the Motherland' does not express a longing toi 
return to Russia; indeed, the concept of essential national identity is ironised: 
Tocxa no poARHe! AaBHO 
Pa3o611alieHHaA Mopoxa! 
MHe cosepiueHHO Bee paBHO 
- 
1'6e COBepiiieHHO O) HHOKO 
EbITb, IIO KaKHM KäMHAM TOMOii 
bpecTH c Kouiejico}O 6a3apHo1 
B 
, 
I1OM, H He 3Ha} u nýI, 'ITO 
- 
MOIi, 
KaK FOCIIHTä. TIb lUTH Ka3apMa. 
He o6oj bIIZyCb H A3bIKOM 
PO; jHbIM, ero IIpH3bIBOM MJIe'IHbIM. 
MHe 6e3pä3jui'IHO, Hä KäKOM 
He IIOHHMäeMOri 6bITb BCTpeqHblM! 
Tax xpaH McHA He y6eper 
MODI, 
'iTO H CäMbIA 3OpKHIi CbILIZHK 
$ROJIb BCeIi AyLIIH, BCei3 
- 
IIOIIepeK! 
PO, IXHMOrO IIATHa ne CbILIjeT!... 
Longing for the motherland. A mystery 
Whose laws I've long ago penetrated. 
Now it is all the same to me 
Where I find myself isolated, 
Over which stones, quite alone, 
I trail my way home with my bazaar bag 
To some house that doesn't know it mine. 
A house like a hospital or a barracks. 
I4 
And I'll not let the milky call 
Of my own native language cheat me 
- Whichever language I'm misunderstood in is all 
The same to me, and to those I meet. 
So it is my country couldn't keep me safe from harm. 
And the most clever detective. 
Studying my soul, however deeply, 
Won't discover my hidden birthmark.... 18 
The indifference to geographical location in the face of greater exclusions displayed in 
ignorance and the banality of everyday life is recompensed by the speaker's ability to 
transcend the boundaries of space and time which are imposed on others. The only 
marker important to her is that of her own poetic creativity. 
Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's discourses about exile avoid direct engagement with the 
turbulent contemporary politics of their countries of birth, and focus on the evocation of 
an abstract site which represents the origin of their writing. For Cixous, writing, is 
encouraged by the existence and repression of difference she describes in her childhood 
in Algeria, but stronger affinities are expressed with her Jewish family background. 
another autobiographical element which is mythologised in her writing. Despite the 
serious consequences of emigration from, and return to, Russia, Tsvetaeva represents 
Russia as predominantly a spiritual and literary context with which she can he 
associated whilst in any geographical location. 
The Poet as Exile 
The personal expressions of identity demonstrated in Cixous' and Tsvetaeva' 
employment of the trope of exile are extended in their work to a suggestion of exile as a 
definitive component of poetic identity. It is this universalisation which informs my 
reading of their theatre. Throughout the work of both Tsvetaeva and Cixou' there i' an 
acute sense that the poet is outcast or exile. This is a common trope in West European 
literature in which: 
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... 
the post-Romantic condition of exile as a metaphor for the alienated or 
marginalized consciousness whereby individuals are alienated not only from the place they inhabit, but also from the things they do or the things 
they are. 
However, I suggest that Tsvetaeva and Cixous, in employing the exile as a 
representation of the writing self, go beyond traditional images of alienation. Cixoýus 
and Tsvetaeva identify themselves as exiled, and exile is fundamental to their 
aesthetics, but both writers also regard all poets as necessarily living in a state of 
metaphoric exile. Tsvetaeva describes poets (and all artists) as suffering a specitc 
separation (for which even Russia cannot compensate): 
Ho H PoccHH Ma IO. BCAKH1 II03T HO CV'IIjeCTBy' 3MHrpaHT, Aawe B 
PoccHH. 3MHrpaHT IJapcTBa He6ecHoro H 3eMHOrO paA npHpoab1. 
Ha nO3Te 
- 
Ha BCCX J IOAAX HCKyCCTBa 
- 
HO Ha rIO3Te 6o. rmme Bcero 
- 
oco6aA neliarb HeyloTa, no KOTOpOi Aa>Ke B ero co6cTBeHHoNl AoMe 
- 
y3HaeLIIb IIO3Ta. 3MHrpaHT H3 BeCCMepTbA B BpeM 1, HeB03BpaLileHeu 
B ceoe He6o. BO3bMHTe CaMbIX pa3HbIX Ii \IbICJIeHHO BbICTpOýiTe MX B 
pAA, Ha 'ibeM rrrwe 
- 
IIpHCyTCTBHe? Bce 
- 
TaM... IIepea TOii 
3MHrpaljHeiI 
- 
1{TO HaLIIa! 
But even Russia isn't enough. Every poet is essentially an emigre, even in Russia. Emigre from the Kingdom of Heaven and from the earthly 
paradise of nature. Upon the poet 
- 
upon all who belong to art, but most 
especially upon the poet 
- 
there's a particular mark of discomfort, by 
which you'll know him even in his own home. An emigre from 
immortality in time, a non-returner20 to his own heaven. Take the most 
various of them, line them up in your mind: whose face shows 
presentness? 
... 
Next to that emigration, what is ours'?, ' 
The poet suffers the demands and constraints of everyday material existence although 
they are incompatible with this realm. Tsvetaeva's dismissal of reality as a suitable 
context for poetic existence leads in her work to the suggestion of immortality as the 
poet's optimum state. This does not simply represent a perception of the realm of art 
(evidence of the poet's immortality) as a truer reflection of poetic identity than the 
poet's worldly existence. Tsvetaevva's writing on Blol:. whom she considered the 
ultimate poet, presents his death as a liberation from the burdens Of life. =-' 
14 7 
Cixous considers that the poet is exiled from all that is common to human kind: 
Un poete se vit comme soit en realite exile, en realite tragique. comme expulse. jete 
dehors, repousse jusquaux frontieres de l'univers. '`3 Cixous presents the poet here as 
an absolute exile and outsider, pushed violently to the very edge of existence. and 
forced to exist in a constant position of marginality. 
Tsvetaeva and Cixous both employ the specific image of the Jew to symbolise 
the poet: Tsvetaeva speaks of the poet as Jew, indeed she uses the term '%-id', -! - and 
Cixous has often described herself as a' juifemme' 
. 
Cixous' use of the term is not only 
metaphorical as her parents were of Jewish descent. but both writers use this metaphor 
to give an image of the poet as traditionally and historically excluded from society, a 
universal figure of martyrdom and suffering with whom they align themselves. 
In similar vein, Tsvetaeva refers to poets as ' negroes' 
. 
describing the poet 
Pushkin in terms of his blackness, with which she identifies: ' 
... 
russkii poet 
- 
negr. 
poet 
- 
negr... (Bozhe, kak sbylos'! Kakoi poet iz byvshikh i sushchikh ne neig r... ) (The 
Russian poet 
- 
is a negro, the poet 
- 
is a negro... (Oh God, and then it all made sense 
What poet, past or present, is not a negro... "). 25 The images of exile and negro are 
tellingly combined as Pushkin's grandfather came to Russia from North Africa and the 
slave trade enforced exile on many black communities. In La Jeune Nee, Cixous refers 
to the revolutionary potential of the female subject (associated explicitly in this text 
with writing) by associating blackness with the female subject: 'nous sommes "noires" 
et nous sommes belles. '26 
The image of the poet as oppressed and marginalised in society is one which 
both writers adopt, but this adoption is clearly problematic in terms of the specific 
actual exclusions of both blacks and Jews. Such adoptions arguably do not revaioris' 
the status of the Jew or black, through a supposed allegiance with the poet. but 
trivialise and de-politicise the specific discourses of oppression involved. 
Language as Refuge 
The metaphors through which Twetaeva and Cixous represent the writing self 
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are extremely similar, and this is also true of the responses which they posit to exile. 
Cixous and Tsvetaeva both suggest that language and writing are a salvationarv refuge 
for the poet. Cixous describes her escape from persecution as a Jewish child in Algeria 
into books and language: 
Je prends des livres, je quitte 1'espace reel colonial, je m'eloigne... Je ne 
vais pas lire pour lire, pour oublier 
- 
Non! Pas pour m'enfermer dans 
quelque paradis imaginaire. Je cherche: il doit y avoir quelque part inc s 27 semblables... 
Cixous denies mere escapism into the textual realm, yet the sense of distancing 
remains very clear although the displacement is active not passive. The search for her 
semblables' through reading develops into an inscription, through writing, of her own 
identity amongst them. Writing is suggested as a utopian site of liberation h vin 
oppressive discourses, colonial and patriarchal: ' S' il ya un ailleurs qui peut tchapper it 
la repetition infernale, c'est par lä, oü ca s'ecrit, oü ca revue, oü ca invente les nouveaux 
mondes. '28 Language is described as a country to be discovered, the place which the 
poet can make her own territory: 
Tout est perdu sauf les mots. C'est une experience d'enfant: les mots 
vont vers tous les autres mondes. A un certain moment, pour qui a tout 
perdu, que ce soit d'ailleurs un etre ou un pays, c'est la langue qui 
devient pays. On entre au pays des Iangues... C'est un pays ob vivent les 
poetes. 2 
The dispossessed poet has the site of language in which to seek sanctuary and, equally, 
it is in the realm of language that the condition of exile must be confronted and 
symbolised. It must be stressed that Cixous does not consider that writing is capable of 
cancelling exile, or enabling the acquisition of a unified identity for the writer. Writing 
is presented in her work as a fundamental form of resistance to separation and logy,,. 
Tsvetaeva also describes how the poet finds refuge in language. how language hreaký 
down the boundary of the individual. subjective self. The country of 1anLuaLc i' thus 
accessible to all poets. and consequently common `round i' shared with other poets 
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who inhabit the realms of language. 30 
The common refuge of all poets in language is complemented in the work of 
both Cixous and Tsvetaeva by a belief in a community of poets which extends across 
boundaries of time, space and language. Tsvetaeva asserts her faith in this community 
as a potential alternative environment which transcends all other categorisations of 
human kind: 
UOLIBeHHOCTb, HapOAHOCTb, Haw{OHaJILHOCTb. paCOBOCTb, 
KJ1 CCOBOCTb 
-H calla COBpeMeHHOCTb, 
... 
BCe 3TO TO: MKO 
IIOBepXHOCTb, IIepBbIH IHTIH CeAbMOi CJIOH KO)KH, H3 KOTOpOH I1O3T 
TOJIbKO H AenIaeT, TO JIe3eT... IIO CyU CTBy Bce IIO3TbI BCeX BpeMeH 
I'OBOpAT OAHO. ICI 3TO OJJHO TaK KCe OCTaeTCA Ha rIOBepXHOCTH KO)KIH 
Mxpa, KaK caM 3pHMMi MLip Ha rlOBepXHOCTH KOACH r1o3Ta. 
Characteristics of origin, nationality, ethnic group, race or class 
- 
and 
even of contemporaneity 
- 
all these are only superficial. the first or 
seventh layer of skin, out of which the poet has only to climb.... 
In essence all poets of all ages speak as one. And that one remains on the 
surface of the earth's skin, as the whole visible world is on the poet's 
skin. 31 
The concept of a community of poets, in which she is amongst equals and finds those 
equal to her poetry, recurs throughout Tsvetaeva's work, and was exemplified by her 
correspondence with other poets, particularly Rilke and Pasternak:. In their letters the 
three poets speak to each other across frontiers of lanLuaae, politics and geography. 32 
This site serves as a model of Tsvetaeva's ideal country. in which evvcr\ dav- material 
restrictions are left behind. Vitins describes it in terms of flight: 
It is away from this all too material earth, this pla,: c of exile and 
confinement, that the poet continually strove to escape and fly back to 
her original home, to the other worlds of poetry, correspondence and 
timelessness. 
Cixous speaks of the same continuum between writers, a communication or 
correspondance that exists outside time and space and depends solely on the boundaries 
of the text: 
15lß 
Et pour pays: la distance... 11 ya ce pays Distance. echo,, dans le corps. 
echo dans l'espace... Et pour terre: absences, absences avec presence. 
absences sans oubli, avec evocation. 
Sans terres, sans toit, mais jamais sans texte. Voila le secret. - 
Indeed, Cixous' text Jours de l'an presents in great detail the themes of finding a safe 
site within texts and of contact with other poets through the writing and readiný, 2 of 
literary texts. These intertexts form a utopia, the country of writing itself, in which all 
borders are overcome: 
En ce pays s'effacent les frontieres spatiales terrestres aeographiques et 
aussi les frontieres du temps. D'un siecle ä 1'autre, on communique et on 
transmet. C'est 1'oeuvre de tous ceux qui pratiquent un art. Lä tout est 
exil et rien nest exil. Se fait une correspondance ä trois, ä mille... 
Cixous alludes specifically ('... une correspondance ä trois') to the letters exchanged 
between Tsvetaeva, Rilke and Pasternak, which appear consistently on the reading lists 
for her seminars. Indeed, Cixous' seminar programmes themselves bear witness toi the 
way in which she has gradually selected and adopted the texts of a canon of writers to 
form her own poetic community, as she states: '... j'ai adopte une nationalite 
imaginaire qui est la nationalite litteraire'. 36 Many of the writers included in the 
seminar programme, although from different literary periods and traditions. share and 
articulate experiences of exclusion and exile. 37 Cixous describes the sense cif 
community and affinity which she gains through reading. forming her own 
contemporaneity outside the normal criteria: 
Tous ceux que je lis. qu'ils soient morts il a un ou trois siMcs ou hien 
vivants, presents ou non, sont de mon temps. Et pas seulement dann la 
lecture, mais aussi dans le siecle et le monde ou je pense. sens. crains, 
espere. Qui'' Clarice Lispector. Kafka. Rilke, Tsvetaeva, Akhnlateýva, 
Kleist, Derrida, Osip et Nadejda Mandelstarr. Il m'amuse d'etre 
brievement contemporaine de Rimbaud. Discretement. au de"ert. de 
Celan. Parfois, pendant quelques moil de Dostoievski. Et une sai,, on sur 
six de Genet. J'ai une colere de Thomas Bernhard. Et de,, admirations 
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proches de celles de Brodski. 31 
This contemporaneity revolves around Cixous as reading subject as she chooses her 
adopted colleagues in a narcissistic reflection of her own aesthetics. Verena Andermatt 
Conley rightly charges Cixous with self-indulgent escapism in her focus on such 
writers: 
Cixous' increasing desire to be associated with a group of timeless poets, 
amidst a Pleiade of limit-writers, appears to underscore the futility that 
the individual artist cannot help finding when he or she looks at the abyss 
between real issues that determine the conditions of the world and the 
writer's lack of power in being able to change them. From writing 
elsewhere that makes possible, she has shifted to writing elsewhere, but 
in the space of the impossible. 39 
The concept of the poet as an exile, but capable of creating their own 
contemporaries is present throughout all Cixous' work. It first appears in her doctoral 
thesis, later published as L' Exil de James Joyce ou Fart du remplacement. "' Her more 
recent book Manne aux Mandelstams aux Mandelas" also focuses on this. In Manne 
Cixous creates parallels between the biographies of Osip and Nadezhda Mandel'shtam 
and Nelson and Winnie Mandela, based on situations of personal, poetic and political 
exile and isolation. The text begins: 'Quand la terre terrestre est perdue. reste la tore 
celeste. '42 This text suggets the importance of resistance through writing to boundaries 
and exile, separation and loss. Cixous describes the situation: Als ont en commun Ic 
rejet, le bannissement, 1'enfermement, la perte de corps, perte de terre, de temps 
humain, mais aussi la resistance ä cette perte. "' Manne provides us with a clear 
example of the way in which Cixous regards writing as a means of ensuring that people 
are not forgotten, of inscribing their memory in the present experience of both writing! 
and reading: 
Ecrire est un geste ambivalent. Ecrire separe. isole. retire. N1ai, ý il va 
aussi necessite ä inscrire pour resister ä la mort. ä 1'effacement. au 
silence... 11 s'agit de mettre une borne ä 1'oubli. Nous ne devons pa' 
ecrire pour oublier. mais pour noun rappeler de rappeler. '-4 
15-' 
Thus, writing for Cixous allows the trace of absence. It is capable of both resisting and 
expressing loss: 'II ne faut pas oublier. L'ecriture ce n'est qu'au fond qu'un anti- 
oubli. 145 This combination of gain and loss, projection and memory is also posited by 
Tsvetaeva as the foundation of all art: 'Ibo chto zhe vse iskusstv-o. kak ne 
nakhozhden'e poteriannykh veshchei, ne uvekovechenie 
- 
utrat? («"hat is all art if not 
the finding of lost things, the immortalization of things lost")'. " Tsvetaeva asserts that 
all art serves memory, whereas Cixous refers specifically to writing, but the statements 
remain strikingly similar in their definitions of the main purpose of art. and 
demonstrate the significance of loss and memory to the aesthetics of both Tsvctaeva and 
Cixous. 
The Further Exile of the Woman Writer 
Before considering the representation of exile and separation in the play,, cat 
Tsvetaeva and Cixous, it is helpful to discuss a further instance of isolation, that of the 
woman writer. Women writers often use the trope of the boundary, reflecting their 
position as outsiders in many spheres of life. The trope has been recognised to such an 
extent that it also informs critical approaches to women's writing. " The image of the 
boundary or border in feminist literary theory commonly demonstrates the presence of 
a' poetics of displacement' in work by many women writers. `' Exile from dominant 
discourses is experienced by all women to some degree; however, the woman writer- 
and the female voice have often remained outside traditional literary canons. The 
woman writer often perceives the lack of a female literary heritage, which may exclude 
her from literary tradition and history, even within the sacred land of writers described 
by Tsvetaeva and Cixous. Cixous recognises this specific isolation: 
There is something of a foreignness. a feeling of not being accepted or of 
being unacceptable, which is particularly insistent when, as a woman. 
you suddenly get into that strange country of writing where mo't 
inhabitants are men and where the fate of women is still ncet settled... "' 
15-, 
However, Cixous' descriptions of a community of poets do not reflect any such 
concerns. Indeed, it is difficult to reconcile her statement of the specific obstaLles faced 
by women when approaching writing with the transcendence of sexual difference she 
claims for some writers, and the untroubled identification amongst writers which shhc 
asserts. 
Standard theories of tradition and lineage in poetry do not provide the woman 
writer with her own space, and assume that influences upon her are the same. and 
structured in the same way, as those of male writers. An example of this is Harold 
Bloom's The Anxiety of Influence, 50 which draws upon Freudian oedipal theory to 
explain the influence exerted by one poet over another.; ' Obviously the place of the 
woman writer in this schema is problematic: there is no place for her in the paternal- 
filial lineage. In Bloom's terms she cannot experience rivalry with the father-poet, and 
there is no equivalent mother-poet with whom she can identify. Indeed, if a mother-poet 
were inserted into this oedipal discourse she would be a debilitating influence, robbing 
the woman writer of power, as the latter is forced to recognise the 'lack' of creative 
power of the mother, and to desire the male pen, the phallic representation of paternal 
creativity. Bloom's theory illustrates the double exile of the woman writer, whose c mi v 
into language and writing is represented in patriarchal tradition as lacking genetic and 
symbolic inheritance or maternal genealogy. 
Cixous describes a situation of displacement, or illegitimacy. of having no 
territory in which to represent herself in writing, and no pattern to follow: 
Toutes les raisons pour lesquelles je croyais n'avoir pas le droit d'ecrire. 
les bones et les moins bonnes, et les vraies fausses: - je n'ai pas de lieu 
d' oü ecrire. Aucun lieu legitime, ni terre. ni patrie, ni histoire ä moi. 52 
In the word patrie, the continuation of images of an absent land coincides with a sense 
of isolation within traditional. patriarchal discourse. Tsvetaeva also expresses this 
feeling of exclusion and homelessness in her work. 'Poet' written in 1923. is a 
forceful example. `' The poem asserts that the poet is unable to locate a 
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discourse or culture within which to be understood. Tsvetaeva considers that the poet 
exists outside all such contexts, demanding the impossible from everyday life and 
remaining unquantifiable in any earthly measure. 
Both Tsvetaeva and Cixous assume that language and poetry provide a sanctuary 
for the writer which is capable of transcending exclusions. In this instance, they present 
language as an equally accessible and neutral realm for the expression of female 
subjectivity and poetic identity. This suggestion has been questioned in Chapter Two. 
and is clearly contested in other areas of Cixous' work. However, the utopian notion of 
a community of poets capable of sustaining individual poetic identity would seem to 
erase questions of gender specific relations to language. Language does not provide a 
neutral territory and must be perceived as a construct which inevitably reflects the 
dominant mechanisms of exclusion of the culture in question. The female subject, and 
thus women writers, find themselves located on its margins: 
It is a specific social and cultural structure which deprives women of 
their desire and of the possibility of their expressing it, viz., because 
language and the systems of representation cannot 'translate' that desire. 
According to this, women are effectively totally lost, "outside of 
themselves"... 54 
There are potentially many different levels of exile at work here. Woman is exiled from 
the mother by the fear of also being defined as 'lacking', which results in a paucity of 
representations of female-female bonds. She is also exiled from her own body, as it 
represents lack and is given no value. Thus a suggestion that the woman writer 
experiences further estrangement from her own subjectivity and from traditional literary 
contexts problematises the concept, articulated by Tsvetaeva and Cixous, of a 
community of writers which transcends all criteria of difference. 
The preceding sections explored Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' use of the trope of 
exile in their respective articulations of poetic identity. I have explored both the 
tendency of the metaphorical use of exile to erase specific political situations, and the 
response of a relocation into language which is presented as universally accessible and 
suitable. Having established important aesthetic and critical contexts. I will now 
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examine the consistency of Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' engagement with notion,, of exile 
in the articulations of poetic identity present in their theatre. 
Exile and Paradises Lost in Tsvetaeva's Theatre 
Whilst Tsvetaeva's theatre does not offer representations of political or 
geographical exile, the themes of separation, isolation and loss recur throughout. As in 
Cixous' theatre, an abstract, yet ever present. paradise lost underpins these works. 
The paradises in question, as I shall discuss in relation to specific plays, are 
ideal but ultimately absent worlds. The late eighteenth century, one of Tsvetaeva's 
many "elsewheres", 55 is a romanticised past, a temporal paradise lost. The eighteenth 
century functions in Tsvetaeva's work as a site of pre-revolutionary hedonism. The 
revolution in question here is clearly the French Revolution; however I would argue 
that parallels are drawn with the Russian revolution. Tsvetaeva creates protagonists 
who represent elements of her ideal community, including an acceptance of the non- 
fixity of gender, an overriding respect for poetry, and freedom from culturally encoded 
patriarchal ideology. As I shall later show in relation to Cixous' theatre, the evocation 
of such paradises is an integral component in the dramatisation of poetic identity. 
In his recent work on Tsvetaeva, Makin points out a common element of lhcr 
early plays: 
Several of them address the dying of an age, the loss of grandeur. the 
painful passage of time: the prominence of the late eighteenth century 
- 
Tsvetaeva's favourite historical analogy for the Russian Revolutions and 
the frank nostalgia for a disappearing nobility (both social and 
56 personal)... 
References to the eighteenth century are consistent in Ts\'etaeva's early theatre. 5- 
Prikliuchenie (An adventure), Fortuna (Fortune) and Feniks (The Phoenix), which 
were written in close succession. all have their sources in eighteenth-century memoir. 
Fortuna is based on the memoirs of the Duc de Lauzun. the other, on the memoirs of 
l-h 
Casanova. Both these people were flamboyant adventurers, travellers and lovers who 
encapsulate the essence of the eighteenth century for Tsvetaeva. Their lives were not 
restricted by material limitations, in contrast to Tsvetaeva's own existence at the time 
of writing the plays. 
However, the eighteenth century is not only an unattainable ideal world in 
Tsvetaeva's writing of this period. As Makin comments, the eighteeenth century serves 
as a means through which Tsvetaeva can express her attitudes to social change in 
contemporary Russia, and this is clear in Fortuna. After a series of romantic adventures 
and political manoeuvres, the Duc de Lauzun is sentenced to death for having joined the 
loyalist rebellion in revolutionary France. The final scene shows his last hours before 
execution and can be read as an allegory of Tsvetaeva's attitudes towards the Russian 
Revolution. The Duc de Lauzun faces death with extravagant aristocratic gestures, 
ordering a lavish meal and crying Wive la reine' before his executioner. 58 The play 
evokes the pre-revolutionary past as an "elsewhere" in which greater personal and 
social freedoms were permitted (albeit for the wealthy few), and Tsvetaeva aligns 
herself with de Lauzun against the revolutionary forces. 
I will now examine several of Tsvetaeva's plays in the context of exile, focusing 
in each on the representation of different states of isolation and suggesting that the 
characters placed in such exiles are the poet-figures of Tsvetaeva's theatre. Metel' (The 
Snowstorm) (written in 1918) is set in 1830, but one of the characters, denoted simply 
as ' Starukha' (Old Woman) is described in the dramatis personae as ' ves' XVIII vek 
(the whole of the eighteenth century)'. She reminisces about the luxury and vitality of 
the days of her youth. 59 The theme of the eighteenth century is not developed in detail 
in this play, but informs the contrasts constructed between the vulgarity and 
superficiality of the present day, represented by the other guests at the inn, and the 
past, glimpsed through the romantic memories of the Old Woman. The contrasts in this 
play form a pattern replicated throughout Tsvetaeva's theatre and which centres upon 
the plight of a figure trapped in, and restricted by, the everyday material world, whilst 
aspiring to transcend it. 
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Metel' (The Snowstrom) is constructed around these contrasts: however I would 
argue that a more coherent understanding of the play can be reached through the linking 
of such contrasts with a representation of poetic identity. This combination (discussed 
earlier in this chapter in terms of Tsvetaeva's aesthetics) first appears in her theatre in 
this play and remains consistently central to her plays. In Metel' (The Snowstorm) an 
anonymous woman, apparently having left her husband, enters an inn alone on New 
Year's Eve. The innkeeper and his few customers attempt to entertain her, but she is 
repelled by their vulgarity and sits alone by the window. An old woman recounts her 
memories of past years and past loves. A mysterious gentleman arrives and joins the 
Lady by the window. He interprets her flight from her husband as representative of a 
greater dissatisfaction with the superficiality of human existence. Having hypnotised the 
Lady to prevent her from remembering their meeting, he disappears back into the 
raging snowstorm. 
The Lady is immediately exiled from her vulgar environment, and further 
displaced by the revelation that she has just left her husband and home. The mysterious 
Gentleman represents an ultimately inaccessible world. As discussed briefly in Chapter 
One, the play was clearly influenced by the figure of Blok's 'Neznakomka (The 
Unknown Lady)' who, at different stages of Blok's poetic evolution, served as erotic 
ideal and powerful muse figure. 60 The Gentleman, however, is poet and not muse. He 
arrives out of and departs into the snowstorm with which he is associated, and 
immediately prior to his appearance, the Lady is staring intently out of the window into 
the snowstorm. 61 References to Tsvetaeva's iconography in the Gentleman's 
introduction suggest that he is presented as ideal poet figure. He presents himself as: 
' Kniaz' Luny, Rotondy kavaler 
-i Rytsar' Rozy (Prince of the Moon, Cavalier of the 
Cloak, 
- 
and Knight of the Rose)' 9 62 the rose, moon and cloak are elements associated 
with poetic creativity and the figure of the poet in Tsvetaeva's work. `'? The 
Gentleman, as poet figure, represents the idyll of poetry and its fleeting appearance 
amidst the vulgarity and banalities of everyday life. The innate compatibility of the two 
main characters is symbolised through the cloaks which they both wear, the fact that 
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they are both mysterious travellers in the snowstorm and their position opposite each 
other close to the window, and distant from the other bawdy characters. Rather than 
joining in the New Year celebrations, they toast each other as kindred travellers and 
pilgrims. This compatibility remains, however, unarticulated within the narrative of the 
play as the Gentleman ensures that she will not remember their meeting, ' and thus 
Tsvetaeva emphasises the impossibility of the existence of this other realm in the here 
and now. I would argue that the fading sound of the distant bells of the Gentleman's 
carriage can be read as signifiers of the Lady's as-yet-unattainable land of poetry. This 
association is encouraged by the implicit allusions to Blok in the play ( discussed in 
Chapter One), and it is revealed through reference to one of Tsvetaeva's poems 
dedicated to Blok in which she evokes identical imagery: 
OH noeT MHe 
3ä CHHHMH OKHaMH, 
OH IIOeT MHe 
Ey6eHILamH gaJIeKuMH, 
He sings to me 
Through the pale blue windows 
He sings to me 
Like distant bells65 
The Lady continues to carry the traces of her affinity with this paradise lost, namely 
her cloak and the courage to travel in the snowstorm; however, the idealised and absent 
country of poetry remains sorrowfully absent from her immediate temporal and spatial 
environment. 
Throughout her work Tsvetaeva presents the poet as an exile from another 
world, forced to live amongst mundane routine and the incomprehension of inferiors 
around them. In Tsvetaeva's theatre we are presented with a series of extraordinary 
individuals who are superior to those around them and ill at ease in their earthly 
surroundings. All of them aspire to transcend this existence in some way, even if such 
transcendence can only ultimately be achieved through death. 
One such figure is Casanova, who was associated for Tsvetaeva with the 
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eighteenth century and an idealised past. " In Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) he leads a 
carefree and often scandalous existence. surrounded by the luxurious lifestyle of the 
European aristocracy, although we sense a gentle irony in this portrayal as the character 
of Henri/Henriette remains the clear focus of the play. 67 In the later Feniks ( The 
Phoenix 68 Tsvetaeva presents a very different and much older Casanova, now 
employed as a librarian in the Castle of Dux in Bohemia. His symbolic importance as a 
personification of the eighteenth century is much greater in this play. as illustrated by 
Tsvetaeva's specific description of the character in the notes to scene three of the play: 
HH1Iero OT pa3BäJIHHbI, BCe OT OCTOBa. Mo)KeT B xaxj10-To 
CCKyHfny paccbIIIaTbCSI IIpaxoM. Ho 1o 3TOfi CeKjlHZbI BecI - 
4opMV7a 
XVIII Bexa. 
Nothing like a ruin; exactly like a skeleton. At any moment lie could turn 
to dust. But until that second he remains very much 
- 
the formula of the 
eighteenth century. " 
The figure of Casanova also attracted Tsvetaeva's attention for his extensive reading 
and writing in later life (in addition to his memoirs he wrote several broadly 
philosophical and historical teats). 70 His predicament in Feniks is that of the displaced 
and misunderstood poet, condemned to everyday vulgarity and the insults of imposters. 
The play describes Casanova's life in the castle as he is subjected to the malicious 
ridicule of the servants who mock his clothes, manners and age. More importantly. he 
is also faced with petty rivalry from the trite resident poet. 7' The appropriately named 
Viderol (explicitly 'Vide rOle') improvises verses on request for the Count's guests, and 
they praise him rapturously. Casanova expresses a rather different view, however: 
MnaReHUecxoe n`'cTocnosbe! 
Kax 6apa6aHHOH nepenoxxe 
He TpeCHyTb OT TaKO}i TpyXIi? 
(BHueponlo. ) 
CTHWOHKH, cy, uapb, He CTHXH! 
CTbI, alfTeCb! 
Infantile verbiage' 
I low can our eardrums 
Fail to pop from such trash? 
(to Viderol) 
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iicse are unties. sir. not2poems. 
You should be ashamed! ' 
It should be noted that Casanova's five-line speech contains assonance and alliteration. 
forming a contrast to the predictable rhythms and exact rhymes of Viderol' s 'ditty'. 
Casanova defends poetry against this young pretender. and is consequently ostracised. 
as all others present are convinced of Viderol's genius. 
Many of the details of Casanova's humiliation at their hands are taken directly 
from Casanova's memoirs. However, the main detail relevant to this chapter is the 
ending of the play. The third and last scene has important timing: 'Poslednii char 1799 
goda. Rev novogodnei meteli. (The last hour of the year 1799. The roar of a New 
Year's snowstorm). 174 Casanova makes his final dramatic exit from Tsvetaeva's theatre 
as the eighteenth century comes to a close with the ironic declaration 'S novvnl vckoým 
(Happy New Century! )'. 75 The directions in the text clearly point to the symbolic 
importance of this moment: 'Poslednie slova sovpadaiut s pervvm udarom polnochi. 
(These last words coincide with the first stroke of midnight)'. 76 Casanova had in fact 
died before 1799, but Tsvetaeva deliberately associates his demise with the arrival of 
the new century. His refusal to be part of it is symbolised by his exit into the 
snowstorm, presumably never to be seen again. The snowstorm again represents the 
otherworldly and the poetic, into which Casanova escapes. 
The theme of the alienation and solitude of the poet in the material world is also 
important to Prikliuchenie (An Adventure). However. here it is not Casanova but 
Henri/Henriette who is presented as belonging to another world (in striking similarity 
to the mysterious Gentleman in Metel') and is associated with elusive moonlight 
throughout the play. Other characters try to categorise Henri'Henriette in terms of 
gender, class or nationality yet s/he is unfixable. " When s/he leaves the dramatic 
scene, s/he disappears into a moonbeam, -' and this elsewhere can he seen as a 
development of the creative maelstrom of the snowstorm, a development which 
articulates the play's focus on the transcendence of gender categories. " 
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Tsvetaeva's Ariadna (Ariadne) and Fedra (Phaedra), also foreground the themes 
of isolation, separation, dissatisfaction with earthly situations, and the potential 
transcendence of these through a different, and arguably negative existence as 
immortal or dead. Both plays are haunted by the distant possibility yet inaccessibility of 
paradise, and the mutual incompatibility of personal happiness and immortality. In 
Tsvetaeva's dramatisation of the Ariadne narrative the scene in which Theseus 
relinquishes Ariadne to Bacchus is structurally and thematically central. The encounter 
is presented as a conflict between two separate worlds, that of mortal love and its 
frailty (represented by Theseus), and transcendent immortality (offered by Bacchus). 
The first time we see Ariadne, she is playing with Aphrodite's ball of golden thread 
which will lead Theseus safely out of the labyrinth. As she throws the ball higher and 
higher she expresses a desire to escape from mortal existence: 
ApHaAxa: 
«3onoTOH HeBeCTHH 
gap 
- 
noAaimuie cnpA'b!... » 
OT 3eMJIH HeB Ho 
BbIrne, BbILIIe, MSIq! 
The golden gift of brides 
Fly further! 
... From this mortal earth 
Higher, higher, ball ! 80 
Once reunited with Theseus after he has slain the Minotaur, she declares her love for 
him and they leave for Naxos. However, while Ariadne sleeps. the voice of Bacchus 
commands Theseus to surrender her to him and to her greater destiny, mocking the 
limitations of mortal love. 8' The immortality of Bacchus and his power to transcend 
earthly limitations is reinforced throughout this scene by the images of death and decay 
which he employs to taunt Theseus. However, the transcendence of mortality offered 
by Bacchus is problematic, since it is engineered without Ariadne's consent. She sleeps 
throughout these discussions and Theseus notes the injustice of deciding her fate 
without consulting her. 82 Ariadne's immortality is thus achieved only through the 
sacrifice of love and disregard of the desires she voiced so frankly earlier in the play. 
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Human love and immortality are presented as incompatible. indeed mutually exclusive. 
The Nurse's inquisition of Fedra at the beginning of Tsvetaeva's Fedra reveals 
the latter's entrapment within a loveless marriage. 83 and Fedra's attempts to transcend 
this through the poetic and spiritual expression of her desires rc'ults in Hippolytus' 
misogynistic rejection of her and finally her death. Fedra's immortality is clearly only 
achieved through her sacrifice and death and, in a similar pattern to that revealed in 
Ariadna, transcendence is problematically attained. 
As I shall suggest in Chapter Five, Fedra is the strongest representation of the 
poet in Tsvetaeva's theatre. As such, she cannot survive in exile, without an 
understanding reader, and without communication. Fedra is exiled from the dominant 
patriarchal discourse, as shown by her dialogue with Theseus and by Hippolytus' 
misogynistic speeches, and separated from her desire by her social definition as wife 
and stepmother which deprive her of autonomous status. 84 Fedra has no alternative toi 
this imposed silence: the only means of transcending the denial of her desire and her 
language is death. However, Tsvetaeva presents Phaedra's death as inspirational in 
some senses, and the all-female chorus vow to glorify her and ensure her 
immortality. 85 But the transcendence represented in both Ariadna and Fedra cocxists 
with punitive narrative closures (women who transgress do not survive) and should, I 
argue, be read more negatively than Tsvetaeva's earlier abstract et positive 
elsewheres, which were chosen by the poet-figures in her plays in preference to their 
everyday surroundings. 
These central characters from Tsvetaeva's theatre dramatise different scenario. 
of isolation in their respective metaphorical exiles from ideal worlds. The Lady in 
Metel' is isolated in contemporary banality, desiring both the elegance of the eighteenth 
century (as portrayed by the Old Woman) and the glimpse of romantic and creative 
inspiration represented by the Gentleman. Casanova is misunderstood and humiliated by 
his contemporaries and through his refusal to enter the new century and praise the 
inferior poet Viderol. he maintains his association with the idyllic ýr. ace of the 
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eighteenth century and the defence of true poetry against imposters. Henri'Henriette 
defies boundaries of fixed identity, particularly gender categories (as I will show in 
Chapter Four) and asserts her creativity. She cannot continue in the society portrayed 
and leaves into the elsewhere symbolised by the moonbeam. Ariadne and Fedra achieve 
ultimate transcendence, because the restrictions forced upon them by patriarchal society 
and misogyny render their survival impossible. All these characters exit from their 
respective scenes into mysterious "elsewheres" which are unrepresentable and 
inaccessible to the audience. 
Exile and Paradises Lost in Cixous' Theatre 
Exile is a constant theme of Cixous' theatre. The exiles represented are 
predominantly metaphorical; however, several plays present specific historical 
contexts, such as the struggle for power in Cambodia or the partition of India, which 
involve the actual exile of individuals or, indeed, whole peoples. As I will demonstrate 
in the following section, narratives of separation, loss, exclusion, and the responses to 
them dominate Cixous' theatre. The dual inscription of loss and resistance to it are 
fundamental themes and motivations of her plays. 
The previous chapter showed that structures of exclusion constitute the central 
focus of Portrait de Dora and, in the form of patriarchal and psychoanalytic structures, 
is presented by Cixous as preventing 'Dora' from asserting her subjectivity and taking 
control of her life. Cixous represents 'Dora' 's exclusion in terms of physical 
disorientation and feelings of displacement. 'Dora' says 'Si seulement je savais 
simplement ou' je suis maintenant, dans quel pays je pourrais commencer ä croire. 'R6 
'Dora' suffers multiple exiles, patriarchal family structures have distanced her from her 
mother, and prevent her from expressing her sexual desires. her hysterical symptoms 
demonstrate exile from her own body and subjectivity. Within the play there is no 
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transcendence of this exile and no suggested paradise. 'Dora' leaves the psychoanalytic 
realm of her consultations with 'Freud', yet does not enter other more positive realms. 
Le Nom d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit also represents a female subject exiled and 
alienated from her own desires and the expression of them. This play reveals the 
multiple exiles experienced by the female subject, exiles inflicted by patriarchal society. 
and arguably by psychoanalysis. These include the separation of woman from man. 
woman from her own body and from sexual desire, subject from language, mother 
from son. Cixous demonstrates that these separations combine to construct the 
fundamental exile of woman (represented here by Jocasta) from society and language. 
The impossibility of remaining in a pre-Symbolic relationship with Oedipus condemns 
Jocasta to a fatal isolation: 
Jocaste: 
J'etais nous. Je suis personne. Je suis ce desert... 
Hier... 
Des joies m'enlevent, me portent 
Par-dessus les terres, autour du monde. 
I1 ya un mur, j' arrive, 
Un rire de feu sort de ma bouche, 
Le mur s'ouvre, je passe, entre les temps, 
J' avance, je parcours 1' Espace sans fond... 87 
The last lines of this passage contain a spatial metaphor for Jocasta's impending death, 
but they also describe her ejection from the paradise of the past relationship with 
Oedipus, the communal ' nous' 
. 
Transcendence of the social and cultural restrictions 
which separate Jocasta from her desires results only in emptiness and eternal solitude. 
Cixous' two plays engage with separations of enormous cultural and mythical 
significance. Through the figures of Dora and Jocasta, Cixous shows how the female 
subject is exiled within, and by, dominant cultural discourses. But Cixous' later plays 
engage with narratives of real historical and political exile. La Prise de 1'ecole de 
MadhubaI88 represents a transitional phase in which the exile of the female subject. as 
presented in Cixous' earlier plays, is combined with a pre-existing narrative of exile. 
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This narrative concerns an individual woman, not an entire people. but the political 
consequences are clear. Based on an Indian legend, the play centres on the relationship 
between two women, Sakundeva and Pandala. Sakundeva. the leader ()I' a group ()t 
guerillas, is in hiding from government forces and has been in enforced exile trom tier 
home for many years. She returns to her village and to Pandala. a maternal prophet- 
figure, in order to decide whether to surrender on her own terms (which include the 
provision of a school for girls in the region) or whether to refuse all negotiations with 
the government. Sakundeva's life story is revealed through her conversation with 
Pandala, and is portrayed as a series of exclusions and losses inflicted by patriarchal 
society. As a female child she was excluded from formal education, to serve as virtual 
slave to her father, who abused her. She was then sold to a repugnant elderly relative 
who raped her. 89 She became an outlaw unable to remain in any one place for ll ng. 
but her close relationship with Pandala represents an idyllic escape from censure and 
persecution. The escape from her past suffering is achieved through action and 
rebellion, but the end of the play offers little optimism as to the results of her struggle. 
Reframing History: Legends of Exile 
I will discuss Cixous' next two plays in tandem as they raise similar problems 
connected with the employment of historical events to symbolise metaphorical 
narratives of exile and paradise lost. L'Histoire terrible mail inachevee de Norodom 
Sihanouk Roi du Cambodge, 90 the first of Cixous' two 'historical' plays. deals with 
the turbulent period in Cambodian history from 1955 to 1979. :1 sense of the 
combination of the historical and the metaphorical is already apparent in the dediLation 
to the Cambodian people: '... qui sont devant la mors et sous les canons. dan' 1'exil. 
des chefs-d'oeuvres de 1c gýrete et fidelite. '91 The play describes the struggle 1or 
control of Cambodia between the monarchy and the Khmer RouLc. within the contest 
of the self-interested interventions of the United States and the Sovict union. amongst 
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others. Prince Sihanouk struggles to preserve his people and culture, first against the 
Americans who are looking for strategic investments near Vietnam, and then against the 
Khmer Rouge. Cixous describes her main motives for choosing this subject: 'Pourquoi 
le Cambodge? Par souci pour ce qui est precaire', 92 and she expresses the wish to 
preserve Cambodian culture and national identity, to ensure it survives, and to 
reinscribe it in the present of the theatre. 
It is clear, however, that the "Cambodian self" is inextricably linked to Cixous' 
own poetic agenda, which exploits historical and political narratives for purely 
metaphorical purposes. Both this play and L'Indiade have been criticised for their 
naive treatment of political figures and situations. 93 Indeed, the play presents a highly 
subjective view of Cambodia and of Sihanouk himself which may originate in part from 
the background to the play's conception. Having visited Cambodia in the seventies, 
Mnouchkine had wanted for some time to write a play on its recent history, and finally 
commissioned a play from Cixous on this subject. Another factor important to the tone 
of the play is Mnouchkine's work on Shakespeare's historical plays prior to the 
production of L'Histoire terrible... which encouraged her to embark upon historical 
narratives. Mnouchkine's enthusiasm for Shakespeare's portrayal of history, a History 
decided by the deeds of great men and feudal kings, is in stark contrast to the 
representation of history in earlier plays by the Theatre du Soled, as discussed in 
Chapter One. The combination of Cixous' desire to portray symbolic meanings through 
the representation of Cambodian history and Mnouchkine's romanticisation of many of 
the central figures result in a neglect of the political details of events: 
... 
in the last analysis, it is Cixous herself who determines the final fate 
of Cambodia 
- 
the version that her audience carries away from the 
theatre. What she authorises is an account unified and closed.. 
. 
an 
account reduced for the Parisian stage and fatally over-simplified. 94 
One example of over-simplification is the problematic portrayal of a heroic Sihanouk. 
which is clearly influenced by Mnouchkine's 'disconcerting nostalgia for the feudal 
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concept of regal power'. 95 The grief resulting from separation in the play ernerge 
from Sihanouk's personal situation. He spends much of the play in exile. travelling 
from one country to another in search of political and financial allies. He consistently 
presents his mission as the protection of his people and their culture, and his speeches 
are naive and paternalistic: 
Sihanouk: 
O mon peuple. 0 mes enfants!... 
Ah! Mais oü est mon peuple? 
Oü va mon peuple? 
96 Et moi, oü vais je? Quand le retrouverai je?... 
Cixous presents Sihanouk's separation from the Cambodian people as undermining his 
identity, an identity which is shown as coinciding simplistically with that of the 
Cambodian nation. Indeed, he laments his exile in terms of their loss: 
Sihanouk: 
O mon Cambodge, on nous separe, on m'enlev, e ä toi, 
On t'exile de moi, on nous traite comme des esclaves. `" 
The whole of Cambodia is thus seen as exiled from Sihanouk, who describe,, himself in 
terms of a defining origin, unproblematically equated with the population. The 
Prologue to the second part of the play, entitled ' Deuxieme Epoque', foreground,, this, 
figurative exile and encourages a reading of the character of Sihanouk as the 
personification of the struggle and pain of his people: 
le Choeur: 
Maintenant le Prince est ä Pekin. 
Et le Cambodge est tout eperdu 
11 ne sait plus oü il se trouve, 
Ou A Pekin ou ä Phnom Penh, 
A l' interieur ou en dehors de lui-meme, 
Ni qui il est, ni de quel bord, 
Ni de quel genre. ni comment il s'appelle. 
Ni dann quelle langue etrangere 
A quell dieux s'adressc: r, ä quell maitres. 9` 
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In the play Sihanouk is a highly poetic figure. presented through implicit and explicit 
analogies with Shakespearean characters. 99 He quotes from Shakespeare and from 
Western literature and this literariness distinguishes him from the cynical politicians 
who manipulate Cambodia for their own interests, but also aligns him with the \Vest 
through the evocation of his Western education. He frequently makes hi«hly Cliched 
statements: 'Les etoiles, je les adore! Elles sont les images divines de no', dcsirs'. '° 
which may be deliberately trite on Cixous' part. However, such statements are in fact 
reminiscent of Cixous' own style and indeed recurrent images from elsewhere in her 
work appear in Sihanouk's speeches. The ambiguity of Sihanouk's discourse and 
persona persists as he is presented as foolish and deluded yet deserving of our sympathy 
and superior to those around him. The play achieves no distance from Sihanouk's 
paternalistic and ultimately self-serving claims on the Cambodian people, and the 
portrayal of this powerful character as a holy fool trivialises the suffering of the 
ordinary population. 
The theme of a paradise lost from which Sihanouk is exiled permeates the 
representation of Cambodia in the play. The country is presented as an abstract, eternal 
land, serving as a contrast to the war-mongering, exploitative, highly politicised nations 
with which it comes into contact. Sihanouk describes it in highly poetic and intertextual 
terms: 
Mais je suis lä, Sihanouk est lä, le Cambodge existe! Novus sommes lä, a 
la pointe de la grande Asie! Vous voyez? lä! Le fer de lance de la 
neutralite, 1'etendard blanc, ni bleu, ni rouge; le glorieux havre de tcýuteý 
les fiertes, this other Eden, this demi-paradise. c'est nous. this happy 
breed of men, this little world, this blessed plot. cette forteresse qui s'est 
bätie la Nature contre la contagion du monde et le bras de la perre... 
101 
The presentation of Cambodia as Sihanouk's lost heroic idyll. and of Sihanouk as poet 
are combined in Sihanouk's response when asked what he will do in exile. lie replies: 
J'ecrirai l' histoire de mon pays. Premier episode: Par-adis Lost. ''ý'= This enacts the 
final identification between Cixous and Sihanouk. united in the necessary eile of the 
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poet, but also suggests that Sihanouk. perhaps like Cixous. uses a real political exile as 
a metaphor for his own creative projects. 
Cixous does not accord the Cambodian people. evicted from their towns and 
villages into the Khmer camps and suffering internal exile. the luxury of inscribing 
their loss in writing. Indeed, their exile is seen as secondary to that of the lost paternal 
ruler. However, we witness the meetings of a group of women who provide an 
alternative commentary on events. These women. La Reine Kossomak ( Sihanouk' s 
mother), Madame Mom Savay (a friend of the queen). Madame Khieu Samnol 
(shopkeeper and mother of Khieu Samphan, a member of the Khmer Rouge). and 
Madame Lam-n6 (a Vietnamese woman). accept and overcome their differences in 
nationality, politics, religion and language whilst also keeping alive the memory of 
those who have died. The solidarity of the four women reaffirms life in the face of 
separation and death, and their exile is far more painful than Sihanouk's. However, 
they too describe Cambodia in idyllic terms. Khieu Samnol has the power to contact the 
dead and they recall Sihanouk's father, Sumarit. However, it is not possible to read the 
women as constructing an alternative definition of Cambodia to that of its ruler because 
they plead with Sumarit to contact his son and deliver the country. 103 Sumarit 
borrows a bicycle in order to cycle to Peking and see his son. The voyage is clearly 
unrealistic, but in addition to its surreal nature it unfortunately fetishises the 'Orient' 
through the image of the bicycle which carries Sumarit to Peking despite American 
tanks, bombers and Khmer Rouge patrols. 
The play ends with a conversation between the group of women, now also dead. 
and Sumarit the dead king, and focuses on the pain of exile: ' Voici I'heure du Grand 
Exil. La douce terre du Cambodge n'est plus le pays des Khmers. '° The Khmer 
language, described as I notre source, notre liberte. notre terre sublime. notre survie, 
notre memoire et notre fierte' 1°'ý is suggested as a means of maintainim, their links 
with the identity of Cambodia. The ultimate suggestion that language is a refuge for 
exiles echoes Cixous' aesthetics of exile discussed earlier in this chapter. However, 
hope for the future is associated not with political development and resolution in 
Cambodia, but with the perpetuation of an eternal, immutable vision of Cambodia 
expressed by Sumarit, the dead king: 'Et lorsqu'un jour enfin une mine ouverture se 
fers dans la haute paroi de 1'exil, alors nos descendants s'elanceront Vers l'eternel 
Cambodge... '106 
L'Indiade ou L'Inde de leurs reves107 must be seen as the culmination of 
Cixous' employment of historical scenarios of separation and exile to represent 
metaphorical exiles. She selects a historical instance of separation 
- 
the partition et 
India 
- 
to symbolise intersubjective relations and attitudes to the other. The play treats a 
traumatic period of Indian history, the struggle for independence, leading to the 
assassination of Gandhi in 1948, and the partition of India which led to death and 
displacement for whole communities. Partition is described in dramatic terms in 
Cixous' introduction to the play: 'Tout est separe, population, villages. tleuv-c,,. 
communautes 
... 
En un jour dix millions d'etres sont deracines. ' "'ý The first character 
we encounter in the play is Haridasi, a nomadic Bengali woman, who provides a 
prologue to the play in the form of her mystical evocation of a paradise lost. The Very 
fact that Haridasi has no land of her own and no territorial claims aligns her with 
Gandhi and spiritual belonging, rather than geographical division and political 
allegiance. Her evocation depicts India as a site where once even the most fundamental 
divisions did not exist: 
Haridasi: 
Moi? Moi je suis Haridasi. 
Mon village: L'Inde entiere. 
Tout homme est mon frere. 
Toute femme est ma soeur. 
Qu'est-ce que je fais ici" 
Je suis ici me demandant comment l' Inde a commence 
. Quand il n'yy avait ni Anglais ni hindou ni musulman ni ma'culin ni 
feminin 
D'oü vient ce pays, je me demande... "" 
This clear mythologisation of India as land of undifferentiated origin rephi`ates the 
awkward combination of the mythical and the historical seen In 
I. IIl`tolrc terrible.... 
As in Cixous' portrayal of Sihanouk, in L'Indiade ou 1' Inde de leurs reves 
certain characters' experiences of exile are foregrounded, and these characters are 
clearly associated with the poet-figure in Cixous' aesthetics. Gandhi and the poet. 
Mohammed Iqbal, express the pain of exile and the loss of an authentic and whole India 
most vividly. Iqbal describes his experience of exile in a speech that recalls the mood 
of Sihanouk's statements: 
Je suis dans mon pays a mille kilometres de moi-meme. L'exil est 
penetrant. I1 impregne ma langue, mon 
lgo 
üt, mes vetements. Me voila dehors, moi et mes poemes... 
Such speeches can be read as Cixous' projections of her own experience of exile and 
her construction of the creative self. It is implied that poems help both to heal and to 
record the pain of this exile by serving as a constant companion to it. 
We are introduced to the representatives of the political and religious groups 
involved in the negotiation of partition, yet the issues at the core of Cixous' play are 
resolutely metaphorical. Gandhi dominates the play in a manner similar to, although 
less politically problematic, than Sihanouk's in L'Histoire terrible..., and is a saintly 
figure who struggles to unite the groups and avoid partition. Gandhi's attitude to the 
other is contrasted with that of those around him. He advocates love for the other rather 
than definitions of difference based on political and religious alliances, and values 
cooperation and integration more than personal ambition and political gain. 
Mountbatten's description of Gandhi as a saintlike but politically impotent figure, could 
be seen to construct a reductive and negative division between the spiritual and the 
political: 
Mountbatten: 
Je pence a lui [Gandhi], antique 
mamelles, derniere preuve de 
impuissance a faire admettre 
politique... "' 
deite sans dents. vieille mere sans 
1'existence des dieux et de leur 
leurs prophetes dans notre siecle 
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However, Cixous' play does not encourage a critique of such view '. indeed its 
mythologisation of India and the figure of Gandhi serve to implicitly support them. The 
extent to which Cixous employs the narrative of the partition of India as vehicle for 
warnings about the harmfulness of fundamental attitudes to the other which refuse to 
accept difference, causing the fundamental separation of self and other which Cixous 
challenges throughout her writing, dominates the play. Shiach suggests that: 
Perhaps this text can be better understood and appreciated as a text about 
our dreams: the versions of otherness we need in order to sustain 
political and cultural struggle, and the possibility of an identity based on 
the recognition of difference. 112 
Thus Cixous' use of the trope of exile and separation develops in L'Indiade ou L' Inds: 
de leurs reves to achieve an association between the poet-figure (Gandhi) and the 
advocation of non-excluding representations of difference. The partition of India serve' 
to symbolise what she perceives as the prevalent conception and exclusion of the other 
which obstructs positive intersubjective relationships. However, Shiach's assertion that 
such interpretation leads to a better comprehension of the play overlooks the necessity 
of engaging with other important consequences of Cixous' employment of these 
historical narratives. 
Identity and Orientalism 
Cixous' symbolic use of historical events is problematic. The portrayal of 
Cambodian history coexists uneasily with Cixous' employment of the narrative to 
illustrate her concepts of exile and the role of the other. Indeed, the combination cat 
Cixous' simplification of events, subjective portrayal of central protagonists and u'Le (1t 
poetic language serve to transform history into legend. As Conley remarks: 
The plays take place in spheres of a historical sublime and not in tljw C of 
so-called realism. The desire to turn quotidian historical struggle into the 
1^3 
sublime has been criticised as naive idealism. Cixous does aestheticise 
poverty and misery in the name of impoverishment as real riches, or of 
spiritual wealth as true wealth.... the poetic picture of Asia that 
disengages itself is mostly couched in a resonantly Western voice. "' 
In developping Conley's point I will demonstrate that the portrayals of Cambodia in 
L'Histoire terrible mais inachevee de Norodom Sihanouk. roi du Cambodge and India 
in L'Indiade ou 1'Inde de leurs reves are both open to further criticism in the context of 
Orientalism. Orientalism is a term first used by Edward Said to describe the discourse 
through which the West defines and represents other cultures. "4 Such discourse 
asserts the Western viewpoint as the self-reflexive origin of knowledge and views other 
cultures as eternal and unchangeable. This approach is exemplified in Cixous' 
introduction to L' Indiade ou 1' Inde de leurs reves: 
Le trait inoui de cette histoire, c'est qu'en plein 20eme siecle ont vecu 
pres de nous des titres qui appartenaient ä des epoques spirituelles 
revolues pour nous depuis siecles et millenaires. 
Bibliques et comparables a Abraham sont des hommes comme Gandhi et 
Abdul Ghaffar Khan, qui ont pour interlocuteurs egalement les hommes 
et leurs Dieux. Et comme ils se conforment dans leur vie terrestre a la 
loi celeste, ils sont parfois aussi incomprehensibles que les etoiles... 0 
Age d' or de la loyaute et du respect! "s 
The suggestion of a pre-colonial essentialised Indian history and identity, and the 
isolation of the figures of Gandhi and Ghaffar Khan from their political contexts are 
clearly problematic. The poetic speeches of Mountbatten also serve to foreground an 
allegorical view of events and suggests a Western omniscience which reinforces 
colonial tropes: 
Mountbatten: 
0 India, grosse de tempetes et de merveilles, 
Tu attends le coup en tremblant 
Comme une bete qui ne sait pas son sort. 
Permets-moi de passer ma derniere nuit d' innocence avec toi... 
Cest par de telles nuits que dans les pieces de Shakespeare 
s'embrassaient les amours condamnees. 
Cest par de telles nuits que les rois devinaient la defaite. les reines 
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sentaient venir la mort.... 
Haute nuit, qui balances comme des branches d'acacias tes milliards de 
lustres au-dessus de 1' Enfer et du Paradis16 
The replication of the Hegelian dialectic in which the self is defined in terms of a 
binary opposition to the other is fundamental to the mechanisms of orientalism as the 
relationship between coloniser and colonised is naturalised. It is notable that whilst 
Cixous actively resists the determination of her own identity by discourses of 
nationality and ethnicity, she imposes these categorisations upon the characters in her 
plays. Cixous' work ostensibly aims to undermine exactly these types of identity 
construction. In La Jeune Nee she condemns the binary construction of difference 
which predicates that: 'L'autre nest la que pour titre reapproprie, repris, detruit en cant 
qu'autre'. 117 But, paradoxically her plays reinforce such structures on several levels. 
In an article written in 1992 Spivak moves towards a positive reconsideration of 
some aspects of Cixous' work; however, she regards Cixous as following classical 
European romanticism in these plays: 
When she [Cixous] writes her Indian and Indonesian plays, her take on 
the complexity and hybridity of so-called postcolonial nations is 
shaky... Her work with the Theatre of the Sun can unfortunately be seen 
as perpetuating a kind of inspired, too admiring ethnography. "8 
I would argue that Thomas' critique, discussed earlier in this chapter, of the 'slippages 
between universalised western metaphors and their colonial and orientalist 
significance' 119 which she detects in La Jeune Nee can clearly be extended to a 
critique of these plays and continues to undermine Cixous' discourse of alterity. 
This critique of L' Indiade ou 1' Inde de leurs reves is supported by 
Mnouchkine's comments on the origins of the play: 
L'Inde, c'est si vaste que notre pretention nest jamais que de traduire 
une parcelle de l'Inde, magnifique et terrible. Le Cambodge. c'etait un 
moineau broye entre deux hippopotames. U. c'est un troupeau 
d'animaux, furieux. doux, royaux, miserables, dont nous comprenons les 
reves. 120 
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The essays which accompany the published text demarcate the context in which Cixous 
desires the texts to be understood. However, her strategic use of India as metaphor is 
difficult to justify and her descriptions of an essentialised Indian self are 
indistinguishable from traditional colonial discourse: 
... 
tout indien est interlocuteur personnel de 1'humanite.... les Indiens. 
qu'ils soient probes ou häbleurs, sont dune merveilleuse franchise. ''' 
The title of the play, L' Indiade... 
, 
suggesting an epic poem, further encourages 
a treatment of India as an allegory or symbol allowing the exploration of other themes. 
Cixous' description elevates Gandhi to the status of saint and indeed the play focuses on 
the India envisioned by Gandhi, and the struggle between conflicting abstract values 
and economies of difference, rather than on the actual political details of events. Anne- 
Marie Picard describes three main strands within the play: a historiographic dimension, 
in which we relive the historic events; a theological aspect, as we are invited to 
speculate on elements of the divine in human kind, and an ontographical element. 
Picard describes this third strand in greater detail: 
L'etre-indien se constitue sous nos yeux dans une reponse a la question: 
"Oü suis-je? Que suis je? " L'ontos est alors un We dans une 
cartographie 
... 
le je-indien est impensable sans la nomination de soi 
effectuee par lautre: Hindou, Musulman, Punjabi, Bengali. . . le nom de 
1'Autre me nomme. La territorialisation me constitue dans une negativite 
sanglante: oü est lautre, je ne suis pas. 122 
I would concur with Picard's definitions, but argue that this third strand dominates the 
play to the extent that it virtually erases the other two and ultimately negates the 
historical context and content of the play. 
An orientalist critique of these plays can be extended to the representation of 
different times and spaces (so important to concepts of exile, real and figurative) in the 
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context of the production details of L'Histoire terrible mais inachevee de Norodom 
Sihanouk roi du Cambodge and L'Indiade ou Linde de leurs reves. Both plays were 
staged at the Cartoucherie which was decorated and rearranged to suggest Cambodian 
and Indian environments respectively. As with many of Mnouchkine's productions at 
the Cartoucherie, the actors served at the bar and in the cafe in full costume. and the 
building was decorated with maps and traditional images of the two countries. The 
principle of assuring contact between actors and audience to demystify the structure of 
theatre has, however, different consequences in the context of these two plays. The 
actors in Indian and Cambodian costume can be seen to reinforce stereotypes of the 
servant in relation to the Western audience, and could seem offensive. The attempt to 
evoke the environment of the country in question beyond the defined stage area 
represents, according to Kiernander, the creation of Asia as the normal space and the 
marginalisation of the normally dominant West, thus enacting an apparent reversal of 
orientalism. 123 However, this reading plays down the inequality in cultural status of 
the two discourses, and a combination of the contained nature of the space and the 
presentation of the orient as spectacle encourages comparison with the limited 
representations found in theme parks, rather than questioning the audience's 
relationship to the space of the other. 
The metaphorical use of ' India' becomes extreme as it seems it can then be used 
to signify anything which Cixous views as representative of a positive approach to 
difference. This includes her generic adoption of the theatre, as she states ' L' Inde 
entiere est un thditre' 124 and asserts that we as audience can rediscover this undefined 
and mystical quality within ourselves: 'Le theatre peut nous rendre notre vraie 
dimension, nos profondeurs, nos hauteurs, nos Indes interieures'. ' 25 In both the 
production details and Cixous' comments, the space and identity of India is not 
maintained in its difference but framed and appropriated as an extension of ourselves. 
as audience and subjects of an orientalist spectacle. 
India and its partition were intended to become an extended metaphor for the 
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dangers of dominant divisive structures of subjectivity. The allegorisation of difference 
leads, however, to the repression of real differences: 
... 
[The Indiade's] avoidance of the burning question of alterity: a sexed. 
raced, social and economic alterity which is diffused into pretty clouds during the escape to the "platonic" skies of light blue 
pantheism... Differences are made but mere phenomena. incidents due to 
chance, variable forms animated by the divine will. '26 
As a consequence of this, the figurative exile which Cixous represents through the 
allegorisation of Cambodian and Indian history undermines her project of building 
parallels between intersubjective and historical processes, and ultimately represses the 
real differences existing within that history: 
What becomes of history in this play [L'Histoire terrible... ] is what 
becomes of the feminine subject in patriarchal discourse. Colonised, 
expropriated, made up and over into the mirror of more powerful 
others. 127 
An alternative to the figurative exile, that of each human subject from the other, which 
Cixous perceives as enforced through Western binary concepts of difference, is 
represented in the solidarity of the diverse group of Cambodian women and Gandhi's 
profound opposition (presented as founded in spiritual not political beliefs) to partition. 
Such allegories project Cixous' intellectual debates on to political and historical 
situations and result, paradoxically, in the reinforcement of a movement associated with 
colonial discourse, one which places the Western intellectual's crisis of self-reflexivity 
in opposition to an uncomplicated other identity. As Spivak comments in a further 
discussion of orientalist discourse: 
... 
the theoretical problems relate only to the person who knows. The 
person who knows has all of the problems of selfhood. The person who 
is known, somehow seems not to have a problematic self 
.... 
onl`" the 
dominant self can be problematic: the self of the other is authentic 
without a problem.. 
. 
This is very frightening. "' 
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Exile is seen to be a core experience of those identified as poet-figures within the plays. 
yet on an extra-diegetic level. Cixous' poetic identity (defined through association with 
these poet-figures) is ultimately constructed through the essentialisation of the 
traditional oriental other. 
Exile and Writing 
The plays I shall now examine mark an important progression in the concept of 
exile in Cixous' theatre. Until the late Eighties her plays contain characters implicated 
in various situations of exile who, I would argue, are associated with the poet figure. 
The two plays I shall now discuss foreground the explicit relationship between exile and 
the poet in Cixous' aesthetics. 
Voile noire, voile blanchel29 focuses on the Russian poet Anna Akhmatova and 
her struggle to preserve her poetry during the Stalinist persecution of 'anti-Soviet' 
writers. The play evokes exile and separation on several levels. Firstly there is the 
separation of the living from the dead, and the desire to sustain those who have died 
through the power of memory. Cixous constructs a parallel assurance of remembrance 
through the play itself, as Catherine MacGillivray comments in her preface to the 
translation: 'Cixous documents the landscape of twentieth century history in order to 
provide poetic refuge for events and peoples in danger of being forgotten. '' 30 
Akhmatova and Nadezhda Mandel'shtam are presented, as were Gandhi and Sihanouk. 
as living on a separate and higher plane than those around them. Their lives revolve 
around poetry. and they struggle to preserve censored poems and the memory of poets 
destroyed by the regime. The themes of memory and loss are foregrounded throughout 
the play, alongside the power of poetry to record and counter that loss.. " 
The list of characters at the beginning of the text includes some who do not 
appear and divides them all into two categories. Les Absents-presents and Les Prescennt. s- 
absents. thus inscribing the basis of exile and constructing a community which persists 
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despite death and separation. Osip Mandel'shtam. Nadezhda's husband and poet. and 
Nikolai and Lev Gumilev, Akhmatova's poet-husband and son. all of whom were 
imprisoned or had been killed at the time this narrative is set. are listed in the first 
category. They are physically absent, yet their spiritual presence is felt throughout the 
play, as Nadezhda Mandel'shtam and Akhmatova constantly refer to them and their 
work. The only figure in the second list is Boris Pasternak, presumably judged by 
Cixous as a traitor, as he is presented in the play as not having done all he could to 
support his contemporaries. 
The play presents a clear example of the intersection of history and poetry 
within one narrative, and dramatises the survival of self and writing despite exclusion, 
isolation and death. The status of internal emigre and the aesthetic exile of the poet who 
is refused publication, access to readership, and public recognition, are presented as 
both powerful and painful. Akhmatova is excluded from publishing and has to translate 
the work of others to earn a living. The role of the poet as public conscience is thus 
denied, and an episode in which Akhmatova misplaces her identity card is used by 
Cixous to symbolise the loss of identity as poet which results from this. 132 
Poetry provides resistance to loss. Akhmatova's friends ensure that her poems 
are retained in their memories until they can be safely committed to paper 
and publication becomes possible, offering the ' eternite du papier' as consolation for 
the grief suffered in their own lifetimes. ' 33 Akhmatova reflects on the dangers of 
relying on the memories of others: 
Qui garde qui je ne sais pas. Nos poemes, interdits de livres, errent dans 
les rues comme des ombres sans lyre. Certains leur donnent asile. 
Certains les vouent ä 1' exil. 134 
The importance of inscription is the focus of the very last speeches of the play as 
Akhmatova and Nadezhda address the audience directly: 
Akhmatova: 
(Au public) 
\Ous qui vivez plus tard. avez-vous entendu parler d'Osip et de sa 
femme ici presente'? Et d' Anna Akhmatova? 
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J'aimerais tanz le savoir. I1 faudrait mourir, sauter un siecle. et revenir. 
Nadezhda: 
Ou recevoir un telegramme de l'avenir. Poemes bien arrives. Signe: le 
rivage du 2leme siecle. 
Akhmatova: 
Et dites-moi, vous qui vivez plus tard, savez-vous qui fut vraiment 
Mandelstam? Akhmatova? Et Pasternak? Goumilex"? Tabidze'' 
Tsvetaeva? 
Savez-vous qui d'entre nous fut loyal, qui fut trahi, qui fut traitre, qui vit 
s'ouvrir les pones d' air? Cela se voit-il plus tard dans nos poemes? 
L'Histoire de la Verite a-t-elle commence? 135 
Cixous again asserts the power of writing, in this instance that of her own play, to 
counter exclusion and to ensure that specific figures are not forgotten. The inscription 
of loss constitutes both the main theme and the proposed function of the play. Cixous 
suggests the power of writing (both Akhmatova's and her own) to transcend the 
multiple exiles and separations presented in the play, and it is the role of the poet which 
is foregrounded rather than the structure of exile. 
The role of the poet in countering loss and separation also constitutes the central 
theme of L'Histoire u'on ne connaitra 'amais 
. 
136 This play is based on the 
Scandinavian legends 'Edda' and 'The Song of the Niebelungen', which were 
transcribed by the Icelandic poet Snorri Sturlusson in the thirteenth century, although 
the 'Song of the Niebelungen' is arguably more familiar in the form of Wagner's 
opera. The narrative of the Niebelungen concerns the manipulation of the relationship 
between Sigfrid and Gunther, the rulers of two neighbouring kingdoms. Sigfrid meets 
and instantly falls in love with Brunhild, but at the court of Gunther (who wants to 
marry Brunhild) he is tricked into drinking a potion which erases all memory of her. 
Gunther marries Brunhild and Sigfrid marries Gunther's sister. Kriemhild. The 
narrative centres on a visit by Sigfrid and Kriemhild to Gunther's court and the 
emotional and political tensions which result. 
Cixous maintains this central narrative, but radically alters its function through 
the introduction of Snorri Sturlusson, the poet. In the first scene of the play the gods 
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order Sturlusson to bring them a story from the world below, demanding a narrative 
that ends in revenge, violence and death. Sturlusson is to act as messenger both to the 
gods and the audience and is invested with the power to divert events. He can prevent 
the traditional closure of this narrative. 
The concept of exile and its importance, in Cixousian aesthetics. to the process 
of writing are revealed through Barout, with whom Sturlusson is associated throughout 
the play. Barout, a symbolic wandering rabbi137 represents the Jew and the exiled in 
the play, and is identified with the poet-figure through his explicit Jewishness and his 
sympathy with exiles: 'J'ai rove tous les roves de tous les exiles. '138 Barout 
accompanies the poet on his search for the truth of the narrative, and often has greater 
knowledge or understanding of events than Sturlusson. The strong identification 
between the two characters is marked consistently throughout the play. Their 
observations on the meeting of the two queens, Brunhild and Kriemhild, display this 
theme: 
Barout: 
Entre vous et moi, Snorri Sturlusson, il m' a semble entendre passer entre 
ces femmes une obscure musique de compassion. 
Snorri: 
Entre nous, Barout, j'ai cru 1'entendre aussi. 139 
The ambiguity of Snorri's response allows us to assume a "obscure musique de 
compassion" passing between him and Barout also. As Snorri decides to reject the 
gods' demands for a vengeful narrative and to attempt a peaceful resolution, it is to 
Barout that he turns: 
Snorri: 
C' est ce que je veux faire 
Rabbin, veux tu m'aider ä recommencer le monde? 
Barout: 
Si Dieu veut. 140 
Ultimately. ho«ever, Snorri is tainted by other narratives. He is about toi depart. 
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regarding his work as finished. but his manuscripts vanish: 
Snorri: 
Mes manuscrits! On m'a vole mon recit! 
Au secours! Mon oeuvre c'est ma chair. on m'a vole mes organes. mon 
coeur, mon cerveau! 
Arminius: 
Regarde le rabbin, il est assis lä-bas, devant le feu 
Qu-a-t-il donc entre les mains? 
Snorri: 
Lui! 
(I1 se jette sur Barout et le frappe) 
Rends moi ca! Voleur! Traitre! 41 
Barout dies claiming his innocence and shaming the poet: 
Barout: 
Quel dommage! Nous aurions pu faire quelque chose de beau ensemble!! 
Pour moi c'est fini! 
Dans ton livre, n' oublie pas Barout. 142 
Barout's death is presented as a further injustice against Jews, the innocent victims of 
the workings of "L'Histoire" (importantly both History and the narrative) and it also 
represents the self-mutilation of the poet, since Sturlusson kills part of himself 
- 
his 
conscience. 143 Sturlusson's failure to recognise his need for Barout and thus the 
fundamental role of exile in writing brings about his demise. 
Another element of the play which engages with the power of memory and the 
dangers of forgetting concerns Brunhild's memory of and desire for Sigfrid. which is 
represented in the play by a song which is repeated at several points. 144 Brunhild 
describes this song which remains powerful but unattainable and associates herself with 
Barout in her question to him about exile: 
Brunhild: 
Est-ce que ca existe aussi fort que la Realite, et tout semblable en chair. 
en terre en elements? Et oü l'on croit vivre heureux dans un pays 
semblable ä un pays natal? 145 
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She becomes increasingly distressed as the power of memory and recognition of loss 
undermines the present: 
Brunhild: 
Ni present, ni passe, oü vivre? 
Il faut oublier, trancher la vie au collet, faire comme s' il n' y avait jamais 
eu la vie, trancher le morceau vivant et recoudre le corps, comme si jamais... 
Aujourd'hui je me retire de cette scene, avec ma blessure inconnue pour histoire. 
Le miroir qui me souriait s'est brise. Je suis sans visage. 
Apres notre disparition, vous aussi vous survivrez. Cette histoire va continuer. 
Oubliez-moi. Vous m' avez oubliee? '46 
This speech contains striking resonances of that made by Jocasta in Le Nom d' Oedipe. 
Chant du corps interdit, and discussed earlier in this chapter. Brunhild's lost paradise is 
symbolised by the song, and the denial of its validity leaves her in a similar state of lost 
identity and isolation, expressed in the speech quoted above in temporal rather than 
spatial terms. The centrality of the theme of loss and separation is described in the 
programme: 'Une etrangete, une incertitude, un oubli douleureux pesent sur les coeurs 
des personnages. ' The role of the poet in L'Histoire reflects Cixous' purpose in writing 
the play, namely investigating the role of the poet, attempting to represent loss and 
inscribing exile. Brunhild disappears because her loss (of Sigfrid's love) cannot be 
recognised; this censorship dissolves her identity. 
Exile and the Theatre 
In L'Histoire terrible mais inachevee de Norodom Sihanouk. roi du CambodLye 
the Chorus states: 'Cette epoque est dechiquetee. cette nation est mise en pieces. Le 
theätre a mission de les rassembler... ', '47 clearly reflecting Cixous' belief in the 
theatre as positive force, and associating exile with the theatre. She has defined the role 
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of writing as formulating a positive response to loss through the construction of an 
alternative site which can compensate for the pain of an. albeit figurative, exile. Cixous 
claims that this relationship lies at the very heart of her own poetic identity: 
... 
1'exil fait terre/taire. Mais je ne veux pas que 1'exil fasse taire, je 
veux que 1'exil fasse terre, je veux que cet exil qui est en general 
producteur de silence, d'extinction de voix, d'essoufflement, produise 
son contraire. Je sens que cette tension, ce rapport contradictoire entre 
1'exil et la terre, est quelque chose pour moi de fondateur. mais je ne le 
sens qu'apres. Cest tellement mon sol que je suis dessus sans m'en 
rendre compte. 148 
Cixous' adopts the theatre as the genre in which intersubjective relationships can be 
differently experienced, by writer, actor and audience, and in which the other can be 
accepted outside traditional binary oppositions of self and other. 14' Her strategic use of 
the theatre in the search for a mode of writing in which difference is best expressed is 
especially relevant to the theme of exile, indeed her own experience of writing for the 
theatre is expressed in spatial terms: 'Au theatre on ne peut arriver qu'avec un moi qui 
s' est presque volatise, qui s'est transforme en espace. 1150 The motivation behind 
Cixous' writing for the theatre is also spatially represented as she expresses a desire to 
become: 'le lieu, l'occasion de l'autre. ' 151 
Within Cixous' aesthetics, if theatre allows the representation of the other then it 
can, by implication, both represent and resolve figurative exile. The theatre can be 
seen as a strategic means of embodying many of the themes of exile, through Cixous' 
emphasis upon its inherent generic capacity to represent differences, languages and 
identities. Theatre, writing for the theatre, and experiencing the theatre as spectator are 
perceived by Cixous as encouraging an acceptance of the other, the unfamiliar, the non- 
same. Indeed the theatrical performance depends upon a dialogic situation which 
celebrates presence and multivoicedness. Nicole Ward-Jouve claims that theatre gives 
freedom to the expression of repressed voices: 
Through theatre, the voice that was once threatened by hysteria, that had 
to articulate itself out of its inward-looking state, becomes many voices 
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talking to many. From the self-knowledge grown out of a long struggle 
against the forces of death in the body, in the psyche. is born the 
capacity to imagine and body forth the struggle between the forces of life 
and the forces of death at large in the world. 152 
An association can also be constructed between Cixous' articulations of a paradise lost 
and the theatre. She states that 
... 
le Paradis c'est arriver ä vivre le present' 15 and 
this is a specific quality which she attributes to the theatre: 
Le theatre est (au) present. Doit toujours eire au present. C'est sa 
chance. A chaque moment le present eclate... Au theatre le public n'en 
sait pas plus que le personnage sur lui-meme. Personne ne precede. 151 
If the theatre is suggested as a form capable of both representing and resolving 
temporal and spatial structures of exile, it is arguably a strategically appropriate form in 
which to represent the exiles discussed in this chapter. However, Cixous' claim for the 
appropriateness of the theatrical form is undermined by the reductive representations of 
the other which problematise her thematic use of exile in her plays on Cambodia and 
India. 
The plays of Tsvetaeva and Cixous discussed in this chapter reveal the 
increasingly central role played by the concept of exile in their respective 
representations of poetic identity in the theatre. The poet-figures identified in their 
plays are implicated in a range of situations of exile and exclusion and therefore the 
dramatisation of the poetic self (although differently imagined by Cixous and 
Tsvetaeva) involves the concept of exile and the search for a paradise lost. 
Tsvetaeva's poet-figures are haunted by a utopian site which they cannot reach 
and which stands in stark contrast to their immediate environment. These utopias are at 
first represented as temporal (the eighteenth century) or as spatially defined (the 
snowstorm). However, the alternative site becomes increasingly associated solely with 
creativity and poetic identity, and the exile of the poet in mundane reality can only he 
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overcome by a sacrificial transcendence of worldly existence. In Tsvetaeva' theatre the 
poet does not gain creative inspiration from exile but struggles unsuccessfully to resolve 
the separation of two mutually exclusive realms before leaving the scene for other 
unrepresentable spaces. 
The poet-figures involved in scenarios of exile in Cixous' early theatre replicate 
this pattern. Jocasta and Dora remain excluded from their environments and do not 
successfully create alternative worlds through writing. However, as the poet-figure 
becomes more explicit in Cixous' plays, so the association of poetic identity with a 
positive, creative exploitation of exile and exclusion becomes stronger. The poets in her 
later plays are able to represent loss through their writing and so assert territories and 
communities of their own which transcend boundaries of geography, time and even 
mortality. 
Therefore in addition to the use of theatre to represent exile, the form becomes 
the generic paradise for the expression of Cixous' own poetic identity. Tsvetaeva and 
Cixous engage with the space of the theatre as ground or site in which to give voice to 
the exiled or marginal characters in their plays and to develop the presentation of the 
poet as exile, in the creative displacement of the theatre. It is useful to return to a 
definition of exile: 'If exile dis-places an individual, the reaction will be to try to 
replace or re-locate the self. 155 Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' theatre performs a relocation 
of the representation of poetic identity into the theatre, constructing a parallel of the 
displacement which is central to both writers' conceptions of poetic identity itself. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
SEXUAL IDENTITIES AND THE POET 
This chapter will address the representation of sexual difference in the theatre of 
Tsvetaeva and Cixous, and the different strategies which they employ to undermine 
traditional images of women and culturally constructed connotations of gender. Clearly 
issues of sexual difference are central to the representation of a t'emale poetic identity 
and as such are implicated to different degrees in each chapter. Discussion here will 
centre on the function and representation of the female characters in plays by both 
writers, and the treatment of sexual difference in their plays. Firstly. I will examine the 
the changing function and status of female characters in Cixous' theatre, changes which 
correspond to her changing attitudes towards the theatre as genre, and question their 
importance to her construction of poetic identity. My discussion of the representation of 
sexual difference in Tsvetaeva's theatre centres on her disruption of categories of sexual 
difference, and culminates in a detailed reading of her play Prikliuchenic (An 
Adventure). 
The importance of the cultural representation of sexual difference underlies 
major areas of literary criticism. Such representation constitutes an intensely political 
arena, and can arguably be seen as the main motivating force behind feminist criticisms 
of cultural discourses, including writing and the theatre. The ways in which women are 
traditionally represented in dominant cultural discourses reflect and strengthen 
patriarchal constructions of meaning, and provide major obý, I wles to womcn' ý 
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independent constructions of identity, which could provide enabling. positive 
representations of women. We are surrounded. in all areas of life. by socially 
established images and definitions of 'Woman', the accepted functions through which 
she should contribute to patriarchal society, and the codes through which she should 
physically present herself. Within this structure, Woman's value is defined by her 
societal relationships to Man, ie. primarily as mother. wife. or daughter. She is further 
defined as Man's other, providing a symbol of alterity, from which his qualities are 
distinguished. Cixous describes Western culture's construction of values around sexual 
difference: 
Oü est-elle? 
Activite / passivite, 
Soled / Lune, 
Culture / Nature, 
Jour / Nuit, 
Pere / Mere, 
Tete / sentiment, 
Intelligible / sensible, 
Logos / Pathos. 
Forme, convexe, marche, avance, semence. progres. Matiere, concave, 
sol 
- 
sur lequel s'appuie la marche, receptacle. 
Homme 
Femme ' 
Western ontology's reliance upon hierarchical binaries results in a fixitv of difference. 
from which all variations are seen as socially deviant. These constructions of difference 
permeate all cultural discourse, purporting to be objective and universal. As Cixous 
writes: 
Toujours la meme metaphore: on la suit, eile nous transporte, sous toutes 
ses figures, partout oü s'organise un discours. Le meme fil, ou tresse 
double, nous conduit, si nous lisons ou parlons. A travers la litterature. la 
philosophie, la critique, des siecles de representation. de reflexion. 2 
It is the dominance of such ideologically motivated representations of women which 
Cixous decries in her early texts, and the potential subversion of which I will examine 
in the following sections of this chapter. 
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The Representation of Sexual Difference in Cixous' Theatre 
As discussed in Chapter One, Cixous' approach to the theatre was originally undertaken 
in the context of the representation of women, and her article 'Aller ä la mer' ' attacked 
both the cultural representation of women in the theatre, and the structure of theatre 
itself, which she perceives as supporting the dominant scopic economy and repressing 
the female subject. 4 
In Portrait de Dora and Le Nom d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit. Cixous 
engages with existing narratives in order to explicitly address repressive structures 
which have disempowered the female subject. The plays redistribute thematic priorities 
and aim to give an autonomous voice to the female characters, Dora and Jocasta, 
within a dramatisation of their situation as female subjects. Portrait de Dora is 
discussed in detail in terms of Cixous' subversion of the theatrical form in Chapter One 
and, whilst acknowledging that the combination of formal subversion and thematic 
assertion lie at the heart of Cixous' work for the theatre at this point, I wish to focus 
here upon Cixous' engagement with the representation of women through the character 
of 'Dora'. The implications of the case study in this context are recognised: it has been 
described as: 
... 
a paradigmatic text of patriarchal assumptions about female desire 
that still carry cultural authority and a vivid record of the construction of 5 those assumptions as they emerge from the desire of the interpreter. 
The problematisation of such patriarchal assumptions lies at the core of Cixous' 
adaptation of Freud's case study. and her attempt to offer new interpretations aims to 
displace the dominant discourse: 
In Freud's text. two subjects may be perceived, a derniurgic male subject 
whose analytic eye is ubiquitous and centralizing. and a secondary 
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female subject who speaks often but whose desire is expressed only 
through the mediating narration of the primary male subject. ' 
Cixous refers to her work on Dora as a first step towards reclaiming the theatre for 
women through an assertion of the voice of the female subject: 'Le Pom-air de Dora. 
c'etait pour moi le premier geste d'un long travail: geste d'urgence pour que snit 
d'abord entendue une voix feminine... '? Cixous' reframing of the narrative involves a 
focus upon the patriarchal assumptions illustrated in 'Dora"s familial relationships. 
and those which she perceives as central to Freud's interpretation of the case. Cixous 
selects elements which are existant in the case study and which inform Freud's analysis. 
and introduces a different set of priorities to reveal her reading of the case study. For 
example, Cixous refers consistently to an unspoken exchange s` steile operating between 
'Dora''s father and Monsieur K. in which Dora is offered as sexual consolation for her 
father's affair with Madame K. 8 'Dora' refuses to accept the pernicious substitution of 
one woman for another which permeates the narrative, and the denial of subjectivity to 
women. This substitution is revealed in the text through the use of repetition as ' Dora' 
registers her disgust at Monsieur K. 's words: "Vous savez que ma femme nest rien 
pour moi", 9 and Monsieur B. repeats the phrase to 'Freud': "Les rapports entre ma 
femme et ma fille sont tres peu affectueux. Ma femme nest pas Brande chose pour 
moi". 10 Monsieur B. suggests that Dora could directly replace Madame K. in her 
accepted function: "Elle aurait pu leur tenir lieu de mere". " Portrait de Dora engages 
further with the status of women through the attention Cixous gives to comments in the 
case study on the role of the governesses attached to both families whom she presents 
as emblems of the patriarchal view of women as sexually available and easily replaced. 
In the case study, Freud suggests that Dora has identified with the governess's 
acceptance of Herr K. 's approaches, '2 as she cuts short her analysis. announcing toi 
Freud that she had decided two weeks ago that this would be her last visit. Freud reads 
this as analogous to the notice given by a governess of her departure. and as 
constituting a form of revenge on Dora's part. '= This would seem to affirm Doi-a's role 
as servant, vet an analysis of the economics of the situation could pu'it Freud a', 
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servant, and Cixous suggests that this move constitutes rather a dismissal of 'Freud' by 
'Dora', a move which arguably enables a more positive reading of 'Dora" ss exit and 
future. 14 
Cixous perceives the case study as representative of the power of dominant 
discourses to define the female subject. and engages with Freud's prioritisation of 
heterosexual desire in his original interpretations of the case. Freud considered that 
Dora's hysteria had been caused by her desire for her father, her resultant jealousy 
towards Frau K., and transferred, but repressed, desire for Herr K. Although aware of 
her father's invested interest in 'curing' Dora's behaviour, Freud did not question the 
intentions of Herr K.; indeed he seems to regard his behaviour as perfectly acceptable. 
and assumes that in normal circumstances Dora should have been attracted to hing. 
Whilst concentrating on Dora's assumed repressed desire for Herr K., Freud, in his 
original interpretation of the case, paid scant attention to Dora's expressions of desire 
for Frau K. 15 As Freud developed his theory of transference (as explained in a 
postscript to the case study) he realised that he had overlooked the role of Frau K. and 
added notes which supply a reinterpretation of the case and acknowledge Dora's desire 
for Frau K. 16 Cixous' character 'Freud' is not, however, permitted retrospective 
analysis of the case and his discourse remains inflexible in its exclusion of ' Dora''s 
desire. Cixous counters this exclusion by reinterpreting Dora's dream of standing 
transfixed before a painting of the Madonna" as the direct articulation of her desire for 
Madame K.: 
Dora: Laissez-moi vous donner cet amour. 
Son corps, d'une blancheur ravissante. Des seins tout petits. la peau du 
ventre tres lisse. 
Cest une femme intelligente, superieure aux hommes qui 1'entourent, et 
d'une adorable beaute! 
... 
comme votre dos est blanc' comme votre peau! 
Comme je vous aime! 
Vous ne pouvez pas imaginer comme je vous aime: Si j'etais un homme, 
je vous epouserais, je vous enleverais et je vous epouserais. je saurais 
vous plaire. ß 
The repeated first person pronoun reflects the importance of this desire to 'Dora'',, 
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identity, but it remains censured by the dominance of the conditional tense. The poetic 
tone of these passages is markedly different from the dialogue in the rest of the play. 
and adds a new dimension to the adaptation of the case study. Jane Gallop comments on 
the impact of these passages in the context of the definitions of sexual identity which 
are prevalent in the rest of the play: 
... 
the 'more' I have to say is about the beauty, the eroticism. the 
affirmative quality of that love, a side brought out particularly by 
Cixous' Portrait. And somehow beauty and affirmation. sexuality as 
pleasure and joy rather than as murderous assimilation. '`' 
The emphasis on 'Dora''s desire can be read as an attempt to assert her voice and to 
disrupt the representation of female desire which dominates the case study. The case 
study and the figure of Dora are thus employed in Portrait de Dora to illustrate 
patriarchal social structures which preclude female autonomy for all women and the 
investment of such structures in a dominant heterosexual discourse of sexual difference. 
Cixous attempts to disrupt this discourse through emphasis on 'Dora''s sexual identity 
and her perception of her own situation. 
Cixous has suggested that the hysteric, and Dora in particular, represent,, the 
potential power of women, as the marginalised, to speak outside patriarchal structures. 
The title page of the text sets out quite clearly the way in which Cixous posits the figure 
of Dora as Everywoman: 
PORTRAIT DE DORA 
de Helene Cixous 
des femmes 
Whilst 'des femmes' is the name of the publishing house (and, as such, represents a 
very specific group of women) the title page encourages a universalisation of Dora's 
situation. Cixous insists upon this point on the back cover notes: '11 y eut une autre 
fois, en 1899, ä Vienne. une jeune fille de 18 ans appelee Dora... Elle etait aussi un 
peu moi et un peu touts femme... '. Cixous' problematic term taute temmc ' first 
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appears in relation to Dora, but then recurs throughout her work. The adoption of the 
hysteric as an emblematically 'feminine' figure is potentially dangerous. given that for 
centuries the label of hysteric has been loosely, but consistently. employed to define 
women as mentally and emotionally unstable. An association of women and hysteria 
originates in the belief of the Ancient Greeks that hysteria was caused by the womb 
('hyster' in Greek) travelling around the body, and so influencing women's behaviour. 
In mediaeval times hysterics were regarded as witches and dealt with accordingly. Only 
in the eighteenth century was hysteria recognised as a mental condition though it still 
carried negative moral connotations, particularly of sexual promiscuity. Although Freud 
treated male hysterics, the condition remains associated in cultural discourse with 
women. Cixous' adoption of the hysteric as symbolic of all women risks restricting 
expressions of female subjectivity to pathological behaviour. However, she claims 
further significance for Dora, whom, she considers, crystalises the predicament of Al 
women, and offers a potentially disruptive model of response: 
Dora m'est apparue comme celle qui resiste au systeme, celle qui ne peut 
pas supporter que la Familie et la societe soient fondees sur le corps des 
femmes, sur des corps meprises, rejetes, humilies une fois employes. Lt 
cette fille qui, comme toutes les hysteriques, etait privee de la possihilite 
de dire ce qu'elle percevait en direct... eile a eu quand meme la force de 
le faire savoir. C'est 1'exemple nucleaire de la force contestataire des 
femmes. Ca c'est passe en 1899, ca se passe aujourd'hui lä oü les 
femmes n'ont pas pu parler autrement que comme Dora, mais ca fait 2° voler la famille en eclats. 
However, Cixous' play contains no further indications of 'Dora' breaking 
familial or social structures than are present in the case study. Indeed, the postscript toi 
the case study can be seen to offer a more positive view of Dora' s future than Ci, \ous' 
play as Freud recounts that how Dora had confronted the K. family and a' erted her 
version of events. `' The vindication of 'Dora's' claims and assertion of her 
subjectivity do not appear in Portrait de Dora, and this perhaps reflect,, Cixous' 
resistance to some details of the case study in order to maintain her univer,, alisatioýn of 
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it. Cixous' dramatisation of the case can therefore be compared with Freud's case 
study; Dora is dramatised rather than narrated, but the employment of her as object of 
study for the illustration of others' theories is similar. The voice that emerges is not that 
of an 'authentic' Dora, but of a metaphorical hysteric. 
Cixous' adoption of the hysteric is challenged by Catherine Clement in an 
exchange at the end of La Jeune Nee. Clement argues that the power of the hysteric. 
even if used only as a metaphorical model, is limited: 
L'analyse que je fais de 1'hysterie passe par une reflexion sur la place 
des deviants dans 1'ensemble social, qui ne sont pas seulement les 
hysteriques: mais aussi les clowns, les baladins, les fous... Tous 
occupent des places de contestation prevues par les corps sociaux, des 
fonctions de contestation prevues par toutes les cultures, ca ne change 
pas les structures, au contraire cela les conforte. 22 
Clement considers the hysteric easily recuperable by dominant social structures 
toujours refermable, toujours referme', 23 and Dora's rebellion as ' 
... 
strictement 
individuel et limite'. 24 1 would argue that it is this impression of 'Dora' which 
dominates the play. Despite Cixous' adaptation of the case study and the addition of 
radically different scenes (such as those in which 'Dora' articulates her desire for 
Madame K. ), she does not introduce any notion of 'Dora''s future nor indeed of her 
existence outside the psychoanalytic sessions which define her. Cixous concedes that 
'Dora' achieves little: ' L'hysterique, ä mes yeux, c'est la femme-type dans toute sa 
force: une force qui etait retournee contre Dora, dans son cas... - 
. 
-5 
The repression of female desire and the representation of the female subject are 
themes which are also central to Le Nom d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit. The play 
was discussed in Chapter Two in the context of the female subject's relationship to 
language. However, I will briefly examine the character of Jocasta here in order to 
foreground the similarity between Cixous' employment of the figure of Dora and her 
portrayal of Jocasta's plight. The refusal of dominant discourse and society to recognise 
Jocasta's autonomous desire. is presented by Cixous as the situation of all women: 
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' Jocaste' 
,' 
Oedipe' 
, 
ne sont jamais que les prenoms occasionnels de 
toutefemme jamais femme de touthomme toujours fils. L'invivable du 
' couple'... 
Toutes les femmes, interdites de corps, de langue. interdite' d'etre 
femme, sont Jocaste., h 
The play dramatises Jocasta's struggle to express herself and her desires within a 
society which has constructed her as monstrous. and we are encouraged to see Joýca"ta 
as a site of potential resistance and struggle against the dominant discourses which 
define women. Again, however, despite her radical alterations to the narrative (Oedipus 
does not blind himself), Cixous does not remove the punitive closure for Jocasta who 
faces death. Cixous' Jocasta, despite the posthumous validation of her stance by 
Oedipus' return to her, does not differ from the archetypal representation of women as 
dependent on male figures. 
The two plays display similar problems in their representation of female identity 
and claims to represent the situation of all women. Some critics accept Dora as 
... 
l'archetype de tant de femmes, evidemment meme de nos jours'. `' However. 
Cixous' notion of 'toutefemme' is open to criticism because of its erasure of important 
differences between women (those of class, race and sexuality and undermines the 
representation of specific female subjects. Whilst Portrait de Dora and Le nom 
d' Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit retain their status as important critiques of the 
repressive mechanisms of patriarchal society and the impact of this on the female 
subject, they do not follow the pattern Cixous advocates in 'Aller ä la mer' toi counter 
such mechanisms through the theatre. The figures of Jocasta and Dora offer little hope 
of exceeding the 'place de la victime' 
, 
28 and indeed are clearly confined to '. 
.. 
la 
place du refoule, tombeau, asile. oubli, silence' 
. 
29 This continues to be the case for 
many of Cixous' female characters who end their respective narrative` in silence 
(Brunhild3° and Dora), or death (Jocasta, the five Cambodian women, the Mother and 
Night). Cixous' essay had called for the theatre to represent ' [un] mouvement de 
femmes vers la vie.... ' but the main female protagonists of these play ,, remain static. 
and ultimately passive, recipients of patriarchal discourse The female spectator ha,, 
eft 
little choice but to identify once more with the victim, or to repress her own difference 
and attempt to identify with the more positive trajectories of the main male 
characters. 32 
A more postive identification is available in La Prise de de Madhuhai. " 
as the bandit leader Sakundeva exacts revenge for the crimes committed against her- 
Cixous employs Sakundeva's life as a microcosm of the suffering inflicted upon 
women. As Santellani comments: 
... 
eile rassemble toutes les injustices subies par les femmes depuis la nuit des temps: l'esclavage au sein de la famille, la trahison et 1'abandon par le pore, la vente de sa virginite, 1'exploitation de son corps. 1'exclusion des ecoles et enfin le viol atroce irreparable. 34 
The text was published alongside Portrait Le Dora, ''s and Cixous links the two main 
characters in her notes. However, the response to dominant discourse of sexual 
difference is far more successful in the later play. The majority of scenes take place 
between Sakundeva and her aunt Pandala. and a further reinforcement of female 
solidarity within the play is achieved as Sakundeva demands the establishment of a 
school for girls, in return for her surrender to government representatives. 
Transcending Sexual Difference? 
The shift in focus which occurred in Cixous' theatre in the mid-eighties 
(discussed in Chapter One), and the radical change in her priorities had direct 
consequences for the representation of sexual difference and women in her plays. The 
motivation of representing women as subjects in the theatre, so eloquently expressed in 
'Aller ä la mer', is replaced by her advocation of theatre as the site in which abstract, 
and non-gender-specific differences can be represented. 36 Cixous moves from an 
engagement with the representation of women in the theatre to a 'fictionalisation of 
difference and unabashed metaphorisation of the female body'. In stark: contrast to 
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the perception of theatre as a voyeuristic, patriarchal mechanism. Cixou' now claims 
affinities between woman and the theatre through the use of traditional maternal 
metaphors to describe all those involved in the theatre: 
L'acteur est toujours un peu saint, un peu femme: il lui faut donner la 
vie en se retirant. D'ailleurs tout est femme au theatre: femme le metteur 
en scene, metteur au monde des personnages et des comediens. 3 
This ' feminisation' of the theatre is founded upon the assertion of a generic propensity 
to an effacement of the self and adoption of the other at all levels of participation. 
writer, actor, and spectator (see Chapter One) and reinforces traditional notions of 
women as passive and self-effacing. The attack on the structure of theatre which Cixous 
had previously described as harmful to the representation of women: ' 1'ancien regime 
de la representation, du speculaire; lieu privilegie d'une double perversion voveuriste- 
exhibitionniste... 1 
, 
39 is no longer evident in her writing. Indeed, theatre becomes a 
genre in which issues of sexual difference need no longer be important to the writer, as 
Cixous states: 
Le theatre nest pas la scene de la jouissance sexuelle. Romeo et Juliette 
s' aiment mais ne font pas l' amour. Its le chantent. Au theatre, c' est le 
coeur qui chante, la poitrine s'ouvre, on voit le coeur se dechirer. Le 
coeur humain n'a pas de sexe. Le coeur sent de la meme maniere dans 
une poitrine d'homme et dans une poitrine de femme. Cela ne signifie 
pas que les personnages sont des demi-creatures qui s' arretent ä la 
ceinture. Non, nos creations ne manquent de rien. ni de penis, ni de 
seins, ni de reins, ni de ventre. Mais cela, je n'ai pas ä l'ecrire. Le 
comedien, la comedienne nous donnent tout le corps que nous n' avons 
pas a inventer. Et tout est vecu et tout est vrai. C'est le cadeau que le 
theatre fait ä l' auteur: l' incarnation. A 1' auteur homme. il permet de 
creer des femmes qui ne seront pas feintes, et ä l'auteur femme 11 
accorde la chance de creer des hommes parfaitement constituc s. "' 
Cixous thus claims that theatre, with its focus on an undifferentiated human heart. -' 
enables her to bypass her authorial libidinal economy, which prevents her from creatiný, 2
male characters in her other writing. " Sexual difference is represented directly by the 
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physical reality of the actors' bodies within this apparently universal and egalitarian 
structure. Cixous' rather trite employment of the Shakespearean example fails to 
illuminate her point on theatre as genre, indeed it seems to trivialise it. Shiach refers 
briefly to this statement in relation to Cixous' attraction to theatre as a genre 
She describes theatre as the space not of sexuality but of the heart. by 
which she means that it can find forms to move beyond the exploration 
of subjectivity towards the exploration of the intersubjective structures of 
ethical and political relations. 3 
Shiach concludes that this change in focus enables Cixous to address wider themes and 
implications of difference in her work, but Shiach does not address the apparent 
incompatibility of this project with a continued engagement with the representation of 
sexual difference and of women in the theatre. 
These changes in approach are reflected in Cixous' plays, which now use a 
wider range of characters. Most of the central protagonists in her theatre are now male. 
The problematic use of historical events to allegorise notions of difference (discussed in 
the previous chapter) encourages an interpretation of Cixous' characters as 
representations of abstract qualities rather than individual subjects. Since 1986, this is 
particularly true of Cixous' female characters who are associated with traditional 
'feminine' characteristics. L'Indiade ou L'Inde de leurs reves (1987) and L'Histoire 
terrible mais inachevee de Norodom Sihanouk roi du Camhodi-, e (1985) are dominated 
by male characters, and the female characters (minor in terms of their speeches and 
relative presence on stage) are posited as markers of abstract values. In L' Indiade ou 
l'Inde de leurs reves, the Bengali woman Haridasi, a quasi-mythical figure who acts as 
chorus throughout the play. represents a utopian and mythical India. Similarly 
L'Histoire terrible mais inachevee de Norodom Sihanouk, roi du Cambo&ý. c is centred 
on the actions and thoughts of the 'heroic' character of Sihanouk. but it is a group of 
women (Madame Lamne, : Madame Khieu Samnol and Madame Savav) wt ho over,: ome 
political and racial divisions to function as symbol of a utopian. unified 
Cambodia: 
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These women become emblematic of the possibility of a social order that 
would respect difference, without referring it to a hierarchical structure. 
Religious difference, national difference, and class difference are all 
acknowledged, but the relationship between the women survives despite 
such differences and manages even to erase the ultimate difference 
between the living and the dead-44 
Although they are employed by Cixous to symbolise the possible erasure of divisive 
differences, it is at the cost of their own specificity as female subjects. Santellani 
describes their universal significance as positive: '[elles] ne sont que des variations de 
cette meme figure de "femme toute" genereuse et forte, rempart contre les tempetes de 
1' Histoire' ; 45 however, the values which she claims that they represent constitute 
cliched and restrictive representations of women's role. These include a love of 
cooking, hospitality and the qualities of nurturing and tenderness in the face of cruelty. 
The women endure sacrifice and exist on a higher moral and spiritual plane than their 
political leaders, but they remain marginal to the main action of the play and exist 
within the traditionally 'feminine' realms of life as indicated above: '... daps Sihanouk. 
on a affaire a une oasis feminine, apolitique qui reste marginale et inefficace'. "' 
In L'Histoire u' on ne connaitra jamais 47 the two queens Kriemhild and 
Brunhild are represented as the only figures capable of ensuring a peaceful resolution of 
the ' histoire' 
. 
They demonstrate their capacity to reject the narratives of jealousy and 
revenge in favour of acceptance and forgiveness, thus effacing their own desires. 
Again, the representation of the female characters as morally superior relies upon the 
reassertion of traditionally 'feminine' characteristics. ` ' The poet figure in the play is 
clearly Sturlusson, and it is with him that the audience is ultimately encouraged to 
identify. 
In contrast to other plays, La Ville Parjure ou le reveil des Erincs" is 
dominated by central female characters: the mother who demands justice for the murder 
of her two sons. the Erinyes. and ' la deesse de la Nuit'. The mother. who atteinptý, to 
confront government and institutional corruption and hvpocri'v. i' an eternal and 
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universal mother figure: 'Quand les pays seront passes. il y aura encore deg mores pour 
aimer la Justice au-dessus de tous les royaumes. ' `" The battle between truth and 
betrayal, principle and expediency presented in this play is often drawn along lines of 
sexual difference 
'51 foregrounded by the dialogue of the accused which has frequent 
recourse to traditional attacks upon their female opponents. The lawyers comment: 
'... ce que les femmes sont capables d'inventer des qu'un deuil vient ä les decraquer'. 5' 
and the accused doctors refer to the alliance of Aeschylus and the mother as: 'Rate: 
-, 
vetustes et sanguinaires, ligue de l'hysterie et de la senilite, association des 
dingues... ' 53 Similarly, the woman doctor, Madame Lion, who had foreseen the 
dangers of the continued sale of contaminated blood, is ostracised by the male medical 
community which rejects her ethical arguments with cliched pejoratives: 'On ne va 
pas se laisser dicter une conduite par une hysterique. Tu veux to faire une beautc 
morale sur notre peau. ' Such deployment of traditional cultural discourse against 
women coexists uneasily with the continued employment of female characters to 
represent positive abstract qualities often associated in traditional discourse with the 
'feminine'. The female characters in this play also function as guardians of 'truth' and 
memory and, accordant with the fate of Cixous' female characters, the\, are ultimately 
framed in a utopia which is removed from real existence. 54 
The loss of concern with the representation of sexual difference in the theatre 
which has been apparent in Cixous' plays since 1986, and the appearance of 
ungendered discourses of abstract difference, have resulted in a paucity of female 
characters and an employment of those that remain as representatives of abstract 
qualities. The consequences of this for the female spectator are remarked upon by 
Picard in reference to L'Indiade ou l'Inde de leurs reves, but are pertinent toi all of 
Cixous' later plays: 
Mais la question qui pourrait me construire, moi-sujet feminin. est cclle 
de l'adresse: oü suis-je inscrite dans L'Indiade" Comment... lais c-t-i1 [le 
sujet] la possibilite de m'inserer spectatrice? 5` 
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The situation of the female spectator in the theatre is no longer considered specific. as 
Cixous' posits undifferentiated spectators, ready to reassert their common humanity and 
able to identify with all characters equally. Silverstein has described Cixous' work on 
the representation of female characters as: "extracting the (corpo)Real from the snares 
of the Symbolic". 56 However, I would argue that her approach to female characters in 
her later plays reverses this process. The repeated presentation of female characters as 
mouthpieces for abstract and essentialised qualities works against an assertion of the 
female subject. It is hardly helpful to claim that these figures are allied to familiar 
categories of an eternal feminine, and these later figures are far removed from the 
representation of the female subject-in-process that is so thematically and formally 
radical in Cixous' first two plays. 
It is paradoxical that, at the stage when Cixous' plays begin to dramatise figures 
closely associated, in her aesthetics, with poetic identity, the role of female characters 
in her plays should be diminished. Cixous' identification of the poet with tropes of exile 
and love of the other neglects specific representation of the relationship between sexual 
difference and poetic identity. Through her selection of Gandhi, Sturlusson, and 
Sihanouk, masculine heroes, as poet figures bearing the central narrative and symbolic 
focus of her plays, Cixous separates the representation of poetic identity from that of 
female identity, and does not engage with representations of female creativity. In 
L'Indiade ou l'Inde de leurs reves, the female poet Sarojini Naidu demonstrates the 
potential of combining writing and political action. Hm ever, as Picard points out, 
references to her sex and female solidarity were not included in the production of the 
plays' Voile noire, voile blanche, may appear to contradict the mutual exclusion of 
woman and poet figure as it portrays the struggle of the Russian poet : Anna Akhmatova. 
and the writer and widow of poet Osip Mandel'shtam, N'adezhda Mandel'shtam to 
preserve and defend poetry against the enforced compromise of , ancticned publication 
in the Soviet Union. The female protagonists are presented as the guardian' of culture 
(here specifically poetry) and 'truth'. All the characters who appear in the play are 
: i1 
women and the sense of female solidarity and common sacrifice is heightened h\ the 
fact that even the potential spy Paulina harbours immense affection t'or Akhmatova. The 
women's solidarity, despite personal differences, is reminiscent of that between the 
group of Cambodian women in L'Histoire terrible mais MaAev6e de Norodom 
Sihanouk, roi du Cambodge. Sexual difference does not, however. appear to he .a 
central aspect of Cixous' representation of poetic identity in the play and the other poet" 
whose geniuses are explicitly acknowledged in the play are two men. Boris Pasternak 
and Osip Mandel'shtam. Osip Mandel'shtam's status as absent metapoet in the play 
undermines the representation of Akhmatova's own creativit\'. 5S Cixous' choice of 
subject for the play can, once again, be seen to be determined by the association of 
exile (here, internal exile) with the poet, rather than an attempt to represent female 
creativity or a female poetic identity. 
Cixous' work has always expresed an interest in the representation of sexual 
difference rather than an exclusive focus upon female characters or writers. However, 
the movement I have described in her theatre from a focus upon the social constructions 
of sexual difference, and the resultant repression of female subjectivity, to a 
reinstatement of unproblematised traditional constructions of 'femininity' is striking. 
The combination of this reinstatement with an increased interest in her plays on the 
representation of a universalised poetic identity results in a lack of exploration of a 
gendered poetic identity. Thus the problematics of representing female poetic identity 
remains unaddressed in her theatre. I will argue that it is in the theatre ('f Tsvetaeva 
that a female poetic identity is successfully articulated. 
The Representation of Sexual Difference in the Theatre of Marina Tsvetaeva 
Tsvetaeva was indifferent to organised or institutionalised feminism. and \ mced her 
dislike of attention to the sex of individuals and the grouping of individuals (especially 
poets) on the basis of their sex alone: 
_'l' 
... 
eCTb B nO33HH npH3HaKH 
, 
LL JIeRHS1 6o. Iee cyLIZeCTBeHHbie, qeM 
npxHai7nexcxocTb K My «CKOMy I UM xceHCKOMy riO. Ty, H OTpo,: 15ICb, 
6pe3ryR BceM, HOC$1 M xaxoe-, rim6o xneÄMO )« HCKOH (MsaccoBoil) 
OTAeJIbHocTH, KaK-TO: A(eHCKHMH KypcaMu, cvý#aACHWONI, 
4eMHHH3MOM... BCeM npeCJIOBYTbIM )KeHCKHM BOnpOCO'ýi, 3a 
Hcx uotieHHeM BoeHHoro ero pa3peWeHHA: CKa3o IX uapcTB 
IIeH4 e3xneH 
- 
EpyHrHJIbubI... )KeHCKOTO Bonpoca B TBOp1{eCTBe HeT: 
ecrb xceHcxxe, Ha tienOBeqecKHH Bonpoc, oTBeTbl, KaK-To: Ca4o 
- 
MoaHHa A` Apx 
- 
CB. Tepe3a... 
There are, in poetry. criteria of classification more essential than one's 
membership of the male or female sex, and, from birth I have avoided 
everything that bore any stamp of feminine separateness. such as: female 
causes, suffragism, the celebrated "woman question". with the exception 
of its military solution: the legendary kingdoms of Penthesilea, 
Brunhilde... There is no woman's question in art 
- 
there are women's 
59 answers to human questions, like Sappho. Joan of Arc, Saint Teresa... 
However, this passage, far from constituting a denial of any female specificity, refuses 
the limitations traditionally imposed on women's interest and influences, and claims 
their ability to offer specific responses to any question. 
Similarly, Tsvetaeva's refusal to categorise people primarily in terms of their 
sex (a refusal which reflects her general hatred of oppositional modes of thought) did 
not prevent a consistent engagement with the relationship between poetic identity and 
sexual difference. There has been increasing interest, in recent year,,, in this 
engagement in studies of her lyric poet ry. 60 As a woman poet writing in a 
predominantly masculine tradition and with a male literary heritage, Twetaeva adopted 
several strategies to enable the development of her own poetic voice. It must also be 
noted that she was working in a gendered language in which the lyrical ' I' of the poem 
is traditionally male and, as Taubman shows, her early lyrics are often addressed toi 
others, thus avoiding the need to linguistically define the gender of the speaker'poet. 6' 
Tsv, etaev, a's later poems are far less ambiguous and direct attention specifically to the 
speaker as a female poet. 
The assertion of f-cmalc voices can also he seen as the motivation for 
Tsvetaeva's adoption, throughout her work, of diverse female personae from literature 
1 
and classical mythology. They include Joan of Are. Phaedra. Ariadne. Helen of Tree'. 
Ophelia, the Amazon warrior and the Sybil. none of whom reflects traditional 
definitions of the 'feminine' 
. 
62 Indeed, these figures are traditionally framed within 
punitive narratives which respond to their 'deviance' or unacceptable behaviour in 
defying gender definitions. Tsvetaeva identifies strongly with all these characters: 
Tsvetaeva allies herself with femininity, Ophelia against Hamlet, Phaedra against Hippolytus, Lilith against Adam. Helen of Troy against 
the whole tradition which blames her for the Trojan War. Her heroines 
of myth and tradition are rescued from their portraits as either destructive or victimised beings 
- 
the familiar dual interpretation of 
masculine tradition, 
- 
to be reclaimed as new female self-definitions. 63 
Heldt uses the term 'femininity' here, not in reference to a traditional social construct, 
but rather to women's struggle against the roles allocated to them by such social 
constructs. In the context of representations of sexual difference, the re-telling of 
culturally established narratives from a differently gendered viewpoint (the voice of 
Lilith or Ophelia) is subversive because it disrupts the normalised identification with a 
masculine voice, presented as objective and universal. This strategy is continued in 
Tsvetaeva's theatre and corresponds to Cixous' attempts to refocalise existing narratives 
on to the figures of Dora and Jocasta. In addition to her adoption of figures who def\ 
traditional interpretations of 'femininity', Tsvetaeva's poetry contains much disruption 
of established representations of sexual difference through a rejection of the roles 
traditionally allocated to the 'feminine'. This rejection is often expressed aa neccssar\ 
condition for female creativity, as illustrated in the poem 'V maiskoc utro (On a Ma\ 
morning)' in which the speaker rejects traditional images of woman and motherhood tc 
valorise the vibrant, rhythmic creativity of playing the drum, which prevail` over her 
social definition as wife and mother. " In 'Koli milvm nazovu (If I call you loved one) 
the female speaker asserts her autonomy and mocks attempts to cateýýorise her as wife. 
widow, or fiancee;. `'S 
The disruption of dominant representations of '- 
. 
\ual difference is further 
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reinforced in Tsvetaeva's poetry by the reworking of existing narratives to subvert the 
existing codes of sexual difference and create radically different representations of 
female identity. This is apparent in Tsvetaeva's poem Molodets. 66 This poem retells :a 
well-known narrative from Russian folk literature. In the original tale a naive country 
girl falls unwittingly in love with a vampire, and, in order to protect his true identity 
she sacrifices her family, and social standing, to his desires. She is traditionally 
presented as a betrayed victim, and the narrative contains traditional moral 
interpretations of sexual identity (the girl's loss of virginity is linked to her ultimate loss 
of moral judgement and social happiness). Tsvetaeva's reworking of the tale. however, 
undermines these codes, presenting the heroine as agent of her active desire for the 
vampire (whom she chooses in preference to an aristocratic husband). Tsvetacva' s 
Marus'ia is not a victim, and the poem subverts dominant representations of women as 
sexually passive. Makin underlines the importance of these changes: 'A tale which 
provides a myth of sexual repression and male fantasy 
... 
has been reversed by the very, 
features which might have been expected to elaborate the basic meth. " 
The disruptive strategies identified here in relation to Tsvetaeva's poetry are 
also evident in her theatre. Indeed, I would argue that the majority of her plays engage 
primarily with the representation of sexual difference. Tsvetaeva's plays foreground a 
critique of the cultural representation of sexual difference and the position of women in 
patriarchal society, one which she perceives as debilitating and as destructive to the 
realm of poetry. The Lady in Metel' (The Snowstorm) (a play in which the two main 
characters are defined mainly by their sex) expresses her recent realisation that , he no 
longer loves her husband. 68 and seems caught in a limbo between rejected domesticit\ 
and mortal love, and the realm of the snowstorm and poetry represented by the 
Gentleman. 
Detailed discussions of Tsvetaeva's plays Fedra (Phaedra) and 
. 
\riadna are 
undertaken in Chapter Five. Ts\'etaeva's choice of narrative` is. however, important in 
the context of representations of sexual difference. "" T,, vetaeva'' enga<2ement with 
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these narratives can be likened to Cixous' adoption of female figures in her early plays. 
and the refocalisation of these narratives serves to give voice to Phaedra and Ariadne. 
whose desires remain traditionally either unheard or are defined solely by dominant. 
and often hostile, discourses. In Tsvetaeva's plays. the restrictive codes prc' cribin: 
female roles and behaviour in society, and the social dependency of women upon their 
relationships with men is a central theme. Both Phaedra and Ariadna are silenced at the 
end of the plays, as in the original narratives, yet Tsvetaeva achieves a dramatisation 
of the difficulties of speaking as a desiring woman from within the crippling confines of 
patriarchy's construction of Woman. Phaedra is traditionally condemned for her breach 
of the taboo of incest, her desertion of the primary role of mother, her infidelity to the 
king, and her 'hysterical' behaviour. In this she is defined by her relationships to men: 
as third wife of the much older Theseus (following ominously in her sister Ariadne's 
footsteps) and stepmother of Hippolytus. Phaedra's desire for her stepson contravenes 
patriarchal social codes, as her function as wife and (step)mother are perceived a:, 
incompatible with autonomous sexual desire. Tsvetaeva's Fedra is dominated by the 
characters of Phaedra and the Nurse, and between them they work towards an 
articulation of female desire, the very desire which has defined Phaedra as monstrous in 
so many commentaries on the myth: 
Theseus' weakness of soul sacrifices helpful love for perverse seduction 
and leads him towards his fate. Phaedra represents perverse and impure 
choice. She is not, as is Medea, a demonic woman, a sorceress who 
casts a spell over a man and destroys him. Phaedra represents a different 
kind of perverse and impure allurement: the neurotic woman, hysterical, 
incapable of just and moderate feeling, whose love-hate at times exalted, 
at times inhibited, wears down the soul's strength by the capricious and 
quarrelsome nature of her demands. 70 
Phaedra is perceived as an anti-model, an example of anti-social excess and 
perversion, a punishment sent to plague Theseus. Commonly neither representations of 
the narrative nor critiques of it credit her with the subjective capacity to t'ornulate her 
own desires. she is often presented as either insane or inhuman. Importantly. howw ev er. 
Tsvetaeva removes the grounds, for the traditional criticisms of Phaedra from her play: 
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in Fedra she is childless, and so not a bad mother; the tragic flaw of the play is 
Hippolytus' misogyny not Fedra's desire. The Nurse is represented as a stronger 
influence on Fedra than any inheritance of her mother Pasiphae's 'monstruous' 
desire. 7' Fedra is thus repressed and ultimately crushed by the unwillingness of 
patriarchal society to recognise her desires and autonomy. 
Tsvetaeva employs a similar strategy in her version of Ariadne's narrative. 
which positions the focus clearly on the injustice done to Ariadne by Theseus. The 
scene in which Theseus and Bacchus debate Ariadne's fate over her sleeping body 
constitutes a symbolisation of the enforced powerlessness of the female subject. 72 
Ariadne speaks her desire in frank and direct terms. and is represented as neither 
passive nor naive. 73 In these two plays, Tsvetaeva engages with the unequal status and 
restrictive position of woman in society and revises the cultural representation of 
women which relies upon patriarchal definitions of sexual difference. In Fedra and 
Ariadna patriarchal definitions remain ultimately unshaken. However, I will now 
discuss Tsvetaeva's further engagement with the very divisions which inform traditional 
representations of sexual difference. 
The Disruption of Gender: Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) 
The most radical response in Tsvetaeva's theatre to representations of sexual 
difference is to be found in Prikliuchenie (An Adventure)74 which subverts the 
oppositions upon which cultural constructions are founded. Tsvetaeva's long poem 
Tsar'-Devitsa, written shortly after the completion of the play Prikliuchenie (An 
Adventure), also undoes the fixity of sexual identity. The Tsar-Maiden is a giant 
amazonian warrior75 who chooses a prince who constitutes her opposite in that he is 
characterised by the traditionally 'feminine' traits of small hands and golden curls. 
However, Tsvetaeva goes beyond the potentially reductive stage of simply exchanging 
traditional characteristics of masculine and feminine, to further problematise their 
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identities. The critic Gove remarks: 
Since neither protagonist quite fits the masculine or the feminine 
stereotype, the author invites readers to suspend rational categories and draw their own conclusions about the Tsar-Maiden and the Tsarevich. The author's own preferred solution seems to be that the whole issue of 
sexual identity is an illusion. 76 
Gove reads the poem as an attempt to completely dismiss sexual difference, but I would 
argue that the poem and Prikliuchenie (An Adventure), rather than denying the 
existence of sexual difference, disrupt the binary and oppositional structures around 
which it is traditionally represented. 
The concept of androgyny has recurred in philosophical and literary history in 
various guises and invoking different terminologies since the writings of the ancient 
Greeks. Inevitably, the concept is employed and interpreted according to the 
contemporary political, moral and aesthetic contexts. Consequently, amongst the 
questions to be addressed here are the importance of androgyny to Tsvetaeva's writing 
and the use of the concept by writers contemporary to her. The impact of a concept 
which upsets the binary representation of sexual difference cannot be overstated: 
Biological determinism is a particular way of viewing causes of social 
structures. It offers a specific, scientifically-based model for the 
existence of social hierarchy and social inequality by postulating that 
differences in innate biology lead to differences in behaviour, which in 
turn lead to differences in social position. " 
The concept of androgyny is therefore potentially disruptive of patriarchal definitions of 
sexual identity and gender. Carolyn Heilbrun defines androgyny as: 'A condition under 
which the characteristics of the sexes, and the human impulses expressed by men and 
women, are not rigidly assigned. Androgyny seeks to liberate the individual from the 
confines of the appropriate. ' 78 However, this analysis fails to problematise the initial 
labelling of characteristics as 'feminine' or 'masculine', leaving the cultural notations 
of sexual difference undisturbed. In such manifestations androgyny cannot be perceived 
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as a subversive notion: 'something like John Wayne and Brigitte Bardot scotch-taped 
together 
- 
as if two distorted halves could make a whole. '79Here binary definitions of 
female and male, masculine and feminine are reinforced and the concept does not 
subvert social constructions of sexual difference: 
Feminist theories and feminist inquiry based on the notion of essential difference, or focussed on demonstrating difference, are doing feminism 
a disservice. They ultimately rely on the defensively constructed 
masculine models of gender that are presented to us as our cultural heritage, rather than creating feminist understandings of gender and difference that grow from our own politics, theorizing, and 
experience. 10 
It is therefore vital, in the contexts of feminist critical theory and the politics of 
representation, to create a concept of androgyny which does not involve the reification 
of existing categories. In La Jeune Nee, Cixous discusses different conceptualisations of 
androgyny or bisexuality8' in her search for reconfigurations of sexual difference. 
Whilst remaining aware of the impossibility of erasing existing usage 12 Cixous insists 
upon the potential radical consequences of disrupting the binary: 
... 
la "feminite", la "masculinite", inscriraient tout autrement leurs effets 
de difference, leur economie, leurs rapports ä la depense, au manque, au 
don. Ce qui apparait comme "feminin" ou "masculin" aujourd'hui ne 
reviendrait plus au meine. La logique generale de la difference ne serait 
plus agencee dans l'opposition encore dominante maintenant. La 
difference, serait un bouquet de differences nouvelles. R3 
When discussing conceptualisations of androgyny, Cixous makes a clear distinction 
between reductive and positive concepts of bisexuality. The reductive remains too 
closely associated with traditional concepts of oppositional sexual difference: 
La bisexualite comme fantasme d'un etre total qui vient ä la place de la 
peur de la castration, et voile la difference sexuelle dans la mesure oü 
celle-ci est eprouvee comme marque d'une separation mythique, trace 
done d'une secabilite dangereuse et douloureuse. C'est l'Hermaphrodite. 
d'Ovide, moins bisexue qu'asexue. compose non pas des deux genres. 
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mais de deux moities. Fantasme donc d'unite. 84 
The second definition of bisexuality which Cixous proposes remains highly abstract and 
solipsistic: 
A cette bisexualite fusionelle, effacante, qui veut conjurer la castration. j'oppose 1'autre bisexualite, celle dont chaque sujet non enferme dann le 
faux theatre de la representation phallocentrique, institue son univers 
erotique. Bisexualite, c'est ä dire reperage en soi, individuellement. de la 
presence, diversement manifeste et insistante selon chaque un ob une. 
des deux sexes, non-exclusion de la difference ni d'un sexe, et ä partie 
de cette 'permission' que Fon se donne, multiplication des effets 
d' inscr ption du desir, sur toutes les parties de mon corps et de 1' autre 
corps. ' 
This conception of bisexuality recognises difference at many levels, but is non- 
exclusive, and would perhaps be better described as plurisexuality. The concept of a 
utopian mass of equal differences has been expressed in similar terms by Derrida: 
What if we were to reach... the area of a relationship to the other where 
the code of sexual marks would no longer be discriminating" The 
relationship would not be asexual, far from it, but would be sexual 
otherwise: beyond the binary difference that governs the decorum of all 
codes, beyond the opposition feminine/masculine, beyond bisexuality as 
well... I would like to believe in the multiplicity of sexually marked 
voices... this indeterminable number of blended voices, this mobile of 
non-identified sexual marks whose choreography can carry. divide. 
multiply the body of each 'individual', whether they be classified as 
' man' or 'woman' according to the criteria of usage. '`' 
This sexual diffýrance5' conceptualised by Cixous and Derrida provides a theoretical 
framework to my reading of Tsvetaeva's Prikliuchenie (An Adventure). It is also 
necessary, however, to examine the cultural context of androgyny contemporar\ to the 
writing of the play. The concept of androgyny had been common in Russian literature 
at the beginning of the twentieth century, and was a prominent feature of many of the 
writings associated with German Romanticism which enjoyed great popularity at this 
time. Olga 'Tatich links the resurgence of interest in the t igur-e of the androgyne to 
0 
periods of societal upheaval, stating that: 'For this generation of Russian,. androgyny 
was an escape from the intolerable polarized world around them, polarized on the basis 
of sex and class. 88 However, it should be noted that sexual polarisation way 
considerably weaker in the 1920s than at arguably any other time in Russian history. 
and an interest in the concepts of androgyny may reflect the more liberated sexual 
behaviour of some. 
Early twentieth-century Russian literature provides several examples of work 
which engages with concepts of androgyny. The work of Vladimir Solov'ev expresses a 
belief in platonic love which transcends sexual difference to achieve spiritual harmony 
through the combination of masculine and feminine principles. Fedor Sologub a1'oo 
employs the terms of androgyny, invoking the androgyne as a reversion to an asexual 
childlike state of innocence. There was also a revival of the cult of Sophia (an 
androgynous figure linked to the idea of a perfect humanity). Sergei Bulgmkov was 
planning to publish a text which presented an ambiguously gendered Christ figure, `' 
and Blok's Dvenadtsat' (The Twelve), published in 1918, had already done this. 
Decadent writers such as Zinaida Gippius also took up the figure of the androgvne as a 
model of sexual and aesthetic perfection. 
Tsvetaeva did not discuss the concept of androgyny in her prose or letters. 
There is also little criticism of Tsvetaeva's writing which relates specifically to concepts 
of androgyny: as mentioned earlier, most commentators on her work refer more 
generally to a tendency in her work to undermine traditional gender categories. Anva 
Kroth's article 'Androgyny as an Exemplary Feature of Marina Tsvetaeva's 
Dichotomous Poetic Vision"' supports the view expressed by June Singer who 
'... finds little need to link androgyny to the contemporary political and social climate 
and instead looks for and finds manifestations of the androgynous principle throughout 
human cultural history. '91 Kroth's position also plays down the importance of 
representation and its effect upon cultural discourse. In reference to Tsvetaeva' ý work. 
Kroth finds the use of the concept of androgyny as '. 
-not so much a reaction to the 
social, political and cultural context of her [Tsvetaeva's] time 
... 
a, an intrinsic quality of 
''1 
her artistic method-'92 I would argue that this is the case. However. Kroth's definition 
of androgyny follows the pattern of Cixous' reductive model 
... 
the term 'androgynous' will be used in reference to a condition which 
suggests a spirit of reconciliation between the sexes. or a condition 
wherein opposite elements (masculine and feminine) lie in the matrix of 
one. 93 
This definition is founded upon traditional concepts of sexual difference, and the lack of 
subversion in Kroth's employment of androgyny is evident when she describes the 
seeemingly tautological example of the 'male' androgyne in Tsvetaeva's work: 
By admixing feminine or nonmasculine characteristics 
- 
such as 
emotional sensitivity, physical delicacy, states of physical and 
psychological repose, and so forth 
- 
in her male personae, Tsvetaeva 
elicits recognition of them as androgynous. 94 
I would argue that it is the very definition of such characteristics as 'masculine' or 
'feminine' which Tsvetaeva undermines in her writing. Prikliuchenie is the most 
radical illustration of this. Tsvetaeva's Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) is based upon the 
memoirs of Casanova and refers to several meetings with Henriette, a woman in male 
disguise escaping from the choice between an unacceptable marriage, or forced 
entrance to a convent. 95 Scotto attributes the general change in moral attitude towards 
Casanova at this time as: 'bound up with the explosive redefinition of sexuality in 
European culture that swept through the fin-de-siecle and into the decades beyond' 
. 
`' 
However, Tsvetaeva's focus in Prikliuchenie is not on Casanova, but can 
Henri/Henriette, who is a far more sexually ambiguous figure97 in Tsý etaeva' ý play 
than in Casanova's memoirs. 
Tsvetaeva's dramatisation of part of Casanova's memoirs is interesting in light 
of their stylistic qualities. She may have been struck by their dramatic quality, as 
documented by Lahouati in one of the few articles that addresses questions of style in 
the memoirs. "I Lahouati comments on the frequent use of theatrical imagery- 
, ý, 
'Casanova decrit son existance comme une succession de scenes de theatre auxquelles 
il assisterait tout en tenant le role principal. '99 Lahouati expands further: 
... 
en tant que heros, il en a ete 1'ordonnateur: en tant qu'ecrivain il a 
ecrit, pour son lecteur-spectateur, la piece ä laquelle sa memoire et son 
imagination le faisaient assister. La mise en forme de L' Histoirc de ma 
Vie est une mise-en-scene, sur un theatre imaginaire. "I" 
These qualities are also explicitly referred to by Casanova: 
A 1' age de trente-huit ans, ce fut la cloture du premier acre de nia vie. Celle du second se fit a mon depart de Venise Fan 1783. Celle du 
troisieme arrivera apparement ici ou je m'amuse ä ecrire ces memoires. 
La comedie sera alors finie, et eile aura eu trois actes. Si on sifflera j'espere que je ne l'entendrai dire de personne. 101 
If Casanova's memoirs serve several purposes: ' 
... 
sa matiere ne serait pas seulement le 
souvenir d'experiences, mais aussi la projection, dans 1'ecriture, des desirs, des 
fantasmes, des obsessions et des phobies qui sont la matiere des reves', 102 I would 
suggest that Tsvetaeva's adaptation of these events can be interpreted in a parallel 
fashion, centred on her desire to rework representations of sexual difference. 
Tsvetaeva's Prikliuchenie consists of five acts, the first four of which are 
loosely based on episodes from the memoirs, whilst the fifth is wholly of Tsv, etaev-a' 
invention. Karlinsky, whilst describing the play as a 'romantic escapist comedy', 
outlines several major divergences from the original memoirs: 
From the vast panorama of Casanova's book, Tsvetaeva selected what is 
probably its most appealing episode, his brief love affair with the 
mysterious cello-playing Frenchwoman known only as Henriette. In 
Casanova's description, she was a sweet, modest person. who wore male 
attire in order to escape from the custody of her repressive family. In 
Tsvetaeva's play, she is turned into an ambiguous being called 
Henri/Henriette, who can function as either man or woman and be 
alternately a brawling hussar, a seductive and erudite beauty or a 
virtuoso musician. 1O 
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Tsvetaeva's play establishes a very different focus from the memoirs. In Casanova's 
memoirs the episode begins as Casanova is disturbed from sleep in his hotel by a group 
of the local police, who are demanding to know whether one of the guests is sleeping 
with his wife or his mistress. Casanova takes it upon himself to defend this 'Iuest frone 
the police, eventually obtaining an apology and the offer of compensation for the 
incident. However, Casanova's ulterior motives are clear form the outset: he intended 
to make a good impression on the woman concerned. Although the woman in question 
is disguised as a man, Casanova does not hesitate in defining her sex: ' 
... 
je vois sortir 
de dessous la couverture une tete echevelee, riante. fraiche, et seduisante qui ne me 
laisse pas douter de son sexe... 1104 Casanova never entertains the slightest doubt as to 
Henriette's sex. Rather than being fascinated by the ambiguity of the character. as 
Tsvetaeva suggests in Prikliuchenie, Casanova in his memoirs is simply attracted by the 
sight of a woman in male attire. 105 Indeed, Henriette's disguise and the reasons behind 
it encourage Casanova to view her as an challenge to his powers of seduction. 106 
Tsvetaeva excludes Casanova's apparent certainty of Henriette's sexual identity. 
indeed, the naming of the character as Henri/Henriette is an important aspect of 
Prikliuchenie. Named as such in the list of characters at the head of the text, 
Henri/Henriette is denoted in the text as the Hussar. Henri and finally Henriette. The 
changes in name correspond to the sexual identity that he/she chooses to adopt at that 
point, and reflect the ambiguity and fluidity of identity represented by him/her. 
The narrative of the first meeting between Casanova and Henriette is radically 
changed by Tsvetaeva. In the first act of the play an unidentified hussar enters 
Casanova's room as he lies sleeping, and looks around the room. listening to Casanova 
talking in his sleep and finally waking him as a drop of oil falls from his lamp on to 
Casanova's face. The power relationships are very different from those represented in 
the first scene of the memoirs: here it is the sleeping Casanova who is observed by an 
intruder. whereas in the memoirs Casanova secretly observes the sleeping woman. The 
hussar listens to Casanova's dreams and comments ironically on them: 
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)jBa )K HCKHX HMeHB 3a nATb 
CeKYH, j 
-H BCe Liero-TO LIIapHT! 
He Beceno, J1OJI7KHO 6bITb, CnaTb 
C ouxoio xapToll no. lyLuapHl-a! 
(Hav omem ceemUAbxux K camom nuzy cn. Aufezo) 
; Iyulx H BeTpeHOCTH cMecb! 
Hag CKOnimiX EB HeBHHHbIX 
- 
3MeeM, 
Har CKOJE6KHx ApHaAH - cTomm 
- 
Te3eeM?! 
Two women's names in five seconds. 
And all the time fumbling! 
It's not amusing, perhaps, to sleep 
With only a map of the hemispheres' (leans the lantern over the sleeping face) 
A mixture of soul and emptyheadedness! 
Over how many innocent Eves 
- 
like a serpent, 
_ Over how many Ariadnes 
- 
do I stand 
- 
like Theseus'?! "' 
Eve and Ariadne are both figures whom Tsvetaeva defends elsewhere, but the emphasis 
here falls on the hussar's identification of himself with Theseus which feminiscý 
Casanova and again suggests a reversal of power structures. Casanova is woken by a 
drop of oil which falls from the hussar's lantern on to his face, clearly a reference to 
Psyche's fateful awakening of Eros. 108 Tsvetaeva employs the mythical intertcxt to 
further confuse gender identities as the hussar is associated equally with the biblical 
serpent who tempts Eve, with Theseus and with Psyche. Casanova's anxious search for 
definitions begins on awakening as he questions the hussar's identity: 
Ka3aHoBa: 
TaK BbI He My)K? 
I'ycap: 
He Myxc. 
Ka3axosa: 
He sop? 
I'ycap: 
He Bop. 
Ka3axoaa: 
It Bbl He KpellHTOp? 
''A 
1 ycap: 
Ez a im! 
Ka3axoBa: 
He My. )x, He sop, He xpeßHTOp, 
- 
3a, qeM we BM cioj a nonaLTI? 
Ho 3aoxy rmop H no Lyposxe 
I1ycap, ogapoaaxbe AaM. 
YMa, rmtueHHbiii 
- 
no pegaM, 
ICI... axrenogex 
- 
no ronoBKe! 
Fycap: 
14 rioxcb, H npaBAa... 
Casanova: 
So you're not a husband? 
Hussar: 
Not a husband. 
Casanova: 
Not a thief? 
Hussar: 
Not a thief. 
Casanova: 
And you're not a creditor? 
Hussar: 
Hardly! 
Casanova: 
Not a husband, not a thief, not a creditor. 
- So why have you turned up here? 
By the sound of your spurs and laces, 
A hussar, charmer of women. 
A madman 
- 
judging by your speech, 
And... an angel 
- 
judging by your looks! 
Hussar: 
In that there is both truth and lies... '09 
Tsvetaeva first indicates the androgynous nature of the hussar through the referenLe to 
an angel, a traditionally asexual figure to which Tsvetaeva refers specifically in terms 
of its androgyny at the end of Tsar-Maiden. The hussar then descrihes himseli as a 
moonbeam, which reinforces the description given of the Henri 'Henriette in the 
dramatis personae: 'lunnyi led (lunar ice). ''° This reference to the moon appcar, toi 
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encourage conventional connotations of the feminine and further comment on the role 
of the moon in the play is vital to a reading of the character Henri'Henriette. "I There 
are two words in Russian for moon, one masculine mesiats and one feminine luna. 
Tsvetaeva uses the potential double gender of the moon to represent the double 
gendered character of Henri/Henriette and this is reflected in Casanova's use of the 
symbol of the moon as he abandons his attempts to clarify the hussar's sexual identity: 
Ka3axosa: 
BCe B Mxpe 
- 
TOJI6KO %iMexa! 
KTO CKa)KeT: McCAu, KTO: nyHa... 
AHpH 
- 
ceroAHA, 3aBTpa - I'expH3rra... 
Casanova: 
Everything in the world 
- 
is only names! 
One says: moon, another: lune... 
Henri 
- 
today, tomorrow 
- 
Henriette... 112 
Casanova links the two possible genders of 'moon' with the designation of sexual 
identity through names. The Hussar associates himself immediately with the moon: 
Fycap : 
KaK cnyTHHua 3eß 
- 
JIyxa, 
A- Bet{HbIli CIIyTHHK Ka3aHOBbI. 
A 
, 
irlsi 
. 
ruogeH 
- 
rycap AHpH, 
I'pour, no pyxam eure He CTepTbIH-... 
Ka3axosa: 
Ho Bce xc, AHTA, Kaxoro tiepra 
Cio, ja RBHJnicb? 
AHpH: 
- 
Ha napx! 
Ka. 3axoBa: 
IIapH?! 
AHPII: 
(KAaO, q em Yi pyhy xa n. wLio) 
Ka3aHOBa, B3ryL HIHTe B OKHO! 
KaK B Miipe 6e3VNIHO OT rn'HHOFO CBeTa! 
Bce TMHHeT, Bce KäHeT... 
He BCe Iii paBHO: 
jlapii 
- 
ium He)KHOCTb. AHpHH - I-eHpHi3TTa 
Ka3axoBa: 
(npo3peeaA) 
AHpx? 
- 
I'expx3rra? 
(BcKaxueaem) 
AHpH: 
OcraBbTe! He 
-rpom! 
Ka3axosa: 
(eHe ce6R) 
flapx 
- 
HJLH He) (HOCTb? 
AHpH: 
(cMeRCb) 
KaKoe 6eccrbu icrBO! 
HH TO, HH Apyroe. B cTpaUIHeHU H OFOHb 
FycapoB x )K HLI HH Be. eT - JIIO6OIIbITCTBO. 
Hussar: 
As the earth's companion 
- 
is the Moon, 
So I am 
- 
the eternal companion of Casanova. 
But for other people 
- 
I'm hussar Henri, 
A penny, not yet worn by hands... 
Casanova: 
All the same, child, why the devil 
Have you appeared here? 
Henri: 
- 
For a wager! 
Casanova: 
A wager?! 
Henri: 
(Putting his hand on Casanova's shoulder) 
Casanova, look out of the window! 
How the world is made mad by moonlight! 
Everything passes, everything vanishes.. 
. 
is 
it not all the same: 
A wager 
- 
or tenderness. Henri 
- 
Henriette. 
Casanova: 
(animated) 
Henri? 
- 
Henriette? 
(jumping up) 
Henri: 
Leave me alone! Don't touch me! 
Casanova: 
(beside himself) 
NV'aier 
-car tenderness? 
Henri: 
` 
__. 
(laughing) 
What brashness! 
Neither one. nor the other. Into the terrible furnace 
Curiosity leads both hussars and women. 113 
The hussar is the more active of the two characters here, persisting with riddles and 
teasing comments which only serve to confuse Casanova further. The hussar speaks of 
his potential multiple sexual identities: indeed his identity as denoted by the written 
text (his speaking name) changes halfway through this speech. from The Hussar to 
Henri. Hussars are then linked with women in the final line of the speech quoted. 
Tsvetaeva ensures that the character's first appearance establishes an ambiguous sexual 
identity, an ambiguity which goes beyond mere disguise. It must be noted that this play 
has never been put into production, so there are no precedents for representing 
Henri/Henriette onstage. Karlinsky describes Prikliuchenie as: '... an unconvincing play 
when read and it must be almost impossible to perform on the stage with any degree of 
success. '' 14 Karlinsky does not clarify why it would, in his opinion, be impossible to 
stage, but much of the perceived difficulty must lie in the practical representation of 
Henri /Henriette. The physical presence of an actor of either gender in the role would 
not, however, lessen the ambiguity, indeed it would serve to further undermine `ender 
fixity as the actor would only be of corresponding gender to Henri/Henriette for some 
of the scenes. The use of two actors for the role would be highly unsatisfactory, as it 
would undermine the consistent ambiguity of Henri/Henriette throughout the play and 
evoke connotations of comedy and farce rather than the intense romanticism of the 
play. Another striking difference between these opening scenes and the memoirs is the 
voice of Henri/Henriette. In Casanova's memoirs Henriette's speech is not referred to 
until much later in the text, indeed her silence is remarked upon. "' 
The second act of Prikliuchenie opens with Casanova and Henri sitting together. 
in an 'endless dialogue' 
. 
116 and Casanova's declaration 'I love you''. toi which Henri 
does not reply, continuing to talk in riddles. "' Henri mocks Casanova and demands 
money, his soul. and his Turkish pistol in return for love. none of whiýh i, in the 
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original text. 118 Henri suggests a change of sexual identity in the near future: 
AHpx: 
(cepbe3no) 
CJryluaiTe, ApyxcotieK! 
Bor AHBHbIrI MHp CBOH- COTBOpIUI B He ae: IIO. 
)fCeHIIIHHa 
- 
CTO MHpoB. E; IHHb1M AyxoM 
- 
KaK )KeHIAI{HOii MHe CTaTb B e. HHbIH- aeHL? 
B, qepa rycap 
- 
npH umopax H IIpH Innare, 
CeroAHs 
- 
KpyxceBHOH aTnacH: bii3 axren, 
A 3aBTpa 
- 
MOT 616ITb 
- 
KaK 3HaTb? KTO 3HaeT?! 
Henri: 
(seriously) 
Listen, my friend! 
God created his wonderful world in a week. 
A woman 
- 
is a hundred worlds. A single spirit, 
How can I become a woman in a single day? 
Yesterday a hussar 
- 
with spurs and sword, 
Today 
-a lace and satin angel, And tomorrow, perhaps, how can we tell? Who knows?! "`' 
After being fitted with dresses by a local fashion house, Henriette makes her grind 
entrance, stunning both Casanova and the captain with her beauty. 120 She is now 
referred to in the feminine in the text, but her appearance has been immediately 
preceded by the captain's description of the hussar's fight over a woman. which aLaln 
complicates the relationships between appearance and sexual identity in the play. 
In the memoirs, a series of meetings and exchanges of letters lead to 
Henriette's recognition by a distant relative and her enforced return to her family. 
Casanova accompanies her on the initial stages of her return journey to France, during 
which they stay at the hotel 'Aux Balances' 
.'1 In the memoirs Henriette demands that 
Casanova should never contact her nor speak if they meet again. 122 There is no 
lengthy farewell in the memoirs and it is only later that Casanova a mes' a,! e 
etched on a windowpane. l-' Casanova sees Henriette again in 1763, sind. without 
recognising her, in 1769. Tsvetaeva again takes the basis of the scene directly from the 
memoirs, but refocuses it on issues of sexual difference. Henriette describes herýclf as 
a soldier awaiting death and the question of her identity k foregi unded again. 
" 3O 
Ka3axoBa : 
HeT y Te6$I Ayiux! 
I'expH3TTa: 
, 
1OJDKHO 6bITb 
- 
HeT. 
Ka3aHOBa: 
AB )xx. riax 
- 
JIyHH MH CBeT. 
I'expH3rra: 
BblTb MO)KeT 
- 
Jiä., 
BblTb MO)KeT 
- 
HeT. 
Ka3axoBa: 
CKa m MHe Ha npovgaxbe: 
bec iim axren TO 
I'expx3TTa: 
LIyxcaA TaHHa. 
OCTaBHM 3TO. 
Casanova: 
You have no soul! 
Henriette: 
Probably 
- 
not. 
Casanova: 
And in your veins 
- 
moonlight. 
Henriette: 
Maybe 
- 
yes, 
Maybe 
- 
no. 
Casanova: 
Tell me as we part: 
Are you a demon or an angel'? 
Henriette: 
Someone else's secret. 
Let's leave it. 124 
Ambiguity persists and there is no final scene of resolution as to Henri/Henriette's 
gender. Indeed, Casanova calls out to her: ' Moi mal'chik' Genrietta' P'osledniai, i 
mol'ba k tebe! (Myy boy! Henriette! One last request! ') appealing to Ilcnri and 
Henriette, masculine and feminine. Henriette writes on the window with her ring and 
prepares to leave. The stage directions at this point indicate that Henriette replies to 
ýýl 
Casanova's remark as Henri. 126 It is impossible to determine how this fluctuation in 
identity could be represented on the stage, for it is clear that Tsvetaeva is pointing out. 
even at this stage in the play, that Henriette and Henri are not mutually exclusive 
identities. Henriette's disappearance underlines the sexual ambiguity further as she 
steps into a shaft of moonlight, in a culmination of the consistent use of the moon as 
metaphor for androgyny throughout the play: 
Ka3axosa: 
CKa KH MHe! 
I'expx3rra: 
(Kauall 2ollouou") 
Bce nog 6o. mmoi 
. 
nyHOK 
HrpaeM BTeMHy}o. 
(Hcue3aem e noicoce nyuuo2o ceema. ) 
Casanova: 
Tell me! 
Henriette: 
(shaking her head) 
Everything under the great moon 
Is played blind. (disappears in a shaft of moonlight). ''' 
In an earlier version of the memoirs possibly used by Tsvetaeva, Casanova notes 
revisiting the hotel some years later, and seeing the words: 'You will even forget 
Henriette' still etched on one of the windowpanes. '28 Tsvetaeva, however, constructs 
an entire scene from this brief reference, a scene which serves to contrast the limited 
traditional representations of sexual difference with the (albeit absent) figure of 
Henri/Henriette. Scene Five presents Casanova, thirteen years later, preparing to 
seduce a young girl, his thousand and first conquest. The tone of the scene is markedly 
different from the other four: Casanova behaves in a patronising manner towards the 
girl, using cliched images of femininity. The girl, although forthright and frank in her 
sexual desires, is mainly concerned with material gains and forms a strong contrast to 
the ambiguous, ethereal figure of Henri/Henriette. '29 The dialogue is clearly intended 
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to form an ironic contrast to Henriette's speeches, as the girl continues to chat about 
babies and christenings, and sings popular songs. This is interrupted when the girl 
remarks upon the sight of the moon through the window and reads out Henriette's 
message. Casanova reacts violently, throws down the girl's doll (an icon of traditional 
'femininity') and smashes the windowpane. He calls out to his past love, but not in the 
name of Henriette: 
Ka3axoBa: 
(B oKHo. ) 
MoA mo6oBb! Moli JIyHHbII3 MaJIbgRK! 
TpHHa am neT, AHPH, B xaxoM a y! 
IInaTOHOBa po; maA nonoBHHa! 
3Aec6 KTO-TO rulazieT? 
-B nyHHoH' riwioce 
B3o &t eun,, Kai( COH... KaK COH... H 6cr 
paccy)wT... 
Casanova: 
(through the window) 
My Love! My moon boy! 
Casanova: 
Thirteen years, Henri, in such hell! 
Like Plato's dear half 
Is someone crying there? 
- 
In the moonbeam 
You will rise, like a dream.. like a dream... and god 
will judge... 130 
Our recollections of the last appearance of Henriette, as we witnessed her writing on 
the windowpane, are disturbed by the terms which Casanova uses as he calls to his 
' moon boy' and to Henri, rather than to Henriette. Identity is still fluid and sexual 
difference is not the factor which Casanova uses as a main signifier as he remembers 
Henri/Henriette. Casanova's reference to Plato recalls Plato's Feast in which he 
describes the existence of a race of people who originally combined feminine and 
masculine in one being but whom the gods divided into two halves, scattering them 
throughout the world. These halves then spent their lives in search of each other. This 
philosophical explanation of Eros is invoked as Casanova likens Henri to his other half. 
Whilst Plato's model could clearly be read as a parallel with a more reductive vision of 
androgyny (as described earlier in this chapter). this is undermined by the fact that 
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Casanova calls out to Henri. rather than to a heterosexually defined 'opposite' half. 
Having demonstrated that Tsv, etaevva' s adaptation of Casanova's memoirs 
focuses emphatically upon an androgynous disruption of sexual difference. I would 
suggest that Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) constitutes her most radical engagement with 
the representation of sexual difference. The character of Henri/Henriette can be read a,, 
an example of Cixous' second, liberating model of androgyny, one which celebrates the 
fluidity of difference rather than maintaining binary divisions. Some critical attention 
has been given to these aspects of the play, but they do not achieve radical 
interpretations. Karlinsky, referring only briefly to Prikliuchenie, gives the following 
description of Henri/Henriette: 
This ambiguous, almost hermaphroditic character is the most frank 
embodiment of Cvetaeva's indistinct dream of love and intimacy based 
on personal worth, which would exceed the limitations of one particular 
sex. 
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The hermaphrodite traditionally possesses the sexual characteristics of both male and 
female, although the emphasis for Karlinsky would seem to be less on combination and 
duality, than than on the exceeding and subverting of gender altogether. Kroth uses the 
concept of androgyny to describe Henri/Henriette: 
A striking example of a female androgyne, depicted in a fashion similar 
to her treatment of male androgynes. can be found in the short play 
Prikliuchenie. The play is based on an episode from Casanova's memoirs 
and features the female character Henri/Henriette, in whom feminine and 
masculine elements coexist conspicuously. ''-' 
The description of an androgyne as 'feminine' remains problematic as does the 
unproblematised qualification of principles as 'feminine' or 'masculine'. She 
continues: 
Tsvetacva thus achieves an androgynous depiction of Henrietta hý an 
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admixture of the masculine element in the description of her attire and 
speech, past and present actions. and in her dramatic 
characterization. ' 33 
Such a definition does not engage with the fluidity of sexual identity represented in the 
play and overlooks the importance of Tsvetaeva's naming of the character as 
Henri/Henriette. At no point in the text does Tsvetaeva encourage the allocation of 
characteristics as either 'masculine' or 'feminine', indeed the characters who use such 
definitions (including Casanova in Scene Five) are clearly mocked. Kroth' s examination 
of the play offers no interpretation of the fifth scene. which is vital in its formulation 
of an ironic representation of traditional gender roles and fixed sexual difference. This 
scene forms a strong contrast to the rest of the play, in which Henri/Henriette has the 
more dominant role, regardless of apparent or grammatical gender. Henri/Henricttc 
achieves the inscription of an erotic desire unrestricted by binary configurations of 
sexual difference. Casanova falls in love with Henri, thus subverting the normative 
representation of sexual identity and desire in the memoirs, where it is clear that 
Casanova is tantalised by a woman he knows to be merely temporarily disguised as a 
man. Kroth's conclusion proposes that Tsvetaeva's employment of the concept of 
androgyny is representative of her 'dichotomous poetic vision' 
. 
''' However, it is 
precisely the inflexibility and binary foundations of dichotomy which fail to represent 
the extent of Tsvetaeva's subversion of representations of sexual difference. Svetlana 
Boym, in a discussion of the subversion of gender roles in Tsvetaeva'' poetry, argue' 
rightly for a more fluid interpretation: 
They (her poems) stage multiple gender roles and introduce many 
unusual transvestites, challenging the very notions of reconciliation and 
transcendence of conflicts. 
... 
Tsvetaeva's gender theatre is not necessarily 'dichotomous' or 
'dualistic' but rather truly dramatic, characterized by - to use Bakhtin' s 
term 
- 
heteroglossia, what we might call sexual multiv-oicedness or 
polysexuality. 1"5 
Bovm's description refers to Tsvetaeva's lyrics, not to her drama. but the theatrical 
metaphors are particularly striking and pertinent. as it is in her theatre that Tsvetaeva', 
ý; ý 
subversion of the representation of sexual difference finds its fullest expression. 
Sexual Difference and Poetic Identity in Tsvetaeva's Theatre 
The consistent focus upon the representation of sexual difference in Tsvetaeva' s theatre 
is allied with her dramatisations of poetic identity, and the majority of figures whop can 
be identified as representatives of a poet-self are women. Tsvetaeva's representation of' 
the Lady in Metel' (The Snowstorm), Ariadne and Phaedra' '6 foreground the 
restrictive influence of patriarchal discourse about sexual difference and identity on all 
women, but can be further interpreted in the context of the specific restrictions placed 
on the female poet. 
The main example of the association of poetic identity with sexual difference in 
Tsvetaeva's theatre is found in the character of Henri/Henriette, who is associated with 
the poet throughout the play. In the memoirs, Casanova mentions his surprise at 
Henriette's knowledge and wit, which disrupts his image of her, yet ultimately 
dismisses her intelligence. 137 Indeed he digresses later in the text to express his views 
on the suitability of conversation topics for women, ' 38 and her considerable artistic 
talent is represented as secondary to Casanova's own narrative skills. 
The third scene of Tsvetaeva's play is of immense importance to the 
interpretation of Henri/Henriette as poet-figure. Tsvetaeva based the scene on an 
episode from the memoirs in which Casanova and Henriette attend a musical evening at 
a villa outside Parma. During the evening Henriette unexpectedly decides to play the 
cello, an idea which astounds Casanova. 139 However, he is overcome with emotion on 
hearing the quality of her playing and asks further questions about her identity: 'Qui est 
donc Henriette? Quel est ce tresor dont je suis devenu le maitre'? '''" Tsvetaeva uses 
this scene in Prikliuchenie, but employs it solely to suggest Henriette's creativity and 
association with the poetic identity. The third scene, entitled 'Violonchel' (Cello)'. 
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begins with long discussions between French and Spanish guests about Henriette's 
identity and nationality, during which Henriette is likened to Diana, the Tenth Muse, 
Venus and Queen of the Heart, culminating in the Hunchback's description of her: 
' Vos' moe chudo mira 
- 
nashu Muzu! (The eighth wonder of the world 
- 
our 
Muse! )' 141 Such a traditional definition of woman as muse and inspiration for the male 
artist is responded to emphatically by Henriette's demonstration that she is herself the 
poet/musician, 142 and not merely the passive source of inspiration for others' work. 
Tsvetaeva specifies that she plays her own music, not that composed by others. 143 
Tsvetaeva stresses the affinity between Henriette and the musician Sandro, and 
Henriette shows compassion for the young cellist who is in no mood to perform and 
suffers the pejorative comments of other guests: 
rop6yH: 
AHKOBMHHBIe JIIOAH 
- 
My3bIKaHTbI! 
11POCH XOTb LIac, XOTb ron, XOTB BCK... 
rexpH3TTa: 
(zilRdR na Cau6po, ue, #cuo) 
Ha cxx 
lipW IyAHHKOB HeJ b3A cepAHTbcx, H6o 
KaK )KeHIIWHbI 
- 
Hrpa}OT, KaK XOT$IT, 
Ko2Öa XOT$IT 
- 
KOMy XOT$IT... 
(17pom. q2ueaR pyKy Cauapo. ) 
- 
Ma3cTpo, 
BbI MOH CO1O3HHK... 
Hunchback: 
Eccentric people these musicians! 
You can implore them for an hour, a year, a century... 
Henriette: 
(glancing tenderly at Sandro) 
With such 
Genius you must never be angry, for 
Like women 
- 
they play, how they want, 
When they want, 
- 
to whom they want... (holding out a hand to Sandro) 
Maestro, 
You are my ally... 144 
Through the association in Tsvetaeva's aesthetics of music with poetry (discussed in 
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Chapter One) this scene completes the identification of music. poetry and women to 
construct a representation of female poetic identity. Henriette's music is described 
purely metaphorically as son (dream) so increasing its symbolic otherworldliness. The 
scene clearly recalls Tsvetaeva's descriptions of her oven creative processes. in whigh 
she describes poetry as sounds and music which she hears and then transcribes. 
.A 
particularly resonant phrase occurs earlier in the scene when the hunchback exclaim 
"Sin'ora khochet zvukov. The signora wants sound". The word : vuk used here is often 
used by Tsvetaeva in describing her own writing processes. Tsvetaeva has completely 
changed the emphasis of this scene in order to address the creation of a self-image as 
woman-poet. The sexually ambiguous figure of Henri/Henriette represents poetic 
identity, thus associating untraditional representations of sexual difference with poetic 
identity. It is crucial, however, that when Henri/Henriette is most clearly linked to 
poetic identity and involved in scenes which represent creativity, (playing music and 
writing on the windowpane), it is as Henriette. The play thus represents a poetic 
identity which is dependent upon an openness to sexual differences, yet reaches its 
fullest expression through the female poet. 
Conclusion 
The analyses undertaken in this chapter demonstrate that both Tsvetaeva and 
Cixous employ the theatrical form to question dominant cultural representations of 
sexual difference and its consequences for the female subject. 
The centrality of questions of sexual difference to Cixous' theatre has 
diminished greatly since 1986, and the articulation of abstract values through female 
characters enacts a return to problematically essentialised representations cat women. 
Cixoýus' approach to theatre advocates a transcendence of sexual difference which 
denies the sexual specificity of female characters and spectators. contradicting the 
dramatisation of the repression of the female subject by dominant discourse,, of 'cxua1 
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difference which is so thematically and formally central to her first plays. Ac,: ordingly 
the emerging representations of poetic identity in Cixous' theatre could be considered to 
transcend gender. However. it would be erroneous to infer a transcendence of sexual 
difference when the most striking poet-figures in Cixous' theatre remain male, and 
function as traditional male heroes in their respective narratives. Sexual difference is 
not a criterion for the representation of poetic identity, and thus leads to a sense of 
erasure rather than liberation. In contrast, Tsvetaeva's theatre maintains a focus on the 
constraints placed upon the female subject by patriarchal society, constraints which are 
also imposed upon the female poet. This combination of concerns results in multiple 
representations of poetic identities which are specifically defined by sexual difference. 
In their theatre, Tsvetaeva and Cixous aim to disrupt traditional representations of 
sexual difference, but it is the assertion of differently configured differences in 
Tsvetaeva's theatre which proves more radical than the ultimate rigidity of sexual 
difference which results from Cixous' adoption of unspecified concepts of alterity. 
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(65) 'Koli milym nazovu... ' in Marina Tsvetaeva. Sochineniia. I. p. 64. 
Koxu noxo a Ha xcexy 
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rAe noBOi IK MOH? 
Kor noxo)xa Ha BaOBy 
- 
rz e noxoi HHX MoO? 
Kom cyxcexoro xcriy 
- 
rae 6eccosHHua? 
I4apb-, geBH ieIo )xHBy, 6e33axoHHHue1 ! 
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- 
where's my headscarf? 
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employer pour la faire. ' ibid., p. 19. 
(107) Marina Tsvetaeva, Prikliuchenie. p. 135. 
(108) Psyche had been persuaded by her jealous sisters to hide a lamp so that she could 
glimpse her mysterious husband, Eros. A drop of oil fell from the lamp. waling El-()", 
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(109) ibid., p. 136. 
(110) ibid., p. 133. 
(111) Casanova is also described in abstract terms as an angle and coal (based on 
wordplay in the Russian between angle 'ugol' and coal 'ugol''). The coal could be 
seen as forming an opposite to the 'lunar ice', but this is not sustained in the text. 
(112) ibid., p. 138. 
(113) ibid., p. 1 37. 
(114) Simon Karlinsky. Marina C\-etaev-a: Her Life and An, p. 149. 
(115) Jacque' Casanova de Scingalt. Histoire de ma Vie, II. p. 1 
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(116) Marina Tsvetaeva, Prikliuchenie, p. 138. 
(117) Ka3axoaa: 
A Bac juo61no! 
AHpH: 
Y Bac npenecrmuA ronoc! 
Ka3axoBa: 
A Bbi MeH$ He 
. 
rlo6HTe! 
AHpH: 
He Bce 
Tax npocro nog nyxo}o, Ka3axoBa! 
CeMb crynexeH y 
. 
neCTxxubl mo6oaxoH... 
Ka3axoBa: 
Si Ha BOCLMO TorAa! AHpx: 
14 COTHH TbICS1LI, 
14 COTHH TbIC$l BepcT Me)K « 
, 
Iia» H« HeT». 
Ka3aHoBa: 
Eue HH pa3y He nouerloBa IH! 
AHpH: 
He Bce AoporH B PHM Be. r y-r. 
Ka3axoBa: 
(xacmop. »cueucucb) 
HeT, PHM 
Ham Mo)KeT 6bITb onaceH. E, ueM B flapMy' 
A Bac mo6. mo! 
AHpK: 
IlpenecTrn Ie cnoBa! 
Ka. 3axoBa: 
A BbI McHA He JUO6HTe! 
AHpH: 
... 
14 ry6bl.. 
. 
Ka3axoBa: 
Si HHxorAa Tax crpaCTHO He mo6xn, 
Tax xxxorga Jno6Hm yxce He 6yAy... 
AHPH: 
(2Jcy6oxo-cep6e3Ho) 
Tax 
- 
HHxoraa, rbica'.! pa: s 
- 
RHatie: 
CTpac Tee 
- , 
qa, c Jn Hee 
- 
Aa, crpaHHee 
- 
xer. 
Casanova: 
I1ove Ou! 
Henri: 
-, 4_ 
You have a wonderful voice' 
Casanova: 
But you don't love me 
Henri: 
Not everything 
Is so simple in the moonlight. Casanova' 
The ladder of love has seven steps... 
Casanova: 
Then I am on the eighth! 
Henri: 
And hundreds of thousands 
Hundreds of thousands of miles between "yes" and "no" 
Casanova: 
We haven't yet kissed once! 
Henri: 
Not all roads lead to Rome. 
Casanova: 
(cautious) 
No, Rome 
Could be dangerous for us. Let's go to Parma! 
I love you! 
Henri: 
What wonderful words! 
Casanova: 
But you don't love me! 
Henri: 
... 
And lips.. 
Casanova: 
I have never loved so passionately, 
And will never love so again... 
Henri: 
(profoundly) 
So 
- 
never, a thousand times differently: 
More passionately 
- 
yes, more strongly 
- 
yes, 
but more strangely 
- 
no. 
ibid., p. 139. 
(118) One could argue for a psychoanalytic reading of Casanova's pistol. in that the 
loss of it is a symbolic castration which undermines his traditionally dominant sexual 
role. 
(119) ibid., p. 141. 
(120) This scene also appears in the memoirs, where it is Casanova who goes out toi 
buy underwear for her, and indeed chooses the dresses to he made. Tsvetaeva's 
character asserts her identity and chooses her own abstract colours for her clothes, the 
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colours of the moon, time and dawn, signifying that these constitute essential elements 
of her identity. 
(121) The hotel, in Geneva, is famed for its guests which included Goethe. 
Schopenhauer and Stendhal. Tsvetaeva retains the name ' Vesy' 
. 
(122) 'Henriette pour calmer ma douleur ne me flatta de rien. Elle me pria de ne pas 
m'informer d'elle et de faire semblable de ne pas la connaitre. si v, oyageant jamais en France je la trouvais quelque part. ' Casanova de Seingalt, L'Histoire de ma Vie. p. 75. 
(123) 'J'ai vu ecrit sur une des vitres des deux fenetres qu'il y avait: Tu oublierais 
aussi Henriette. Elle avait ecrit ces mots ä la pointe d'un petit diamant en baaue que je lui avais donne. ' ibid., p. 76. 
(124) ibid., p. 156. 
(125) ibid., p. 156. 
(126) Ka3axoBa: 
IIoHAn. 
Jllo6OBb H AOJ T, HO 3TO Tä. K )K e HOBO... 
Fexpx3rra: 
(na cexyubo iKy Aupu) 
KaK 6eJILiii BoJIc 
-H BepxbI Ka3axosa!... 
Casanova: 
I've understood. 
Love and duty, but this is as new to me... 
Henriette: 
(for a second Henri) 
As a white wolf 
- 
and a faithful 
Casanova! 
... 
ibid., p. 157. 
(127) ibid., pp. 158-159. 
(128) Reference to this point is found in the notes to Tsvetaeva, Teatr, p. 359. 
(129) Ka3axoaa: 
Ilero 6b1 Tb1 xoTena? 
AeBOHOHKa: 
LOM, 
- 
4acbI, 
- 
JlaxeA B 30JIOTOM H MHO 
- 
ro AeHer! 
Ka3axoBa: 
3axjeM Te6e oxul? 
geB0 OHKa: 
3age, \1? 
bbina wieM, a 6y,: Iy' avers. 
(CeWnenyU03UO) 
KaK UBeT Hy), aeTCA B no. -mBxe, 
TaK H`. )HO 
, 
-ICHer, 'To6bi iiTb, 
- , 49 
XÖTA 6bI ýLnA TOFO, ' TO6 
. 
'IIiTb 
He CJIHBKH B KO4HI3 no y paM, ä KO#H B CJIHBKH! 
}R TjD r1 K1! (Tpeniui na ce6e io6Ku. ) K le iM BOT 
%o6bI KaTaTb B CBOeR KOJISICKe! 
MoA xpoBaTh 6bma 6bi roJry6ax, 
HeT, 
- 
anax! AB ronoBax 
- 
AMyp, 
14 gTO6bi RMOHxx Be3Ae, 
- 
Hy rryx mrI-rryx. rILMH! 
Casanova: 
What would you like? 
Girl. 
A house. 
- 
clocks 
- A servant dressed in gold and lots of money! 
Casanova: 
Why would you need them? 
Girl: 
Why? 
I was nothing, but will be everything. (sententiously) 
Like a flower needs watering, 
So I need money, to live, 
- Even if it's just so that I can pour 
Not cream into my coffee in the mornings, 
But coffee into my cream! (pulling at her skirt) 
So that I can throw these rags to the devil 
So that I can ride in my own carriage. 
My bed would be blue. 
No, scarlet! And at the head Cupid, 
And cushions everywhere, 
- 
yes, comfy, comfy. 
ibid., pp. 161-162. 
(130) ibid., pp. 164-165. 
(131) Simon Karlinsky, Marina Cvetaeva. Her Life and Art, p. ? 49. 
(132) Anya Kroth, 'Androgyny as an Exemplary Feature of Marina Tsvetae\ a's Poetic 
Vision', p. 567. 
(133) ibid., p. 568. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
ADAPTATIONS OF IDENTITY: GREEK MYTHOLOGY 
This chapter will focus on the employment and adaptation of narratives and 
figures from mythology, predominantly classical Greek mythology, in Twetaeva' s and 
Cixous' theatre, and will lead to conclusions on the role of classical mythology in the 
representation of poetic identity in their theatre. Myth constitutes a cultural 
metadiscourse through which ideologically founded social and cultural attitudes are 
expressed and maintained. As such, the narratives of Greek mythology selected by 
Cixous and Tsvetaeva can be seen to serve as paradigms of patriarchal discourse, 
within and against which they strive to represent the female subject. The discussion 
will centre on Cixous' plays Le Nom d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit, La Ville 
par jure ou le reveil des Erinyes' and L'Histoire u'on ne connaitra 'amais 
,ý and 
Tsvetaeva's two plays Fedra and Ariadna. All these works involve enagement with and 
refocalisation of narratives of Greek mythology, they also provide specific contexts in 
which the writers' respective aesthetics are developed. 
Tsvetaeva and Cixous both privilege the question of representing the female. 
desiring subject when engaging with these narratives, which contain arguably the best- 
known female characters of classical Greek mythology: Jocasta, Ariadne and Phaedra. 
The myths can be read as representing female sexuality as a monstrous and harmful 
other (Jocasta and Phaedra). or as representing the fate of woman a, Of ýecondarv 
-, cl 
importance to the perceived focus of the tragic narrative (Jocasta and Ariadne). The 
value of addressing narratives of such cultural weight and their consequences for the 
representation of women, cannot be overstated. In her book. Women in Greek Myth. ' 
Mary Lefkowitz denies the role of feminist critiques and interpretations of Greek 
mythology by stating that these narratives were not intended to provide a reflection of 
actual attitudes towards women's function and status in ancient Greece, and so should 
not be read from a feminist approach. The powerful images of women contained in the 
narratives, however, retain their influence as cultural representations, and are therefore 
ideologically and politically relevant to all women. Lefkowitz demonstrates this blind 
spot through her own assumptions: 
We may only suggest that the Greeks knew how to describe basic human 
sexual instincts, both male aggression and female submission, and 
believed that these must be recognised, but also controlled if human 
beings of both sexes are to live together in harmony and understanding. ' 
The positing of such stereotypical gender characteristics, can be revealed and 
challenged through the reinterpretation of these cultural representations. The function of 
Woman is also formalised in classical mythology: 
They play the role of catalysts, agents, instruments, blockers, spoilers, 
destroyers, and sometimes helpers or saviors for the male characters... 
When elaborately represented they may serve as antimodels... and 
concomitantly, their experience of suffering or their acts that lead them 
to disaster regularly occur before and precipitate those of men. 5 
Such a pattern is avoided, indeed revealed and deconstructed. throuA Cixous' and 
Tsvetaeva's constant emphasis on the female figures' centrality to the narrative, and 
the foregrounding of their tragedies, independent of that of the male hero. 
This approach to classical mythology remains a prominent point of comparison 
between the theatre of Cixous and T,, %-etaev, a. However. there are other specific 
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contexts which both strengthen and, in some instances. disrupt the construction of 
parallels. Both writers have also consistently worked to create their own. alternative 
mythologies, around other writers with whom they claim specific affinities. and around 
their own poetic and personal identities. 
Tsvetaeva and Greek Mythology: Contexts and Sources 
Classical Greek mythology constitutes one of the main intertexts of Tsvetaeva' 
poetry. ' As discussed in the previous chapter, the reclaiming of female figures from 
myth, history and literature is a central characteristic throughout the work of Marina 
Tsvetaeva. Many of these figures are from classical mythology and include Phaedra. 
Ariadne, Ophelia, the Sibyl, and Helen of Troy. Tsvetaeva presents these figures as 
speakers in several poems, or has another speaker defend them as wronged or 
misrepresented woman: 
Her heroines of myth and tradition are rescued from their portraits as 
either destructive or victimised beings 
- 
the familiar dual interpretation 
of masculine tradition 
- 
to be reclaimed as new female self-definitions. ' 
This reclamation is achieved by attributing a voice and subjectivity to the characters, a 
move which also encourages a reading of them as representations of' poetic identity and 
allies of the poet self. 
The poems from Posle Rossii provide evidence of Tsvetaeva's en_ga, Lcment with 
narratives from classical Greek mythology, during the period immediately before , he 
wrote her classical tragedies, and reveal several elements which are central toi her 
dramatisations of these narratives. 8 The core aspects are the adoption and defence of 
female characters, the employment of their situations to represent the status of female 
poetic identity. and the development of the inherent conflict in classical mvthologº\ 
between the mortal and immortal, not gods against mortals, but the freedom of 
immortality as opposed to the constraints of existence. Tsvetaeva' ý, LolleLtion Remeslo 
-l 
(Craft), ' although containing many poems which refer toi literary source other than 
Greek mythology (notably the Bible and Russian folklore) includes many poems which 
depict figures from Greek mythology, and creates a dialogue between them and the 
speakers of the poems. These poems also serve as illustrations of the increasingly 
dramatic qualities of Tsvetaeva's verse. 
The figure of the Sibyl recurs throughout Tsvetaeva's work: and is fundamental 
to her representation of poetic identity, 1° The myth relates how the Sibyl. a prophet 
who delivers her prophecies in verse, asked Apollo to grant her eternal life but omitted 
to ask for eternal youth, thus, as she aged and became more frail, she wished for death 
to liberate her from her physical form. Finally she became simply a voice, able to 
deliver her prophesies but commanding no physical presence. This figure appealed to 
Tsvetaeva as an image of poetic identity which transcends the restrictions of mortality 
and physical reality to attain a pure state of voice. The verse cycle 'Sivilla (The 
Sibyl)"' presents an celebration of the Sibyl's freedom and 'divnyi golos (wondrous 
voice)' which has risen from the ashes. 12 The poem reveals an interest in the 
relationships between mortality, freedom and poetry which will dominate Tsvetaeva' s 
Ariadna. The cycle 'Fedra (Phaedra)', 13 should also be examined in the context of 
Tsvetaeva's play of the same name. The poem has two parts, the first entitled ' ZI, al ba 
(complaint)' and the second 'Poslanie (epistle)' which, as Makin points out, further 
demonstrate Tsvetaeva's unacknowledged familiarity with classical Greek forms. '" The 
poems also act as precursors to the play Fedra in their tone as Phaedra addresses 
Hippolytus directly and defiantly, evoking sensual and physical images of fever and 
heat to represent her passion. Another poem in the book Posle Rossii After- Russia) 
which engages more radically with classical Greek mythology is 'Evridika - Orfeiu 
(Eurydice to Orpheus)', '-' in which Tsvetaeva's Eurydice implores Orpheus not to 
retrieve her from Hades as she would rather remain there than return to the banality of 
mortal existence. 
Michael Makin's recent bock. which establishes and di'Cus'C" the literary 
sources of Tsv, etaev, a'5 work. is extremely helpful in this context. Makin comments on 
1c\ 
the use of literary sources in Tsvetaeva's collection Remeslo (Craft), and specifically on 
Tsvetaeva's comparison of her poetic self with that of Sappho: 
... 
the dismembered fragments of a literary inheritance (predominantly 
male) are 'caught' by Tsvetaeva, and transformed into new works. The implicit association of Tsvetaeva with Sappho is a reminder that the 
transgression of traditional literary codes (the rewriting of sources) is 
also connected with the transgression of sexual and social codes... 16 
This is an important example of the connection in Tsvetaeva's work between the 
rewriting of sources and the deliberate project of righting perceived injustices within 
the sexual and social codes represented. 
This chapter will focus upon Tsvetaeva's original treatment of the myths in 
question; however, it is also important to enter into some discussion of her sources. 
The sources are the critical focus of Makin's study, and are particularly interesting in 
the context of Tsvetaeva's knowledge and use of classical Greek mythology as the 
status of Tsvetaeva's sources for Ariadna and Fedra is not entirely clear. Tsvetaeva 
herself stated that she had used a collection of the most well-known narratives by 
Gustav Schwab'? which was intended for children. " However, this is a rather 
unconvincing, and arguably consciously misleading claim, as Tsvetaeva knew several 
writers and scholars, not least her father, who had published translations or undertaken 
scholarly research in the field of classical Greek mythology. Her use of verse forms 
and conventions of classical Greek tragedy also implies a detailed knowledge of texts 
other than Schwab's. 19 Tsvetaeva was familiar with Nietzsche's The Birth of Tragedy 
which constitutes a rewarding context for an analysis of Ariadna. Makin points out that 
she also knew Vladimir Nilender, a translator of several Greek narratives, and provides 
further evidence of her enthusiasm for the Greeks, but does not conclusively identify 
specific influences on her plays. 2° The interest in Greek mythology amongst 
Tsvetaeva's contemporaries, and its place in Russian literary and philosophical history, 
must also be addressed. Despite Tsvetaeva's statement that she relied solely on 
Schwab's versions of the Greek myths in her research for the plays. I would suggest 
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that we can establish several other influences which act upon her treatment of the 
narratives. 
Greek tragedy did not have a tradition of presentation in the Russian theatre. as 
it had, for example, in the French theatre. However, as discussed in Chapter One. 
Greek tragedy was an important theme in the work of the second generation of Russian 
symbolists. 2' There were well-known writers who produced translations and texts 
based on Greek mythology at this time, including Fedor Sologub. Valerii Briusov and 
Innokentii Annenskii. Makin suggests that these texts form the main literary context in 
which to view Tsvetaeva's 'classical' plays. 2 2 However, there does not seem to be any 
clear direct influence on Tsvetaeva's plays from these texts, although the widespread 
interest in Greek tragedy and mythology sustained by these texts may have encouraged 
Tsvetaeva in her choice of projects. 
Tsvetaeva was familiar with Nietzsche's Birth of Trap ed y, 2' a text which had 
great influence in Russian literary circles at the turn of the century. There are many 
elements of Tsvetaeva's aesthetic which find correspondences both in symbolism and in 
Nietzsche's writings, including his positing of music as the fullest embodiment of art. 
Nietzsche's interest in Greek tragedy focuses on a desired revival of the Dionysian 
strand within the form to create the foundations for a revival of national culture. 24 
Nietzsche defined two opposing strands within Greek tragedy: the Dionysian, which 
represents the forces of chaos, fertility and ecstasy; and the Apollonian, which 
represents structure and order. For Nietzsche, an understanding of the dialectic between 
these two strands is essential to any representation of tragedy and human existence. 
Nietzsche regarded Greek tragedy as an ideal model of artistic creation as it achieved a 
balance between the Dionysian and the Apollonian. He also placed great emphasis on 
the function of the chorus as representative of musicality and the interaction between 
the gods and the people. 25 The Dionysian elements remain fundamental to tragedy, and 
in The Birth of Tragedy 
. 
Nietzsche charted what he regarded as the decline of Greek 
tragedy with the growing dominance of the Apollonian elements, and the rational 
analysis of mythological narratives rather than the celebration of I)ionvsian ritual. 
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Nietzsche then applied his analysis of Greek culture to other cultures, and employed it 
to demonstrate the decline of his own national culture in these terms. 26 
However, Nietzsche's influence on Tsvetaeva's classical theatre is. I would 
argue, indirect, and mediated through the work of Viacheslav Ivanov, which includes 
two classical plays. 27 Ivanov was heavily influenced by Nietzsche's writings on the 
nature of tragedy, and in his essay of 1904 'Ellinskaia religiia stradaiushchego boga 
(The Hellenic religion of the suffering god)' he expresses his desire for cultural and 
spiritual revivals based on Dionysian principles. 28 An important aspect of the 
Dionysian ritual involved the attainment of higher glory through suffering. Ivanov, like 
Nietzsche, lamented the poverty of contemporary theatre, blaming the disappearance of 
Dionysian elements and particularly the diminished role of the chorus, for this. He 
considered that the chorus was no longer the representative of the people as active 
participants in the drama, and had become merely the passive reporter of the narrative 
and a powerless spectator. He looked for cultural regeneration through a revival of 
choral drama, in which both chorus and audience would be given an active part in the 
drama. The concept of theatre as collective ritual was fundamental to Ivanov's 
aesthetic, and through it he sought an opportunity to represent what he perceived as the 
fundamental conflict inherent in human existence, that between inner and outer life. 29 
He believed that an increased role for the chorus would reintroduce a religious concept 
into theatre with Dionysus as god. He even later described the Slav peoples as 
specifically Dionysian in nature. 30 Attention to the conflicting Dionysian and 
Apollonian principles also brought Ivanov to connect the rising dominance of the 
Apollonian principle to the decline in women's status. Apollo is linked to the 
traditionally masculine symbol of the sun, as opposed to the traditionally 'feminine' 
lunar elements. 31 
It remains unclear to what extent Tsvetaeva was familiar with Ivanov's essays 
on Dionysian drama: she does not allude to them in her correspondence or articles. 
However a cycle of poems, written in 1920 is explicitly dedicated to Ivanov and 
reflects a knowledge of the main concerns of his work. 32 In this cycle Ivanov is 
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presented as a Christ-like mentor figure. and the speaker. his disciple. becomes 
increasingly anxious as he tries to read his writing in the sand. as daylight fades and 
reading becomes difficult. In the third part of the poem. the speaker adopts the role of 
Mary Magdalene, a (strongly gendered) disciple to Christ in the Garden of 
Gethsemane. The poem was written at Easter and combines themes of prophecy and the 
devotion to a greater artistic or spiritual being, with central themes of sacrifice and the 
divide between the mortal and the immortal. 
Despite these clear indications of Tsvetaeva's engagement with Ivanov' S work. 
some critics, even whilst themselves acknowledging this engagement, have played 
down any comparisons between the projects of Tsvetaeva and Ivanov: 
Whatever her admiration for the classical plays of \'ti acheslav Ivvanov, 
and Innokenty Annensky, Tsvetaeva did not attempt to compete with 
these erudite men on their own ground. 33 
Makin also suggests a contrast between the scholarly Annensky and Ivanov, and the. 
intuitive, even naive Tsvetaeva. '34 1 would argue that the presence of the themes of 
sacrifice and immortality in Ivanov's work constitutes the major influence on 
Tsvetaeva's classical theatre, and that these same themes are fundamental to a reading 
of Ariadna. The critic Venclova also argues for Tsvetaeva's knowledge of Ivanov's 
work. 15 Tsvetaeva combines this interest with her own allegories and concerns 
involving the representation of the female poet, and the conflict between worldly and 
creative life, between mortal passion and spiritual existence. This assertion of relevant 
philosophical contexts beyond those sources claimed by Tsvetaeva for her own work, 
enables a more rewarding and coherent analysis of the plays than currently exists. 
Myth and Poetic Identity: Ariadne and Phaedra 
Ariadna was written in Prague in 1924 36 and work on the play was interrupted 
by the writing of the two long poems, 'Poema gory (Poem of the Mountain)' and 
' Poema kontra (Poem of the End)' which also form an intertext with the play. The play 
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is divided into five acts, 'Chuzhestranets (The Stranger)', 'Tezei u Minosa (Theseus 
with Minos)', ' Labirint (Labyrinth),, ' Naksos (Naxos)' and 'Parus (The Sail)'. The 
five titles demarcate familiar stages within the narrative. but Tsvetaeva's play does not 
place equal emphasis on all stages. The fourth act. in which Theseus abandons Ariadne 
to Bacchus on the island of Naxos, is the focus of dramatic attention, which centres 
particularly on the debate between Bacchus and Theseus over Ariadne's fate. 
Throughout the play emphasis is placed on conflict, not however on the physical 
combat between Theseus and the Minotaur, which is unseen, but on the conflict 
between masculine and feminine and between the physical and the spiritual, or mortal 
amd immortal. I shall read these conflicts in the context of the representation of the 
female poet in the play. When we first see Ariadne she is playing with a golden ball, a 
gift from Aphrodite which she is to give to her love. Ariadne encourages it to reach 
from mortal surroundings to greater heights: 
ApHaAHa: 
Bbiule, BbIUIe! flpo6HBarH KpOBJL}O 
- 
K OjmM IlhuaM, B JIeIIHy}O CHHb! 
Moii Kny60K 3OJIOTO%I H pOBHbIII, 
gap npeKpaCHeiiLIIeii H3 60I'HHb! 
«3onoTOH HeBeCTHH 
, 
qap 
- 
noaaj buie cnpAPb!... » 
OT 3eMJIM HeBetixofi 
BbILIIe, BbILue, MAGI! 
Ariadne: 
Higher! Higher! Burst through the roof 
Towards the Olympians, into the blue! 
My smooth and golden ball, 
Gift of the most beautiful of goddesses! 
"A golden gift from the bride 
Fly further into the distance'... " 
Away fron this mortal earth, 
FIN, higher, higher, ball! 37 
Her desire to throw the hall higher and hi(iher represents a desire for escape Iroýrn 
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mortality, a desire frustrated by the return of the ball. Makin reads the scene as an 
example of 'the incorporation of 
... 
everyday details" 8 which, in his view, distinguish 
the play from Ivanov's tragedies and align it with those of Sophocles and Euripides. 
However, I would argue that this scene establishes one of the major conflicts in 
Tsvetaeva's play, and can be compared to the work of Ivanov and Annenskii in its 
employment of myth to engage with questions of poetic identity. A reading of this scene 
as the establishment of Ariadne as poet figure is encouraged by Svetlana Boom in her 
comments on the symbolism of flight in Tsvetaeva work, Boym refers to 'the feminine 
self flying away from traditional feminine roles. ' 39 The ball's inability to escape warns 
that stronger forces will prevail to control Ariadne's own creative flight. 
The theme of the inadequacy of mortal love recurs throughout the play and 
informs the central debate between Theseus and Bacchus. It is combined with the theme 
of the irreconcilable differences between the masculine and the feminine, between men 
and women. After Theseus has killed the Minotaur, with Ariadne's help, there is a long 
discussion between them as to whether Ariadne should leave with Theseus. The debate 
serves as a demonstration of the differences between them, and at first, Theseus does 
not understand Ariadne's words: 
ApHaAxa: 
TaHHOnxcb 
- 
AeBa: 
Haj o6ex xJIIoti. 
Te3eH: 
KpaCHbIM I'paHHTOM 
B3poc H oxpen. 
B cHax HeI3cn16MTaH, 
K oTcaeTaM cnen. 
YrrIb 3aTBepAbr 
- 
Myxc, axe nyx! 
Aplia, rxa: 
YMblceJl 
- 
AeBa: 
Halio6ex c. nyx. 
Te3eri: 
Biuu--i, HO He nOHAn. 
bpocb 
- 
conoBbeMi! 
I< 6acHsMi He CXJIOHex, 
B JTLbCT$ X He cm_-iex. 
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JIJOOHLLIb 
- 
Tax cneliyH 
B CBeT H BO MpaK! 
Apxallxa: 
3axaBec 
- 
Aesa: 
HaAo6eH 311aK. 
Ariadna: 
A maiden is a cryptogram: 
You need a key. 
Theseus: 
Like handsome granite 
I grew up strong. 
I'm inexperienced in dreams, 
And blind to reflection. 
A man is made of solid coal 
Not fluffy down. 
Ariadna: 
Woman is intention: 
You must listen. 
Theseus: 
I've heard, but not understood. 
Leave it for the nightingales! 
I'm not keen on fables, 
Not skilled at flattery. 
You love 
- 
so follow 
Into light and darkness! 
Ariadna: 
Woman is a curtain: 
You need a sign. 40 
4 
Ariadne defines her mode of communication as different to that of men and Theseus 
evokes traditional 'masculine' characteristics to support his attitudes. This lack of 
successful communication is foregrounded as Ariadne proceeds to cast doubt on the 
strength of Theseus' love and encourages him to depart without her. 4' At this point the 
Chorus appears and, through their praise for Theseus, persuades Ariadne to leave with 
him. The last word we hear Ariadne utter consciously is her own name. Up to this 
point, Theseus had been unaware of her identity, and this simple stating of her name to 
end the third act asserts the mythological strength of the narrative and reminds u` of 
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Ariadne's predestined fate. 
The entire scene of the debate between Theseus and Bacchus takes place over 
Ariadne's sleeping body. This is clearly important to the dramatic and physical 
structure of the scene and emphasises both Ariadne's powerlessness betore the demands 
of the gods, and her status as object of exchange between Theseus and Bacchus as she 
remains dependent on the actions and decisions of the male characters around her. The 
scene can be interpreted as further evidence of Ariadne's status as poet figure. The 
critic Faryno, in his discussion of the image of sleep in Tsvetaeva's work. suggests an 
analysis which is particularly apt to this scene. Discussing a specific poem, 
Bessonnitsa (Insomnia), he remarks: 
In this watchful sleep 'I' starts on a journey, a trip to the other world. 
But first it gets rid of all names, next of all family and friendly ties, the 
angel-like body is weightless and becomes a visitor in a certain 
heavenly country' 
. 
42 
Ariadne's sleep prepares her for the transition from the mortal to the immortal, 
enabling her to attain a truer poetic identity. She will leave behind the limitations of her 
physical self to transcend the world represented by Theseus, thus sacrificing mortal 
love for immortal creativity. 
Bacchus does not appear on stage, and is present only as a voice. His lack of 
physical presence further emphasises the difference between the two dominant figures 
of this scene, and encourages an association of Theseus with mortal, physical love and 
Bacchus with spiritual transcendence and immortality. Such distinctions are maintained 
as Theseus employs romantic cliches, likening Ariadne to a pearl and a crumpled 
rose. 4' Bacchus asserts himself as Ariadne's predestined bridegroom and uses this 
argument to persuade Theseus to give her up. Bacchus was often represented as an 
androgynous figure, thus able to transcend the irreconcilable conflict between the 
masculine and the feminine, which dominates the discussions between Theseus and 
Ariadne. Bacchus cruelly mocks mortal love in a direct attack on Theseus: 
ro ioc: 
l 
0, KaK MäJIO H ruioxo Jü06AT! 
Jli06AT, py6AT - e; IHHbIrI 3ByK 
MepTBeHHbIH! H cue juo6oB o 
Be gaere? Mbim xrpa 
- 
H re 6ojie! EpeBHa Ay60BeH 
Iii ronopxee Tonopa. 
0, K. K Tj/IIO H HeyKJflO)Ke: 
JIO*e 
- 
jr3M 
- 
II0; I AO)KHbIIII )Kap 
Kp0BH... 
Voice: 
Oh, how little and poorly they love! 
Love, destroy 
- 
it's the same deathly 
Sound! 44 And how do they honour 
This love? A game of muscles 
- And nothing more! Thicker than an oak beam 
And cruder than an axe. 
Oh, how blunt and clumsy: 
A bed 
- 
bonds 
- 
the false heat 
Of blood.. 45 
The superficiality of mortal love is the focus of Bacchus' derision, indeed when 
Theseus questions why Bacchus permitted Ariadne to spend a night with him, Bacchus 
reaffirms their polarity: 'Daby raznitsu znala, Mezhdu nebom i dnom. (So she should 
know the difference, Between the heavens and the depths). '-`' Bacchus' description' 
of the resultant changes in Ariadne's identity. focus primarily on the five senses and 
imply a different relation and outlook on the world, one perhaps more closely 
associated with the poetic than with reality. In her preparatory notes for the play 
Tsvetaeva stated: 'Osmyslit' Dionisa... Po mne: Dionis 
- 
muzhskoe iavlenie Afrodity, 
ee edinstvennyi i istinnyi brat... Para... (What about Dionysus.. 
. 
Iii my thoughts 
Dionysus is the male embodiment of Aphrodite, her only, true brother... A pair.. )'. -' 
As Ariadne is presented as the mortal incarnation of Aphrodite, and Aphrodite' 
favourite, it would seem that Tsvetaeva is indeed suggesting that Bacchus is Ariadne's 
rightful partner. Theseus' weakness, rather than signalling an existential dilemma or 
character flaw in a tragic hero, represents the inadequacy of mortal love when tac l 
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with the force of destiny. an inadequacy which Ariadne, albeit apparently against her 
will, transcends. Tsvetaeva's brief notes support this reading: 'Tezei ne cherez 
spiashchuiu Ariadnu shagaet, a cherez zemnuiu 
- 
lezhachuiu liubov' lL'chachego sebia... 
(Theseus has not stepped over the sleeping Ariadne, but over the earthly 
- 
recumbent 
love of his recumbent self). 149 
Ariadne, as woman poet, cannot maintain both mortal love and Dionysian 
creativity represented by Bacchus. Thus she reaches transcendence through suffering. a 
progression Dionysus himself was seen to represent. Bacchus is clearly delineated 
within the Tsvetaevan aesthetics of poetic identity through the stressing of his 
androgynous nature and transgression of boundaries, his representation as pure voice. 
which echoes Tsvetaeva's use of the figure of the Sibyl, and his association with both 
Aphrodite and Dionysus. 
Tsvetaeva's representation of Ariadne as poet figure is also important in the 
context of the employment of the Ariadne narrative and the trope of the labyrinth in 
other writing. 50 Whether such intertextual references to the labyrinth have focused on 
Theseus as archetypal hero engaged on a teleological quest, or whether they have (as is 
the case in many modernist texts) employed the image of the labyrinth as a mise en 
abyme of narrative form itself, most texts encourage an identification with the position 
of Theseus (victorious or lost), or Daedelus (creator of the labyrinth). The figure of 
Ariadne has been employed to represent a female muse. 5j Tsvetaeva's Ariadna is 
radical in its suggestion of Ariadne as the poet figure. Indeed if the labyrinth is posited 
as an allegory of writing, then she can be seen to possess its key, the thread. 
Tsvetaeva's Fedra witnesses a continuation of the engagement with classical 
mythology to represent the domains of mortality and creative immortality. and a 
clarification of the representation of the female protagonist as poet. The figure of 
Phaedra is traditionally associated with transgression and excess. the transgression of 
social and familial norms, through her love for her stepson, and the exce,,,, of of her 
uncontainable desire. As discussed in the previous chapter. Tsvetaeva follows the 
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example of Euripides and Racine in making several changes to the narrative which 
lessen Phaedra's guilt and the harshness of her character. The analysis of Fedra 
undertaken in Chapter Two of this thesis, interprets the play in the context of 
representations of women's relationship to language. In this discussion. I will 
concentrate on the representation of Phaedra as poet. 
In her brief discussion of the play, Boym is correct to read Fedra as staging 'the 
conflict of the female artist' 
. 
52 However, she identifies this conflict as located between 
Aphrodite and Artemis, between dependent passion and amazonian independence. I 
would argue that the conflict of the female artist is indeed the thematic focus of the 
play, but that this conflict resides between the mortal and the immortal. between 
sacrifice and transcendence. Boym does not refer to the representation of creativity 
itself within the play, which must dominate a reading of Fedra as female artist, as I 
shall now discuss. Few critical works refer to Fedra in any detail and those which 
discuss the play tend to focus upon stylistic analysis or identification of sources. 53 The 
critic R. D. B. Thomson is an exception, however, in his interpretation of the sexual 
elements of the play: 
In Fedra the sexual element functions primarily as a metaphor for artistic 
creativity, but this does not imply any 'sublimation' of the theme. Rather 
it reintroduces it at another level, for it raises the issue of a woman poet 
in a world traditionally dominated by men. It has, after all, been male 
critics who have been most scathing about Tsvetaeva's last and greatest 
play. 54 
I wish to develop several of these points in my reading of Phaedra as female poet. 
Tsvetaeva's descriptions of Fedra's struggle to express her desire for 
Hippolytus form an allegory of poetic creation. It is interesting to note that tiýým 
commentaries on the myth have reached entirely negative conclusions as to the place of 
Phaedra's creativity and writing within the narrative: 
Writing is a metaphor, as in the Trachinae. for the deviousnc' that 
female sexuality brings into the world. Communication between 
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Phaedra's realm of feverish desire inside the house and the males outside 
is by indirection. " 
A more positive association of writing and female sexuality is present in Fedra. Segal 
describes Phaedra's desire as devious because of its communication through the letter. 
however, in Fedra the transmission of the letter fails and Fedra de`larc' her desire 
directly to Hippolytus. 56 Tsvetaeva's play can thus be seen to counter the 
representation of female creativity as a negative and harmful force. 
An analysis of the representation of creativity in Fedra must also acknowledix 
the specific similarities between Fedra's struggle for self-expression and Tsvctaeva's 
descriptions of her own writing process. and I shall refer to this aspect of the play in 
my conclusions. After her brief meeting with Hippolytus in the forest. 57 Fedra galls 
into a state of apparent delirium and none of her servants can make sense of her 
speech. 58 Throughout the play, great emphasis is placed on the imagery which Fedra 
uses in her attempts to convey her desire. In her delirium Fedra chants: ' Slyshu, slyshu 
konskii skok! (I hear, I hear a horse galloping! )'59 This image serves as a clue to the 
source of her fever as it evokes Hippolytus, through the etymology of his name (and 
also his death, as he is trampled by horses). However, it also serves as an image of 
rhythm, intensifed through Fedra's repetition of the phrase, and reinforced by her 
evocation of a hammer against her temple. again beating out a rhythm: "Molotom V, 
visok! ". 60 Her delirium disappears when Hippolytus' name is mentioned and the 
Nurse, after a long speech on Fedra's happiness, and the unsuitability of her alder 
husband, finally discovers the course of Fedra's distress and attempts to persuade her to 
express her desire. Fedra's response can be read as the inhibition of the female poet in 
the context of traditional literary heritage: 'Zvuk, kotoro`go ne slvshu! Zvuk. 
nemyslimyi iz ust chistikh (A sound, which I don't hear, A sound. unthinkable from 
pure lips)' 
. 
61 Phaedra writes a letter which the Nurse passes to Hippolytus. but he doe,, 
not understand it and Phaedra attempts to speak her desire. This pa'sage. in which 
Fedra recounts her desire to Hippolytus constitutes the most extensive alleuorv ýýt 
creativity in Tsvetaeva's theatre: 
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wempa: 
Ha9a. noM 
B3r. nsu 6bi. n. Ha nyrAX 6e3 CnyCKa 
Mar 61ul. OInH6alocb: KycT 6bul 
MHpTOBbIH 
- 
xax LIIKOJIBHI{K B 6yKBax 
Hyraiocb! 
- 
HagianoM 3ByK 6BUI 
Pora, nepeuiemmli 
- 
qau 3Byx - 
B 
, qatu 3Byx! Ho McAHO3By'faUJHX 
4TO 
- 
3ByK nepea TeM, C He3pHMbIX 
YcT! KycT 6bin. XpycT 6bin. Pa3ABHHyB 
KyCT, 
- 
KaK nbAH]Pi 6ecnyTHbNH 
Ilyralocb! 
- 
Ha'ia. noM cTyK 6bul 
Cepia, do Kycra, do pora, 
AO Bcero 
- 
cryx, TO HO 6ora 
BcrpeTHna, cTyx, TOfHO rmi6y... 
- 
C, uBHHyna! - HaliaJIOM TbI 6bIJI, 
B 3Byxe pora, B 3Byxe McAH, 
B IuyMe neca... 
Phaedra 
At the start 
Was the glance. On paths with no way down 
There was a step. I'm mistaken, there was a bush. 
A myrtle 
- 
like a schoolboy I'm muddling 
My letters! The first thing was the sound 
Of a horn, turning into 
- 
the sound of the forest 
- Became the sound of cups! But what of a bronze 
sound 
- 
The sound before that, from invisible 
Lips! There was a bush. There was a crunch. 
Parting 
The bush, 
- 
I'm confused! 
Like a wayward drunk! 
At the start was a beat 
Of the heart, before the bush, before the horn, 
Before everything 
-a beat, as if I had met 
A god, a beat, as if I had moved aside 
A boulder! 
- 
The first thing was you, 
In the sound of the horn, in the sound of bronze, 
In the sound of the forest... 62 
Fedra's attempt to express the origins of her desire can be read as a detailed description 
of the origins of poetic creativity. The 'vzgliad (glance)' is introduced only' to he 
dismissed which is wholly compatible with Tsvetaeva's dismissal of the visual in terms 
of artistic representation and inspiration, and criticism of oculocentric approaches. 
Fedra then refers to paths and steps which are equally dismissed and can be interpreted 
as representing guides or literary schools of thought. She then recalls the myrtle. which 
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recurs several times within this passage and. as I shall argue later in this chapter. is 
associated in Tsvetaeva's work with Dionysus and creativity. The alphabet provides no 
foundation for creativity either. and Fedra evokes the true origins of her desire which 
are expressed as sounds. The specific word 'zvuk (sound)' used in this passage is the 
term used elsewhere by Tsvetaeva to describe the elementary sounds of the genesis of 
her poetry. Poems began as a collection of sounds which she heard and then attempted 
to transcribe into words. The image of the bush is interesting in any study of 
Tsvetaeva's writing, and alludes to more than the Biblical association of the burning 
bush with inspiration. In the passage above Fedra turns to this image to describe the 
beginning of her passion/creativity, and this image is found in a cycle of poems 
entitled 'Kust (Bush)', 63 in which the bush represents a creativity that governs the 
speaker's life, increasing her dissatisfaction with worldly things and mortal existence. 
Within the poem, the bush, as signifier of creativity, inspires her, but also abandons 
her, refusing to respond and leaving her to silence. The speaker expresses her attempts 
to make sense of her own words. The use of the image of the bush in Phaedra's speech 
encourages a reading of her desire as analogous to poetry and creativity. The 
nezrimikh ust (invisible lips)' can be read as a suggestion of a muse figure, but this 
image is not maintained and the word 'ust' serves to heighten the sound patterns in this 
passage. Rhythm (present at the inception of Phaedra's desire in the sound of the 
galloping horse) is represented here by the beat of Phaedra's heart which precedes the 
individual sounds, such as the horn, to be identified and transcribed. This ima`ie 
provides a fundamental association between creativity (rhythm), subjectivity 
(represented by the individual heartbeat) and desire. Fedra's declaration of love for 
Hippolytus, her ultimate transgression and source of her tragic fate, is thus reframed by 
Tsvetaeva as an allegory of poetic creativity. 
Hippolytus responds to Fedra's declaration with incomprehension. describini 
her speech as delirious ramblings. However, as her intentions become clearer. s he 
becomes more hostile, and finally dismisses her pleas with a ýim, 
-le word in response 
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'Gadina! (vermin: )' 
.' 
Hippolytus' lack of comprehension and dismissi\ e attitude to 
Phaedra's statements clearly reflect his misogyny. but also represent the responsc of a 
hostile critic. In parallel to Hippolytus' reactions to Fedra's ' creativit\ ', critics were 
hostile to Tsvetaeva's Fedra, Venclova commenting on the: 
... 
harsh clashes of stylistic layers, verging on the grotesque, 
combinations of the incompatible, connections of the unconnectable 
- high and low, praise and abuse: in the poetics of frenzy, of going beyond 
bounds (especially on the levels of syntax and meter): in the sound and 
rhythmic fabric of the verse, which strays into patter and glossolalia. "; 
Venclova's criticisms serve as an example of those accorded Fedra by critics who 
seemed at best bewildered, and at worst outraged by the linguistic div'ersity' of 
Tsvetaeva's text. 
Fedra's creativity has thus been decried, and the possibility of transcending her 
present inadequate existence through mortal love destroyed. Fedra's suicide represents 
her ultimate attainment of immortality, and the image of sleep in which mortal burdens 
are left behind recurs here: 
Ho no, ij 6pa'iHblM IZOKpbIBänOM 
CHa C TO6OIi MHe 6buIo 6 Män0. 
KpaTKa HO'iKa, BCTaBaIi-e)KbCA 
3aBTpa )K, H OIIATb 
, 
AeHb-6yjeH. 
O RpyrOM, 0 Henpo6y. nHOM 
CHe 
- 
y)K IIocTJIaHO, ride ne'-ib HaM - 
Fpe Ky, He HOiHOM, a BetiHOM, 
HecKoHiaeMOM, 
- 
nyCTb ruiagyT! 
- 
r, qe HH naCbIHKOB, HH MaxieX, 
Hsi rpeXOB )KHByIIIHX B AeTAX, 
HI3 My)KeH CeabIX, HH TpeTbHX 
)IýeH... 
But beneath a wedding blanket 
My sleep with you would have been little. 
The night is short, get up and shiver! 
What is this sleep, when you awake 
It's Tomorrow already, and another ordinary day. 
It's of another sleep, a sleep without waking 
- 
Already the bed is made for us 
- 
That I dream of, not nocturnal, but eternal dreams. 
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Unending 
- 
let them weep! 
A place where there are no stepsons, no stepmothers. 
No sins living on through children, 
No grey-haired husbands, no third 
Wives 
... 
66 
Fedra's image of an eternal sleep is maintained as the Nurse describes Fedra's dead 
body as sleeping. 67 Tsvetaeva's descriptions of Fedra's final transcendence into the 
poetic can be read in the context of other myths of creativity. Venclova's perceptive 
reading of the play suggests similarities between many of the images used by Tsvetaeva 
in Fedra and the images associated with Shamanism, comparing Phaedra' s fever and 
delirium with the Shamans' rites of initiation. 68 The shaman is traditionally both mystic 
and poet, and the oldest representations describe them as female. Nlircea Eliade 
describes shamanistic rites, and the mystic purpose of the trance which constitutes a 
rewarding comparison with Phaedra's fever: 
... 
obtaining a 'second state' that provides the impetus for linguistic 
creation and the rhythm of lyric poetry. Poetic creation still remains an 
act of perfect spiritual freedom. 69 
Other images in Fedra can also be associated with shamanism (the horse symbolises 
death in shamanistic imagery). However, the most interesting, in the context of an 
interpretation of the play as representing poetic identity, is that of the cosmic tree, 
through which the shaman is able to ascend to another world. In Fedra, Fedra commits 
suicide by hanging herself on a myrtle tree, and images of trees permeate Fedra's 
discourse. 70 Phaedra's final transcendence is thus reached through the tree, associating 
her mortal sacrifice with the attainment of creative and spiritual ecstasy. 
Tsvetaeva's specific designation of the myrtle tree is also relevant as it is 
associated in Greek mythology with Dionysus, who bargained for the return of his 
mother from the underworld by offering Hades his favourite plant. the myrtle: 
'Dionysus gave up the myrtle, and this is said to be why initi, 1tes into I)ionvsus' 
mysteries wore crowns of myrtle. '" The Nurse's disccý\ cr\ (t Fcdra's body refcr,, 
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specifically to the myrtle: 'Dal mirtovyi kust Iýevedomvi plod... (The myrtle bush has 
brought forth, A strange fruit. 
.. 
), 72 inferring that Dionysian passion and e staýý' has 
brought about her death. Phaedra's immortality is closely linked with the myrtle as, in a 
lengthy and clearly important passage, the female Chorus. 73 does not provide an 
objective commentary on events but lavishes praise on the myrtle tree in the immediate 
creation of a shrine to Phaedra: 
CTaHbTe, CTäHbTe ApeBa BKpyr! 
CJIaBbTe, CJIä. BbTe'eApHH cyK! 
cejpbI 
- 
IIOBecTb, 
(DeapbI 
- 
COBeCTb, 
CTaHbTe, CT. HbTe gpeBa no. u! 
CJIaBbTe, CJIaBbTe CTpaLIIHbIiI nJIOA! 
(DeApbi 
- 
po6ocrb, 
ceApbl 
- 
ao6JIeCTb, 
ceApHH no) BHr, OeApHH I TOT. 
ABe BegHOCTH, ABe 3eneHH: 
JIaBp. MHpT. POgCTBa He npej a m! 
goKOJIe TOJIbKO M14p CTOHT, 
ICI yTpo ecrb, H Be'iep ecTb... 
4eCTb BeTOýIKe, LieCTb MHpTOB0111 
He CMepTHäA CrIHLIIb, 
- 
BeHHaA. 
BKpyr cyKa, KOTOpbMH criac, 
YTBepAIHMTe HOBM IUTAC 
(DeApe B naMATb. 
, 
qa He KaHeT 
(Degpbi 
- 
TaHeu, <DeApbi 
- 
rulAc! 
Get up, get up. Gather around the tree! 
Glory, glory to Phaedra's bough! 
It's Phaedra's story, 
It's Phaedra's conscience... 
Get up, get up from underneath the tree! 
Glory, glory to the terrible fruit! 
It's Phaedra's shyness, 
It's Phaedra's valour, 
Phaedra's victory, Phaedra's sweat. 
Two eternities, two green trees: 
The laurel. 74 The myrtle. They have not betrayed their line! 
... 
As Ion(-, as the world continues, 
As long as there are mornings and evenings... 
Honour to this small bough, honour to the my rtle' 
ý,, 
Not a sleeping mortal 
- 
but eternal. 
Around the branch, your saviour. 
We celebrate a new dance 
In memory of Phaedra. 
So shall 
Fedra's dance not disappear, Fedra's dance' `  
The Dionysian ecstasy, evoked earlier in the play in Phaedra',, feverish 
communications, is now symbolised in the myrtle tree, and it is through Dionysian 
suffering that Phaedra (as Ariadne before her) has transcended mortal desire. 1 ter 
ascent of the myrtle tree thus implies transcendence through creativity in the contexts of 
both Dionysian and shamanistic symbolism. It is important to note that Baccanalia, the 
Dionysian rituals and processions, are widely considered to be sources for the 
development of theatre. Tsvetaeva, in adopting the form of the theatre, both creates her 
own rituals and inscribes female creativity in association with the Dionysian. 
Tsvetaeva's plays Ariadna and Fedra engage in an informed and radical manner 
with classical Greek mythology. The plays redeploy the narrativc1, as representations of 
creativity and the female poet through their reframing of the traditional conflict inherent 
in classical mythology of the individual and the immortal within Tsvetaeva's aesthetic,,. 
Cixous: Reclaiming Mythology 
Since her first published works, Cixous has sustained an engagement with 
classical Greek mythology, 76 but this engagement has undergone many strate<Lic 
changes. Her own reflection on this emphasises the status of myth as metadiscourý, c 
fundamental to the defence of social authority and representation: 
I work a lot on the level of myths.. 
. 
In reality, myth was that which took 
the place of analysis in former times. 
. . 
One knew that something stronger 
than the social existed. 
. . 
One never questions enough the traditions of 
interpretation of myth, and all myths have been referred to a masculine 
interpretation. If we women read them, we read them otherwise. That i,, 
why I often nourish my texts, in my own was, at thoýe iiiv thie 
sources. '1 
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Cixous' work, like Tsvetaeva's, is heavily. often overpoweringly. intertextual. and 
some of the most common intertexts which recur throughout her work are narratives of 
classical Greek mythology. They provide both models of dominant diý, ý: ourse' to he 
read against the grain' and powerful sources for her own metaphor' and allegories. 
Shiach comments on Cixous' strategic use of myth: 
Her allusive use of myth... allows her to call on the resources of the 
dominant culture without being trapped within it. Milton, Dante, 
Shelley, Ariosto and the Bible offer her narratives and images which she 
combines within a collage of voices that subvert their authority, while 
acknowledging their intellectual and emotional power. 's 
Myth permeates all of Cixous' work and is subject to a constant process of unpacking, 
reformulation and adoption, a process which is extended to the projection of her own 
identity as poet: 
For her, myth is really the medium in and through which she develops 
her ideology, and... enacts her own unified persona of woman-teacher- 
scholar 
- 
writer.. 
. 
The mythopoetic process is, for Cixous, a process of 
recovery and re-formation, as the 'old' myths are spirited away from 
their dead oppressive contexts, and rejuvenated... in newly found female 
contexts. 74 
The motivation behind Cixous' earliest attention to narratives of cla,, sical 
mythology was a revision of the representation and function of the female protagonists 
('Je n'aurais pas pu etre Ariane... Mais j'aurais risque d'etre Didon"") in order to 
reinterpret them as empowering myths of female identity. The constant presence of a 
mythological intertext in Cixous' writing nourishes the creation of her own sv"tcm of 
myths, which combine figures from classical mythology, other writers whom she has 
mythologised, and the mythologisation of her own personal identity and autobiOgraphv. 
In a description relevant to many of Cixous' texts. Conley refers to Ci\ous' early text 
Le Troisieme Co sR' as. 
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... 
a two-hundred page metaphor that the reader is called upon to 
decipher. Cixous' mixture of biography and passages from other text, " 
and Greek myths leads her to create her own myth. At the juncture of 
ancient times and the contemporary world, Cixous creates her own 
cosmogony. 82 
An indication of the consistency and function of Cixous' employment of Grcck 
mythology is necessary before addressing its specific role in her theatre. 'Laube du 
phallocentrisme' which constitutes a major section of La Jeune Nee is founded on an 
extensive analysis of the myth of Orestes, as symbolising the shift from matriarchy to 
patriarchy in Western culture. 83 Within this analysis the figure of Electra is 
recuperated and claimed as a positive female figure. The same movement is to be found 
in Illa, 84 as the narrator searches for existing narratives which she can reread soy as to 
bestow a heroic nature on the figures of her choice. In this case the Orpheus narrative 
is interwoven with that of Demeter and Persephone. 'Le Rire de la Medusa', '` 
Cixous' most polemical statement of the concepts of ecriture feminine, undertakes a 
reclamation of one of mythology's symbols of the fear and consequent repression of 
the feminine. Le Livre de Promethea86 offers a female version of Prometheus. the 
powerful figure who was said to have created humankind from clay and stolen fire from 
Zeus to give to mortals. The assertion of a female Prometheus. as personification of 
creativity, enables the narrator of Le Livre de Promethea to inscribe her o%\ n 
subjectivity in writing. These examples illustrate Cixous' constant employment of myth 
and, more specifically, demonstrate her reframing of mythological narrative and 
adoptions of female figures to provide representations of creativity and poetic identity. 
Greek Mythology and Cixous' Theatre 
Myths become culturally established through the shariný of them in formalized 
1-c 
rituals, most commonly religious ceremonies or theatre as communal ritual, and the 
majority of classical Greek myths have been represented primarily in the theatre. 
French theatre has always had a particular relationship with mythological narratives 
which have been reviewed and interpreted in diverse contemporary contexts. The most 
extensive resurgence of interest in classical mythology was manifested amongst post- 
First World War writers who looked to the tragedies to articulate the apparent 
helplessness of humankind in the face of greater powers. ' Sartre particularly. 
presented Greek myth in the theatre as capable of representing both the tragedy of 
modern existence and communal ritual, thus providing models of existential dilemmas 
and political commitment. 88 Indeed, Sartre considered Greek tragedy as offering ideal 
scenarios of conflict between individual will and freedom or the higher power of fate 
and others. The French New Theatre and the aesthetics of the Absurd marked a distinct 
move away from a reliance upon classical narratives to express the human condition. 
and the adaptation of classical mythology by contemporary writers has diminished since 
the 1960s. 89 
It is difficult to place Cixous' use of Greek mythology in her plays within the 
wider context of its status in French theatre, as her deployment of such narratives in the 
theatre is, I would argue, influenced primarily by her own work in other genres. This is 
the case with Cixous' first engagement with Greek mythology in the theatre, Le N iu 
d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit. Shiach associates the play with Sophocles' 'Oedipus 
the King' through its emphasis on confused origins and the importance of naminp,. " 
However, Cixous' disruption of the linear chronology of the play, and her insistence on 
a diminishment of the centrality of Oedipus' teleological quest. would seem to refute 
the importance of this association. As discussed in Chapter Two, the play engages 
primarily with the Freudian appropriation of the oedipal narrative, and its influence as 
cultural paradigm, rather than the status of the narrative as classical mythology. "I 
Cixous' play constitutes a dramatised critique of the repression of the female subject in 
patriarchal discourse and is, as such, a continuation of her engagement %t ith Greek 
mythology in La Jeune Nee. The employment and attempted reworking of such ýý 
2 76 
primary narrative, and dramatic text is not wholly successful. Miller compares Cixous 
use of the figure of Oedipus with that of Cocteau. ''' describing Oedipus as ' the 
locus 
... 
of thought about social justice and responsibility. sexual attachment and 
heterosexual love, self knowledge and self destruction. '93 Her comparison of the two 
writers' engagement with the Freudian intertext leads her to conclude that Cixous' play 
produces a positive hero, the unblinded Oedipus, with whom the audience can 
identify. 94 However, such an assertion of Cixous' Oedipus as reclaimed classical hero 
overlooks the play's significant shifting of tragic focus on to Jocasta, `' and the 
retention of her punitive fate. The spectator's persistent identification with Oedipus 
undermines the centrality of Jocasta's plight, and, despite Cixous' radical intentions. 
reinstates a more traditional interpretation of the myth. 96 Whilst Cocteau's play 
encourages a reading of Oedipus as poet, 97 Le nom d'Oedipe. Chant du corps interdit 
does not connect any of the characters with poetic identity. The play represents Cix us' 
early engagement with classical mythology which is motivated by her desire to reveal 
the ideological content of dominant discourses and their subsequent consequences for 
the female subject. 
Disabling Mythologies 
The change in focus of Cixous' theatre has been discussed in different contexts 
in other chapters. One of the major motivations for this change, a, articulated by 
Cixous, is the wish to discover ways of representing contemporary political and 
historical events in the theatre without reverting to traditional realist models. She claims 
the theatre as the genre capable of such representation: 
J'ai toujours pense que 1'Histoire ne pouvait titre traite que poetiquement 
dann le texte 
... 
qu'elle devait titre chantee. quelle devait titre une epopee 
comme 1'Iliade. L'Histoire98 avec sa figure humaine: lc Dentin. "" 
Cixous consider, that the classical intertexts elevate the tragic impact of c ntcmporarv 
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events through their association with scenarios of culturally recognised tragedy. and she 
regards the incorporation of references to classical mythology as a defence against the 
anaesthetic effects of mass media coverage of contemporary tragedies. Cixous insists on 
the potential mythic stature of contemporary historical events. regretting the absence of 
a modern mythology capable of representing ethical absolutes. as symptomatic of 
modern societies' restricted discourse: 'En attendant la retraite. nous oublions que noun 
avons le droit au destin... A etre les Neros de nos histoires... ' 100 
Cixous' use of classical mythology in this context no longer entails a critique of 
the narratives, but rather relies upon their established interpretations in order to lend 
impact and meaning to her plays, and reinstates them as metanarratives. This strategy 
can be seen to operate in the mythologisation of modern history in L'Histoire terrible 
mais inachevee de Norodom Sihanouk, roi du Cambodge and L'Indiade ou L' Inde de 
leurs reves. 101 These plays rely heavily upon an intertext of Shakespearean, rather 
than classical Greek tragedy, but serve as illustrations of the increasingly blurred 
boundary between myth and history in Cixous' theatre. "'' In a discussion of the text 
Manne aux Mandelstatus aux Mandelas, Shiach problematises the dynamic of myth and 
history which emerges in Cixous' work, but her comments are equally pertinent to 
these plays: 
The ambiguity surrounding the status of the text, however, remains: if it 
is a fiction, to what extent does its factual accuracy matter`? If it is it 
history, can it also, productively, be a myth" Can the emotional power 
of a mythic text be the means of transforming our historical knowledge, 
or does it simply supplement or refine it? 103 
Cixous' intention of investing contemporary events with tragic status through the use of 
Shakespearean, and later, classical mythology, thus producing a politically 
empowering cathartic response from the audience, is undermined to some extent by 
other consequences of mythmaking which she does not engage with in her work. Whilst 
the use of myth may result in a reconsideration of events in a wider cultural contest. it 
'TS 
may also deprive them of all contemporary specificity, thus removing the political 
agency of catharsis. This interpretation of the demobilising potential of myth is clearly 
articulated in Barthes' seminal study of the semiotic structure and function of myth. He 
states that myth supports * 
... 
I'universalisme, le refus d'explications, une hierarchie 
inalterable du monde' 
. 
104 The use of mythological intertextuality renders its object 
timeless, and Barthes opposes the concept of myth to history: 'Le mythe prive l'objet 
dont il parle de toute Histoire' 
. 
105 The mythologisation of recent events in Indian and 
Cambodian history to provide allegories of poetic identity and structures of alte rite, 
diminishes the political impact of the plays, 106 and this consequence of Cixous' 
foregrounding of metanarratives continues in her most recent plays. 
In the same way that the Shakespearean influence on her plays of the eighties 
had been guided by the Theatre du Soleil's work on Shakespearean historical plays, so 
Cixous' return to Greek mythology in La Ville parjure ou le reveil des Erin ves107 must 
be seen as partly influenced by the company's recent reappraisals of classical theatre. 
Mnouchkine wanted to reexamine Greek tragedy in her search for forms of theatre 
which foreground ritual and performance above psychological realism and dialogue. 108 
The company undertook a series of productions of Greek tragedies in the early 
nineties, '09 and, importantly, their production of Aeschylus' 'The Eumenides (or The 
Erinyes)' was based on a translation by Cixous. Her work on the translation clearly 
developed into the thematic core of La Ville parjure ou le reyeil des Erinve, ý, and her 
inclusion of the figure of Aeschylus in the play. This play also constitutes the most 
explicit combination of myth and recent history in Cixous' theatre. 
La Ville ap r ure ou le reveil des Erinyes refers explicitly to the political and 
ethical scandal in France concerning the distribution of contaminated blood which 
resulted in the deaths of hundreds of haemophiliacs. The prefatory essay to the 
published text10 refers indirectly to these events, but a note in the programme of the 
1994 production states the link: more explicitly- 'Nous remercions Anne-M arie 
Casteret. pour son livre 'L' affaire du sang' qui nous a etc trey precieux'. The 
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programme notes establish the mythical tone of the piece through an extensive glossary 
of terms which Cixous suggests as the underlying points de reperes of the play. They 
include; 'contamination', ' conscience', 'shame'. 'justice'. and 'perjury' and 'blood'. 
Such emphasis on the etymological and mythological origins of the terms isolates them 
from everyday usage. 
The play centres on the grieving mother of two children who have died after 
being given infected blood, and it is her grief and anger which summons the mythical 
figures of the Erinyes to demand revenge. She seeks refuge in the cemetery, which was 
once a centre of dissidence against the city authorities but is now virtually deserted 
except for Aeschylus, the guardian of the cemetery, and implied protector of those 
unjustly killed. Political, legal and medical institutions are represented as corrupt and 
self-serving and all are deaf to the mother's demands for justice. Aeschylus, the mother 
and the Erinyes demand an admission of responsibility from the authorities, but are 
drowned when the cemetery is flooded to silence their dissent. 
The importance of Greek mythology to the play is marked at the very beginning 
of the text with a quotation from Eumenides and Cixous' comment upon it: 'Le sang 
verse ne se reverse pas. Irreversible est la perte du sang repandu par 1'assassinat. C'est 
cette irreversibilite qu'Eschyle chantait et denoncait. ' 11 In positing Aeschylus as 
model, Cixous thus aligns herself with him, as poet, through the inferral of her parallel 
denunciation of contemporary corruption. The scale of these twentieth-century crimes is 
indicated by the awakening of the Erinyes (or Eumenides), who had remained under 
the earth. These figures were beyond the control of the gods and were feared by all in 
their hunger to avenge crimes, especially those committed against children. The 
principle of violent retribution, is contrasted with the Mother's refusal to encourage 
their desire for revenge and more death. The first name which appears in the glossary 
of important reference points for the play is that of Athena. and Cixous encourages an 
identification of the mother with Athena, as personification of a justice based on ethical 
judgement. ", The Erinyes' primary function in the text. however, is to emphasise the 
enormity of the crimes committed. They express their dismay at the lack of progress 
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evident in modem society: 
J' arrive ! J' arrive ! 
Mais je vois que rien a change! 
Tout a change en apparence 
Mais, depuis cinq mille ans que nous n' etions 
pas remontees dessus la terre, 
Rien n' a change, ni en Bien ni en Mieux, 
Dans la musique humaine. 
Toujours les memes grincements intolerables pour mes dents. 
Les larmes des meres coulent encore. ' 13 
The final, and most abstract, figure associated with mythology is Nuit. described 
simply in the programme as ' la personnification et la deesse de la nuit'. She protects 
the mother and Aeschylus through her control of nightfall and also acts as a guide as 
they enter a utopian afterlife at the end of the play. These mythological figures are 
contrasted with the lawyers, doctors and politicians who strive to avoid all moral and 
ethical responsibility for the deaths. Cixous emphasises the importance of the cultural 
temoignage of moral bankruptcy and corruption in contemporary events, reminding us 
that we accept the representation of such events in myth, yet do not recognise the scale 
of atrocity of contemporary tragedies: 
Et comment et pourquoi un crime si impensable? Surtout dans nos pays 
fierement avances, et oü la mode est ä repeter le mot 'ethique' toute la 
journee? 
Et si ce crime etrange et monstrueux etait justement ne de notre epoque? 
Justement des nombreuses injustices et injustesses enchevetrees de notre 
propre temps? N'est-il pas le symptöme de la nouvelle maladie du 
royaume? 
Tous les parfums de 1' Arabie n'adouciraient pas les blanches mains 
souillees. Mais dans nos royaumes certains ont peut-etre invente les 
moyens de devitaliser les nez. 
Mais ceci West pas une fable. 114 
Her description of the narrative in mythical terms with reference to Macbeth serve' to 
strengthen the impact of the crime, but the final phrase asserts the real contemporary 
context of her play. This mixture of metaphorical and realist discourse is symptomatic 
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of the play and can be seen to obstruct both the articulation of a moral message and the 
dramatic success of the play. Whilst the employment of mythologiLal characters is 
clearly intended to raise the ethical impact of the crimes committed. Barthes' critique of 
the disempowering capacity of myth is highly relevant to this play. The reference to 
contaminated blood evokes the deaths of haemophiliacs in France and the issue of HIV 
and Aids. Cixous' prefatory essay 'Nos mauvais sangs' examines the power of the 
metaphor of blood and the way it has been used to symbolise purity of race. particularly 
in the context of antisemitism. 115 The essay draws our attention to the pernicious use 
of metaphor, yet paradoxically Cixous maintains such usage in her juxtaposition of a 
brief reference to le fleau du Sida' and the statement that 'les memes eff raves n' ont 
pas tres peur de la contamination de l'äme par... les mauvaises frequentations. Contre la 
peste morale on ne prend pas beaucoup de precautions'. 116 The use of plague imagery, 
encouraging a metaphorical representation of Aids as an abstract force visited on the 
population and transcending issues of individual responsibility is problematic, as is the 
subsequent use of the extended metaphor, linking this to moral imperatives. 
The coexistence of mythological and realist elements in the play (for example 
Aeschylus' inscriptions for Anne Frank and Stephen Biko in the cemetery, the political 
manoeuvring of an elected king in his symbolically dysfunctional castle) creates similar 
problems. Despite the play's unsympathetic portrayal of politicians and lawyers alike, 
the edifices of authority are strengthened as the mythological tone of the play 
encourages a reading of them as unassailable powers, against which the individual 
remains helpless. The abstraction of the central figures obstructs audience identification 
with them and makes it difficult to interpret the play as imparting a political or moral 
message. This is despite the Mother's final address to the audience through which 
Cixous attempts to transfer the moral imperative on to the audience: 
La Mere: 
Que dire? 
La piece est finie. Je me retrouve assise aver mes amis sur des rochers 
d' or et d' argent 
. Et maintenant, je le comprends, il faut se taire 
Mais pour vous qui demeurez dans les Balles d'en-bas 
Que puffs 
_je faire" 
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... 
Par la suite je vais construire pour vous 
Un temple avec du silence 
Un tribunal avec du silence 
Un theatre avec du silence 
Mais si moi je fais tous ces silences 
Qui, parmi vous, va crier? 
Je vais mettre mes mots, mes pensees. mes fureurs 
En terre, sous vos pieds. 
Mais il faut que toutes ces terres grosses de mes secrets 
Pousse Farbre du cri. Sinon 
Plus jamais d'etre humain aux yeux pleins de lumiere 
Ne mürira dans ce pays. 
Notre piece est fine. Mais que la vötre commence. 
A votre tour obstinez-vous ä vouloir que le juste Advienne justement. I" 
The lack of clarity in the play results in part from the problematic mythologisation of 
recent events, but it is confounded by the dual thematic focus of the play. The 
advisability of Cixous' mythologisation of the contaminated blood scandal in itself can 
be questioned. However, I would argue that the contextualisation of these events is 
exploited by Cixous for other aesthetic purposes, namely as an allegory of poetic 
identity and responsibility. 
The moral battle between the bereaved mother and the institutions responsible 
for her children's deaths is represented as a struggle for dominance between different 
discourses and the versions of events which they disseminate. One of the lawyers 
representing the accused doctor expresses his wish for a particular version of the 
narrative to survive: 
Brackmann: 
Mais demain, quand les vents qui tourbillonnent cette affaire 
Sens dessus 
- 
dessous seront tombes, 
L' Histoire, reprendra son vrai visage 
Et par l'eternite nous en redigerons le recit, dis je 
Ce sera une version delivree des passions 
Qui distordent horriblement les scenes encore trop fraiches. 
Je m' y emploierai 
Voila ce que je disais a mon client. ' is 
The dual meaning of histoire as history and narrative which is used consistently in 
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Cixous' most recent theatre is important here. It is precisely this dispassionate. 
corporate view of history that Cixous implicitly rejects, positing the mother's emotion 
and moral superiority as preferable to such discourse. The role of Aeschylus. the poet 
figure in the play, and defender of the unjustly oppressed. is to ensure the 
communication of other voices: 
Eschyle: 
C'est une histoire inouie 
Jusqu' ä present, sans voix, sans verite, sans fin. 
Des victimes sans nombre, sans nom... 
Histoire peuplee de sourds, de muets, de bäillonnes, 
Pleine d' etouffements de cris, d' assechements de sang s. 
De tetanies de langues. ' 19 
His recording of events reaches parodic levels as he searches frantically, for a pencil 
with which to note down a description of his own death. ', " Cixous suggests a parallel 
between the role of Aeschylus in the play, and her own role in bringing contemporary 
injustice to the attention of her theatre audience. In the essay accompanying the 
published text (a piece which also appears in the programme notes), Cixous refers to 
canonical writers: 
Au bord de la riviere au destin angoissant se sont penches tous les poetes 
impuissants ä retenir la vie qui s'en va, et ils regardaient courir, de 
siecle en siecle, le fil de 1'horreur tragique. Entendez-les gemir l'hvmne 
indigne, Eschyle, Shakespeare, Balzac, Hugo, affreusement fascines par 
les carnages dont l' homme est l' auteur, avec la cite. Dans les rues on 
enfonce jusqu'aux chevilles dans la boue rouge. ', ' 
Cixous' evocation of the role of the writer in recording tragedy and injustice. 
juxtaposed so closely with her own written and performed text, implies an inclusion of 
her own name alongside those mentioned, and the use of the mythologisation of 
contemporary events to assert the credentials of her own poetic identity on several 
levels. 
Cixous' employment of myth to inscribe poetic identity in the theatre continues 
- 
rj 
in her most recent play L'Histoire u'on ne connaitra jai mais). '" Aeý, chvlu1 is 
superseded by another writer of myths. Snorri Sturlusson, and the play engages with 
intertexts from Icelandic saga rather than classical Greek mythology. The play is based 
on the legend of Sigfrid and Brunhild, a narrative perhaps better known from WaLmer' s 
Niebelungen. In Cixous' play the gods send the poet and historian Snorri Sturlusson 
back in time to the court of Gunther and Brunhild, in order to recount the events caused 
by the state visit of Sigfrid and Kriemhild. '23 Interpretations of the myth itself remain 
secondary to the dramatisation of poetic identity, and, ultimately a projection of 
Cixous' own relationship with l'histoire and myth. Through the foregrounding of tropes 
of exile and in her comments on the play, Cixous clearly allies herself with the figure 
of Snorri Sturlusson: 'Ce que veut le poete: retrouver la verite. Mais ä la chercher, il 
se voit pris lui-meme dans la toile qu'il regarde se tisser. '1 4 Cixous also joins poetic 
forces with Sturlusson, not only to attempt to avert the traditional tragic denouement of 
the narrative within the play, but to revalorise the legend after what she considers to 
have been Wagner's appropriation of it for propaganda purposes. She asks: 
Pourquoi un poete ne changerait-il pas 1' Histoire? Et si seulement Snorri 
Sturlusson avait survecu aux evenements dont il etait lui-meme l' acteur 
et historien, nous aurions un recit bien different de celui que la tradition 
nous a presente jusqu'ici sous le titre des Niebelungen. 125 
Cixous deconstructs the process of myth-making by presenting the audience with the 
unfolding of the narrative. Myth-making is seen as a powerful cultural and political 
activity; the tragic denouement of the saga is caused by the impact of an untold 
narrative (that of Sigfrid and Brunhild's love), the gods attempt to impose their desired 
version of the narrative. Snorri Sturlusson is (re)writing the narrative but ha' no 
omniscient knowledge. It is through this process of demystification that Cixous 
constructs and embellishes her own mythologisation of the poet, as represented here by 
Snorri Sturlusson and his companion Barout. 126 Sturlu'son fails in his attempt to 
control and appropriate the narrative for himself. his manuscripts are lost and lie can 
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only observe the final scenes in which he is now character, not author. However. 
Cixous reminds the audience of her role in delivering the play: 'Edda: Et personae 
pour raconter notre histoire. Snorri: C'est une tragedie' 1' and posits herself . i,, 
metapoet, reviser of established myth and instigator of new mythologi« of creativity 
and the poet. Finally her representation of myth in her theatre has combined with her 
mythologisation of her own poetic identity. 
Conclusion 
Tsvetaeva's Ariadna and Fedra and Cixous' Le Nom d'Oedipe. Chant du corps 
interdit engage with established mythological narratives, originate in very different 
contexts and approaches to mythology, yet the thematic parallels between the plays are 
very strong. The plays contain a double movement, firstly to symbolise restrictivc 
situations or discourses through the employment of mythological narratives, and 
subsequently to bestow mythical significance and cultural status on representations of 
the female subject, and reformulate the nature of the tragedy presented. 
The treatment of mythology in their plays diverges, however, when considered 
in the context of representations of poetic identity. Tsvetaev, a engages directly with 
mythological narratives in order to represent poetic identity, that of the woman poet. 
She exploits conventional central concerns of classical mythology, the conflict between 
the individual and fate, between mortality and immortality and adapts it to signify the 
plight of the poet as perceived in her aesthetics. Ariadna and Phaedra are striking 
figures of poetic identity and Tsvetaeva's plays achieve both a coherent representation 
of creativity and the poet, and an assertion of the cultural status of the woman poet 
through her insertion in established mythology and the refocalisation of thoýýc myths 
around her. Cixous' employment of mythological narratives to construct representations 
of poetic identity, results not in an assertion of the status of the poet (never a female 
poet) through the refocalisation of myth. but in an inscription of the poet author. 
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Cixous, as more powerful mythmaker than her Greek and Icelandic forbearers, 
subsuming classical mythology in her own mythologisation of the poet, represented in 
her own persona. 
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CONCLUSION 
This thesis has demonstrated the central importance of the representation of 
poetic identity for a coherent reading of the theatre of both Tsv, etaevva and Cixou'. 
Through the detailed analyses of individual plays and contextualisations of their writing 
for the theatre (both within and outside of their respective oeuvres). I have revealed the 
striking similaritites between the major elements employed by Tsvetaeva and Cixous in 
the construction and representation of poetic identity: language. exile, sexual difference 
and myth. The elements function as thematic and structural topoi within their plays and 
have also been shown to play an important role in the attraction of both writers theatre 
as a genre in which to represent poetic identity. The thematic and generic similarities 
between Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's configurations of poetic identity have been discussed. 
but distinct divergences in their employment of these common elements have been 
noted along with the problematics of poetic identification in their plays. 
The main body of this thesis has adopted a thematic approach to the 
representation of poetic identity in the theatre of Cixous and Tsvetaeva, an approach 
that has been fundamental to the comparative structure of the thesis and which has 
revealed the two writers' employment of the same tropes. However, having 
demonstrated the importance of language, exile, sexual difference and myth to 
Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' conceptions of poetic identity. I will finally examine the 
shifting prominence of these elements in a chronological overview of the representation 
of poetic identity in their plays. 
Such an investigation will lead me to posit that the final play of each author. 
Tsvetaeva's Fedra (Phaedra) and Cixous' L'Histoire u'on ne connaitra jamais 
, 
constitutes the most developed and explicit representation of poetic idcntit\ 
demonstrated in their work. I will compare the nature of these cumulýati\ C articulations 
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of poetic identity as presented in the two plays. This final section of the conclusion will 
address the radical potential of Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's engagements with poetic 
identity for feminist projects of representing female subjectivity and creativity. 
Elements of Poetic Identity: Language, Exile, Sexual Difference and Myth 
Having demonstrated in Chapter One that the foundations of Cixous' and 
Tsvetaeva's original interests in the theatre lay in the desire to explore representations 
of subjectivity and poetic identity, the four chapters which follow constructed coherent 
analyses of their plays as engagements with elements which are central to their 
conceptions of poetic identity. Readings of their plays which overlook the importance 
of theatre as genre to the development of their respective aesthetics have been refuted 
through the establishment of influences which led Cixous and Tsvetaeva to engage with 
the representation of subjectivity and poetic identity in the theatre. Chapter One 
revealed the association of the generic and the thematic in the focus of Tsvetaeva's and 
Cixous' plays on the construction and representation of poetic identity. 
In Chapter Two, I demonstrated the striking similarities present in the role of 
language in Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' representations of creativity and constructions of 
poetic identity. The chapter's analysis of their plays demonstrated the thematic 
centrality of the relationship between female subjectivity, poetic identity and language. 
Whilst Cixous represents the role of language in the creation of subjectivity itself, and 
Tsvetaeva examines the necessity of reshaping and controlling language in order to 
express poetic identity, the plays of both writers foreground the repression of the 
female subject and poet as she attempts to assert her voice. The theatre of Tsvetaeva 
and Cixous reflects their common recognition of the importance of engaging with the 
relationship between the female speaking subject and the language which she must use 
in order to express herself. 
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Such patterns of repression and exclusion were addressed in a different context 
in Chapter Three's study of the employment of the trope of exile in Tsvetaeva's and 
Cixous' conceptions of poetic identity. The chapter illustrated the importance of the 
theme of exile for an understanding of the plays of Cixous and Tsvetaeva. Both writers' 
engagements with this element have been shown to go far beyond the Romantic trope of 
the artist as alienated and exiled from society, to posit exile as a fundamental creative 
force. The spatial and temporal utopian 'elsewheres' which are consistently evoked in 
their plays suggest a revalorisation of the marginal and its role at the core of poetic 
identity. The necessary response of the poet-self to exile differs, however, in 
Tsveateva's and Cixous' constructions of poetic identity. The character identified with 
the Tsvetaevan poetic identity is exiled from the creative realm of poetry itself and so 
must (through the sacrifice of a worldly existence) transcend mortal existence in order 
to attain poetic identity. Cixous has been shown, through the analysis of her 
allegorisation of actual exiles, to consider exile as an inspirational force behind 
creativity. This exile must not therefore be transcended but must be expressed as a 
fundamental aspect of poetic identity. In addition to this Chapter Three has indicated 
that Cixous posits theatre itself as a paradise found through her euphoric texts on the 
genre as a fusion of thematic and generic searches for a space in which subjectivity can 
be fully represented. I demonstrated the function of displacement in the generic 
characteristics of theatre as an important factor in the work of Tsvetaeva and Cixous. 
Chapter Four established the differing status of sexual difference in Tsvetaeva's 
and Cixous' representations of poetic identity. I argued that Cixous' representation of 
an increasingly abstract and essentialised 'Everywoman' constitutes a problematic 
reversal of the specificity of female subjectivity represented in her early play, and 
ultimately achieves an erasure of difference. Tsvetaeva's theatre is shown to address the 
female subject and her relationship to poetic identity in a far more consistent manner. 
Moreover her play Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) adopts a radical approach to the 
representation of sexual difference as the central character enacts a subversion of the 
binary opposition traditionally prescribed between male and female and so explodes the 
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cultural connotations associated with such categories. This is an aim often stated in 
Cixous' early writings and one which is realised to a certain extent in her text 
' Tancrede continue', ' but one which. as demonstrated in Chapter Three, is noti`ably 
absent from her recent theatre. 
The strategic employment of other narratives to strengthen the representation of 
identity has been discussed in the final chapter of this thesis, ' Adaptations of Identity: 
The Role of Greek Mythology'. It is clear that both writers have in certain plays used 
narratives from Greek mythology to dramatise the limitations placed upon the female 
subject in patriarchal society. The Chapter showed the manner in which Cixous' 
employment of mythology has evolved from a critique of the representation of female 
subjectivity perpetuated in such metanarratives. 2 to the employment of such narratives 
to add cultural status to her construction of a metapoet closely associated with her own 
personal identity. 
In contrast to this, Tsvetaeva adapts the traditional foci of narratives from Greek 
mythology in order to assert different tragic interpretations of the female poet 
struggling to attain subjectivity and immortality. My analysis of her plays Ariadna and 
Fedra reveal their eponymous heroines to constitute not simply female subjects. but 
female poets, marked by their creativity and will to express their own desires. 
Tsvetaeva's and Cixous' last plays, which engage with such intertexts, provide 
arguably the clearest portrayals of poetic identity in their work. I shall now discuss the 
chronological development of the representation of poetic identity in their work before 
concluding with a comparative analysis of these last two plays. L'Histoire u'on ne 
connaitra jamais) and Fedra (Phaedra). Such a discussion is doubly important as it 
emphasises the coherence provided by reading their theatre as concerned primarily with 
the representation of identity, and establishes the changing prominence o the foui- 
elements in the more explicit representations of the poet-self which occur in the later 
plays of Ts%, etaev-a and Cixous. 
0 
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Tsvetaeva: The Identity of the Woman Poet 
The representation of poetic identity in the plays of Marina Tsvetaeva i'. 
consistently and almost exclusively associated with the representation of female 
subjectivity. The most powerful representations of poetic identity in her work are 
achieved through female protagonists and her plays foreground the specific struggle 
for identity and expression of the female poet. An examination of the development of 
the representation of poetic identity in her theatre reveals an increasingly explicit 
interest in the poet as female subject. 
There are two possible interpretations of Metel' (The Snowstorm) in the conte\t 
of dramatisations of the relationship between the female subject and poetic identity. 
The play can be seen to enact a reversal of the traditional genders of poet and muse: the 
disillusioned Lady is visited fleetingly by a mysterious male muse. However, this 
reading cannot fully accommodate the clear identification evoked in Tsvetaeva's play 
between the Gentleman and the poet which somewhat undermines a reading of the 
visitor as muse. ' I would argue that the poetic intertext of Blok's play is radically 
reformulated and that the relationship dramatised in this play is that of the female poet 
to her literary heritage. The Lady is an outsider in the context of the inn partly because 
of class difference, but the difference which is foregrounded. often by the Gentleman's 
remarks, is that of sexual difference. ' The female poet remains caught in a limbo 
between the lack of acceptance of her as equal by the male poet and her obvious 
isolation amongst mundane existence which denotes her poetic identity. In Metel' (The 
Snowstorm) Tsvetaeva's female poet is not yet ready to assert her identity and enter the 
snowstorm of creativity indicated in the play's title. 
Tsvetaeva's next play Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) portra\ sa more confident 
female poetic identity. As discussed in Chapter Four, the fluid sexual identity of the 
central protagonist of Prikliuchenie (An Adventure), is presented by T,, vvetaevva s a 
positive. creative force. Henri/Henriette as poet-figure creates and modit'ie' his/her 
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own identity, mocking all attempts at classification of his'her existence whilst asserting 
both its mobility and her control of its metamorphoses. However, it is specifically as a 
woman that Henri/Henriette expresses her creativity, through her virtuoso cello 
performance in the third act and her signatory inscription on the hotel window which 
returns to haunt the final scenes of the play. In this play there is no implied muse 
figure; Henrietta certainly finds no inspiration in the figure of Casanova and 
acknowledges no influences, playing her own musical compositions. She is also 
uninterested in the reactions or desires of her audience and plays for herself. 
Prikliuchenie (An Adventure) reinforces the premise introduced in Metel' (The 
Snowstorm) that the realms of mortal love and poetic creativity are mutually exclusive. 
However, Tsvetaeva's female poet is now able to assert her choice of creativity over 
love and realise her poetic identity. The Lady in Metel' can only stare out of the inn 
window, unable to join the male poet or to leave the superficial and banal environment 
of the inn for the danger of the snowstorm. She remains conscious of the existence of a 
more fulfilling elsewhere, but unable to act on this knowledge. Henriette, however, is 
0 
not content to look through the window and inscribes her name into the glass, an act 
which both inscribes her identity and ensures her memory survives. She has gained 
access to her chosen elsewhere (creativity represented here by the moonlight) and 
transcends the inadequacies of mortal existence and love (shown in the stark contrast 
between our memory of her character and Casanova's mocked seduction). Henrietta has 
identified herself in writing and her memory lives on through this act, thus the poet's 
ultimate reward is the immortality granted by their work. The poet's isolation and 
inevitable exile from mortal concerns are presented as ultimately preferable to a life of 
compromise and confinement. 
Tsvetaeva's second play about Casanova (which was written very shortly after 
Prikliuchenie (An Adventure)) also clearly posits a poet figure. but in this instance the 
poet is male. In Feniks (The Phoenix) the older Casanova escapes mockery. vulgarity 
and the advent of the nineteenth century by following the exit of the Gentleman of 
Metel' into the snowstorm. Feniks presents Tsvetaeva's perception of the experience of 
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persecution suffered by all true poets who find themselves isolated in a society which 
neither values nor comprehends poetry. The foregrounding of a male poet-figure is not 
typical of Tsvetaeva's theatre and clearly stems from her interest in the figure of 
Casanova. It constitutes an attempt to defend his status as writer against the 
predominating images of him (including her own in Prikliuchenie (An Adventure)) as 
flamboyant but shallow adventurer. Not only does the play transform Casanova into a 
poet-figure, but, I would argue centres on the representation of creativity and the 
shallow attitudes of society towards it. One of the pivotal moments in the play is 
Casanova's recounting of a bizarre childhood anecdote which Tsvetaeva took from the 
memoirs. 5 The young Casanova has a severe nosebleed and is taken to a witch who 
locks him away until the bleeding has stopped. He recalls being visited by Venus who. 
despite his young age, undertakes his sexual initiation. In his study of Feniks, Scotto 
interprets Tsvetaeva's use of the tale as unchanged from Casanova's memoirs, as 
representing sexual initiation. In a somewhat reductive reading of the play he link,, this 
focus to Tsvetaeva's biography. 6 However, in the light of my argument in this thesis it 
is clear that the episode is chosen and reframed by Tsvetaeva to represent poetic rather- 
than sexual initiation. Her use of the image of the cloak to denote poetic identity has 
been noted in earlier discussions of Metel', thus when Casanova describes how he is 
wrapped in Venus' cloak? it must be seen to signify his initiation as poet above all 
else. 
Despite the employment of Casanova as poet-figure in Feniks. Tsvetaeva's 
theatre does not proceed to explore a common struggle of all poets. both male and 
female, to assert their poetic identities in the face of uniform hostilit}. When she 
returns to writing for the theatre in 1924 her focus is clearly on the representation of 
the female poet. Tsvetaeva's plays Ariadna and Fedra (Phaedra) constitute engagements 
with the plight of the woman poet faced with the conflict between her allotted social 
role as daughter, mother or wife and the desire to inhabit a freer world of creativit\. 
The issue of gender is fundamental to these plays and Tsvetacva articulates the 
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particular difficulties of, and restrictions placed upon, the woman poet through the two 
central female characters. Tsvetaeva transposes the battle between mortal and immortal 
powers which is inherent to an understanding of Greek mythology, as relevant to the 
situation of the woman poet, who cannot attain poetic identity in a mortal existence 
which defines her as incapable of artistic creativity. Tsvvetaeva's engagement with 
narratives from classical Greek mythology reveals her desire to elevate the status of 
female creativity and to inscribe the figure of the female poet in such metanarrativcs. 
The confidence of Henriette is echoed in the frank speeches in which Ariadne 
expresses her sexual desire. However, in order for the female poet to attain 
transcendence a greater sacrifice must now be made. In Ariadna. Ariadne is 
represented as having to sacrifice all to attain immortal creativity. Bacchus is 
designated as her rightful partner through his association with creativity, and she 
accedes to the higher realm of poetry. However, the representation of Ariadne as poet- 
figure is rather muted when compared to the explicit personifications of poetic identity 
found in Tsvetaeva's other plays. Ariadna does, nevertheless, repeat the forgrounding 
of the disillusion of female characters with the limitations of mortal life and love, a 
failure which recurs as a preoccupation of Tsvetaeva's following play Fedra (Phaedra) 
which integrates this specific disillusion into her ultimate representation of the female 
poet. 
Fedra (Phaedra) provides the most coherent and the most gender-specific 
representation of poetic identity in Tsvetaeva's theatre and it must he read as a 
dramatisation of the female subject's inscription in writing. The play draws upon 
Tsvetaeva's personal poetic iconography (as discussed in Chapter Five) but addresses a 
range of issues which are fundamental to discussions of a female creativity and poetic 
identity. Fedra engages with the cultural expectations of women (Fedra's role as wife 
and stepmother) and the repression of expressions of identity which fall outside of these 
roles. The play enacts a powerful allegory of the relationship between desire, writing 
and sexual difference and Hippolytus' rejection of Fedra's desire represents the hostility 
towards female creativity and conflicts between female poetic identity and cultural 
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notions of authority. This dramatisation insists upon the specificity of gender of the 
woman poet through the representation of a female desiring subject and the emphasis on 
the role of the Nurse in constituting a woman-centred model of creativity. 
However. Tsvetaeva's pessimism over the possibility of asserting a female 
poetic identity in the realm of sociocultural reality is reflected in the punitive endings 
which enclose these later female poet-figures. Transcendence and immortality are 
attained, but only through sacrifice and death. Fedra as female poet inspires a female 
chorus to praise her, so affirming a female poetic heritage, but remains absent herself 
from the creative possibilities of the future. The ultimate elsewhere evoked in which 
female poetic identity can be imagined is that of immortality which, whilst 
demonstrating the woman poet's creative talents, and, importantly, positing a rea1nl in 
which poetry is freed from worldly concerns, is achieved precisely through an 
expansion of the exile discussed in Chapter Three, the necessary removal of any 
interaction with the world. 
If Fedra provides the most coherent and successful representation of poetic 
identity in Tsvetaeva's theatre, it is also the representation which forms the clearc't 
parallels with her own writing and creative practices. The presence of several elements 
of Tsvetaeva's personal poetic iconography 
- 
the burning bush, the fever, the laurel tree 
- 
encourages an association of Fedra with the author herself, but such a reading remains 
ultimately secondary to the consistent representation and dramatisation of female 
creativity in Tsvetaeva's theatre. Her plays dramatise an evolving female poetic identity 
which does not rely upon an intertext of authorial biography in order to he appreciated 
as a coherent focus of her work. 
Cixous: The Identity of Authority 
The theatre of Helene Cixous has focussed consistently on the representation cat 
subjectivity and identity. Her early plays reflect her belief in the importance of writim: 
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in the construction and representation of female subjectivity, but do not constitute 
explicit representations of a female poetic identity. Cixous defined her own engagement 
with the theatre as being politically motivated and as striving to undermine the 
dominant thematic and generic elements of theatre 'which excluded and obstructed 
positive representations of the female subject. 
I would argue that the representation of poetic identity in Cixous' theatre traces 
an inverse movement to that shown to be present in Tsvetaeva's plays. The female 
characters in Cixous' early plays, Portrait de Dora and Le Nom d'Oedipe: Chant du 
corps interdit are excluded from self-expression and presented as Everywoman with no 
specific references to questions of poetic identity. If Cixous' writing on ecrinurc' 
feminine, particularly in the texts, La Jeune Nee and 'La Venue ä l' Ecriture' constitutes 
an invitation to women to reclaim their subjectivity and "come to writing", then these 
two early plays present dramatisations of the restrictions and taboos which prevent 
women from answering this call. 
Theatre was originally explored by Cixous in terms of its potential and 
perceived capacity for representing subjectivity in process, and for retaining the fluidity 
and mobility of subject positions which Cixous attempts to dramatise in her early plays. 
The female subject commands centre stage, but she is not associated with creativity. 
unlike the predominantly male central protagonists of Cixous' later plays. 
As discussed in several chapters of this study, the nature of the representation of 
poetic identity in Cixous' theatre changes in accordance with the shifting concerns of 
her own creative projects and her changing perceptions of the role of the poet. 
Throughout her theatre, however, the representation of poetic identity comes to reflect 
the construction and projection of her own persona as poet. The emergence of a 
preoccupation with the nature of poetic identity and the role of the poet coincides with a 
commensurate rehabilitation of the theatrical form as the genre through which to 
explore and represent this role. As Cixous the poet embraces the theatre. so her theatre 
in turn explores the role of the poet in representations of increasing ' pecifikit\,. 
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Representations of poetic identity in Cixous' theatre from the 1980s onwards are 
dominated by the trope of the poet as exile in relation to an allegorical 'paradise lost'. 
It is in this context that Sihanouk and Gandhi are presented as poet-figures. existing in 
different scenarios of exile and resisting separation and division. This role becomes the 
central focus of her work on poetic identity and overshadows any concern with the role 
of sexual difference in definitions of poetic identity. The primary criterion employed to 
establish poetic identity is that of an openness to the other and acceptance of difference. 
Gandhi accedes to the realms of the poet through his insistence on fighting the partition 
of India. Paradoxically, however. Cixous' positing of poetic identity as rooted in an 
acceptance of the other is undermined by the representations of the other in these two 
plays, which fix 'India' and the 'Indian self' as immutable, transcendental others. This 
essentialised India, its differences frozen and recuperated through Cixous' allegorisation 
of the historical and political events portrayed, provides useful metaphors for the 
construction of poetic identity, yet ultimately its subjectivity is denied. Cixous' adoption 
of Gandhi as poet figure seems less an insistence on the potential role of the poet in 
advocating peaceful change or in inspiring a population, than the mobilisation of a 
powerful context and a central protagonist through which she is able to voice her 
exploration of approaches to alterity. 
Clearly, it must be noted that the two central protagonists of these allegorical 
narratives are male; in direct opposition to the movement which has been traced in 
Tsvetaeva's theatre, Cixous' representations of poetic identity forge no links with the 
representation of female subjectivity. However, the only play in which Cixous 
represents female creativity is in fact the most explicit representation in this study of 
poetic identity. Her play Voile noire, voile blanche is discussed in Chapter Three in 
terms of its representation of exile, and the predominant trope which defines poetic 
identity in the play remains that of exile and exclusion. The poet Akhmatova's internal 
exile in the Soviet Union and the reiteration of Cixous' concept of a community of 
poets are of more importance to the representation of poetic identity in the play than 
gender-specific narratives of creativity. It can also be argued that the dominant poetic 
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presence in the play is that of Osip Mandel'shtam. He remains physically absent from 
the stage yet his poems and his opinions are evoked in every scene, and Akhmatova and 
Nadezhda Mandel'shtam compete in their desire to remember and appropriate his 
work. 8 Akhmatova is presented as principled and moral in her quest for publication. 
but as fickle and demanding in her relationships with the four other female characters. 
This again contrasts greatly with the idealised pictures of Mandel'shtam woven h\ the 
two women. 
It is at this point that Cixous foregrounds an almost Heide`g`ýerian model of the 
function of the poet as bearer of an essential 'Truth' and guardian against disjunctions 
between the individual and the world. 9 In Voile noire. voile blanche the poet 
Akhmatova is presented in terms of her potential as the purveyor of truth, the keeper of 
memory and the conscience of the people. Cixous emphasises the importance of 
solidarity between poets, and her play is posited as mirroring Akhmatova and Nadezhda 
Mandel'shtam's task of ensuring that the truth survives and that poets are not forgotten. 
Through the implicit suggestion of such parallels. Cixous excludes Pasternak from her 
definitions of poetic identity. His refusal to help Akhmatova erases him from Cixous' 
canon, but she inserts herself as fellow poet engaged in the preservation of both poetry 
and memory through the very writing of this play. This proposal becomes more explicit 
in the last scene of the play in which Akhmatova and Nadezhda Mandelshtarn expres' 
their hopes for the future: 
Akhmatova: (au public) 
Vous qui vivez plus tard, avez vous entendu parler d' Ossip et de sa 
femme ici presente? 
Et d' Anna Akhmatova? 
Faimerais tant le savoir, il faut sauter un siecle, et revenir. 
Et dites moi, vous qui vivez plus tard, savez-vous qui fut vraiment 
Mandelstam'? Akhmatova? Et Pasternak? Goumilev? Tabidze ? 
Tsvetaeva? 
Savez-vous qui d'entre nous fut loyal, qui fut trahi, qui fut traitre... 
Cela se voit-il plus tard dans nos poemes'? 
L'Histoire de la verite a-t-elle commence? 'o 
This direct address to the audience reminds them of the overall author-ity of the play. 
ýý ! 
that of Cixous. It is through her work that we may have learnt of Akhmatova. 
Mandel'shtam and Pasternak, and consequently Cixous achieves an assertion of her 
own poetic identity through the stating of an alliance between herself and the poet- 
figures represented onstage. 
Cixous' La Ville ap riure ou le reveil des Erinyes, " which went into production 
in 1994, demonstrates the continuation of the representation of the poet as moral and 
cultural safekeeper. 
The character of Aeschylus, the guardian of the cemetery. clearly evokes the 
classical Greek dramatist of the same name, and he is portrayed as a poet-figure in 
this play. His work in protecting the excluded and the dead also marks his association 
with the poet, and the task which he performs in several scenes, that of inscribing the 
names of outcasts and martyrs in stone on the cemetery walls, serves as an analogy to 
Cixous' belief in the role of the poet as guardian of memory and conscience. '-' In her 
prefatory essay published alongside the text, Cixous recalls the great writers who have 
documented contemporary horrors and corruption: 
Au bord de la rouge riviere au destin angoissant se sont penches tous les 
poetes impuissants ä retenir la vie qui s' en Va... Entendez-les gemir 
1'hymne indigne, Eschyle, Shakespeare, Balzac, Hugo, affreusement 
fascines par les carnages dont l'homme est 1'auteur avec la cite. '- 
Aeschylus is included in Cixous' brief list and the assumption is again present that, 
through the writing of this play and the specific association with Aeschylus, Cixous is 
inserting her own poetic persona into this group. Aeschylus fulfills the role of poet as 
protector and defender of those wrongly persecuted and excluded, and his status as poet 
is emphasised through the inscription of martyrs on the cemetery walls and his desire toi 
note down events and sensations. ultimately even to note down a description of death as 
he passes into immortality at the end of the play. 14 Aeschylus provides another 
example of Cixous' use of male poet-figures as heroic characters. The focus of the play 
may appear to centre on the mother's search for justice for the murder of her children. 
but it is the poet's role in communicating this to the world, herc e\pli,: itly the theatre 
0s 
audience, which is asserted at the end of the play. 
The explicit insertion of Cixous' poetic persona returns in force in the last play 
analysed in this thesis and Cixous' last play to date L'Histoire u'on ne connaitra 
'amais 
. 
15 The play continues the movement towards an increasingly explicit portrayal 
of poetic identity in her theatre however it develops the representation of poetic identity 
through the staging of the scene of writing itself and an exploration of the poet's 
relationship to writing and to the theatre. Through the dramatisation of a writing self'. 
the poet Sturlusson, the play also problematises the inherent tensions between Cixous' 
adoption of the theatre as privileged site of the other, and the projection of a specific 
poetic identity, that of the authorial self. 
Sturlusson's search for the meta-narrative. the lost story. represents Cixous' 
concept of the poet's quest for truth. Sturlusson, as character in the play, is thus it 
participant in the unfolding narrative, and capable of altering the course of events, but 
is charged with the delivery of a closed narrative. The projection of Sturlusson into this 
scene represents an explicit insertion of the writing self and poetic identity into the 
scene of writing and the scene of the theatre which the poet experiences in its spatial 
and temporal immediacy. Sturlusson does not possess authorial omniscience, and 
dramatic tension is maintained in the play as he attempts both to observe and participate 
in the narrative. In the programme notes Cixous ostensibly discusses Sturlusson, but 
implies that this dilemma is experienced by all poets: 
Ce que veut le poete: retrouver la verite. Mais ä la chercher, il se voit 
pris lui-meme dans la toile qu' il regarde se tisser. Le passe qui etait son 
objet de desir, le cede au present... le voila lui-meme personna` e du 
recit qu'il comptait faire. L'Histoire qu'il esperait raconter se jette sur 
lui et l'emporte. 16 
Poetic identity, as is consistently true of Cixous' later plays. is determined by an 
association with the exiled and the outcast, to the exclusion of other concerns and, as 
discussed in Chapter Three, the rabbi Barout represents this association in the play. 
However, the introduction of an explicit Jewishness also encourages an association ot 
poetic identity with Cixous. Barout's presence is presented as vital. both fundamental to 
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the creative process, and necessary for a recuperation of the narrative (impliýitl}' 
History itself). 17 When Barout departs violently from the scene as he is murdered by 
Sturlusson in a fit of rage, the rabbi's fate could arguably be read as a simplistic 
allegorisation of the fate of the Jew in History. However, a reading of the murder scene 
in the context of the representation of poetic identity is more rewarding. 
Sturlusson's anger is roused by the loss of his written text which is delaying his 
departure from a narrative which he considers closed. This represents an attempt by the 
poet to appropriate the narrative, to assert authorial control and attain textual fixity- 
within the flux of the dramatic narrative of the play. Sturlusson's crime in murdering 
Barout is to deny the importance and presence of the other whom Cixous describes 
throughout her work as essential for poetic creativity. 18 Sturlusson is horrified by his 
own actions and describes the murder in terms of a self-mutilation. He loses all control 
of the narrative and indeed renounces any hope of authorial control: 
Snorri: 
Comme je suis fatigue de penser a nous 
Etres humains incertains violents... 
Nos mysteres sont escarpes 
Et je ne sais meme plus qui est le personnage principal 
De mon recit. 19 
Sturlusson is then murdered by one of the main agents of evil in the play, but remains 
on stage in his role as immortal commentator and guardian against the revengeful 
denouement demanded by the Nordic gods. Cixous' staging of the death of the author- 
serves to banish all notions of Sturlusson's control: he is participant in the final scene 
and, as such, is caught up in the flux of the dramatic narrative but has no authority to 
influence the course of events. I would argue that this opposition can be read as that 
between the text and the theatre: Sturlusson's commissioned narrative is usurped by the 
spatial and temporal immediacy of the play over which he can maintain no prescriptive 
omniscience. 
Cixous thus dramatises her perception of the poet's misguided approach to 
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writing and to the other, a warning of the dangers of a misconception of the role and 
nature of poetic identity. However, the denouement also serves to foreground a 
tendency which has become increasingly prominent in Cixous' last three plays. that of 
the assertion of her own authority over the poetic identities represented in her theatre. 
Sturlusson's narrative is seen as inferior to that of the play in which it is framed. 
suggesting a potential superiority of the approach to writing of the author of that play. 
Cixous. As the final lines of Voile noire, voile blanche, discussed earlier in this 
conclusion, draw the audience's attention toward the authorial presence behind the play. 
so the last lines of L'Histoire u'on ne connaitra jamais) emphasise both Sturlusson's 
failure and Cixous' inferred success. Sturlusson laments: 'Personne ne racontera jamais 
notre histoire' 
, 
20 yet the audience must contest this as they have been privileged to 
witness it. Cixous has managed to recount this story and her titling of the play 
paradoxically serves to remind us of her achievements. Sturlusson, powerless poet- 
figure on the stage, defers to a higher authority. Any intradiegetic effacement of poetic 
identity and deconstructions of authorship are reversed by Cixous' assertion of her own 
authorial control of this dramatic text. Cixous may have sacrificed the poet and 
questioned the function of poetic identity on the stage, yet the demise of authorial 
presence is ultimately illusory. The evolving representations of poetic identity in 
Cixous' theatre thus serve as a projection of her own poetic identity which she validates 
through an association of heroic figures with the poetic, and implicitly with herself, and 
an assertion of her own authority over the characters in her later plays and over the 
narratives themselves. 
A Gendered Poetic Identity? 
This exploration of the chronological development and final representations of 
poetic identity in the theatre of Tsvetaeva and Cixous reveals that, despite the common 
tropes and themes important to the two writers' perceptions of the poet. the resulting 
movements and evolving trajectories are strongly divergent. 
ill 
As discussed above, poetic identity in the theatre of Tsvvetaeva becomes 
increasingly gender-specific as both the repression and the expression of female 
creativity is staged. In assessing the nature of Cixous' and Tsvetaeva's respective 
representations of poetic identity the question of gender remains an important 
consideration for feminist readings of their work. The repression and misrepresentation 
of female creativity is well documented, 21 and the status of the female poet, often 
designated as diminutive and secondary as "poetess", remains particularly problematic. 
As Svetlana Boym infers in her clear and far-reaching discussion of the cultural 
and literary connotations of the term "poetess", Tsvetaeva was familiar with the 
traditional undermining of female creativity. 22 This is accurately observed in 
Tsvetaeva's description of a 'vecher (sic) poetess (An Evening of Poetesses)' organised 
by the poet Briusov in Moscow. 23 Briusov's introduction of the women poets was 
clearly offensive to Tsvetaeva: 
)KeHLUHHa. Jho60Bb. CTpacrb. XCeHLgHHa, C Ha'{a. rla BeKOB, 
yMena IIeTb TOJIbKO o mo6BH H cTpaCTH. E wHCTBeHHa$ CTpaCTb 
» eHIIIHHbI 
- 
Ino6OBb. Kaxci ax 
. 
mo60Bb )KeHLIZHHbI 
- 
cTpaCTb. BHe 
JII06BH )KeHUJHHa B TBopHeCTBe, HHqTO... 
Woman. Love. Passion. Woman, since the beginning of the century, has 
only known how to sing of love and passion. The single passion of 
woman is love. Every woman's love is passion. Outside of love woman, 24 
in art, is nothing... 
The cultural connotations of gender are in force here and Tsvetaeva recognises that "na 
vecher(sic) poetess delo uzhe ne v stikhakh (at an evening of poetesses the interest is 
not in the poetry)". 25 Such are the issues at stake for the assertion of a female poetic 
identity, issues which Tsvetaeva recognised and placed at the foreground of her theatre. 
Her representations of poetic identity are gender-specific, and they demonstrate the 
restrictions placed upon female subjectivity and the woman writer. and stage positive 
representations of female creativity. Her final play Fedra (Phaedra) employs established 
narrative, that of classical Greek mythology, to reveal dominant perceptions of 
women's writing as repressive and to insist upon the valid cultural status of the woman 
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poet. Fedra constitutes a startlingly thorough dramatisation of many issues which are 
fundamental to any consideration of the relationship between female subjectivity and 
poetic identity, issues which remain conspicuously absent from Cixous' theatre. 
Cixous' representations of poetic identity become increasingly explicit in a 
different direction. Her changing notions of poetic identity are reliant upon the 
projection of correspondences and similarities between the poetic criteria personified by 
the poet figures in her plays and her own poetic persona. Cixous' strategic insertion ()t 
her own poetic identity which dominates the ending of her most recent play enacts a 
very different relationship to mythology from that of Fedra (Phaedra The staging of 
poetic identity also coincides in Cixous' theatre with the employment of other 
mythological narratives, but it is not the status of the woman poet, or even an 
ungendered poet which is asserted as heroic male poet-figurs are constructed and 
reinstated. Rather it is the status of Cixous' own poetic identity and status as equal to 
the poets represented in her theatre which is suggested, and a personal mythologisation 
which is projected on to the characters in her plays. This homogenising process 
undermines the representation of difference and defines all poets through their 
similarities with each other, and importantly, with Cixous. The representation of an 
ungendered and undifferentiated poetic identity relies on the use of the other, often a 
female other, as allegory through which poets define themselves. The emergence of a 
monolithic concept of poetic identity, existing as it may in contemporary India or 
ancient Iceland does not imply a more liberating conception of poetic identity in terms 
of the status of the female poet. Whilst Cixous' earlier work explored the politics of 
cultural representations of female subjectivity, the presence of this concern cannot be 
detected in her recent theatre. Cixous' projection of her persona as analogou,, with 
poetic identity does not include an engagement with her own female subjectivit\ a,, an 
important element of poetic identity. 
Cixous' recent writing in other genres display an increasing level of `elf- 
referentiality and whilst the self can be presented as text, as a discursive site. it can be 
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seen in Cixous' case as encouraging increasingly reductive readings of her texts which 
rely on intertextual references to her life and work and to her personal mythologies. 26 
This thesis has shown the representation of poetic identity to be central to the 
theatre of Tsvetaeva and Cixous and to provide a rewarding frame through which to 
approach their theatre as a coherent generic body of work. Both writers employ the 
genre of theatre to project the poet-self and dramatise their own creativity. The 
representation of poetic identity in Tsvetaeva's theatre remains more radical in its 
portrayal of female creativity and dramatisation of the relationships between body, text 
and language which must underlie women's relationship to writing and the structure of 
their theatre. 
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(1) Helene Cixous. 'Tancrede continue' in Entre 1'ecriture (Paris: des femme". 19Sb). 
pp. 139-168. 
(2) This is clearly the function of the mythological narrative in Le Norm d'Oedipe. 
(3) As discussed in Chapter Three, the character evokes the figure of 
. 
Aleksandr Blok as 
meta-poet. The second poem in Tsvetaeva's 'Stikhi k Blok-u (Poems to Blok )' refers to 
nezhnyi prizrak (a gentle ghost)', 'snegovoi pevets (snow singer)'. and the 
'bubentsami dalekimi (distant sleigh bells). Marina Tsvetaeva. Sochineniia. I. pp. 65- 74. 
(4) Marina Tsvetaeva, Metel' (The Snowstorm), p. 54. 
(5) Jacques Casanova de Seingalt, Histoire de ma Vie. II, pp. 40-5 1. 
(6) Scotto's reading is most unsatisfactory. He suggests that Tsvetaeva was attracted to 
this episode of the memoirs because of Casanova's young age at the time of the 
recounted seduction: "In The Phoenix, the child Casanova's encounter with Venus may 
reflect the older Tsvetaeva's attraction to the child-like Sonechka Gollidei. " Andrew 
Scotto 'Toward a reading of Tsvetaeva's Feniks' in Marina Tsvetaeva: One Hundred 
Years ed. Viktoria Schweitzer et al. pp. 194-201, p. 197. 
(7) Kasanova "... nam plashch svoi priotkryla vlazhnyi (she opened her damp cloak to 
us)". Marina Tsvetaeva, Feniks, p. 194. 
(8) Helene Cixous, Voile noire, voile blanche, p. 258. 
(9) See Martin Heidegger, 'What are Poets For? ' in Poetry, Langage, Thought trans. 
Albert Hofstadter, (New York: Harper and Row, 1975), pp. 91-142. Another clear 
example of Cixous' focus upon the poet (herself) as revealer of truths can be found in 
the concluding paragraphs of one of her recent texts as she entreats the reader to find 
the hidden truth in her text. Helene Cixous, L'Ange au secret (Paris: des femmes, 
1991), pp. 255-257. 
(10) Helene Cixous, Voile noire, voile blanche, p. 350. 
(11) Helene Cixous, La Ville parjure ou le reveil des 
Erinyes, (Paris: Theatre du Soleil, 1994). 
(12) The names engraved range from Steven Biko to Anne Frank and represent the 
victims of different regimes of political and racial oppression. 
(13) Helene Cixous, 'Nos Mauvais Sangs', ibid., p. 5. 
(14) Helene Cixous, La ville ap rjure ou le reveil des Erinyes, p. 214. 
(15) Helene Cixous, L'Histoire u'on ne connaitra jamais) (Paris: des femmes, 1994). 
(16) Helene Cixous, programme notes to L'Histoire u'on ne connaitra jamais 
, 
1994. 
(17) The play maintains the ambiguity of the French 'histoire' meaning both story and 
history, emphasising Cixous' focus on the responsibility of poets and historians alike to 
recount the 'truth'. 
(18) The murder of the other is of course fundamental to Ci\oous' thought in a much 
wider context than that of creativity. Her early analyses of the repression female 
subjectivity define the denial of alterity as one of, the foundinýT principles of patriarchal 
thought. Indeed such repression is referred to as le meutre de l'autre', a sub-heading 
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used in Helene Cixous and Catherine Clement. La Jeune Nee. (Paris: Union Generale 
des Editions, 1975). p. 127. 
(19) Helene Cixous, L'Histoire u'on ne connaitra jamais). p. 164. 
(20) ibid., p. 184. 
(21) In texts as varied as Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar. The Madwomen in the attic: 
The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination ý Yale University 
Press, 1979) to Christine Battersby Gender and Genius: Towards a Feminist Aesthetics (London: The Women's Press, 1989). 
(22) Svetlana Boym, Death in Quotation Marks: Cultural Myths of the Modern Poet. 
pp. 192-194. 
(23) Tsvetaeva's sarcastic descriptions of the evening and of Briusov's attitude to 
women poets can be found in Marina Tsvetaeva, 'Geroi Truda' in Izbrannaia Proza 
dvukh tomakh, I, pp. 197-210. 
(24) ibid., p. 202. 
(25) ibid., p. 204. 
(26) The final section of a recent text written by Cixous with Mireille Calle-Gruber acts 
as a continuation of the mythologisation of Cixous' own identity. Mireille Calle-Gruher 
and Helene Cixous, Photos de Racines (Paris: des femmes, 1994). 
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